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From $780 year store to $8200
year building in one year

Your community, too, needs Nestler Service

WHAT these two Hartford
men have done, you too can
do. Early in 1925, they se-

cured a license to operate the patent-
ed Nestler Rubber Fusing Process in
Hartford, Conn., and opened for
business in a small $65 a month store.
In twelve months they built up the
largest tire servicing business in the
state with no previous tire experience.
An $8200 a year building has just
been taken to give room to take care
of a steadily increasing demand.

What is the Nestler Rubber Fusing
Process and what does it do? Only a bare
outline can be given here. It is a patented
Process producing a de -vulcanization of
rubber, by which a positive fusion or weld-
ing of new and old rubber can be produced
at will. Nothing like it has ever been em-
ployed before. It makes possible the first
practical and successful method of retread-
ing pneumatic auto and truck tires, doubles
the mileage at one-third the price of a
new tire and saves car owners 50 per cent
of their tire bills. It is creating a brand
new industry.

An Enormous Market
A thousand miles of use takes but a few

ounces of rubber from the tread of your
.tires. A tire considered worn out because
of tread wear has actually lost only 15
per cent of its cost. Of the more than 34
million tires which are now annually
junked, a large proportion could be made
to do double duty with the Nestler Rubber
Fusing Process. Since it was patented in
1920 the Nestler Rubber Fusing Process
has been in practical use. Hundreds of

thousands of tires are now being success-
fully Nestlerized annually.

Be President of Your Own
Company

Think of the opportunity for a Nestler
Rubber Fusing Station in your community.
Previous experience unnecessary. Only
moderate capital required. Earnings of
$4,000 to $15,000 and more annually are
now being made by Nestler Operators.
Records of growth similar to the one in
Hartford are being made all over the
country!

The Nestler Rubber Fusing Process is
not only a better method of tire servicing,
but is also more simple, cheaper and faster
than any other method on earth.

Any man of average intelligence can
master the Nestler Process in a few days
time. Free instruction in the Nestler Rub-
ber School or by mail is given all licensees.
New plan makes it possible to earn while
you learn.

The Nestler Plan
The Nestler Plan gives the full facts

concerning the Nestler opportunity. It
tells the methods used by the Hartford
Tire Retreading Co., and hundreds of
other successful Nestler Operators
throughout the world in building prosper-
ous businesses in their communities.
Write for it today and we will also send
you a copy of the Nestler catalog and a
history of tire servicing methods which
will show you the great advantages you
will have. This is a proven, new and un-
crowded field of business with an enorm-
ous demand and unlimited possibilities
for growth. Present conditions are all
favorable due to high tire prices. Write
for the books today.

NESTLER RUBBER FUSING CO., Inc.
Dept. J-9, 245 W. 55th Street, New York, N. Y.

"Read the facts about the
'amazing growth of Nestler
Licensees. .Make this suc-
cess your own!"

EMIL NESTLER,
discoverer of the Nestler
Rubber Fusing Process, is
the recognized authority on

tire retreading.

New Tires From Old.
That is the Nestler
Message in a nutshell.

WRITE FOR IT TODAY!
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MAKE BIG MONEY IN ELECT1JCITY!

800% Pay Increase Inkl
times what I earned when I enrol led.
1 used to get $50 a month-now it's
$400." Carroll Moeschler,Chaska,Minn.

$700 in 24 Days"Thanks toyou. I made
$700 in 24 days in radio." says F.G.
McNabb, 7 W. 16th St., Atlanta,
Ga. "I recommend your training
everywhere,"
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$9,000 a Year Aau,tsoncITeinccitey
Albany, Ore., over $9,000 a year. 58 Ave., Asti,ria, L. I., now earning
men enrolled for this training on his $12,000 a year, says, "Cooke Training
recommendation. is responsible for my big income."

$125 a Week a'sDernd osntemr.s

says A. Schreck, Phoenix, Ariz. "I
make over $500 a month. Your ad-
vertisement started me to success."
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Send the Coupon below for full particulars of my great pay -
raising training-the training that has fitted thousands of
men for jobs paying $3500 to $10,000 a year in Electricity

Be "ELECTRICAL EXPERT
Learn at HOME in your SPARE TIME !

Don't you keep on working for $25 or $35 a week. Get into Electricity. Thousands of Cooke Trained
Men who knew nothing about it a short time ago are now earning $70 to $200 a week as Electrical
Experts-and they don't work half as hard as you do. Why stick to your small pay job? Why stick to
a line of work that offers no chance-no promotion-no big pay? Get into the world's greatest busi-
ness. Electricity needs you. I'll show you how to do it. Get ready for the big -pay job now.
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Electrical Experts are in Big Demand
Even ordinary electricians - the "screw driver" kind - are
making big money, but trained men-Electrical Experts who
get the top salaries-are needed more now than ever before.
Thousands of Cooke Trained Men easily earn $3,600 to $10,000 a year.
That's the kind of a job you want-where you can plan and bass and
supervise the work of others or go into business for yourself. Get
started towards one of these bits -pay jobs now. Learn to earn $70 to $200
a week - you can do it with Cooke training- recommended by more
than ten thousand successful graduates. just mail the coupon below.

Employment Service-No Extra Charge
I will train you for a big -pay job and then help you get it
without extra charge. Hundreds of employers look to me for
the electrical men they hire. Last year I placed over one thou-
sand men at big raises in pay. Hundreds of others were promoted by
their employers through the help of my Vocational
Service and other hundreds went into business for
themselves with the help of my special Business
Training. Mail coupon for big free book which ex-
plains this service and fourteen other features, many
of which can't be had anywhere else.

rung with

Address.

$1,000 a Month John JirineC'
3

my simpl Hied, complete home course-the world famous"Cooke" Train-
ing-built cn my own 20 years of engineering experience with the help
of nearly 50 other engineers. Learn to earn 570 to $200 a week- only
spare time needed.

My Training Pays for Itself
You can start earning extra money a few weeks after you
start my training 1 give you special instruction for doing
simple electrical jobs in your spare time-show you how to
get these jo!)s aid tell you what to charge. Many of my students make
as high as 125 a wee< extra this way while studying, My course more
than pays is own way.

Tour Satisfaction Guaranteed
I am so sure I can make you a big success in Electricity, just
like I have done fcr the men whose pictures you see here and
thousands of others who now boost my training, that I will

guarantee your satisfaction with a signed, money -
back guarantee bond. If my training doesn't satisfy
you after you have finished, you get back every penny
ybads

ofpa this
me. A two million dollar institution stands

Get Started Now-Mail Coupon
Get my free book -"The Vital Facts About
Electricity." Read about the success of hun-
dreds of other men-men who recommend
this training and whose names and addresses are giv-
en in my book. Get the real dope about your opportu-
nities in Electricity. See how easy it is to get started
on the road to jobs that pay $70 to $200 a week. Don't
deny yourself this chance to make big money. Get the
facts NOW-MAIL COUPON AT ONCEfor the facts
and my guarantee.

My Bi
Electric

FR

g New
al Book
EEl

The 1926 Edd ion of my big book
-"The Vital Facts About Elec-
tricity," is just off the press!
Clip coupon NOW for your copy
- it's FREE! 112 actual pictures
of Electricity at work-dozens
of success stories- wt.at you
can do in this Big-Pay-Profee-
sion -you'll find it all in my
"up -to- t he - minute" electrical
book. Send for it today!

L. L. COOKE, Chief Engineer,
hicago Engineering Works. Inc. a ea

Dept. 2,
2150 Lawrence Avenue .00°. L. L. COOKE, Chief Engineer,

Chicago, Illinois Chicago Engineering Works. Inc..

4°4.
Dept. 26

2150 Lawrence A , Chicago, Illinois
Send me at once, without obligation, your big

illustrated book and complete details of your Home
Study Course in Electricity, including your outfit and

of, employment service offers.

Ckcupation

Name
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Could Noah's Ark Hold
All the Animals?

The modern scientific viewpoint is il-
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How North Pole Airplane
Flight Was Navigated
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airplane to the North Pole and back, ex-
plained with simple diagrams by an aero-
nautical engineer.

Winter House Garden
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appear in the next number.
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,ubject as plain as A B C.
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Perhaps you, too, can cut your
"B" battery costs in half. Just
follow the chart. It gives you
the secret of "B" battery economy.

THOUSANDS of people have
made the discovery that
Eveready "B" Batteries,
when used in the proper size,
and on sets equipped with a
"C" battery*, are a most
economical, reliable and
satisfactory source of radio
current.

Here is the secret of "B"
battery economy, reliability
and satisfaction:

On all but single tube sets
-Connect a "C" bat-
tery*. The length of ser-
vice given below is based
on its use.
On l to 3 tubes-Use
Eveready No. 772. Lis-
tening in on the average
of 2 hours daily, it will
last a year or more.
On 4 or more tubes-

'Nate: A "C" battery greatly increases
the life of your "B" batteries and gives
a quality of reception unobtainable with-
out it. Radio sets may easily be changed
by any competent radio service man to
permit the use of a "C" battery.

No.770 or No.486
1

e) lb) Ill
01 or or Or

11) IF more

Use the Heavy -Duty
"B" Batteries, either No.
770 or the even longer -
lived Eveready Layer-
biltNo.486. Used on the
average of 2 hours daily,
these will last 8 months
or longer.
These figures are based on

the average use of receivers,
which a country -wide survey
has shown to be two hours
daily throughout the year.
If you listen longer, of course,
your batteries will have a
somewhat shorter life, and if
you listen less, they will last
longer.

Evereadys give you their
remarkable service to the full
only when they are correctly
matched in capacity to the
demands made upon them by
your receiver. It is wasteful

to buy batteries that are too
small. Follow the chart.

In addition to the batteries
illustrated, which fit prac-
tically all the receivers in use,
we also make a number of
other types for special pur-
poses. There is an Eveready
Radio Battery for every radio
use. To learn more about the
entire Eveready line, write
for the booklet, "Choosing
and Using the Right Radio
Batteries," which we will be
glad to send you on request.
There is an Eveready dealer
nearby.

Manufactured and guaranteed by

NAT:ONAL CARBON CO., INC.
New York San Francisco

Canadian National Carbon Co., Limited
Toronto, Ontario

Tuesday night means Eveready Hour
-8 P. M., Eastern Standard Time,

through the following stations:
wrAr-Nr w York wsiu-Cincinnali
w jut -Providence WTAm-Cleveland

{ewe-Detroit
WI WAVorcester
WET T -Boston

WON -Chicago
wet -Philadelphia iennnaea or

woa-Bu ffalo Ulu

Radio Batteries
wc 'a-Pittsburg h

Louis

-they last longer
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TEAR ALONG THIS LINE

Time and Postage Saver
IN every issue of SCIENCE AND INVENTION you

undoubtedly see numerous articles advertised about
which you would like to have further information.
To sit down and write an individual letter to each of these
respective concerns, regarding the article on which you desire
information, would be quite a task.
As a special service to our readers, we will write the letters
for you, thus saving your time and money.
Just write the names of the products about which you want

information, and to avoid error the addresses of the man-
ufacturers, on the coupon below and mail it to us.
If the advertiser requires any money or stamps to be sent to
pay the mailing charges on his catalog or descriptive literature,
please be sure to enclose the correct amount with the coupon.
We will transmit to the various advertisers your request for
information on their products.
This service will appear regularly every month on this same
page in SCIENCE AND INVENTION.

TO. RE.. DERS' SERVICE BUREAU,
 EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO., Inc., 53 Park Place, New York, N. Y

FROM WRITE YOUR NANIE and ADDRESS HERE:
NAME
ADDRESS CITY, STATE

Gentlemen: Please advise the firms listed below that I would like to recieve detailed information on their product as
advertised in the issue of SCIENCE AND INVENTION.

SRI 9.26

rer'This form should not be used for technical questions.

NAME ADDRESS
(Street-City-State)

List here specific article on
which you wish literature.

If Catalogue
of complete
line is wanted
check in this

column.

Check here Your Dealer's Name
if you are
a dealer Address
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HOW TO INVENT-
WHAT TO INVENT

and What to Do About Protecting
and Selling An Invention

ALTHOUGH the fact has been
universally recognized that In-
vention is governed by a few
simple, easily acquired, funda-

mental principles, no one ever thought
of putting these principles in black
and white so that everybody interest-
ed in invention could read them. In
spite of the fact that Thomas A. Edi-
son made his famous statement that
invention should be taught as a sci-
ence, thousands of people continued
to work blindly, doggedly, haphazard-
ly to perfect their ideas.

But now anyone can learn how to invent.
Fifteen famous inventors have at last given
to the world the laws and principles of In-
ventive Science. They have shown every
ambitious man and women how to invent.
They are teaching Invention ex-
actly as other peopleareteaching
law, medicine, bookkeeping. In-
stead groping
blindly, instead of wasting your
time in useless, heartbreaking
drudgery, you learn how to com-
plete your ideas quickly and what
to do about them when they are
completed. You learn how to
think so you are sure to succeed.

Everybody Invents
For a long time it was com-

monly believed that every in-
vention was a matter of pure
luck-the result of some happy
inspiration that suddenly flashed
through a man's brain, and
which made him fabulously rich without the
slightest effort or thought. But you can
prove for yourself that this is not so. You
can prove for yourself that invention is the
result of thinking and action along definitely
exact, scientific lines.

Suppose when you went home tonight
you found a window rattling. Through
your mind would flash, almost instinctively,
a regular order of thoughts which charac-
terize the coneption and completion of
every invention the world has ever known.
First, you would recognize a problem to he
solved-the rattling of the window. Then
you would think of several principles of
science or mechanics which would solve
your problem. You might think of the
scientific fact that if you poured water on
the frame the wood would swell and
tighten the window. You might think of
using a nail. But what you most poobably
would do would be to use the oldest me-
chanical principal known to man, the
wedge.

What Invention is
Brought down to its simplest terms, that

is exactly the way every invention has been
made-combining two ideas; a problem

Rav mond F. Yates.
who with fourteen
ether famous inven-
tors now makes it
easy for you to learn
how to invent in
your time at

home.

-How to develop your imagination
-How to develop your ideas
-How to get the facts you need for

inventions
-How to keep legal records of ideas
-How to use scientific principles of

mechanics
-How to avoid wasting time on im-

practical inventions
-How to apply for a patent
-How to organize a company
-How to protect your rights
-How to market a patent
and hundreds of other vitally impor-
tant facts which EVERY successful
inventor knows and uses.

which mustt be solved and a fact of me-
chanics or science which solves the problem.
So. although you may never have thought
of it just this way, every time you solve a
problem in you daily life-at home, travel-

ing, or in business-you are
an inventor; you use the prin-
ciples of thought and action
which govern the Science of In-
vention!

You can see, therefore. how
easy it is for you to develop
your natual instinct to "fix
things." The same processes of
thought that almost instinctively
told you to fix a rattling win-
dow with a wedge can be so well
developed that you can learn to
invent other things almost as
easily and quickly. Yost know.
too, that every invention is
made only by thinking inven-
tively. And every inventor is
agreed that the principles of In-
ventive Science are so simple, sa
easy to learn that anyone.

regardless of training or education, can
develop himself to become a successful in-
ventor!

With every new advance. with every
new discovery that the world experiences,
more problems are coming up-atal more
inventions are needed to solve these prob-
lems. Now, as never before, are new inven-
tions wanted, and the world will pay a for-
tune to the man or woman who gives it just
one of the inventions it needs.

Even little ideas can bring you a for-
tune. Eberhard, who invented the rubber
on the end of a pencil, has been paid hun-
dreds of thousands of dollars for his simple
idea. The man who invented the metal
tip for shoelaces, the man who conceived
the idea of the "humped" hairpin, the man
who developed the metal tape measure.
all have achieved success and wealth as
great or greater than the inventors of large
machinery.

L earn How to Invent at Home
I f you would like to develop your natural

inventive ability along money -making lines,
instead of trifling with ideas-if you
would like to 110 something about your
ideas instead of letting someone else patent

and market them ahead of you, let this great
Course in Inventive Science help you. Get
the advice and help of the fifteen famous
invent, rs who tell you the secrets of inven-
tion which you MUST know to be success-
ful.

This is the first course in practical inven-
tion that has ever been devised. In simple,
easy -to -understand language you are told
how successful inventors work; you learn
how to think along inventive lines, you learn
the short-cuts to successful invention; you
learn how to use the secrets of invention
that convert a simple little idea into money.

No one step in invention has been omitted.
Everything you want to know about inven-
tion-developing your ideas, securing in-
formation you need, how to apply for
patents, how to protect your rights, how to
sell your invention-are taken up step
by step, so that when you have completed
the course you have a wealth of informa-
tion worth thousands upon thousands of
dollars.

Only $2.95 For Entire Course
of 25 Lessons-- You Are

Protected by Money
Back Guarantee

We will send you the entire course of twenty-five
lesims, as described above, with the privilege of
tei days' inspection. Pay only $.295, plus a few
cents postage, to the postman who delivers the
course. This money will he returned to you at
once if yen decide to return the lessons within the
time allowed.

This Bnreatt is not connected in any way with
patent attorneys or manufacturers. Our only
wish is to help ambitious men and women to
develop tneir inventive ability-to become suc-
cessful inventors.

Perhaps only one little idea, as simple as the
snapfastener or "crimped hairpin", will bring you
thousands of dollars. These two examples brought
fortunes to the men who first thought of them.
The man who whittled out the first "Kiddie Kar"
for his own child is said to have made $5,000,000
out of it. Is there any better way to spend your
spore time? One little idea may win a fortune
for you!

Send no money. Just write your name and ad-
dress on the coupon below, or send a postcard.
But do it TODAY. Under our moneyhack guar-
antee. can you AFFORD to overlook this oppor-
tunity? It may place a fortune within your
grasp!

Bureau of Inventive Science
Dept. 79, Wisner Building, Rochester, N. Y.

EBUREAU OF INVENTIVE SCIENCE, I
Dept. 79, Wisner Bldg., Rochester, N. Y. I

Please send me your complete course of I
25 lisssons. I will pay the postman $2.95,
plus potage. which will be returned to me I
at once if I return the Course within ten

I days.

Name

Address

I City St-ite
LOutside of U. S. $3.25 cash with order.
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Chemistry paves t
to Success
Some people measure success in

terms of money and others in degree
of knowledge and culture. Chemistry
is the one uncrowded profession today
that offers both. America, always a land
of amazing opportunities, is especially so
now in the field of applied Chemistry. In-
dustries have developed within eight years
more rapidly than the output of trained men
to conduct them. Every big industry needs
chemists and there is a real demand for them
immediately.

Earn a Bigger
Salary from now on-
Good Chemists Command High Salaries; you can
make yourself independent for life by unearthing

one of Chemistry's Undiscovered Secrets!
Do you remember how the tales of pirate gold used to fire your imagina-
tion and make you want to sail the uncharted seas in search of treasure and
adventure? And then you would regret that such things were no longer
done. But that is a mistake. They are done-today and everyday-not on
desert islands, but in the chemical laboratories throughout your own coun-
try. Quietly, systematically, the chemist works. His work is difficult, but
more adventurous than the blood -curdling deeds of the Spanish Main. In-
stead of meeting an early and violent death on some forgotten shore, he
gathers wealth and honor through his invaluable contributions to human-
ity. Alfred Nobel, the Swedish chemist who invented dynamite, made so
many millions that the income alone from his bequests provides five $40,000
prizes every year for the advancement of science and peace. Herman
Frasch, who showed how to extract sulphur built up a huge fortune. C. M.
Hall, the chemist who discovered how to manufacture aluminum made
millions through this discovery. F. G. Cottrell, who devised a valuable
process for recovering the waste from flue gases, James Gayley, who
showed how to save enormous losses in steel manufacture, L. H. Baeke-
land, who invented Bakelite-these are only a few of the men to whom
fortunes have come through their chemical achievements.

NOW IS THE TIME TO STUDY CHEMISTRY
Not only are there boundless opportunities for amassing wealth in Chemistry, but the
profession affords congenial employment at good salaries to hundreds of thousands
who merely follow out its present applications. These applications are innumerable,
touching intimately every business and every product in the world. The work of the
chemist can hardly be called work at all. It is the keenest and most enjoyable kind of
pleasure. The days in a chemical laboratory arc filled with thrilling and delightful
experimentation, with the alluring prospect of a discovery that may spell Fortune
always at hand to spur your enthusiasm.

YOU CAN LEARN AT HOME
To qualify for this remarkable calling requires elaborate specialized training. Former-
ly it was necessary to attend a university for several years to acquire that training,
but thanks to our highly perfected and thorough system of instruction, you can now
stay at home, keep your position, and let us educate you in Chemistry during your
spare time. Even with only common schooling you can take our course and equip
yourself for immediate practical work in a chemical laboratory.

EASY MONTHLY PAYMENTS
You don't have to have even the small price of the course to start. You can pay for
it in small monthly amounts-so small that you won't feel them. The cost of our
course is very low, and includes everything, even the chemistry outfit-there are no
extras to buy with our course. Our plan of monthly payments places a chemical
education within the reach of everyone.

SPECIAL 30 DAY OFFER
Besides furnishing the student with his Experimental Equipment, we are making an
additional special offer for a short while only. You owe it to yourself to find out
about it. NVrite today for full information and free hook "Opportunities for Chem-
ists." Send the coupon right now while it is fresh in your mind. Or just write your
name and address on a postal and mail it to us. But whatever you do, act today
before this offer is withdrawn.

DON'T WAIT-MAIL COUPON NOW!

CHEMICAL INSTITUTE OF NEW YORK, Inc.
Home Extension Division 9

66-Z West Broadway New York City

LETTERS
From Students Who Have

Taken This Course
You w.tl probably be pleased to
learn one of the lessons gave To,
an Idea to turn lily chemical
knowledge to profitable account.
I am now making a varnish and
paint which undersells the other
type products by $2.60 a gallon.
In son e eases more. nave been
receiving gallon orders from Paint-
ers during past week which has
netted me a Profit a $12.50 for
my "spare-titne chemical indus-
try." Many thanks for your
training thus far.

J. J. KELLY.
I am but half way through your
loorse and am certain that I hare
saved my Company many times the
cost of' the course and raised ms -
self in the Share Holders estinia-
Son. Tire knowledge ipbtained ha -

Its Immediate practical application
and I do not hesitate in saying
your course and the personal at-
tention you glve is Invaluable to
the poet lest man In any business
where chemistry plays a part. You
nay 'roe this letter and MY name
and address to the furtherance of
your timid work.

JOHN WALTER.
I have not written since I re-
ceived the big set. I eon still say
that It far exceeded my anticipa-
tions. Since I have been studying
with !our school I have been ap-
pointed chemist for the Scranton
Coal t'o., testing all the coal and
Ash fry proximate analysis. The
legonS are helping me wonder-
fully. and the Interesting way in
which they are written makes me
malt Patiently for °aril lesson.

MORLAIS l'OLIZENS.

T. O'CONOR SLOANE,
A.B.,A.M.,LL.D.,Ph.D.

Noted Instructor, Lectur-
er and Author. Form-
erly Treasurer Ameri-
can Chemical Society
and a practical chemist
with many well known
achievements to his
credit. Not only has
Dr. Sloane taught chem-
istry for years but he
was for many years en-
gaged in commercial
chemistry work.

EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT FURNISHED
TO EVERY STUDENT

We give to every student without additional charge this chem-
ical equipment. including forty-nine pieces of laboratory ap-
paratus and supplies, and forty different chemicals and reagents.
These comprise the apparatus and chemicals used for the ex-
perinuntal work of the course. The fitted heavy wooden b.,c
serves not only as a case for the outfit hut also as a useful
laboratory accessory for performing countless experiments.

CHEMICAL INSTITUTE OF NEW YORK
Home Extension Division 9

66-Z West Broadway, New York City
Please send me at once, without any obligation on my

part, your free Book "Opportunities for Chemists." and
frill particulars about the Experimental Equipment given
to every student. Also please tell me about your plan of
payment and your special 30 day offer.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY STATE

s I Sept
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Afraid }'My OwnVoice
But I Learned to Dominate -
Others Almost Overnight

SUDDENLY the boss turned to me and
queried, "Well, Conroy, what's your

opinion?" They all listened politely for me
to speak and in the silence I heard my thin.
wavering voice stammering and sputtering
a few vague phrases. Like
a flash Stoddard inter-
rupted me and launched on
a brilliant description of
his plan. All sat spell-
bound as he talked-mv
views were forgotten-and
yet I have been studying
the problem for months
and I was prepared to
suggest a sound, practical
plan which I knew would
solve all our difficulties.

And that was the way it
always was-I vas always
being given opportunities
to show my ability and
always failing miserably.
I was bashful, timid, and
nervous-I never knew
how to express myself.
how to put my ideas
across. In fact. I was ac-
tually afraid of my own
voice! Constantly I saw
others with less ability, less experience than
I being promoted over my head-simply be-
cause they had the knack of forceful speech,
self-confidence, and personality-the very
qualities I lacked.

In social life, too, I was a total loss-I
was always the "left-over"-the one who
sat back and watched the others have a good
time. I seemed doomed to be an all around
failure unless I could conquer my timidity,

my bashfulness, my lack of poise and
inability to express myself.

In 15 Minutes a Day
And then suddenly I discovered a new

easy method which made
me a powerful speaker al-
most overnight. I learned
how to bend others to my
will, how to dominate one
man or an audience of
thousands. Soon I had
won salary increases, pro-
motion, popularity, power.
Inday I always have a
ready flow of speech at
my command. I am able
to rise to any occasion,
to meet any emergency
with just the right words.
And I accomplished all
this by developing the
natural power of speech
possessed by everyone.
bit cultivated by so few
-by simply spending 15"
minutes a day in the
privacy of my own home
to this most fascinating
subject.

There k no magic. no trick, no mystery about
becoming a powerful and convincing talker. You.
ton. can conquer timidity. stage fright. self-con-
sciousness and hoshfttlness. winning advancement
in salary, popularity, social standing and success.
Today inkiness demands for the big, important
high -salaried jobs, men who can dominate others-
men who can make others do as they wish. It is
the power of forceful. convincing speech that
causes one man to jump from obscurity to the
presidency of a great corporation: another from
a small, unimportant territory to a sales -manager's
desk: another from the rank and file of political
workers to a post of national importance: a timid,

WI -at 15 Minutes a Day
Will Show You

How to talk before your club or
lodge

How to propose and respond to
toasts

How to address Board Meetings
How to tell entertaining stories
How to make a political speech
How to make after -dinner speeches
How to converse interestingly
How to write letters
How to sell more goods
How to train your memory
How to enlarge your vocabulary
How to develop self-confidence
How to acquire a winning person-

ality
How to strengthen your willpower

and ambition
How to become a clear, accurate

thinker
How to develop your power of con-

centration
How to be the master of any situa-

tion.

ctiring, self-conscious man to change almost over-
night into a popular and much applauded after -
dinner speaker. Thousands have accomplished
just such amazing things through this simple. easy.
yet effective training.

Send for this Amazing Book
This new method of training is fully described

in a very interesting and informative booklet
which is. now being sent to everyone mailing the
coupon below. This book is called, How to Work
Wonders It'ith IVords. In it you are shown how
to conquer stage fright, self-consciousness, timid-
ity, bashfulness and fear-those things that keep
you silent while men of lesser ability get what
they want by the sheer power of convincing
s ,eech. Not only men who have made millions
but thou .ands have sent for this book-and are un-
stinting 'n their praise of it. You are told how to
bring out and develop your priceless "hidden
knack"-the natural gift within you-which will
win for you advancement in position and salary,
popularity. social standing. power and real suc-
cess. l het.tucacnuuoiihrtain your c,.py absolutely free by
sending

Now
Sent

FREE
NORTH AMERICAN INSTITUTE

601 M chigan Ave., Dept. 1426, Chicago, Ill.

NORTH AMERICAN INSTITUTE,
3601 Michigan Ave., Dept. 1426
Chicago, Illinois

Please send me FREE and without obliga-
tion nry copy of your famous book, How to
Wort Wonders With Words.

Name

Address

City C!ate
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To
PRACTICAL MEN

and
ELECTRICAL

STUDENTS

You can use this marvelous little
book for solving your problems in any
phase of electricity including Motor
Starters and Starting Boxes, Overload
and Underload Release Boxes, Rever-
sible Types, Elevator Controllers,
Tank Controllers, Starters for Printing
Press Motors, Automatic Controllers,
Variable Field Type, Controllers for
Mine Locomotive, Street Car Control.
lers, Connections for Reversing
Switches, Motor and Dynamo Rules,
Rules for Speed Regulation, Connec-
tions for Induction Motors and Start-
ers, Delta and Star Connections, Con-
nections for Auto Transformers, and
Transformers for Lightning and Power
Purposes.

If you are interested in calculation
you can find plenty of it in the various
work on Simple Electrical Mathemat-
ics, Electrical Units, Electrical Con-
nections, Calculation of Unknown Re-
sistances, Calculation of Current in
Branches of Parallel Circuits, Calcu-
lation of Weight of Wire, Wire Gauge
Rules, Orm's Law, Watt's Law, Infor-
mation regarding Wire used for Elec-
trical Purposes, Wire Calculations,
Wiring Calculations, Illumination Cal-
culations, Shunt Instruments and Cal-
culation of Resistance of Shunt s,
Power Calculations, Efficiency Calcu-
lations, Measuring of Unknown Resist-
ances, Dynamo and Dynamo Troubles,
Motors and Motor Troubles, Calcula-
tion of Size of Pulleys, Current Calcu-
lations in finding Impedance, React-
ance, inductance, Frequency, Speed of
Alternators and Motors, Conductance,
Susceptance, Admittance, Angle of
Lag and Power Factor, and Formulas
for use with Line Transformers.
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ARE YOU INTERESTED
IN ELECTRICITY?

If you are, this is your opportunity to get a book which is as
authentic as it is complete! For every problem that has puzzled
you and is puzzling you, you will find the solution in clear, definite
language in the BLUE BOOK. Its informatative contents come
from the pen of Yorke Burgess, founder and head of the famous
electrical school bearing his name. It is a pocket-size note book,
especially adapted for the practical man and those who are taking
up the study of electricity. You can have this note book with you
at all times and you can read and study it in your leisure moments.

With all mailing charges postpaid, we will send you this excel-
lent book for one dollar ($1.00). Just mail us your order, enclos-
ing a dollar bill, a check, or a money order with your request for
a copy. Knowing its value thoroughly, we are convinced that you
will like the book, but after five days we will be glad to refund
your dollar if you should care to return the book. Just drop us
a line.

THE McCLURE PUBLISHING CO.
Dept. S. 1. 9 720 Cass Street, Chicago, Ill.
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0.C.MILLER

Director of

ork I,
Extension

W

/WILL MAKE

this Contract
with You-

AMERICAN SCHOOL
the Million Doll°,

Liovnitonel huitiotioa

to Prove You Can Learn at Home in Spare Time!
We have invented a new, simplified way to teach Drafting-the first

real improvement in Drafting home -instruction in history. We want you
to see it, try it-without one penny of cost or obligation. We want to

show you how we get away from the copying methods used in the past. See
how we make you think, solve problems, do actual drafting room jobs

from the first lesson!

DraftsmenWanted! $60 to $125 aWeek!

When you enroll for our home -training
in Drafting, we agree to give you:
I. Complete Drafting training, by the

new PracttceMethod.
2. Professional Drafting Outfit, as

tl-trated.
3. Ire will help Gov get a good Drafting

position at a substantial increase in
pay.

4. Or we'll refund every cent of your
money.

Director Extension, Work

The American School. a million
dollar No -Profit Educational Insti-
tution now offers men a dotage ser-
vice-training for a specific job, then
folding the job. For one small price,
on terms of only $5 a month, you are
now assured of definite benefits, both
in position and salary. Write for corn.
Vete information-today!

IVo niachine can be built
until the Draftsman drat
builds an paper. Mb'
training prepares you for

Never It., the oorld sten
anything like the Minding
boom of today. This tins
Created 441,11110'1C demand
for Ira! iitaftsinen.

0. C. MILLER,
ircetar

EXTENSION WORK

FREE
Job Service!
The Arne, 1,4in hool
now otters its students
and graduates, with-
out cost. the services
of an efficient Employ-
ment Department
keeping in constant
touch with etn.
ployes of Drafts.
men all over the
United State:. Ire
have placed hun
dreds of men in
good big -pay Draft-
s,' g positions.
We've made this
training so com-
plete, so practical,
so easy to master,
that our students
arc bound to make
good. And, so, be-
cause the demand
for real Draftsmen
continues to exceed
the supply, and be-
cause this training
actually prepare:
men for gond Draft.
ing positions, We
bark tt with a Free
Fmployment Ser.

AMERICAN SCHOOL

WIN SUCCESS
THRU DRAFTING
Drafting Is easy. fasein-
sting work. Short hours.
Die pay. And rho
Draftsman Is always
in line for nroniotion
for executive Pr.si-

?Jens. This train-
ing is Comp', -t...
It includes iii

SCI1001 sot:.
(If you ,

them) and It
tile Engin-
eering and

ma.les
Drafting
Experts.
require.

Dept. D-626
Drexel Ave. & 58th St.

CHICAGO

70,000 fine jom advertised last year. Get
ready to fill one. Get out of the rut. Make
something of yourself. Plan your future in
Drafting. Even if you have only common
schooling, even if you know nothing of
Drafting, we guarantee to make you a real
Draftsman or to refund your money!
Special surprise offer right now to the first
500 men who answer this ad-reduced
price, easy terms. Coupon brings complete
information.
A new,rapid, simplified training
Copying drafting lessons prepares you to
be only a "tracer." This new "Job -Meth-
od" gives you actual drafting -room jobs
in a new one -step -at -a -time war. With
pictures which you can understand almost
without reading the "lessons." And that
is why the American School -trained
Draftsmen can qualify for a good job at
big pay when they graduate.

BIG -PAY Branches
1,i, money in Drafting goes to

., en who specialize in Machine Design.
or Electrical Drafting, or Architectural
Drafting, or Structural, or Airomotiee.

: not enough merely to know genera/ Draft-
ing practice. l'on must know bow to calculate
and design and plan original work. Vi.0 need
many Engineering subjects to fill the Lind of a
Drafting position that pays $60 to $125 a week.
The A., -icon now includes thi.. special-
ized t, i ; in its Drafting course.

Coupon Brings 3 Lessons
FREE!

Get them. Test your own ability to
learn Drafting and get ready for
a fine job and bag pay. Coupon
also brings surprise over. and
complete information about your
opportunities fur su.:vess in
Drafting. Mcit It Today!

Costly Drafting
Outfit Given!
Fine, imported instru-
ments like these help
you learn Drafting
quickly and easily. These
standard quality. full
size instruments, hoard.
table. triangles. T
square, ink, protractor,
etc., given to every stu-
dent without extra cast.

Electricity nerds Drafts -
own who know Electrical
principles as Niel] as gen.
oral Drafting practice. I
give you this training.

The demand for Drafts-
men experienced In con-
crete and structural steel
nook is enounous. Many
big -pay positions open.

Etre; great .00th factory
employs Oral 1.11ten oho
lipeelalize In Auto ,,,,, tive
work n .110 design
bodies, : n engines, etc.

0. C. MILLER, Director of Extension Work

AMERICAN SCHOOL
Dept. D -62E, Drexel Ave. & 58th St.. Chicano.

Rosh a Piro Drafting Lessons. Inh and Raise nifer. com-
plete informatirn, money -hack guarantee. etc.. to prose I
can Income a real DrartNinati at home In spare time.

Name

Street No

city State
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Will TrainYou Attl'f
HomeTo Fill a

igPayRadio Job
44010

"Igive you all
this apparatus
so you can learn
quickly at home
the Practical

Way'

FREE

OF

EXTRA

COST

You Get
All Of This

All instruments shown here and
others sent to all my students free
of extra cost under short time special offer
Clip coupon now-find out all about this big
unequalled offer while you still have time to
take advantage of it. This training is intensely
practical-these instruments help you do the
practical work. You learn workmanship and get

added confidence in
your ability.

$70 In One Day For
T. M. Wilcox

"lam in businem f or my-
self and RECENTLY MADE
$70 in ONE DAY. I was an
electricin of rich experi-
ence, occupying a splendid
position Ise telephone sup-
erintendent when I enroll-ed with you beliming It
would open up greater op-
portunitierr-hamnot been
disappointed. EstimateRadio will be worth tens
of thousands of dollam tom in next fewars...

Island,
Newfoundland.

M. Wilcox. Belle
Nwfoundland.

World Famous
Training That
"Pays for Itself"

My Radio course World -
Famous as the training that
"pays for itself." Make more
money QUICK: when you Lake up this
,ractical course. Work on millions of an-

tennae. receiving sets, offers you big chance
to make spare time cash while you're learna
In5. I'll show you how-te ich you the latest.
'dope." furnish you with business cards, show
you how to get the business aid make it pay. My
students don't wait a yeartoincrease their income
-they report QUICK INCREASES as a result of
this course-often two or tilt ee weeks after starting.

Howard Luce. Friedens. Pa. made $320 in 7 weeks
during spare time. 1..). H. Suitt Newport. Ark., writes.
"While takingthe course I earned in spare time work
about S900." Earl Wright, Omaha. reports making $400
in a short time while taking course-working at Radio in
spare time) Sylvester Senso, Kaukauna, Wis., made g500.
"these records not unusual-these men a few of hundreds.

Your Satisfaction Guaranteed
We echo know the results this practical tested training gets-

the increased earnings it has brought to men everywhere-stand
behind it all the way with a signed guarantee bond that we give
you when you enroll. On completion if you're not entirely satisfi
in every way, you get back every cent you've paid us. No strings
to this offer-you yourself are the only judge. Get started today)It's your big chance for ,,,,,, of the bigger Radio jobs-mail couponNOW for my Big FREE BOOK and proof) No obligation.

If you're earning a penny less than $50 a week, clip coupon

(
2 now. Send for AMAZING FREE BOOK, "Rich Rewards in

Radio." Why go along at $25 or $35 or $45 a week, when you
could earn $50 to $250 in the same six days, as a Radio Expert?
Hundreds of N. R. I. trained men are doing it-why can't you?

Earn $50 to $250 a Week'
RADIO EXPERTS IN BIO DEMAND
Radio needs trained men. Get into this new live -wire profession

of quick success. It's the trained man, the Radio Expert, who
gets the big jobs of this profession-paying $75, $100, $200 a week
and up. Every day N. R. I. trained men are taking good places in
the Radio field-men just like you-their only advantage is TRAINING.
You can prepare just as they did, by new practical methods. Our tested
clear training makes it easy for you. Big Free Book contains all the proof.

You Learn Quickly
In Spare Time

So sure am I that I can train you success-
fully for a better future in this new Big -Pay

profession, that I guarantee your training
with a money -back bond. Lack of ex-
perience or education won't hold you

back-common schooling all you need
to start. You can stay home, hold
your job, and learn quickly and Operates WMAQ
pleasantly in your spare time. My th'eAZ.:7r.gdo73arirysilVieowns Vah-
practical, helpful methods enable Vier CVVIcliAQ. MY INCOME

thank.A T toA you.LLY
Di Un Edi 11.. El;

you to start RIGHT AWAY to-
ward one of the bigger Radio Logn.suilotautriono,ualtottougortirakt;

jobs paying $50 to $250 a not only theoreticalrs but
week No delay no losin time tihsotth practicali. knowledge

. , g

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE TO ALL GRADUATES P'
';(0iginators ofWadio7lo

from work - no scrimping or for mm0' esK717:h woern ;I,
scraping to get your training, Station WMAQ, Chicago, Ill:

Get This FREE BOOK
Most amazing book on Radio ever written

-full of facts and pictures-tells all about
the great new Radio field, how we prepare
you and help you start. You can do what others
have done-GET THIS BOOK. Send coupon
today-no obligation.

J. E. SMITH, President
NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE

Dept. KXS, Washington, D. C

H REWARDS fn RADIO {

it& I
.11-1-7VM

.J. E. SMITH. President
NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE

Dept. KXS, Washington, D. C.
Dear Mr. Smith-Without obligating me In any

way, send me your free book. "Rich Rewards in Radio
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SCIENTIFIC WEATHER FORECASTING
By HUGO GER.NSBACK

F any one had predicted, 500 years ago, the exact occur-
rence, to the second, of a solar or lunar eclipse for the
coming year, or for ten years in advance, he would prob-
ably have been executed or burned at the stake, without

much ado, for witchcraft. Astronomy, as we know today, is
an exact science, and it is possible now to predict eclipses with
certitude within a few seconds of their actual occurrence, not
only for one year ahead but for centuries and thousands of
years in the future, if necessary.

Weather predicting, particularly long-range weather pre-
dicting, has not been much of a success heretofore. The reason
was that it was not founded upon an exact science. We do
know, however, that the sun must of necessity be responsible
for our weather in general. We know that it is the sun that,
through its electromagnetic rays, transformed into heat in the
outer layers of the air, has an important relation to the
weather.

It is known to science that in the upper regions of our at-
mosphere the air currents are always about the same, while on
certain parts of the earth, due to rotation of our planet and to
solar activity combined, we have certain trade winds at almost
exact times of the year. From such data it is not possible to
make exact weather predictions because other variable data, up
to this time, has been missing. This variable data has now
been studied for a number of years by Dr. Charles G. Abbot
of the Smithsonian Institute, who has recently discovered new
proofs that the amount of heat given off by the sun from day
to day, and from year to year varies. It is believed by Dr.
Abbot that from such data that can be ascertained accurately,
it will be possible in time to make long range weather predic-
tions.

For some thirty years Dr. Abbot has been investigating sun
phenomena and has measured the heat which it sends indi-
rectly to the earth. In true scientific fashion, Dr. Abbot made
measurements with exceedingly accurate instruments at vari-
ous points of the earth, such as Mt. Wilson and Mt. Whit-
ney, in California, at Bassour, Algeria, at Mt. Harqua Hala,
in Arizona, and at Mt. Montezuma, in Chile, South America.
He constructed wonderfully sensitive instruments, capable of
measuring the millionth part of a degree change in temper-
ature, with which to effect the intricate heat measurements.

Dr. Abbot plotted the measurement;
of the total quantity of heat received on
the earth's surface. On the same paper
he then plotted the solar constant -values
over a  number of years. These solar
constant -values are the result of the
measurements of the total quantity of

a heat received on the earth's surface, and
then corrected measurements of the loss
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of heat through the earth': atmosphere so as to indicate the
values as found, for instance, on the moon. The two results
were closely parallel.

Not content with this Dr. Abbot also plotted the average
number of sun spots for July of the same years on the same
paper, and the harmony was again apparent. NVith this ac-
complished, the next step was to make the daily measurements
of solar radiation as accurately as was humanly possible. The
National Geographic Society has already donated $55,000 to
establish a solar observatory at Mt. Brukkaros, in southwest
Africa, in order to co-operate with Dr. Abbot's two existing
stations in California and Chile. The outcome of all this
will be that during the next few years it is hoped that by these
methods it will be possible to acurately foretell weather con-
ditions for any part of the world for weeks, and in some
cases, months, ahead.

The problem is one of great complexity, because there are
so many variable factors that enter into the calculation of such
problems. For instance, the percentage of moisture in the air
is most important and must be accurately known. This is
easily ascertained by instruments which are already in use.
Another and vital variable is contained in volcanic dust
thrown out by volcanoes of the earth from time to time. Such
volcanic dust is thrown up to great heights and the impalpable
dust stays in the upper regions of the atmosphere for many
months. The dust in this case acts as a sort of screen, and
cuts off solar radiation, hence, during a volcanic outbreak, ex-
perience has shown that cooler weather may be expected, be-
cause less solar radiation reaches the earth.

Dr. Abbot in his selected measurements, made for the month
of July for the years 1910 to 1920, was careful to omit the
years 1912 and 1913, because the volcano of Mt. Katmai, in
Alaska, filled the atmosphere of the whole northern hemis-
phere with volcanic dust during those years.

Then there is the matter of meteoric dust, which is thrown
a number of times during the year, into the atmosphere.
Every time a meteor strikes the upper regions of the atmos-
phere, the meteor becomes volatilized, acting in an analagous
manner to volcanic dust. Swarms of meteors hit our atmos-
phere almost constantly, there being hardly an hour during
the day when such bodies do not strike us, while at other time:

during the year, whole swarms pas;
through the upper air. It is very likely,
however, that a mean value can be found
for this meteoric dust, which will greatly
facilitate long range weather forecast.

The far-reaching import of these re-
searches can not he appraised too highly.
From an economic standpoint alone their
value is truly tremendous.

I
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Monday at 9 P. M. from Station WRNY on various scientific and radio subjects.
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Above we behold one of the eight seadromes or airplane landing stations
spaced 400 miles apart across the Atlantic Ocean, as proposed by a well-
known American engineer, Mr. Edward R. Armstrong, of Wilmington,

Delaware. These huge landing stages would be about eleven acres in extent,
measuring 200 ft. by 840 ft. They would have deep draught, as great as 150
ft., so as to have tneir buoyancy chambers and legs below the wave depth.

Ocean Stations for Airplanes

STARTLING as it may seem, a promi-
nent American engineer, has actually
worked out the technical details for an

ocean landing platform or seadrome, on
which Trans -Atlantic airplanes can land.
One of the most interesting questions that
arise in connection with such a project is
that of anchoring the seadromes along the
route across the ocean. Mr. Edward R.
Armstrong of Wilmington, Del., chief re-
search engineer for the famous Du Pont
Powder Company, is the man responsible
for this latest development in trans -oceanic
air travel, and as the accompanying drawings

PLATFORM BUOYS He APART

- Duo:,
-

-

ANCHORING AvERAGE DEPTH

CABLE 3 MILES

21 WA. (Aeour 16.000n.)

1E500 LB.
ANCHOR

SEA BED

Method of anchoring seadrome. utilizing strand.
ed steel cables 2'. inches in diameter.

Photograph at left shows scale model of the
Armstrong ocean landing stage under test an
tank with waves 70 ft. high. Note that this
remarkable design of platform preserves a prac-
tically level surface, while the waves break

through it rather than against it.

Photo at right shows model of seadrome and
also model of steamship "Majestic" under test
in tank with 50 to 60 ft. waves; note that plat-
form is practically level, while steamship "Ma-
jestic" is diving downward, practically overcome
by the huge waves. The average height of

ocean waves is 50 ft.

show the platforms are to be anchored by
three steel cables, extending down through
three miles of water in some cases to 12,500
pound anchors. The platform can shift
back and forth as waves and storms may
dictate, and plenty of latitude is permitted
due to the long cables. If the platform
should move half a mile or more, it would
make no difference to the airplane pilots.

As the picture on the opposite page shows,
the seadromes would be marked at night by
powerful colored searchlight beams, each
station having its own particular color.
Located fifty miles apart along the airplane
route would be marker buoys, each buoy
being illuminated automatically as darkness
approached. The eight large seadromes,
each measuring 200 ft. by 840 ft. and cover-
ing 11 acres, would be veritable floating
hotels. Repair shops and storage space are
provided for in the present designs of Mr.
Armstrong, and radio as well as other sig-
nalling means are arranged for. Each sta-
tion has its own name which is illuminated
at night. The inventor has prepared tabu-
lated data proving that this is the only
feasible method for transporting passengers
across the ocean for the principal technical
reason that if no such sea stations are util-
ized, then the planes can only carry about
four passengers, the balance of their carry-

ing capacity being occupied by fuel; the
same airplane using Mr. Armstrong's
scheme can carry forty passengers. Based
on 100,000 passengers per year, the annual
difference in cost in favor of the sea station
route is $14,080,000. Mr. Armstrong's
scheme calls for 24 planes total, while with-
out sea stations 240 planes are required.

AIRPLANE LANDING DECK SHOPS. STORES
ETC.

SEAPLANE

Caw
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End viewview of seadrome. The buoyancy chamb-
ers can be placed below the wave action depth.
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How Airplanes May Skip Across Ocean

THE realistic night scene above shows two of the Armstrong seadromes
r landing stations for airplanes, as they wing their way across the At-

lantic from America to England. Each station would have its own colored
searchlights. enabling the pilots to distingLish each station if necessary.
Located 50 miles apart along the aerial route are illuminated buoys anchored
in position by cables and anchors. The large plane shown above has a capa-

city of 40 passengers and luggage and carries signL1 .s well as .anding
lig:its. Hotel accommodations are pros.ided on eaci plctforrt for those
desiring tc stay over night. Owing to ;he clever design of tliese .anding
platforms, the waves break through them rather than against them The
buoyancy chambers supporting plat'orm are placed deep eno..:gh to

es:ape the wave action, extending about fifty fee: maximum
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is ELL, how did you sleep last
night?" says your host, as he
pats you on the back.

"Fairly well," y o u retort,
"But that Welsh Rarebit gave me such a
beastly nightmare I couldn't go to sleep
again for a few hours."

This is the sort of conversation we hear
very frequently, but we laugh it off, and the
world moves on.

Few people, if any, ever give a thought
to the reason for our dreaming. From an-
cient times on, dreams have been looked
upon with great superstition, and even today
dream books are con-
sulted for an interpre-
tation of this or that
dream. The mechan-
ics of the dream it-
self, from the psychi-
cal viewpoint, have
been studied by many
philosophers and sci-
entists, but few, if
any, ever gave any
thought to the prim-
ary cause of dream-
ing.

PRIMARY CAUSE OF
DREAMS

It may be said that
90 per cent, of our
dreams lead right
back to our stomachs.
That this has not been
recognized more wide-
ly has always been a
mystery to me. It is,
therefore, not t h e
brain that is primarily
responsible for
dreams, but, rather,
the stomach. If you
go to sleep with a
comparatively empty

The Dream Recorder
By HUGO GERNSBACK

The dream -recording machine attached to the sleeper, who is under observation. The dream. in changing theheart beat, makes its presence known immediately. If the sleeper sleeps peacefully, without dreams, the heartaction is normaL See Fig. 2.

stomach, that is to say, after your fox'
has been digested, and has left the stomach,
the chances are that you will have a goal
night's sleep and that you will not dream
at all. Of course there are exceptions to
this, as to anything else, but in. the great
majority of cases you will find that this is
the truth.

When you have slept "like a top," it
simply means that you have not dreamt.
The person who sleeps best, and is most
refreshed by sleep, is that person who does
not dream. The term "pleasant dreams"
should be abolished, as soon as possible.
There is no such thing, in my opinion, as a
"pleasant" dream. All dreams, whether
pleasant or unpleasant, interfere with your
rest, and if you do need the rest and do wish
to wake up refreshed in the morning, then

it is best to stop dreaming.
This seems a rash statement, but the point

is that it is possible to prevent dreams, if
dreams are harmful, as I shall show. Most
foods take anywhere from two to six hours
to digest. Some foods take even longer
than this. The table reproduced herewith
shows this clearly. Due to means not ex-
actly understood today, there is an un-
usual nervous reaction between the stomach
and the brain, while we are asleep, so that
a full stomach with slow -digesting food
causes constant dreaming, often of the night-
mare kind.

My own theory is that the process is some-
what as follows: The minute you lie down
and sleep, and the stomach is still working
while digesting its food, the gases usually
thus developed, press against the heart,

causing an oppressed
feeling, which is then,

DIGESTION OF DIFFERENT FOODS IN STOMACH
These foods leave the stomach'in two to three hours:
Boiled Milk, Eggs, raw, poached, or omelet; Beef Sausage, Sweet-

breads, Oysters, Whitefish, Shellfish, Asparagus, White Bread, Rusks, and
Biscuit.

These foods leave the stomach in three to four hours:
Chicken, Lean Beef, Boiled Ham, Roast Veal, Beefsteak, Salted

Caviar, Coarse Bread, Boiled Rice, Boiled Cabbage.
These foods leave the stomach in four to five hours:
Smoked Tongue, Smoked Beef, Roast Goose, Salt Herring, Lentil

Porridge. Pease Porridge.
An ordinary dinner leaves the stomach in four to five hours. Foods

arc divided into four groups, according to the ease with which they are
digested. The first group contains the most easily digested foods:

(1) Beef Tea. Milk, Soft or Raw Eggs, Biscuit.
(2) Boiled Calves' Brains, Sweetbread, Boiled Fowl, Pigeon, Calves'Feet.
(3) Scraped. underdone Steak, Potato Puree, Stale Bread.
(4) Roast Chicken or Pigeon, Roast Veal, Cold Roast Beef, under-

done, Whitefish, Macaroni, Rice, Chopped Spinach.
NOTE: There are exceptions to all of these, because food is digested

more quickly by working men who consume energy than by those who sit
still or lie. down.

by nervous reaction,
reflected to the brain,
thereby inducing
harmful dreaming.

FATAL DREAMS

This kind of dream
is distinctly danger-
ous, often even fatal.
A great many people
(lie in their sleep. For
instance, Mr. William
Jennings Bryan died
in such a sleep. It is
quite probable that
sleepers of this kind
meet their death di-
rectly due to night-
mares. or other fear -
inducing dreams. For
example, if, during a
nightmare, as happens
to all of us, we fly
through space, or fall
down a precipice, we
usually wake up all
covered with perspira-
tion, and the heart
beating violently. If
the heart is sound, no
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damage results, but if the heart is
defective, often a heart stroke or the
bursting of blood vessels occurs, with the
immediate death of the victim. Any one
with a weak heart, therefore, should never
indulge in heavy food before going to sleep,
whether it be an afternoon nap, or the night
sleep. If he does, a fatality may result,
directly due to a dream.

Even the most pleasant dreams, which
have nothing to do with the digestive or-
gans, affect the heart action. You may sleep
with a totally empty stomach and still have
a dream. In that case it probably never is
a fear -inspiring or nightmare type. It is
of the variety termed a "pleasant dream."
A dream may be induced in a sleeper by
scent, or perfume, by a slight noise in the
room, by touching the sleeper's body at any
point, by a change of temperature, by a
change of barometric pressure, by a ner-
vous shock during 'the day, and a thousand
and one other means. Such dreams are of
a very short duration, as a rule, and do not
greatly 'interfere with the sleep itself, al-
though I maintain that it is best not to dream
at all.

IF YOU DREAM-SEE YOUR DOCTOR
For that reason, if you are inclined to

dream much, you should consult a physician
and re -arrange your diet in such a manner
that through the experience which you will
shortly gain you will dream less and less.
You will have to experiment on yourself,
as no two individuals are the same. Some
people find that they sleep much better by
drinking a glass of hot water or milk be-
fore retiring, or some other harmless liquid.
All of this will have to be experimented
with until you find the correct formula.

The sleeper's position in bed is also most
important. Sonic people dream excessively
when sleeping on their left side. This is
but natural, because the heart, under com-
pression, gives rise, very often, to fear com-
plexes, especially in nervous and excitable
people. It becomes then a matter of train-
ing to sleep An the right side or in such a
position that no dreaming is induced. This
is a matter of experience also, and here a
little self-hypnosis often does wonders. If
you are inclined to sleep on your left side,
and if you know this induces bad dreams,
all you have to do, before retiring, is to
keep on repeating, with as much will and
concentration as you can muster, that you
will positively not sleep on your left side
that night, and keep on repeating this in the
well-known Coue form, nightly for several
weeks. You will find that by willing strong-
ly enough, you can cure yourself from sleep-
ing in any position that you do not wish to
assume.

ACTUAL DREAM RECORDS
In order to test what has been said be-

fore, I decided .to make actual tests upon
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Fig. 2. Actual records of dreams taken with the Polygraph. Note the dream reactions, which increase

heart fluctuations a3ove the normal.

sleepers, and the illustrations here show the
results of these tests. Recourse was had
to a heart and pulse testing machine, known
as the "Polygraph." The Polygraph is a
very sensitive instrument, which, when strap-
ped over the heart or on the wrist, will give
an exact record of the heart beat. The in-
strument is exceedingly sensitive and records
not only the breathing, but the heart action
as well.

In order not to go into any great techni-
calities, it may be said here that a great
number of records were made in our labora-
tories, and my theory that dreams could
actually be recorded is now a fact. While
the technique of dream recording has not
been carried to a logical conclusion, I wish
to state here that whatever results we had
in the laboratories were very encouraging,
and I hope that much good will come from
the future recording of such dream actions.
I believe that in due time physicians will find
it necessary to record the dream actions of
their patients if they dream too much, which
consequently interferes with their health.

At this point I also wish to explode an
old theory that dreams are of a very short
duration. We actually found the reverse
true, at least the polygraph recording the
heart action, showed that a dream lasts at
least a number of seconds, and not fractions.

It is obvious, from the records obtained
in our laboratories, that during the process

The Polygraph
Recorder - pri-
marily built to
record the heart
and pulse ac-
tions, and used
here for the first
time to record

dreams.
Photo, courtesy
of Ii. Leitc, Inc.

of dreaming, the heart action is materially
stimulated, and respiration is also accord-
ingly increased. All of the cases which came
under our observation produced the same
effect, when a dream actually occurred.

The tests not having been carried on over
an extended period, we had no chance to
Dbser ye a nightmare or startling dream, but
it is quite apparent from our records that if
there had been such the resulting action
would have been greatly increased. In our
illustration, Fig. 2, we show actual records
taken by the polygraph.

In case "A" it will be observed that the
apex beat increases almost instantly to four
times the normal sleeping rate. In "B" and
"C" on our graph it becomes difficult to
actually note the apex beat because of the
influence which breathing has upon the heart
record.

The gradual undulations of the curves in
the normal record are produced by the pro-
cess of inhaling and exhaling. The inspira-
tion in all of the cases is much greater under
the excited reaction of a dream than in the
normal sleeping state. Notice also that the
respiration is changed when the subject
changes his or her position during sleep, and
you will also see that when dreaming, in
case "C" the heart rate was stimulated im-
mediately after the change of position.

In "C" an electric bell was used to awaken
the subject, being rung softly at first and
t:ten permitting the bell to remain quiet un-
t 1 the subject again assumed normal respira-
ton ane heart curves, and then the tone was
increased until the subject eventually awoke.
Although a slight disturbance took place
every time, it was not as marked as just
before awakening, at which time this patient
recalled a dream of an alarm clock awaken-
ing her and summoning her to work.

It is obvious from records which have
been obtained that dreams do affect not only
respiration but also the heart heat, and that
the dreams of some subjects stimulate the
heart to a greater extent than those of an-
other. It is believed that this is the first
attempt made to record heart action during
sleep, laying particular stress on the heart
action r,f subjects who dream a lot. The
experiments have not yet developed to a
point where a record was taken during a
nightma-e or one taken of an individual who
frequently walks in his sleep.
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The most gigantic and terrifying cataclysm ever witnessed by man was
probably that which took plate when the Aegean Continent subsided so
that water completely covered everything except the highest mountains. As
the picture above slum. rushing tidal wave swept everything before

it. Earthquakes caused giant cracks to open is the face of the earth, while
volcanoes belched forth smoke. rccks and boiling lava. Imagine such a
catastrophe occurring today, especially in the vicinity of our larger sea-

ports like New York City or San Francisco.

The World's Greatest Cataclysm
By PROF. DONALD H. MENZEL, PH. D.
(Department of Astronomy, Ohio State University)

THE most gigantic cataclysm ever witnessed by man doubtless occurred
when the Aegean Continent subsided, as the picture above shows, and as

the map drawing below aixl on the opposite page also illustrates. The time of
this catacly sm is comparatively recent. contrasted to the millions of years that
constitute every geological period. This subsidence occurred since the last
glacial epoch. A flint knife discovered in deposits laid down before the catas-
trophe. proves that man was present_ Cross in map below shows where flint
knife was found. The contour in depth -map below shows what the general
shape of the continent was.

The two views herewith
showing cross sections of
the caves of Capri, Italy,
give proof of the sinking

of the coast.

While the orignal subsidence was probably
quite rapid, accompanied by floods, earth-
quakes, and volcanic eruptions which would
destroy all life in the basin, it is interesting
that it is still slowly continuing in spots.

The two pictures above show the effect of
the subsidence in the caves of Capri, Italy.
The formations known as stalactites and
stalagmites tale place only in air. The
fact that we find them submerged in caves
proves that the water level has risen con-
siderably since they were made. The un-
settled condition of this region is further
evidenced by the number of active and ex-
tinct volcanoes which surround the Aegean.
It is not a coincidence that the three great
prehistoric civilizations surround the van-
ished continent. From the similarity of their
arts the parent race apparently was scattered
in all directions.
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The physical map above shows the positions of the centers of ancient civilization at the time of the
great flood, caused by the subsidence of the Aegean Continent It is thought, due to the similarity

of t!.cir arts athl lettot,!, that the parrot race was scattered as arrows show.

Grass -Growing By Electricity
EXPERIMENTS in the use of electric

light at night for promoting the rapid
growth of grass have been tried under out-
door conditions on the Jumping Brook Golf
Club's course in New Jersey. A clay gravel
site was dug, and the top soil from another
portion of the land used to provide about fif-

410
teen inches of soil for the green, which was
sown early in June, and over a portion of
it were erected 24 special reflectors, each
containing a 1.000 -watt tungsten bulb. The
reflectors were hung four feet from the
ground and gave a continuous even light.
The light was switched on on June 6th, and

for the next 21 nights. The weather was
unfavorable to the rapid germination of grass
seed, but the first seed came through under
the electric light five days after planting.
Nothing came through on the unlighted por-
tion of the green until two days later. At
the end of three weeks the grass under the
electric light had attained a general growth
of nearly four inches, while on the portion
of the green outside the lamps there was a
growth of abcut one inch. This system
saves at least 40 per cent. in the time be-
tween planting and cutting the average green,
and after cutting it thickens the growth.

THE maps at left and above show centers of
ancient civilization. It seems from a study

of the subject that the parent race living in the
center of the continent was scattered in all
directions by the catastrophe. The origin of
the flood -myth common to many peoples, the
crad'e of civilization and the source of lan-
guage and art, by this theory, rest at the bot-
tom of the sea. The location of the ancient seas
and the land bridge to Africa are shown clearly

on the map.

Air Bombers Beware
In recent aerial target practice sleeve targets
were shot down from a height of 12,000 feet by
five inch guns on the U. S. S. "West Virginia."

.1/42
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PADIOING
LOCATION OF
WHALE 10 MAT

ti

TIlE very latest news in the science of
hunting whales is to the effect that Cap-
tain George L. Marquand, manager of a

whaling company of Victoria, B. C.. has
chartered an airplane for each whaling ven-
ture. The airplanes will he used it seems
mostly for spotting the whales, when the pilot
will radio back to the whaling vessel equipped
with harpoon guns as to the whereabouts of
the whale or whales. Other possibilities of
the airplane in hunting whales are shown in
the accompanying pictures. As whales when
killed putrefy very rapidly. due to the large
amount of gas developed, they would rise to
the surface even if killed with explosive
bombs from an airplane or by a depth bomb,
as shown in Fig. 3. A better scheme perhaps
is that shown in Figs. 4 and 5 where an in-
flatable rubber bag is fitted to the harpoon
shot from an airplane. With several of
these fastened to the whale, he will eventually
he tired out and the bags also serve as
markers.
SOME ODD FACTS CON,C7-.RNING WHALES

On most Cetaceans (whales) traces of the
hairy covering of ordinary mammals are
present, showing in a few short, scattered
hairs on certain parts of the head. The
forelimbs, (represented by the fins, or "flip-
pers") arc like those of other mammals in
structural characters; they are used as bal-
ancing organs. The hind limbs are never
to be seen externally, and are present only as
small vestigal bones (see the skeleton of
the Dolphin).

Hunting Whales

04-40O0b,

WHALE SPOTTE.::
4H1) DIVED HERE

Fig. 1 shows latest method of
hunting whales. Plane spots
whales and radios the news
back to mother boat equipped

with harpoon gun.

Fig. 2 above shows scheme
for killing whale with ex-
plosive bomb drooped from
airplane. Whale floats short-

ly after being killed.

Fig. 3 at left shows how air-
plane can use depth bomb on
whale, which is visible at con-
siderable depth. Whale would

rise to surface afterward.

CAti
P. CONTAIN-

LCABLF
-

gieRqB-Z,
FOLDED UP

------r.,,,
Fig. 4 shows
scheme em-
ploying in-
flatable bag
and harpoon
dropped from
airplane on
whale.

Fig. 5 shows
bags inflated
to tire out
whale and
give vessel
chance to
capture him.

ER B
'I ELATED

CHEMICALS

with Airplanes

ALSO SERVE
AS MARKER

AOSBEINATEELE
, INHALE WILLTI

By H. WINFIELD SECOR

The tail ("flukes") is horizontal.
and not vertical as in fishes ; it is prob-
ably used as the sole means of propel-
ling the animal. The dorsal fin is
totally absent in some Cetaceans, but
in others, the dreaded killer for ex-
ample, grows to a great height. Un-
like fishes there are no bones in the
back fin or tail. Between the smooth
skin and the flesh the entire body is
covered by a thick layer of fat or
"blubber." which prevents the loss of
animal heat (it is from the blubber
that the oil is "tried out.") The
nostrils, or "blowholes," which may
be either single or double, open from
the top of the head, save in the sperm
whale. When a whale comes to the
surface to breathe, it at once expels
the air from its lungs. This warm air
is saturated with water -vapor, and,
when it is discharged, condenses;
thus a column of steam or spray is
formed, which is forced to a consider-
able height (20 feet or more). It is
this spray which gives rise to the
common belief that the whale actually
spouts water. Cetaceans are found in
all the oceans from near the Antarctic
regions to within the Arctic Circle.
Many of the smaller forms (porpois-
es and dolphins) ascend rivers for a
considerable distance, and all the mem-
bers of one family are exclusively in-
habitants of fresh water.

The whales of the world may be
divided into two great classes, viz:

1. Whales without teeth.
2. Whales with teeth.
Those of the first group (the tooth-

less whales) are all characterized by
plates of so-called "whalebone," or
baleen, hanging from the roof of the
mouth. The plates are of use in
straining from the water the often al-
most microscopic animals upon which
these whales feed. \Vhalebone varies
greatly in length in different species.
Whalebone was of considerable com-
mercial value, the better grades at
one time being worth from six to
eight dollars per pound. The blue or
sulphur bottom whale, a life size
model of which hangs from the ceiling
of the museum, the Finback and the
'Right whale are representatives of the
toothless or whalebone whales. The

(Continued on page 476)
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S-5 1 Finally Raised
Grounds on Way to Navy Yard

THE ill-fated submarine S-51, sunk after a collision with the S. S.
"City of Rome," off Block Island, has at last returt:ed to her home

port after having appeared to be hopekssly jinxed. The first attempt to
raise her from her resting -place 150 feet below the surface resulted in
failure when the chains connecting tie rear pontoons parted. Their
breaking -away threw an additional load of 150 tons on the other pon-
toons, and it was found necessary to permit the S-51 to sink again so
that a new "bite" might he taken. The specially -equipped "Falcon,"
under the command of Commander E. Ellsberg, recompressed air from
the air -banks of the submarine S-50, rthich stood -by near at hand, and
pumped it to the lifting pontoons which finally succeeded in raising the
sub to the surface. In towing the S-51 to the Navy Yard she was
grounded for a time on Man 0' War Reef in the East River, but the
next day she was placed in dry-dock.

COURSE OF SLANrWAS .51/N14.
S-51 IN BEING rAll<Nrsz

TOWED TC'

......  .......... BLOCK...... 50LIND
NAVY YARD -

1 ilectiiii.)N.
THRDGS, R.LIC.::.5

K.NEC_

GAPE :.1.-. ......

SLACKWEI .
151..ANV-.

,WHERE S-51 p
GROUNDED ON ,
MAN 0.WAR REEF
IN THE LAST RIVER

BROOKLYN
NAVY

//f

STERN PONTOONS
RISING TO SURFACE.,

C.)

ATLANTIC
v OCEAN

The bow of the S-51 can be seen between the
forward pontoons in the above photo of the first
salvage atte-npt. The figure on the near pontoon
is one of the courageous divers who risked their
lives to keep the hose -lines front fouling. At the
left is a chart of the route to:lowed by the sal-

vage party, showing where
the S -Si grounded after
having f assed what we -e
considered the most haz-
ardous points. The photo
at the left gives an idea
of the risk entailed in tht
work cif salvage. Here one
of the rear pontoons is
crashing upward after

breaking away.

Oe.101MIL

, .41

The drawing above illustrates the method of placing the pontoons SO that mander Elkberg decided, after the rear pontoons had broken away and bare -

they would exert the greatest possible lif.ing power on the wreck. Corn- ly missed a surf -boat in rising, that the sub should be lowered again.
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Microscopic Engraving
Lord's Prayer Engraved on Pin Head

By R. P. TO LN1AN

Assistant Curator.
Division of Graph-
ic Arts, U. S. Na-

tional Museum.

The micro -engraving of
the Lord's prayer below
was made in 1/781,250th
square inch. The entire
bible engraved on this
scale would occupy but

1/49th square inch.

N

THE first micro -engraving tha I ever
read (I had seen others with the
naked eye, but nothing but glass was
visible) was one which was sent to

me in the form of a letter, it was clearly
stun through the eye of a needle. But
before it could he read it was necessary to
enlarge it 85 times by a high power micro-
scope. This micro -engraving covered about
1/11250 of a square inch. The reproduction
is enlarged about 70.000 times. This had
been prepared by Alfred McEwen of New
York City, for a Regents meeting of the
Smithsonian Institution where it created
much interest. It reads in part : "This is a
crude, hurriedly prepared large sample of
'Micro -engraving.' The writing was done
with pencil on a 4x7 -inch tablet. One a
little larger (Fig. 1). is one one -hundredth
of an inch in diameter; the ruled lines arc
less than 1/1,000th of an inch apart; this
illustration measures about 41/1 inches and if
it was exactly 414 inches in diameter, it
would contain 12.3518 square inches; and if
it were possible to engrave all over a sheet
of glass that big, this same letter with its
illustration would have to be repeated 123,518
times to cover it.

The micro -engraving shown
at right was done in 1/100

inch circle.

When we are con-
fronted with statements
like this we are all li-
able to use a little word
of four letters. Before
this article is finished
you will probably want
to use this little word
several times. but every
statement is fact.

Just one more illus-
tration. before I tell you
how these infinitesimal
engravings are made.
The Lord's Prayer is
commonly used in things
of this kind, for example.
it has been engraved on the
head of a large pin, and it has
been cast on a typed body, one -
sixth of an inch square and
in micro -engraving it has been
used extensively. Mr. McEwen
sent one of his smallest engravings of the
Lord's Prayer to the Bureau of Standards.
Washington. D. C., to he measured. Their
report gave the dimensions as 0.0016 of an
inch by 0.0008 of an inch high.

Now if you will multiply these figures you
will find that one Lord's Prayer of this size
will cover only 1/781250th of a square inch.
in other words the 227 letters in this prayer
would have to be engraved 781.250 times to
completely cover one square inch.

don't blame you for shaking your head.
Fig. 2 is a reproduction of this micro -en -

The diagram at the right
shows in simplified fash-
ion how micro -engravings
arc made. The person
doing the writing takes
the pe ncil in hand
and writes out in ordin- UNIVERSAL
ary sized letters the sen-
ttnce or other material to

JOINT \

be engraved in a fraction
of a square inch. As will
be seen at once the short
length of the upper arm
with respect to the great-
er length of the lower
arm, causes the hand-
writing to be markedly re-
duced in size. The micro -
engraving is done by
means of a highly polished
diamond point made with

the finest precision.
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graving, it is not as clear a, t'le
larger ones, but it can be read. Ti:e
distance between the top of the 1.1)
line and the bottom of the last or
,eventh line is 1/1,250th of an inch.
The paper on which this article is
printed is about 1/400th of an inch
thick, therefore the seven lines of this
engraving could be repeated three
tittles in a space equal to the thick-
ness of one page of this magazine. It
does not seem possible. To carry this
comparison along a little farther.
The fifty-six words of the Lord's
Traver omtain 227 letter: and on
this scale 177,343,750 letters could

Contimfed on pa !/, 4501
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THE IRON
1. PUSSY

Odd and Unusual Patents
RE:r-_(:)WR.P-R

THE 21 CENTURY
UNLIMITED TO

HAVE CLEAR TRACK
ALL THE WAY

THE4PE PPE R -
BOX -BIKE
TO CURE
SCRAPPY
MUTS

SNEEZE HOUND

PEPPER -BOX

THREE"ALARM
GUARANTEED TO GET
YOU OUT ON TIME
REFRESHED AND
LIMBERED UP.,

The horse walking on a tread -mill operated the
wheels of an early train.

By STUART WALKER

UR civilization rests heavily upon
the shoulders of the inventor. But
for the man of new ideas ue should
now be living in huts and caves,

wearing skins for clothing, and stalking
about with a club in search of food. Fortu-
nately for the world inventors are very num-
erous. The records at the United States
Patent Office at Washington bear out this
fact. Since the issuance of the first patent
to Samuel Hopkins on July 31, 1790, for a
process of manufacturing potash and pearl -
ash, the Patent Office has granted more than
a million and a half Letters Patents. Among
them are the inventions which have changed
the course of history, which have brought
about our civilization of today-the internal
combustion engire, the cotton gin, the loco-
motive, the telegraph, the telephone, the air-
plane, the radio. and thousands of others.

However, the Patent Office records also
reveal many utterly useless patents, all un-
doubtedly intended to be of great service to
mankind, but some are actually worthless.
some grotesque, some ridiculous, and many
are merely huge jokes. The scope of these
"freak" patents extends far beyond the
bounds of practical imagination.

No one who has been awakened from a
sound sleep by the exasperating yowls of a
cat can fail to recognize the fine intentions
of the man who patented a "mechanical
sheet -iron cat with cylindrical attachment
and steel claws and teeth, worked by clock-
work, having a bellows inside which inflated
the tail at will to an astonishing size and, by
a tremolo attachment, causes at the same
time the sheet -iron cat to emit the noises of
a living one." When you are bothered by
felines, just put the sheet -iron pussy out
on the back fence. Every cat that hears him
will come out to fight. No sooner is the
sheet -iron cat touched than his claws and
teeth begin to work with startling rapidity.
The other cats arc turn and put to flight, but
the mechanical cat remains uninjured. In
this case the inventor had, at least, a com-
mendable intention, and it is strange that his
efficient kitty did not become more popular.

Those who spend time in worrying over
the terrible congestion in all our large cities
because of the great increase in motor vehi-
cles may find suggestion of relief in the
patent of a man from Wickes, Montana.
which covers "a means for fast trains pass-
ing slow trains on the same track.' This
may sound highly imaginative. but the in-
ventor proceeds to show what a simple and
safe proposition it is. The patent provides
tor trains having rails along the tops of the
cars and carriages, and inclined structures
hearing rails at each end of the train. The
fast train, upon overtaking the slow train,
is merely supposed to run up the rear incline,
along the tap of the train, down the front
incline. and on its way. It is a very simple
matter indeed.

(Con(imsed on page 469)
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IT TOOK YEARS OF SNORING TO PERFECT.
THE"NOTTA BITTA COMFORT ANTI -SNORING PAD"

ETIQUETTE DEMANDS THAT YOU
SALUTE YOUR ACOUAINTANCES.YOU
CANNOT CLAIM TO BE WELL BRED. UNLESS
YOU WEAR ONE OF THESE AUTOMATIC
SELF-TIPPING HATS" ETC. ETC.

THAT SUPERB FEELING OF
BEING DRESSED FOR THE OCCASiON,AND
AS DRY AS THE 1E3'1'. AMENDMENT

THE
PLYMOUTH I..

ROCK e't

Freak (min of locomo-
ticn mirmcking walking

movements.

THE MOST CHICKEN-
HEARTED PERSON
CAN NOW PER-

[ FORM A MAJOR -
OPERATION ON THE
OW RED ROOSTER
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Our Spiritualistic
Investigations

SEVERAL weeks ago during conver-
sation with a very dear friend of
mine, who by the way had been a fel-
low student of spiritualism and kin-

dred subjects, he informed me that he had
on two occasions witnessed a séance by an
unknown medium whose offering was little
short of miraculous.

"Yes, Dunninger, this woman is an enig-
ma. Often I have witnessed similar things
but never in my numerous experiences has
anything impressed me as so unusual. Miss
Thelma Mason is unusual in a way that
would ordinarily be accepted as a standard
of unusual intelligence."

"In what way unusual?" I asked.
"Why this woman is no faker, I tell you

Dunninger," said my friend Lustig. "She is
uncanny; not alone does she bring apparent
messages of those about her, but she actually
described the likeness of my dead uncle
Maxwell. Told me how long since he had
departed and presented details of the illness
that carried him off. Of course, I don't be-
lieve this stuff any more than you do, but I
aril frank to admit that she has me guessing.
NV,,uld that you could hear those who were
present with me speak of her seemingly mar-
velous readings . . . they are fully con-
vinced that she is supernatural.

"She actually calls the departed by names
and tells the sitters things that actually
makes the color leave their faces . . .

they sit astounded . . . amazed!
"How does she do it? What is her meth-

od? I scoffed at what was told me of this
woman. Finally I attended one of her
seances and I too was amazed. Now. Dun-
ninger, you must pay this woman a visit and
see for yourself just what really transpires."

"Good." said I. "There is no time like
the present," as I looked at my time -piece.
"It is just five minutes past seven. Let us
hail a cab and be on our way."

"Yes," said my friend, "that is all very
..-

$21,000.00
for Spirits

By

More than two years ago SCIENCE
AND INVENTION Magazine offered a
prize of =1 1,000.00 to anyone who could
demonstrate his or her ability to communi-
cate with the spirits or to give some definite
form of a psychical demonstration which in
itself was not trickery.

The result has been that mediums and
spiritual organizations have been afraid to
place proofs before us. Those weak at-
tempts which have been made to demon-
strate psychical phenomena were almost in-
stantly proven fraudulent, and no medium
has dared to contradict our findings.

In view of these facts, should we not con-
sider all mediums fraudulent? Should we
not consider every psychical manifestation
as being trickery pure and simple, intended
primarily to fleece those who visit the circle
and who find solace in the words from the
worst forms of charlatans, namely those who
are being permitted to practise upon the
poor, seeking words from loved ones?

To the $10,000.00 which has been offered
by Joseph F. Rinn through this publication
for Spiritual proofs and the $1,000.00 in ad-
dition offered by SCIENCE AND INVEN-
TION Magazine, we now add another $10,-
000.00.

Dunninger, who writes exclusively for
SCIENCE AND INVENTION Magazine
and who is the Chairman of our PSYCHI-
CAL INVESTIGATION Committee will
personally pay $10,000.00 to any medium or
spiritualist who can present any psychical
manifestation in so-called spiritualism, that
he will rot explain or that he cannot re-
produce by natural means.

So now we have a total of $21,000.00 of-
fered for proofs of Psychical Manifestations.
Spiritualists-get busy.

the other, in quick succession. things were told 'he
Messages began to come, the words issuing from

behind clinched ."

well, but these seances are not entirely pub-
lic and arrangements must he made before-
hand."

'Phone in hand my friend was soon in-
formed that the next meeting would be held
on the following evening. An appointment
was made.

Arriving at the house, located in a side
street east of Broadway, we were ushered
into a reception room. The room was plain-
ly furnished. The only pieces of furniture
were several plain chairs and a small table.
A quick examination proved that these ar-
ticles were of the most ordinary type. No
trickery there.

A number of pictures adorned the walls
each of a religious character. These pic-
tures were of the cheap lithographed type
set in frames of the cheapest sort.

Here we were ready to witness the seem-
ingly marvelous seances. Several "custom-
ers" were present. Several were of the aged
type familiar at such seances. One old lady
was there for the second time that week, she
having attended the seances at least twice
every week.

This old lady was in deep conversation
with several others . . . unfolding the
wonders accomplished by this medium.

I.istening to that sort of talk tired us, but
suddenly into the room walked a maid. She
was partly Chinese and partly French. A
clever talker and with ideas that seemed to
end when we switched from the borderland
to more prosaic chatter.

Unfolding a tale of a noted Chinese me-
dium this little lady had me thinking what
wonderful ideas she would have for unwork-
able illusions for stage work.

The maid next greeted several of the
parties present; calling them by name and
talking intimate bits of business.

"What is the charge for attending these
seances?" I asked one of the bystanders.

(Continued on page 463)
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ANEW advertising device called
the projectograph, developed

by Samuel E. W. Haines of Oak-
land. Calif., projects the image of
a letter on a cloud bank by the
use of a highly concentrated ray
from a carbon arc projector. The
positive or horizontal carbon is
shaped in the cross section of the
desired letter, and the reflector
projects the image on it in a con-
centrated beam of light. The arc
light is adjusted to focus on a dis-
tant cloud and is very efficient in
cutting through fog as shown.
above. A battery of these lights
may be used to write a sentence or
slogan across the sky, or a series
of letters may be projected from
one projectograph by replacing the
horizontal carbon by one cut to the
outline of the letter to be projected.

SCIENCE
STEPS

AHEAD

Photo above shows construction of projectograph arc
light. The horizontal carbon male in the shape of the
letter to be cast, may be seen at the erc of the two
focusing rods. A mechanism is provided which permits
the horizontal carbon to be adjusted and removed for
replacement. The reflector is rather flat. so that the
light may be concentrated at a distance, and the dis-

tance of the arc from it is easily a:"justable.

HERE is the latest apparatus developed by the Bureau
of Standards for counting electrons. The process

utilizes high frequency apparatus similar to that familiar
to radio fans. I.. F. (miss, expert on gamma rays at
the Bureau of Standards. is standing in front of the
control board. Scientists have been experimenting for
years with various theoretical methods of counting elec-
trons, but until now the apparatus has been very compli-

cated and the results all too uncertain.

4040-0.
Students of Pomona College. Claremont, Calif., used apparatus
at right for demonstrating the action of sound waves. A musical
note from a pitch pipe causes standing waves to appear in a row
of closely spaced gas jet flames. By means of this process, called
the Tyndall experiment. the wavelength and amplitude of sound
waves may be demonstrated. Prof. Rowland R. Tileston is

shown explaining the method to his pupils.

A new English device
for the measurement of
the speed of revolving
shafts utilizes the prin-
ciple of an aperture
synchrorized to the
speed of the shaft. A
disk bearing a pattern
of strips as shown in
the illustration above is
fastened to the end of
the shaft and the pat-
tern is viewed through
either of two slits in the
mechanism. When the
shaft speed is a little
greater than synchron-
ization, the pattern
will appear to move in
the direction of rota-
tion; if less, it will
seem to reverse. Aper-
ture frequencies of
6.000 and 12.000 per
minute are used. be-
cause these numbers
have a large number
of factors and are mul-
tiples of the standard
A.C. frequencies. -

Allen P. Child

STRIPES ON TIN DISC
APPEAR STAT IONARY

VIBPATIN SLITS

iThe vibrating apertures cf
tsie speed -counter may be
easily seen in the above pho-
to. The thumb screw at
r ght is used to adjust vibra-

tor armature.

The test bench
shown at left
may be used for
testing all types
of starter and
generator equip-

.= ment for auto-
mobiles. This
device should be
a great aid to
garage owners
and mechanics.

4-411411-
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New Auto Tires from Old Ones

Successive stages in retreading tires: 1-Old tire painted with a special liquid and 2. heated with
torch flame. 3-Charred rubber is scraped off. rubber being devulcanized. 4-Vulcanizing liquid ap-

plied, and at 5, new rubber is put on tire. Tire is put in mold, 6, and cured at 7.

1
F you pay $30.00 for a new tire for your
automobile and drive this tire ten thous-
and miles for one year, at which time
the tire probably looks all in; how

v.rould you like to have this tire successfully
re -treaded at a cost of ten dollars or less,
so that it would yield at least seventy-five
per cent. of its original mileage over again.
In other words you would obtain seventy-hve
hundred miles at least more life out of the
tire at a very reasonable cost. It is a
point not generally recognized by the aver-
age motorist that when an auto tire or sit )e
becomes worn down to or near the first
fabric or cord, that only about fifteen per
cent. of the rubber has been worn from the
tire. So when we take off an old shoe in
this condition and throw it on the scrap pile.
or sell if for fifty cents to the junk man,
we are throwing away approximately eighty-
five per cent. of the rubber we originally
bought.

Now there comes a new and very success-
ful method of fusing a new rubber tread
on the worn tire. after the system developed
and patented by Mr. Emil Nestler of New
York City. His method has proven so suc-
cessful in the past few years that garage -
men arc rapidly installing his system all
over the country. The accompanying illus-
trations show the successive stages through
which a worn shoe or tire passes ill the
process of being re -treaded. Of course
repair shops and garages have vulcan-
ized auto tires for many years. but
these jobs have not given the satisfac-
tion that the motorist expected of
them. It took a genius like Mr. Nest-
ler to find out just what was wrong
with the old vulcanizing system.
There are seven simple steps in this
new process for fusing a firm rubber
tread onto the old worn shoe. These
successive stages are as follows:

First the old tire is thoroughly
cleaned and then the rubber on the
worn tread is devulcanized. A non -inflam-
mable and non -explosive liquid is painted on
the tire over the old tread face; this is
heated by the blue flame of a special torch
or else by that from a gasoline blow torch.
The compound disappears and then a char
forms on the surface. This compound under
the influence of heat penetrates the old rub -

THE new principles
embodied in this

valve cap which gives it a
tremendous advantage,
are hall -hearing action
and compression con-
tact. This construction
renders the cap absolutely
air -tight. and the inventor
claims that any tire equip-
ped with this valve cap
need never be touched
again until punctured or

(

ber rapidly and acts to de-sulphurize the rub-
ber to a depth of about one -eighth of an
inch. In the old vulcanizing process it was
this sulphur content in the rubber that rend-
ered the process impractical. When this
first compound is heated it tends to hold the

Two photos above show same tire before (left)
being treated and after (right) new tread has
been fused on to old tire. At a cost of about
one-third the original price, tire is renewed and
good for at least 757, of its original mileage.

sulphur in suspension, but it does not remove
it fromthe rubber; the rubber on the old

raw P..S3CR TREAD

Sectional views above from left to right show original tire, worn
tire, and retreaded tire respectively.

tire face becomes soft and tacky.
The third step is to scrape away the

charred surface of the tire and the surface
of the old rubber now resembles fresh un-
cured rubber. A second special compound
invented by Mr. Nestler is now applied to
the de -vulcanized rubber with a brush, and
over this surface is placed a layer of thin

rubber known as "Camel Back." This
tread rubber comes in various widths and
thicknesses so that various size tires can he
taken care of. It will he noted that no
rubber is removed from the original tire.
as in the old vulcanizing process, which
greatly weakens the tire in many cases, be-
sides making the process more costly. All
of the original rubber on your old tire is
preserved by this process and the editors
have examined samples of Mr. Nestler's
work and also have seen the process dem-
onstrated. The new rubber cannot be separ-
ated from the old rubber of the tire, no
matter how much it is twisted. It forms
one homogeneous mass of rubber, and a
non-skid tread is formed on the face of the
new rubber, thanks to the clever moulds
used.

The sixth step consists of placing a flex-
ible sandbag inside the shoe and at the same
time placing the tire into a special split
mould by means of powerful clamps. The
sandbag is expanded for forcing the soft un-
cured rubber into the non-skid design of the
mould. This clamping is done away from
the curing stove.

For ordinary installations the tire is cov-
ered completely with re -treading rubber and
it can be cured in four sections, each one
over -lapping. The moulds are sn designed
that the curing is uniform around the tire.

No steam is used in curing and fusing
the rubber together, simply dry heat
from a gas burner, the heat warming
the iron moulds in which the tires are
clamped. Five tires can be cured at
one time in the medium size stove. For
the large shop there is available a full
circle mould, whereby- the entire shoe
can be cured at one time. The time re-
quired for curing a section is forty-
five minutes to one hour. Where th:,
tire is cured in four sections
this requires about five hours, includ-
ing the preparation of the tire.

Where the full tread heating -furnace is
used, the time is reduced to about two-
thirds of this. This system has been de-
veloped also for renewing inner tubes and
Mr. Nestler has also perfected a very clever
(rubber) compound, which is pumped into
the inner tube, rendering it puncture -proof
for a period of about one year.

New Air -Tight Cap for Auto Tires

1-1

0111111

Sectional view is shown above
of the new auto tire cap: ex-
ternal appearance of cap is

shown at right.

-111111014111D

worn out. This cap is
made up in three parts:
An outer metal section,
heavily nickel -plated; a
special non -leaking pack-
ing disk, and a third or
inner section which sup-
ports this disk, allowing
it to contact solidly with
the valve stem. Held thus
firmly the packing disk
cannot turn when the
cap is screwed on.
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Home Mechanics
How to Make a Maplewood Desk

Showing the dimensions and po-
sition of the upper and lower
sections, and position of drawers.

111111111111111111i

III 11111

Front view of the completed desk with writing shelf closed.

MAPLE desk in Early
American Period is a beau-
tiful piece of furniture. It
can be made at home by
following the illustrations

it this page. Maple lumber is to be had
-tt any first class lumber yard and the
yard has the machinery to shape and
cut it. NfoWing circular parts, mortises
and tenons can all be better cut by ma-
chinery than at home or by hand.

If the home mechanic will cut accurate
cardboard templates for his pieces, lum-
ber can be shaped in the rough. ready to
smooth and assemble. The mill work is
done at slight cost in addition to that of
the lumber.

The lower section of the desk should
he assembled first. First there are two
end or side pieces, each consisting of a
single board 421/2 inches long, 14 inches
wide and Yi inch thick. To prevent these
iron.' warping, tenons are engaged in
mortises, cut one at each end of the top
piece (see illustration for upper section).
Hach tenon is 7!'2 inches long, inch

gh and 1A inch wide.

The sides are again secured by a shelf-
like cross -piece forming the bottom of
the desk inclosure. This piece is mortised
and tenoned at each end and is 31 inches
long, 1334 inches wide and 3./4 inch thick.
They are further strengthened with a
frame made of TA -inch by 3 -inch ply -
board with mortise and tenon corner
joints (as shown). This frame is glued
and also screwed at each contact point.

A third support is given to the sides by
a cross -piece with mortised and tenoned
ends placed at the bottom of the drawer
section. This piece is 31 inches long.
1334 inches wide and 3/2 inch thick. It is
of 1/2 -inch ply -wood. A frame made and
attached as described above is also used.

Ply -wood 1/4 inch thick is used for the
back. It is 371/2 inches long and 30 inches
wide.

The cross -pieces forming the openings
for the drawers are mortised and ten-
oned. The bottom one is 31 inches long-
including tenons. 234 inches wide and 34
inch thick. The upper three are inch
square and 31 inches long over tenons.

The frame holding the four drawers

Detail of window and drawer
method of attaching compositio:

leg.

and two pigeon holes placed in the desk
inclosure is made in one piece. It has
false joining marks (see drawing) and
is 30 inches long. 14 inches wide, includ-
ing brackets, and IA inch thick. A hot -
t, int, back bracket, partitions and drawer
slides arc other parts used here. The
wood used is ply -wood.

A single board 1434 inches wide, 33
inches long and 34 inch thick forms the
drop lid for the desk. To prevent it
front warping, channel grooves 2 inches
deep and inch wide are cut through
the curter flatwise at each end, and pieces
of the maple of the above size glued in
the grooves with the two grains reversed
or crossing each other. Molding (/
inch quarter round) is used to form a
false panel on the front of the lid. It
is used as shown in gluing the sash door
molding (see illustration).

The seven drawers all have 4 -inch
maple fronts, with Y2 -inch ply-wP011
hacks and ends and ply -wood bot-
toms. They are made like any machine-
made drawer, so by examining a drawer

(Continued on page 473)
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Light for Universal Purposes

Fruit Corer
This tool is for
the purpose of
removing t h e
core of grape
fruit and similar
fruits. The tool
is pressed into
the center of the
fruit and then
the jaws are
brought together
by spreading the
handles of the
corer. A cup -like
depression r e -
sults. - Boyle

Products Co.

Window Fastener

Cut two notches in a strip of wood and screw to
window frame. Wedge of wood holds window open

or locks it.-P. B. Bacheller.

These photographs show a new type of light
fitted with two suction cups and a clip per-
mitting of its attachment to any surface in any
position. A ten -watt bulb is fitted in the highly

nickel -plated reflector.-Dallmer Mfg. Co.
4-44*

Marcel Waver

Can Opener
The can opener here,
has a cutting knife,
and a jointed right
handle which grips the
edge of the can and
removes the top in
one piece turning
down the rim edges
at the same time, thus
preventing accidental
injury from a sharp
edge. It will cut
square cans.-Trues-

dell Mfg. Co.

Wire Nuts

For joining two or more pieces
of wire together without sold-
ering the wires these nuts are
very convenient. The ends of
the wire are bared and pushed
into the nut which cuts its own
thread on the wire and makes
a permanent connection. It is
not necessary to tape the joint
and four or more wires may
be joined together with one

nut.-Tork Company.

Ironing Machine

The marcel waver shown in photograph above
produces a natural wave due to the curvature
of the device. Even a novice car. operate it -

S. M. Masse Co.

Cross section through
a nut showing wires,
is illustrated above.

"ir.SIM I r.r.me, swarenramm -mem

With this device the housewife car. sit and do a day's ironing in part of one morning. It is attachable
to any outlet. Because the roll opens, cuffs, neckbands, collars, dresses and skirts can be ironed.

-Electric Household Utilities Corp.
Addresses of the manufacturers of any of the a",az.c may Inc had upon request.
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MOTOR HINTS
By GEORGE A. LUERS

A New Monthly Department Prepared by a Well -Known Automotive Engineer
GARAGE DOORS FOOL SNOW

GAPA ' L

HINGED DOOR BOTTOMS
TREE THE GARAGE DOORS

WHEN SNOW BOUND,

QUARTER
ROUND

HINGED SECTION
.1/4 SHOWN RAISED

HOOK TURN PIECE

4.1 rari,110/0101"

10°I
WIDTH Or

GARAGE DOOR

Clever way to fit garage doors so as not to
become snowbound.

SOME few years ago, not many car
owners would concern themselves with
the availability of the automobile in
the winter. Conditions have changed,

the car is an everyday necessity and the
freedom with which it can be put in and re-
moved from the garage is of especial
interest.

To avoid being snow bound, with the
garage doors stuck fast, the car owner will
save trouble and much hard labor later on,
by preparing the doors of his garage, to
swing freely, when the ground is covered
in deep layers of snow.

The appended sketch shows one of the
simplest and best ways to arrange the open-
ing to the garage, which consists mainly of
hinged bottoms to turn up and inside the
doors.

The doors to be altered are cut off a
distance of twelve inches at the bottoms.
Pine or preferably cypress of a correspond-
ing width is obtained, and by means of
strap hinges, a piece is attached to the
lower edge of each door. Battens are
nailed on to re -enforce this extension, and
a turn piece is arranged as shown to hold
the extension clown. One small hook to
attach the extension when raised, completes
the work of preparing the doors.

STOP COLLAR FOR THE STARTER
BUTTON ON THE CAR

Repairs were being made to a building,
and an automobile occupied a space where it
was desired to load a truck in front of the
building. The truck driver stepped into the
parked and locked car, put it into gear, step-
ped on the starter and moved it up the block.

.-STARTER 10-1
BUTTCN

-STOP
COLLAR

COLLAR EXTENDED
g SHEET STEEL)

ORIEL FOR
too,
eAR

_0)7
WIDTH TO SUIT SWITCH

A simple scheme for locking the starter button.

To prevent the starter button being pres-
sed down by children, garage attendattts,
thieves or unauthorized persons, thus dis-
charging the car's battery, a simple stop col-
lar of the type shown in the sketch can be
attached to most makes.

This is a U-shaped piece which clips
around the stem of the starter button, bear-
ing against the collar and seats against the
body of the starter switch or floor board
above.

Make the U collar .from IA -inch sheet
steel, drill two small holes .in the projecting
ears for the bar of a small padlock. The
length of the U collar is easily determined
from the starter switch, taking the measure-
ment when the button is not pressed down.

Of course this stop collar may not appeal
to the closed car owner, but the majority
of car drivers, using open cars will appre-
ciate the advantage that this stop has in
avoiding discharged batteries. The protec-
tion is appreciable in contrast to the small
cost in time to make it up.

HOW TO LUBRICATE HIDDEN PARTS
Under the car for oiling, is not only hard

on the clothes, but also hard on the eyes.
Of course you might get out the goggles
and line the garage floor with rugs, but
this does not necessarily remove the unde-
sirable features of getting under to lubri-
cate.

4- ACCESS MOLE
TO GREASE CUP

If SHUT
METAL
OAR

COPPER TUBING
04. LEAD

TO REAR BRAKE
BEARINGS

How to make accessible those out -of -sight bear-
ings on your car.

A means which helps considerably to avoid
the obstacles formed by disc wheels, low
chassis. bumpers and aprons, and simplifies
the oiling work is that of drilling access
holes for the spout of the oil can or for oil
ducts.

To illustrate this, the sketch shows the
main places which require frequent lubrica-
tion and the necessary access holes for oil-
ing from a convenient place above the car.

Small holes are drilled through the run-
ning board aprons, through the dash, through
the car flooring and under the rear seat com-
partment directly above the part to be oiled.
The size of the hole required depends on
the accessibility of the part under it. If
only the oil can spout is to be accommodated,
a half -inch hole is sufficient, but if a grease
cup is to be reached, a four -inch or five -
inch hole with tin cover should be cut.
Many leads can be reached with a piece of
copper gasoline pipe, pushed into a small
hole drilled into the floor board and the oil
fed to a bearing by dropping it into the tube.

SHEET METAL DISCS MAKE SERVICE-
ABLE AND NEAT RADIATOR REPAIRS

L E -M

RADIATOR,r,
.4;

:7$:' METAL REPAIR PLATES
TINNED AND SWEATED

OVER LEAKING AREA

RADIATOR BRASS
THIN SHEET

An effective way to repair a radiator leak.
Monogram may be soldered over the patch.

On the honeycomb type of radiator leaks
from a freeze or break caused by other
reasons, can be neatly andtserviceably repair-
ed by means of a small metal disc on the
outside and one inside.

To make this repair, cut out the two sec-
tions of metal, sheet brass for permanence,
into a circular shape, or rectangular if this
better meets the need. Tin one face of each
piece of metal. Clean off the edges of the
leaking area of the radiator and with a hot
tinned soldering iron, apply a circular area
of solder. Then with a hot soldering iron,
press the tinned face of the repair patch to
the radiator and sweat it into place.

This repair is made without removal of
the radiator and does not endanger the solder
in the tubes as will a blow torch which is
brought against the radiator, when attempt-
ing to fill interstices with solder.

If you desire you can attach your motor
club emblem right over the brass patch,
polish it bright or touch it up with black
enamel
MARKED GEAR SHIFT KNOB TO AVOID

WRONG SHIFT
To add this to the car, only a file and

machinist's stencils are required.
Cut an H into the convex surface of the

knob with a file and stamp the letter and
figures at the extremities of the H.

After cutting in the index, it is made
clear and distinct by filling the cuts with
white paint or white wax.

The correctly cut index indicates to the
garage attendant or temporary driver, the
proper location of the shift lever for each
of the four conditions of operation, thus
preventing the stripping of a gear.

STENCILED FIGURES
AND LETTER

MARKED
KNOB

LEVER MOVEMENT
DIAGRAM CUT IN
WITH FILE

GEAR SHIFT
LEVER

For green drivers this method of marking the
rear Ebift kncb will command itself.
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AWARDS IN $5,000.00 MATCHCRAFT
CONTEST

UKELELE AND CARRYING CASE OF UN-
USUAL BEAUTY WINS FIRST PRIZE 5100.00,
IN THIS MONTH'S CONTEST. MODEL BUILT

BY STANLEY PERRON OF SALEM, MASS.

From the photograph
of Miss Olsen. above,
playing t h e ukelele,
a fair idea of the size
of the instrument may

be obtained.

The photo at the right shows the carrying case closed
and the back of the ukelele. Every part of the instru-
ment, with the exception of the keys and strings, is
made of matches. Notice the back of the instrument
and observe the concentric layers of matches located in
different planes giving rise to the artistic effect. The
back was built up several layers thick and then carved

down and polished.

Undoubtedly the finest model
which has been entered in the
Matchcraft Contest up to the
present time and which won for
its builder, Stanley Perron. of
Salem, Mass., the coveted First
Prize, appears in the photographs
on this page. It was really re-
markable to see what Mr. Per-
ron had created with the matches.
The ukelele and its accompanyir.g
carrying case received this

month's $100.00 prize.

$5,000.00 Prize "Matchcraft"
FOR the present year. SCIENCE AND

INVENTION magazine will award a to
tal of $5.000 in prizes, in a new contest.

You are asked to make models, fashioning the
same entirely from safety matches. Please ob-
serve the following simple rules:

( I t Models submitted must contain at least
91 per cynt. safety matches in their construc-
tion.

(2) Models made of toothpicks, paper
matches, or non -safety matches, are not elig-
ible in this contest.

(3) Models can not be built around boxes
or other supporting articles. %N'alls. roofs,
etc., must all be selfsupporting and made of
matches.

(4) All liquid adhesives. such as glue, slid -
lac, cements, etc., are permissible.

(5) Models may be painted, gilded or sil-
vered.

(6) Models may be of any size.

(7) In order to win a prize, it is necessary
that either models be submitted, or, if this is
not practical, owing to thejr size, a 5"x7" pho-
tograph of the model may be sent in lieu
of the model itself. The best models submit-
ted each month will be awarded the prizes
scheduled herewith.

WATCH FOR PRIZES IN OCTOBER ISSUE

16 Monthly Prizes
First Prize $100.00
Second Prize 75.00
Third Prize 50.00
Fourth Prize 35.00
Fifth Prize 25.00
Sixth Prize . 20.00
Seventh Prize 15.00
Eighth Prize 12.50
9th to 16th Prizes of $10.00

each $80.00

IMPORTANT
QUITE a few matchcrait ur i,!, from con-

testants arrive broken every month, due
to faulty packing, or weak construction. It
should be remembered that boxes arc often
violently thrown around in transit before they
reach us. Make sure first that your model is
constructed strongly enough to withstand severe
shocks. Then, before you send us the model.
7ifter you have it packed as well as you know
how, throw it up almost to the ceiling and let
it come down on the floor. Open up the box
and sea if the model is not damaged. Only after
such a test can you know that the model will
arrive safely.

All First Prize Awards will henceforth be-
come the property of the Experimenter Publish-
ing Company and will be used for exhibition
purposes.

The above photograph shows the
carying case of the ukelele open
and also clearly indicates the
presence of a receptacle for spare
strings. The carrying case is
made of matches laid on in three
layers. the corners of the case
being very carefully joined and
glued. The builder took great
pail.; in polishing up this very
excellent Matchcraft model, so
much so that the matches took
on a glass -like finish and ex-
hibited a lustre which it would
take a poet to describe. The
ukelele itself has a very mellow
tone and surprising volume for
its match -construction. Thous-
ands of matches were required.

Contest
OM All models submitted to SCIENCE

AND INVENTION Magazine will be prompt-
ly returned to the builder, who will prepay all
charges.

(9) Where SCIENCE AND INVENTION
has any doubts as to the model (where photos
only are submitted) complying with all the
regulations, the judges may, at their discre-
tion, request that the actual model be sent in
for inspection, paying transportation charges
both ways.

(10) This is a monthly contest, lasting for
twelve months, each monthly contest closing
on the first of the month following date of
issue. Thus the contest for the month of Sep-
tember will close October 1, 1926. and prize
winning announcements will be made in the
December. 1926, issue. The October issue
will contain July prize winning entries.

(11) Models must be shipped in a strong
wooden box, never in a cardboard box, as
S('IENCE AND INVENTION can not be
held responsible for breakage in transit due to
models having been improperly packed.

(12) When models are sent, be sure to affix
tag, giving your name and address, to the
model itself. in addition, put name and ad-
dress on outside wrapper of package.

(13) Address all letters, packages. etc., to
Editor, "Matchcraft" Contest, care SCIENCE
AND INVENTION Magazine, 53 Park Place,
New York.

Caution-Soak or cut heads from matches before building your model so that the models may be expressed or mailed.
The strike -everywhere square cut Liberty matches can be used if the heads are cut off.

This contest started Dec. 1, 1925, and will terminate Dec. I, 1926.

REMEMBER_ This is a monthly contest offering sixteen prizes every
month. Don't hesitate, send in your model now !
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MATCHCRAFT

41,1* -0,
FOURTH PRIZE -435.00. The re-
markable model of a locomotive and
tender illustrated at the right was
built by Louis A. Smith of El Paso,
Texas. The model may be pushed along
the rails and every portion thereof
works. Even the bell cord is of match

cor.str-uction.

SIXTH PRIZE -20.00. What should be
snore natural during the Philadelphia Ses-

quicentennial than that Karl Fichter of
Philadelphia, Pa., should win a prize for his
model of the Liberty Bell? Notice that the
Matches forming the bell are curved to
shape. Also observe the crack in the bell
and the bolts holding it together. The
matches in the standard are also curved and
the base artistically decorated by the manner

in which the matches are laid.
EIGHTH PRIZE-$12.50.
This statue of George Wash-
ington at Valley Forge is al-
most fourteen inches high.
Pedestal, Horse and Rider
are of solid construction. tho
latter too being carved to
shape. The model is 100';,

 matches and was built by
Irving Klein of Brooklyn,

N. Y.

Model of Liner
Wins Second Prize $75.00

Made by James Quinn
of New York City

Eugene Jefferies' Fan.)00-
Wins Third
Prize $50.00

I

iSECOND PRIZE --$75.00 was won
by James Quinn of New York City
for the model ship shown in the
photograph above and to the left.
The ship has a hollow hull and the

matches around the stern were bent
so as to give this part of the vessel
its shape. A comparative size may
be obtained by examining the photo

above. Miss Sadie
Bernstein is holding

the vessel.

THIRD PRIZE -
$50.00 was awarded
the fan, constructed
by Eugene Jeffries,
Anacortes, Washing-
ton. The fan is less
than 1/16th of an inch
in thickness at its
edge, the matches be-
ing built up in blocks

and then cut.

FIFTH PRIZE-$25.00 was awarded
Oliver E. Kaupang of Minneapolis, Minne-
sota for the model of a dirigible illustrated
here. The model is two feet, ten inches long
and ten inches in height overall from the
top of the bag to the bottom of the caboose.
At the nose of the bag a door is located
which may be opened to examine the inside
construction. This consists of a series of

spider -web -like cross bracings.

SEVENTH PRIZE-$15.00 was the
award decided on for the ferryboat
"Rockland" built by Warren C. Brown
of Ossining, New York. The paddle
wheels can be made to rotate, which mo-
tion is transmitted by means of levers
to the beam on top of the ferry. There
are two drive ways, one on either side

of the engine -room.
41140-ls

FOURTEENTH PRIZE-
$10.00 was awarded to Miss
Beatrice M. Chasse of Cer.-
tral Falls, Rhode Island, fcr
her construction of a Tooner-
ville Trolley illustrated in the

photograph at ,he right.

-

Miss Rose
Bickman
holding
the fan
which won
Third
Prize.
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Further Matchcraft Awards
Continuing the List of Prize -Winners for This Month.
Your Model May Also Win a Prize, so Send it in Now

-10010-0.
NINTH PRIZE-$10.00 was the award decided upon
by the judges for the perpetual calendar illustrated in
the two photographs at the right. The setting of the
days of the week is permanent, but the dates may be
shifted at will and the month and year may also be
changed. Sufficient additional wooden slides fitting in-
o grooves accompany the calendar and extra letters
to form all of the months of the year are also included.
The back is of three-ply match construction. The
model was built by Chas. E. Parker of Claymont, Del-

aware.

ELEVENTH PRIZE $10.00. The model
of farm buildings built by John E. Hackett
of Hornell. N. Y., is illustrated in the

I photograph below. The farmer's home,
graincrib, windmill, stable and silo may be

seen in the photograph.

4-.11,1*
A match construc-
tion which produc-
es a very pretty
scenic effect is

here illustrated.

The model above is mounted on a base-
board. The judges, however, only con-
sider those portions which are made of

matches.

41-4411111

TENTH PRIZE-$10.00.
All of the models which Os-
car Solow, a High School
student of New York City
enters in the Matchcraft con-
test win prizes and this is
another one of his models.
The construction represents a
working model of a hydraulic
press. Water is admitted to
the box in the lower right
hand corner and by means of
the pump operates the press.

IThe pump and plunger and the pipes are made of
matches. The piston of the pump is a solid block of
matches. The table of the press is or four -ply match
construction. The front has been removed to show

interior of the device. More than 5.000
matches entered the construction of this
model which is ten inches high and

fourteen inches wide.

TWELFTH PRIZE -
$10.00. Fred Spinden of
Abingdon, Illinois, whose
name is familiar to all Match -
crafters because of his many pre-
vious prize winning ideas adds
another to his long list by the construc-
tion illustrated here. Notice that the
wheel is banded with matches which
have been steamed and bent to shape.
A nut on the plough shear is also made
of lucifers. The shear may be turned
through 180 degrees to produce a nar-
row or a wide furrow. Observe how the

handles have been bent.

N

1
In the above photograph. Miss
Shirley Hecht is engaged in
changing the monthly calendar.
The numerals mounted on wood-

--,. en tabs are made of raised red
match heads.

FIFTEENTH PRIZE-$10.00. Henry Ludwig of Ridgewood. N. Y..
who built the Matchcraft battleship shown above is only fourteen years
old and although he submitted quite a few models in previous contests
this is the first one which won an award. The gun turrets are mounted
on swivels and the guns may be raised or lowered and the turrets may
be rotated. The construction of the hull is hollow and the matches were

laid on ribs made of the same material.

T H I R TEENTH
PRIZE-$10.00. To
the right we see a
working model of a
horizontal steam en-
gine which was very
cleverly constructed by
Theodore Sterrett of
Port Arthur. Ontario,
Canada. This model
is less than four inch-
es long and two inch-
es in width and ap-
proximately 2 inches

high.

401010-4.
A single layer of matches forms the
canteen here illustrated which is al -

SD banded with the same material.
A chain of match construction serves

as the handle.
This chain is
very unique.

SIXTEENTH PRIZE-$10.00. The last of the
'group of prizes for this month, was awarded to
Dr. A. A. Hansen of Virginia, Minnesota for his
model of a canteen illustrated in the photograph be-

low. The top is provided
with a ring for its removal
and a clasp for holding it

in place.
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Hindu's Sand Mystery
RED SAND MIXING

(\\MITE SAND BOWL
I BLUE SAND il

v

i Oi
1------\ RED-

-"*".

WATER

v --WHITE
BLUE

5DBAR
The accompanying article explains how it is
possible to mix, red, white and blue sand with
water and then remove a handful of the par-
ticular color asked for. The bowl is not faked.

TIIREE sands of different colors are
mixed into a container of water, the con-

tents completely stirred with a rod. Any

color is now called for and the magician
placing his hand into the container. removes
a handful of the sand, corresponding to the
requested color. perfectly repeated, until a
handful of each respective color has been
removed from the water. Cakes of sand.
previously made by mixing a small portion
of paraffin Nith the sand, are concealed
in the hollow mixing rod and are secretly
dropped out of this rod, while stirring tile
contents of the container. As they are re-
spectively removed. slight pressure will break
the cake, permitting the sand to flow freely
through the fingers. It is preferable to use
a mixing bowl which is not transparent and
yet which is not entirely opaque, as in the

THE MAN WHO
MYSTIFIED
Pres. Coolidge

Prince of Wales. Ex -President
Harding, Taft. Roosevelt.

and other celebrities
Writes Exclusively for

SCIENCE AND INVENTION
NO. 42 OF A SERIES

latter case there would always he a suspicion
of a fake bowl.

The Enchanted Cigar
ANlAGICIAN offers a cigar to his

friend who states his preference for
a cigarette. Instantly, the cigar transforms
itself into the desired. smoke. This surpris-
ing trick is easily accomplished when one
realizes that the cigar is drawn into the ma-
gician's sleeve by the usual pull arrangement.
Most of the modern pulls operate from the
waist. Consequently the one alert to this
type of pull will never suspect that the old
system is being used. The cigarette makes
its appearance by dropping from the interior
of a prepared cigar while the same passes up
the sleeve. An ordinary cigar may be hol-
lowed out to conceal the cigatette or a
wooden plug covered with tobacco leaf may
be used instead.

CIGAR 15
OFFERED BUT
REFUSED

FRIEND VOICING >7,
PREFERENCE FOR /7=---
CIGARETTE. AND
PRESTO CIGARETTE
APPEARS AND
CIGAR VANISKA

,
RUBBER
BAND Al

A friend offers you a cigar knowing full well
that you only smoke cigarettes. ant instantly

the cigar changes into your favorite smoke.

A Barrel of Plenty

TRANSPARENT
GLASS BARREL IS
PASSED FOR
INSPECTION THEN
SUSPENDED IN

MIDAIR
A small barrel made entirely of glass is passed for rigid inspection. A com-
mittee is invited upon the stage and requested to suspend the barrel in mid-
air assisted by four unprepared strings or chains. The Egyptian -clad wizard
opens the faucet and fills glass after glass with wine, yet the transparency
of the barrel shows the structure free from any liquid content. At any mo-
ment the action may be repeated after complete examination. This clever

99

Donninger Will Attempt
To Hypnotize:Patient.
10 Mita Away. by Rada,.

Chinese Plate Problem
\

OL pc

PLATE BROKEN

MARKED
PIECE GROUNDS
TO POWDER-'

IMPRESSION

MARK ON PIECE
OF PLATE

Your own mark placed on a China plate which
is subsequently ground into powder myster-
ious.y appears on the palm of your hand. The

method is explained herewith.

A C H
INA

plate which has been inspect -
tell is broken into many pieces with a

hammer. A spectator selects one piece
which he marks with his initial or sonic
other insignia using a brush and India ink.
The piece of plate is now ground into .t

powder and the powder emptied upon the
spectator': hand. This is blown from the
palm a moment later, whence the identical
mark will he found to have been mystically
imprinted in the center of his palm. The
explanation is quite simple. The spectat.ir
smashes a plate with a hammer and marl;
one Li the pieces. Thereuptin the magician
picks up this piece and hands it to the spec-
tator to grind it up. While doing so :At
impression is carried off on the magician's
Chum`). which is again transferred to the
spectator's palm as shown.

RUBBER TUBE
CONCEALED
IN SLEEVE.

RUBBER BAG
LIQUID IS FORCED
INTO TUBE BY
ARM PRESSURE

effect is merely an illusion, inasmuch as the liquid is contained in a rubber -
bag arrangement concealed beneath the wizard's cloak. The liquid is forced
by arm pressure through the tubing and faucet of the barrel as illustrated.
It may be advisable to place the hag under the left arm while manipulating
the faucet with the right hand. Controlling the pet -cock is quite a natural

operaticn.
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Into the Fourth Dimension
FIRST INSTALLMENT
By RAY CUMMINGS

"A farmer's boy beside us had a handful of old horse -shoes. He began with a star on the lapel of his overcoat fired a shot. It spat yellow flame.
throwing them. One of them visibly went through the "ghost." Then a man Where the bullet went no one could have told. The specter was unchanged."

CHAPTER I
The Ghosts of '46

THE first of the "ghosts" made its ap-
pearance in February of 194(). It
was seen just after nightfall near
the bank of a little stream known

as Otter Creek, a few miles from Rut-
land, Vermont. There are willows along
the creek -bank at this point. Heavy snow
was on the ground. A farmer's wife saw
the ghost standing beside the trunk of a
tree. The evening was rather dark.
Clouds obscured the stars and the moon. A
shaft of yellow light from the farmhouse
windows came out over the snow; but the
ghost was in a patch of deep shadow. It
seemed to be the figure of a man standing
with folded arms, a shoulder against the
tree -trunk. It was white and shimmering;
it glowed; its outlines were wavy and
blurred. The farmer's wife screamed and
rushed back into the house.

Up to this point the incident was not
unusual. It would have merited no more
than the briefest and most local newspaper
attention; reported perhaps to some organi-
zation interested in psychical research to
be filed with countless others of its kind.
But when the farmer's wife got back to
the house and told her husband what she
had seen, the farmer went out and saw it
also; and with him, his two grown sons
and his daughter. There was no doubt
about it; they all saw the apparition still
standing motionless exactly where the
woman had said.

There was a telephone in the farmhouse.
They telephoned their nearest neighbors.
The telephone girl got the news. Soon it
had spread to the village of Procter; and
then to Rutland itself. The ghost did not
move. By ten o'clock that evening the road
before the farmer's house was crowded
with cars; a hundred or more people were

FOREWORD
In this, my own conception of the phe-

nomena we popularly call "ghosts," I have
not intended to involve either spiritualism
or religion. Rather have I determined to
stand upon the middle ground of science.
I am aware, of course, that many of you

delare that there is very little of our
coldly precise science to support what I am
so boldly setting forth. Call it then-
Scientifiction.

My basic conception is elusive; my char-
acters freely admit it. Like a dream, not
lending itself readily to word depiction.
Purposely I have made it so, for to reduce
it to an over -bald reality would paradoxic-
ally destroy the very essence of its real -
'less. If at times my word pictures seem
inadequate, I beg you to lower the printed
page for a moment and let your own imag-
ination roam.

If I can do that-stimulate your imagin-
ation, drive your thoughts from the hum-
drum affairs of our own little lives out
into uncharted seas; and most of all, if I
can thus entertain you-my purpose will
have been accomplished.-Ray Cummings.

trampling the snow of his corn -field cau-
tiously, from a safe distance regarding that
white motionless figure.

It chanced that I was also an eve -wit-
ness to this, the first of the ghosts of
'46. My name is Robert Manse. I was
twenty-six years old that winter-corres-
pondent in the New York office of a Latin-
American Export House. \Vith Wilton
Grant and his sister Beatrice-whom I
counted the closest of my few real friends
-I was in Rutland that Saturday evening.
Will was a chemist; some business which
he had not detailed to me had called him
to Vermont from his home near New

York. In spite of the snowy roads he had
wanted to drive up, and had invited me to
go along. \Ve were dining in the Rutland
Hotel when people began talking of this
ghost out toward Procter.

It was about ten -thirty when we ar-
rived at the farm. Cars were lined along
the road in both directions. Flashing head-
lights; chugging motors. People trampling
the road, the fields, clustering about the
farmhouse; talking, shouting to one an-
other.

The field itself was jammed, but down by
the willows along the creek there was a
segment of snow as yet untrampled, for the
crowd had dared approach so far but no
further. Even at this distance we could
see the vague white blot of the apparition.
Will said. "Come on, let's get down nearer.
You want to go, Bee?"

"Yes," she said.
\Ve began elbowing and shoving our way

through the crowd. It was snowing again
now. Dark; but some of the people had
flashlights which darted about; and occa-
sionally a smoker's match would flare
The crowd was good-natured; with cour-
age bolstered by its numbers, the awe of
the supernatural was gone. But they all
kept at a safe distance.

Somebody said, "\Vhy don't they shoot at
it? It won't move-can't they make it
move?"

"It does move-I saw it move, it turned
its head. They're going up to it pretty
soon-see what it is."

I asked a man, "Has it made any
sound?"

"No," he said. "They claim it moaned,
but it didn't. The police are there now, I
think-and they're going to shoot at it. I
don't see what they're afraid of. If they
wanted me to I'd walk right up to it."
He began elbowing his way back toward the
road.
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We found ourselves presently at the front
rank, where the people were struggling to
keep themselves from being shoved forward
by those behind them. Thirty feet across
the empty snow was the ghost. It seemed,
as they had said, the figure of a man, blur-
red and quivering as though moulded of a
heavy white mist at every instant about to
dissipate. I stared, intent upon remember-
ing what I was seeing. Yet it was diffi-
cult. With a quick look the imagination
seemed to picture the tall lean figure of a
man with folded arms, meditatively leaning
against the tree -trunk. But like a faint
star which vanishes when one stares at it,
I could not see a single detail. The clothes
the face, the very outlines of the body itself
seemed to quiver and elude my sight when I
concentrated my attention upon them.

Yet the figure, motionless, was there.
Half a thousand people were now watching
it. Bee said, "See its shoulder, Rob! It
isn't touching the tree-it's inside the tree!
It's leaning against something else, inside
the tree !"

The dark outline of the tree -trunk was
steady reality; it did seem as though that
shadowy shoulder were within the tree.

A farmer's boy beside us had a handfull
of horse -shoes. Ile began throwing them.
One of them visibly went through the ghost.
Then a man with a star on the lapel of his
overcoat fired a shot. It spat yellow flame.
Where the bullet went no one could have
told, save that it hit the water of the creek.
The spectre was unchanged.

The crowd was murmuring. A man near
us said, "I'll walk up to it. Who wants to
go along?"

"I'll go," said Will unexpectedly; but
lice held him back.

The volunteer demanded, "Officer, may I
go?"

"I ain't stoppin' you," said the man with
the star. He retreated a few steps, waving
his weapon.

"Well then put that gun away. It might
go off while I'm down there."

Somebody handed the man a broken
chunk of plank. He started slowly off.
Others cautiously followed behind him. One
was waving a broom. A woman shouted
shrilly, "That's right-sweep it away-we
don't want it here." A laugh went up, but
it was a high-pitched, nervous laugh.

The man with the plank continued to ad-
vance. He called belligerently, "Get out of
there, you! \\'e see you-get away from
there!" Then abruptly he leaped forward.
His waving plank swept through the ghost ;
as he lunged, his own body went within its
glow. A panic seemed to descend upon
him. He whirled, flailing his arms, kicking,
striking at the empty air as one tries to
fight off the attack of a vicious wasp.
Panting, he stumbled backward over his
plank, gathered himself and retreated.

The white apparition was unchanged. "It
was just like a glow of white light," the
attacker told us later. "I could see it-but
you couldn't feel it. Not a thing-there
wasn't anything there!"

The ghost had not moved, though some
said that it turned its head a trifle. Then
from the crowd came a man with a powerful
light. He flooded it on the spectre. Its
outlines dimmed, but we could st'll see it.

THIS NEW STORY
by

RAY CUMMINGS
will not only entertain you but will
mystify you as well. Mr. Cum-

', mings possesses the unusual faculty
of adroitly mixing science and fic-
tion in a most attractive way. If
you have read the last story by this
author, "Tarrano the Conqueror"
-you will look forward to an excit-
ing tale.

shout went up. "Turn that light off
It's moving! It's moving away!"

It was moving. Floating or walking?
I could not have told. Bee said that dis-
tinctly she saw its legs moving as it walked.
It seemed to turn; and slowly, !tastelessly
it retreated. Moving back from As
though the wilows, the creek -bank, the
creek itself were not there, it moved back-
ward. The crowd, emboldened, closed in.
At the water's edge we stood. The figure
apparently was now within or behind the
water. It seemed stalking down some in-
visible slope. Occasionally it turned aside
as though to avoid some obstruction. It
grew smaller, dimmer by its greater distance
from us until it might have been the mere

"And the next night, in a Kansas farm -house. the farmer and his wife were
awakened by the scream of their adolescent daughter. They rushed iito her
bedroom. She was in bed, and bending over her was the apparition of a

reflection of a star down there in the water
of the creek; then it blinked, and vanished.

There were thousands who watched for
that ghost the following night, but it did not
appear. The affair naturally was the sub-
ject of widespread newspaper comment; but
when alter a few days no one else had seen
the ghost, the newspapers began turning
from the serious to the jocular angle.

Then. early in March, the second ghost
was reported. In the Eastern Hemisphere
this time. It was discovered in midair, near
the Bono Badur, in Java. Thousands of
people watched it for over an hour that eve-
ning. it was the figure of a man, seated 4)11
something invisible in the air nearly a hun-
dred feet above the ground. It sat
motionless as though contemplating the
crowd of watchers beneath it. And then
it vas joined by other figures! Another
man, and a woman. The reports naturally
were confused, contradictory. But they
agreed in general that the other figures came
from the dimness of distance; came walking
up sonic invisible slope until they met the
seated figure. Like a soundless -motion -pic-
ture prDjected into the air, the crowd on the
ground saw the three figures in movement ;
saw them-the reports said-conversing ;
saw them at last move slowly backward
Lnd downward within the solid outlines of
the great temple, until finally in the distance
they disappeared.

Another apparition was seen in Nome; an-
other in Cape Town. From everywhere they
were now reported. Some by daylight. but
most at night. By May the newspapers
featured nothing else. Psychical research
societies sprang into unprecedented promi-
nence and volubility. Learned men of spir-
itualis6c tendencies wrote reams of ponder-
ous essays which the newspapers eagerly
printed.

Amid the reports now, the true from the
false became increasingly difficult to distin-
guish. Notoriety seekers, cranks and
quacks of every sort burst into print with
weird :ales of ghostly manifestations. Hys-
terical young girls, morbidly seeking puhli;-
:ty, told strange tales which in more sober
days uo newspaper would have dared to
print. And in every country charlatans were
doing a thriving business with the trapp:ngs
of spiritualism.

(Continued on page 454)

man. Its fingers were holding a Ink cf the girl's long black hair. At the
farmer's shout. the ghost turned: its hand was raised-and the farmer and
his wife both saw that the shadowy fingers hat' !iftcd the girl's tresses . . .
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Scientific Problems and Puzzles
HYDROMETER LEVEL

Bucket containing floating hydrometer is
whirled vertically.

An hydrometer is floated in a pail of
water. The pail is then whirled vertically

0t arm's length fast enough to prevent spil-
ling water. When will it float highest, or
will its level remain constant?

WHEN WILL LADDER SLIP?

As a man climbs the ladder leaning against
a wall, the ladder will have a decided tend-
ency to slip when he reaches a certain point.
lust what is the location of this point, and
why is there a greater tendency to slip here?

CHANGE IN WEIGHT

MINE SHAFT

MINE HOIST

It is a well-known fact that at the poles,
a person's weight is a little greater than
elsewhere on the earth. It is also true that
he is a little lighter at the equator than
elsewhere. What effect do you think descent
into a mine could have on the weight of your
body?

By ERNEST K. CHAPIN

BALLOON ASCENSION

Does the length of the day have anything
to do with the readiness or reluctance with
which balloons ascend? If the speed of
rotation of the earth should increase, would
balloons be able to lift more or less than
they can at present?

SPEED OF LIGHT

Light is propagated in space at the rate
of 186,500 miles per second. It takes light
about 8 minutes to reach the earth from the
sun. How does this fact affect the length
of the day. the time of sunrise, and the
time of sunset?

,"4111,,,  ,---
Death!

Especially in cold weather, you
may be tempted to start your en-
gine with a rather rich mixture and
let it "warm up" a few minutes
before leaving the garage.

CARBON MONOXIDE, a dead-
ly gas, immediately begins to dis-
charge from the exhaust. It is
heavier than air-if the doors are
shut the garage begins to fill with
gas.

The level of the gas rises higher
and higher; it creeps up until you
begin to breathe it all unknowing-
ly-for carbon monoxide is odorless
and gives no warning of its insidi-
ous presence.

DEATH-quick, sudden, with no
chance of escape-may come to you
just as it has come to many others
similarly trapped.

Keep the Garage Doors Open.
Courtesy Hartford Accident and Indemnity

Company.
..i-!--A--A-Alh-db-,

BALANCED SWINGS

Two swings are supported at the opposite
ends of a rope which passes over two freely
rotating pulleys as indicated in the diagram.
If two boys of equal weight are seated in
the swings, what would be the effect on the
positions of the swings, if one of the boys
should set his swing in motion?

VOLTAGE OF BATTERY

hr-- LAMP
BAN K

-0
A voltmeter is shunted across a 6 -volt

storage battery which is connected to a
110 -volt D.C. line. A lamp bank having 20
ohms resistance is connected in series with
the battery. If the voltmeter will read
only up to 7 volts, can it he used in this
circuit? Could it be used on a 220 -volt
line?

SPEED OF ROTATION
SWIVEL

HIGHER
THAN

B

Two children swing around a pole on
ropes of unequal lengths. A has a longer
rope than B, but he is swinging higher.
Will A make the trip around the pole in a
shorter time than B?

(.-litswers to these problems appear on page 44(t)
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why

Everyday Chemistry
Some Practical Everyday Chemistry Wrinkles that We Seldom Think About

By RAYMOND B. WAILES

7.- - -- ----

WHAT IS THERE
IN WOOD WHICH

SHIPWORMS
EAT r

1. A chemical analysis of their stomach contents
shows that they live by eating the carbohydrates
present in the wood, of which sugars are a class.

DOES WATER AND
SALTPETRE IN STUMPS,
DRIED IN, MAKE THE
STUMP TOUCH WOOD?

2. Carbon inks have been found to outlive iron. 3. Stumps cannot be burned out in this manner
dyes and other chemical inks. Ancient scripts It would take as much saltpeter as the stump's
usually contain carbon in a finely divided condi- weight to afford the fuse or touchwood properties.

tion as the ink pigment.
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4. Selenium, used for coloring red glass and
photo -electric cells. may be incorporated with wire

insulation to make them fireproof.

5. Soap is added to grease stock to give a body to
the lubricant and as a supporting means for the

grease. It is not an adulterant.

6. Oxidation, or uniting with oxygen occurs.
same as wood of a fire consumes oxygen. Oxygen
in a silo is used up in 5 hours, after stocking it.

WHAT
_ SCUM

-

CAUSES A
TO FORM

WHEN MILK IS
HEATED ?

--...-

HOW
PURIFY
AQUARIUMS?

'

DO PLANTS
WATER IN

\.\,,,,\

/
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ARE YOUR RADIO
DIALS 100'!
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e

-
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.

s......,

'4111010080001
Y-47.'15.01ilitlilaitli 511:11., <11.trirMIR1111111ftt,,,M,t. .

7. This is due to a compound composed largely of 8. Green plants in aquariums give off oxygen to 9. Finely pulverized wood, wood -flour, is used as
casein. It is not the impurities arising by boiling, the water and it is this oxygen which the fishes a body in the manufacture of much of the moulded

breathe. composition radio dials and knobs.

10. The (inflammable) liquid is composed of a
carrier such as gasoline or kerosene and contains
about 5% of dichlorbenzene. the active ingredi-

ent. An odoriferous substance is also added.

WHY IS THE
INTERIOR OF
SOME CANS
DISCOLORED? WOULD A PLANT

GROW BETTER
IN PURE
WATER?

II. Imperfect tinning of the inside of the cal 12. Plants require chemical salts in solution to
causes some of the iron to combine with sulphur make them grow. Pure water such as distilled
in the product, to form (black) iron sulphide, seen water does not contain these plant foods or ap-

inside can. It is not dangerously poisonous. petizers. A few plants grow in water.
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MODEL DEPARTMENT
The photograph here shows
the side view looking from
the stern of the model Thir-
teenth Century Man -of -War,
the construction of which
was considered best by the
judges and the Cup which
Science and Invention Mag-
azine presents monthly for
the best model was awarded
to the builder. Mr. Henry 0.
Havemeyer, Jr. All of the
shields on the model are dif-
ferently decorated with the
family designs of the mem-
bers of the crew. These are
made clear in the accompany-

ing print.

A handsomely en-
graved cup is
awarded monthly
for the best model
submitted during
any month. The
full conditions of
the contest will Fn
found in this issue
on rage 467. Is
the cup not worth

striving for?

4

1=1.3=r-j'ir-

Mr. Havemeyer. Jr.. who built the model ilustrated on this
page and also on page 467 of this issue, where the Contest
conditions may likewise be found, professes that model mak-
ing is his greatest hobby. For many years, he has built and
operated models of all kinds. This is but one of the many ex-
amples of his skillful use of tools and his thoroughness in re-

producing historically accurate replicas.

The photograph below gives us
a top view of the Man -of -War.
Note that the oars, ropes and
arrows are correctly placed and

lashed.

Thirteenth Century Man -of -War
Wins Trophy Cup No. 5

MODEL ENTERED BY HENRY
0. HAVENIEYER, JR., WINS THIS

MONTH'S AWARD.

The Cup is here photo-
graphed along side of the

prize-winning model in

this month's Contest.
Notice how the Cup tow-
ers above the model.
Perhaps your model will
be the next cup winner.
Why not send it in?

Refer to page 467 for
Contest Conditions.

7 7 7 7) 77 7)7 7 7 7 ? ? ? ?

7

? 7 7 7 ? 7 7 7? ? ? ? ? ? ?

WHO

7
Will Win the

Next Cup?

7

7

7

The blueprints of all Prize
Wining models may be pur-
chased from the Model De-

partment.

The photograph at the
left gives us a side
view of this remark-
able little model.
Close observation will
reveal the extreme
care exercised in its

construction.

PERHAPS YOUR MODEL WILL WIN THE NEXT CUP. HAS IT BEEN ENTERED?
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Model Man -of -War Wins Cup
BRITISH CROSS
OF ST. GEORGE

--MODEL OF
13 11'. CENTURY
MAN- OF- WARP-'

-COLOR KEY -

FLAG OF
CRUSADERS

(ELABORATED)

STRIP A

A
ENTIRE HULL /

RIBBED AS
SHOWN HERE

KNOTTED
ROPE
FOR

CLIMBING

STRIP B

-SIDE VIEW
OF SHIP

SHOWING
MAST STAYS -ALL FLAGS

AND SAIL
TO BE MADE
OF WHITE

SILK -

DECK

_ L -------- -

nn ARROW ,
RACK

SEWING

- DETAIL OF SAIL -

FLAG OF
OFFICER OF

THE FLEET

TW
SHIELD ON
OPPOSITE

SIDE

RUDDER

-S,DE VIEW
OF SHIP-

STRIPS B

-CROSS SECTION
OF HULL AT C-'

GRAPPLING
HOOK LINE,

-CROSS SECTION
OF HULL AT Et- FLAG

HATCH COVER

-PLAN VIEW OF MAIN
AND RAISED DECKS -

SCALE IN INCHES

CROSS SECTION
OF HULL

-END VIEW OF SAIL
LOOKING FROM X

STP 23 A

STRIP
B

2(
-CROSS SECTION

OF HULL AT A -

KINGS OWN FLAG
( 3 LIONS)

[IRUDDER

THIS FLAG
SHOWN IN
SIDE VIEW

SHIELDS REPRESENT FAMILY DESIGNS
OF MEMBERS OF THE CREW.

Above we see the complete details of the very excellent model of a Thirteenth were used in the fleet of Richard Coeur de Lion and the subsequent ruler.
Century "Man of War" which was built by Henry a Havemeyer. Jr., and Notice that this vessel was steered by a rudder which is not secured to the
for which the judges have awarded him this month's Cup and Certificate. back of the ship, but hangs down on the starboard side of the vessel. The
The entire hull is ribbed as the specifications indicate and accordng to the Model Department will supply blueprints of the above vessel at 50c.
builder is art exact replica, built to scale of ships similar to those which See past issues tor other ship models and blueprints available.
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jIQUID carbon dioxide can now be
obtained cheaply and easily in small
steel cylinders. Following is an il-
lustrate(l description of how to make

"carbon dioxide snow," and with its aid to
perform many very wonderful experiments
made possible by the intense cold obtained.

flPf.17.9.

VALVE OPENED)

GASEOUS
CAR BON -_
DIOXIDE

STEEL-s.
CYLINDER

L QUID
CARBON DIOXIDE

CARBON
DIOXIDE
VAPORS

'ear
BOILING LIQUID
CARBON DIOXIDE

Liquid carbon dioxide in a steel cylinder.
When tap is opened it starts to boil.

The cylinder as received is only portly
filled with liquid carbon dioxide, the space
above being filled with gaseous carbon diox-
ide under great pressure.

If the valve is opened while the cylinder
is in an upright position, the compressed
gas merely escapes as a colorless or white
vapor, being replaced by more from the
liquid carbon dioxide below which boils as
the pressure is lowered. The gas coming
out is cool, but not intensely cold, and is
rapidly dissipated into the atmosphere.

The cylinder is laid down on the floor in
an inclined position with the valve end con -

LIQUID
COMPRESSED

GASEOUS
CARBON DIOXIDE CARBON DIOXIDE

WOOLEN STOCKING
OR

CANVAS BAG

Getting ready to make carbon dioxide snow.
Note bag into which gas is to flow.

siderably below the level of the other end.
This permits liquid carbon dioxide to he
forced out of the valve by the pressure of
the compressed gas above it. Over the
valve outlet is firmly tied a woollen stocking
or canvas money bag. The operator may
conveniently sit astride the cylinder during
the next operation.

Everything being in readiness, the opera-
tor should firmly open the valve sufficiently
wide to insure the liquid carbon dioxide

EXPERNENTAL CHEMISTRY

One Hundred and Sixty -Six Degrees Below Zero
[Fahrenheit]

Fascinating Experiments With Carbon Dioxide Snow
By 0. IVAN LEE, B.Sc., F.M.S.A.

ample opportunity to escape, bearing in
mind, too, that there is absolutely no danger
in conducting this experiment. The escape
of the gas is accompanied, however, by a
rather terrifying loud hissing noise like that
of a boiler blowing off steam, together vita
the production of voluminous clouds of
white smoke which roll across the floor in a
kind of billowy fog agreeably cool to the
ankles to one walking therein. The bag or
stocking becomes distended, white gas es-
capes at every pore, and a kind of hoar frost
speedily covers it. In a moment, the bag
will be found completely filled with some-
thing firm and solid. The valve is now shut
off.

The contents of the bag are now shaken

LIQUID
CARBON DIOXIDE

CARBON DIOXIDE
VAPORS

(
(

COMPRESSED
GASEOUS

CARBON DIOXIDE

SOLID CARBON
DIOXIDE SNOW

The bag is
the gas is

filled with carbon dioxide snow and
escaping through the pores of the

cloth.

out on a woolen cloth, using a cotton
gloved hand if necessary to detach any ad-
hering lumps. The snow white solid mate-
rial always surrounded by a halo of white
vapor, is solid carbon dioxide having a tem-
perature of -78.5 C. below 0 C. (109.3 be-
low 0 F.)

The snow is so intensely cold that by rea-
son of the relatively high temperature of
objects at ordinary or body temperatures.
t ley are very hot compared to it. As a

WOOLEN
CLOTH

HOLDING CARBON
DIOXIDE SNOW IN

THE HAND

SOLID
CARBON

DIOXIDE SNOW

Shaking snow out of the bag upon a non-
conducting square of woolen cloth. Holding

a lump of snow in the hand.

consequence, the solid snow never really is
in contact with objects on which it appar-
ently reposes. It behaves, in fact, exactly

like drops of water on a red hot stove,
(lancing around on a cushion of vapor until
completely sublimed, since the carbon dioxide
passes directly from the solid to the gaseous
state. Lumps may be safely and comfort-
ably held on the palm of the hand or between
the fingers, so long as they arc not pinched.

FLOATING SOAP
BUBBLES

CARBON
DIOXIDE

GAS

Left: Rolling a little ball of carbon dioxide
snow about on a plate. Right: Floating

soap bubbles on the gas.

tressed or squecced. In this event, one will
actually he "burned" (i.e., frost-bitten), for
the same reason that a blister is produced if
one neglects to wet the finger before touch-
ing a hot flat -iron.

Solid carbon dioxide snow is now retailed
in New York City at least, in chain candy
stores, under the trade name of "Dry Pack."
It is sold in paper cartons at 60c. per pint
and will keep for 10 or 12 hours. and can
be used directly for all the experiments de-
scribed.

A piece of the solid snow placed on a
polished surface and slightly touched by the

GLASS JAR

SNOW

GASOLINE
FLAME-P-Pe7i/c4,

CANDLES

CARBON DIOXIDE SNOW

Extinguishing candles with the snow and put-
ting out a gasoline flame with it.

finger. glides rapidly over the surface as if
it were supported on invisible wheels.

A few lumps of the snow are thrown into
a basin and allowed to evaporate. If soap
bubbles are then dropped into the basin,
they will float around in it buoyed on an
invisible surface of carbon dioxide gas
which is heavier than air, like corks on
water.

Several lighted candles are placed at dif-
ferent heights in a glass jar and some lumps
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of the snow dropped in. One by one, the
candles will be extinguished, beginning with
the lowest.

A few drops of gasoline are placed in

EFFECT OF CARBON
DIOXIDE SNOW

ON ICE

CARBON DIOXIDE <-1,.
SNOW PLACED

,

ON TONGUE

Left: Carbon dioxide snow in mouth. Be care-
ful not to press it. Right: Carbon dioxide

pellets on a lump of ice.

a baking powder tin and ignited. If a lump
of the carbon dioxide snow is then dropped
in the flame will be almost immediately ex-
tinguished.

A lump of carbon dioxide snow may be
safely placed in the mouth, rolling it around
on the tongue so that the surface of the
tongue does not get too cold in one place.

If placed on water, the lumps of carbon
dioxide snow float around like little halls of
cotton and slowly disappear. If a lump is
pushed under the surface, a continuous train
of bubbles of carbon dioxide gas arises.
In no case, is any ice formed around the

\\Zz.
Fig. 13. Making carbon monoxide gas from
oxalic acid and concentrated sulphuric acid.

lumps, nor is the water sensibly cooled to
the touch.

Placed on ice, the lumps disappear some
what more slowly, and melt holes in the ice

A glass vessel is half filled with acetone,
and lumps of carbon dioxide snow added.
At first, the lumps melt and disappear, and
the liquid foams and boils furiously, but as
more snow ;s dropped in, the mixture be-
comes quiet and finally resembles a slush of
snow and water. This "slush." however,

CAR BON

DIOXIDE SNOW

SPIRIT THERMOMETER
READING TO 170°F

BELOW ZERO

"SLUSH" OF ACETONE
AND CARBON DIOXIDE SNOW

Left: Carbon dioxide snow floating on water.
Right: M xing acetone and carbon dioxide
snow. This is so cold that you must use a

spirit thermometer.

possesses a temperature of 166 degrees Fah
renheit below zero, or 198 degrees below the
freezing point of water!

Since mercury solidifies at forty below
zero (Fahrenheit and Centigrade) a mer-
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curial thermometer is useless for measuring
the true temperature and a special spirit
thermometer is employed.

A drop of mercury is placed in a small

HAMMERING A
HOLE IN WOOD
WITH A DROP OF
MERCURY

Left: Hammering mercury which has been
frozen by carbon dioxide snow into a wooden
I.oard. Right: Rubber tubing is made so
Lard by the snow that it can be broken like

glass.

paper spoon and plunged into the freezing
mixture. Instantly, the mercury is frozen
as hard as shot. Vhen removed, placed on
a board, and struck a violent blow with a
hammer, it will be driven into the wood,
where it will soon melt, leaving a hole.

A piece of pure gum rubber tubing or a
rubber band immersed in the acetone solu-
tion is frozen so solid that when struck with
a hammer it will be shattered into hits as
if made of glass.

Experiments with Carbon Monoxide
By J. G. SCHUMAKER, A.B., M.S.

(Continued front page 330, August issue)

CARBON MONOXIDE
Carbon monoxide was first made by F. de

Lassone in 1776, by reducing zinc oxide with
carbon.

In 1796 Joseph Priestley prepared the gas
by heating iron oxide with charcoal. Though
Lavoisier knew that the gas burned to carbon
dioxide it was not until 1800 that Cruik-
shank showed that it was a gaseous oxide of
carbon. Minute traces of the gas are found
in the air, larger amounts in volcanic gases,
meteorites, chimney gases and tobacco
smoke.

The simplest way for the young experi-
menter to make carbon monoxide is to set
up the apparatus as shown in Fig. 15. Pour
about 50 c.c. of concentrated sulphuric acid

e into the flask A and about 10 c.c. of formic
acid (HCOOH) into the tap funnel R.
Heat the sulphuric acid to about 100° C.
and then allow the formic acid to drop
slowly into the hot acid. Each drop of
formic acid produces some carbonic mon-
oxide. The velocity of the gas flow can
easily he regulated by the rate at which the
formic acid is dropped into the sulphuric acid.

The same gas can also he prepared by
warming gently a mixture of concentrated

Pig. 14. Reducing copper oxide to metallic
copper and collecting carbon dioxide produced.

sulphuric acid with sodium formate or with
oxallic acid (H,C,04). In the latter case
both carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide
are formed. The two gases are separated by
passing them through solutions of sodium
hydroxide (NaOH) or caustic potash
(KOH). These solutions will absorb the
carbon dioxide.

Carbon monoxide is a colorless, odorless
and highly poisonous gas. It will burn in air
with a blue flame and form carbon dioxide.
The gas is a very active poison and forms a
cherry -red compound with the haemoglobin
of the blood which is called carbonyl hae-
moglobin. This fact was discovered by
Priestley in 1826. This prevents the blood
from carrying the proper amount of oxygen
to the tissues and therefore increases the
rate of respiration. Whenever moist car-
bon monoxide is passed over cold palladium
black formic acid can be detected as one
of the products. The same acid can be
detected when a jet of burning carbon mon-
oxide is directed against a piece of ice.

Carbon monoxide is used as fuel and a
reducing agent. The gas is generated in the
flask A and passed through water. Then it
is passed over hot copper oxide. The oxide

1 6)

CO COC1,-"'

FIG I5
fig 15. Mixing chlorine and carbon dioxide

gas. They ignite spontaneously.

is reduced to reddish metallic coper and the
carbon monoxide is oxidized to carbon diox-
ide. The presence of the carbon dioxide is
shown by the white precipitate in the flask
D. Collect the rest of the carbon monoxide
in E

Metals like aluminum and magnesium when
heated to a high temperature will reduce
carbon monoxide to carbon and an oxide of
the metal.

Nearly all of the poisonous gases employed
during the World War were volatile liquids
cortaining chlorine. Phosgene or carbonyl
chloride (COCO is typical of such liquids,
it is a liquid which vaporizes at 8° C. Fill
one cylinder with carbon monoxide and the
other with chlorine. Place the cylinders
moith to mouth and allow the gases to mix.
The color of chlorine gas permeates both
cylinders. Then cover each with a glass
plate and expose one of them to strong sun-
light. The color of the chlorine will disap-
pear rapidly. Phosgene has been formed.

If the glass plate is removed from this
cylinder, the gas begins to fume strongly
because the moisture in the air causes the
phosgene to decompose into hydrochloric
acid and carbonic dioxide.
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EXPE

A Practical High
TO the experimenter who builds a

Tesla-Oudin coil one of the finest
uses is to test insulation of all sorts.
This is quite useful and helpful,

especially to the transmitting amateur who

Frequency Coil
By WILLIS L. NYE

is possible in this manner to arrive at the
best type of insulation to use in our radio
system and what materials.

One other interesting experiment is to test
the actual breakdown tests of grid leaks,

POWER TRANSFORMER
110 V. 60'. A.C. 600 W. VOLTAGE STEP UP TO 10,000 V.

pr3. 0*

14 141

84'
INSULATING TAPE

CORE N9-20 OR N9 22 IRON BUNDLE VAR,
PRIMARY 16 D.C.0 COPPER WIRE -235 123 FT I LB.
SECONDARY - Nc. 32 - -16000T = 12134 FT =34 IBS.
BOBBINS FIBRE INSULATING TAPE= CAMBRIC

Section of a power transformer. On the drawing are given the various
dimensions required, so that the reader will have no trouble in building the

apparatus, which is designed for the standard A.C. circuit.

has leaky insulation in his antenna system
which would cause his antenna current to
fall to a low value and cause a weak signal.

The Tesla coil is hooked on to the an-
tenna and the power applied to the antenna.
The coil will energize the antenna and if the
insulation is at fault the flashover will be
apparent at once if it is performed in the
dark. The guys and fastenings of the pole
should all be explored very carefully with a
neon tube spark plug tester which will glow
when it comes in the presence of a high -
frequency current. If the insulator is leaky
the brush discharge will be to the ground
and can at once be found either by glow or
exploring with the neon tube. With this
method of inspection the leaks in the radiat-
ing system of a transmitter can be remedied.
Of course it is to be expected that the an-
tenna current will be small while the system
is supplied by the Testa coil and should not
be expected to assume large proportions. It

The sockets of the vacuum tube may be
tested along with the grid leak. Apply one
terminal of each of the apparatus mentioned
to the high potential terminal of the coil and
apply the power. In this way one can see
the actual comparison of the insulating quali-

CIRCUIT USING SPARK COIL
SYSTEM FCR ENERGY SUPPLY

sockets and some of the so-called low -loss
condensers which claim good design. Of
course the high -frequency current will travel
on the surface in most cases but occasionally
will not, which denotes poor insulation.

PRIMARY
COIL SECONDARY

SPOK E

BATE

PLAN OF BASE
FOR TESLA TRANSFORMER

CORK GLASS

n

MAGNET IC INTERRUPTER GAP

LUG COVER LUG

GLASS

-BRASS
BOX

CROSS SECTION OF CONDENSER

r
Here is shown a cross-section of the Tesla coil with the plan of the base.
A magnetic interrupter gap is shown also and the cross-section of the

very substantial condenser required for this apparatus.

QmiNAL OF-.
ti LH POTENTIAL

-t

HALF COPPER BALL 4. DIA.

END Cr WINDING

SEC 423 T. (NAM. WIRE
15T TO I'

LOON Or WINDING

WOOD PEGS

DIA.

z

01A--« SECTION A -A

Ti

3 GLASS
INSULATORS hal

PRI.4T. STRAND
WIRE
7 SIR. Non TINNED

x i0' DIA.

BEGINNING Cr WINDING

LOW POTENTIAL TERMINAL

This shows the construction of the Testa coil.
properly so called, with a cross-section and
full dimensions, so that the cut acts as its own

description.

SE

H.F. COPPER BALL

ties of several materials. This is valuable
to any one who is using high -frequency cur-
rent and needs to know the proper insulation.
It would be well to test ordinary porcelain
insulators that are used for A.C. house cur-
rent and make an actual comparison.

The Geissler Tube experiments are varied
and the wonderful glow effects that can be
obtained need not be detailed here.

A test of the breakdown capabilities and
their resistance of high voltage condensers
can be performed very nicely with this ap-
paratus. The condensers are inserted in
the line in the usual way and the high
voltage applied. It would be well to test
some of the fixed variety that now flood
the market for radio use.

Bakelite, Celeron, and Formica used for
panels for radio purposes should be given
a good test for their breakdown to the
current.

OTHER TESTS AND EFFECTS
Another test to perform is to fasten in-

sulated wire. varying from No. 36 enameled
to No. 16 enameled, and determine which
will give the best discharges. The length
should also be varied to find out which is
the proper wire to use. Generally a wire

CORE

CIRCUIT USING
POWER TRANSFORMER

Here the Tests coil is supposed to be supplied from the standard lighting
circuit, using the power transformer described above. Again the grounded

horn gap is used to protect the system.
This is the layout of the circuit, using the spark coil system for the energy

supplied. Note the protection afforded by the grounded horn gap.
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from one to two meters long will be found
best with this particular coil. The wire
should be thoroughly insulated at each end.
In this manner the proper radiating system
can be determined for radio use or for the
coil only.

A wonderful electrical effect is to take
thin wire and solder all the joints and make
an electrical sign out of the wire by form-
ing the letters and fastening all together
and attaching to the output of the Tesla

transformer. This should be performed in a
dark room as should all other experiments,
that  the proper glow may be visualized.
Only in this way can many of the marvelous
experiments be enjoyed. The letters on this
sign will glow and the effect is startling to
the uninitiated.

The Tesla coil will cause shock excitation
in a near -by radio receiver because the wave
is not really a tuned oscillating source. Con-
sider this if you operate the coil in a con-

gested neighborhood with many radiocast
listeners.

Another test may be made; wind a coil,
mount it, and connect up a PA -volt lamp in
series to close the circuit. Considerable ex-
perimenting will be needed to determine the
correct number of turns. When brought
close to the coil the lamp will glow like a
glow -type wavemeter. The actual power of
the coil may he estimated at by how far
away the lamp will glow.

How to Make a Spinthariscope
THIS little home-made in-

strument will enable one to
see the effects which

radium, that costly and mys-
terious element. produce,
throughout its life which i,
some thousands of years.

Radium is constantly emitting
three kinds of invisible rays, all
having various powers to pene-
trate supposedly opaque ob-
jects. One of these rays, the al-
pha. effects the illumination of
the figures upon watch dials,
clocks, faces. etc., and it is the
effects which these rays produce
which afford amusement in this
little scientific toy.

The active material or lumin-
ous composition upon dials of
clocks, watches, etc., is com-
posed of a minute quantity of a
real radium salt and a substance
called zinc sulphide which is a
chemical combination in a crys-
talline condition of metallic zinc,
and sulphur. In its manufac-
ture. the radium compound is
thoroughly mixed with the zinc
sulphide and applied to the clock
dial by means of an adhesive.

Radium is constantly emitting
when one of the rays called the

ity RAYMOND II. WAILES

(ZINC SULPHIDE THE EYE DOES NOT SEE
THESE ATOMS SHOT OFF
FROM THE RADIUM

1

- _ C'
(RA DI UM.)

AN INFINITESIMAL
SPECK OF RADIUM

WHEN ATOMS REGISTER A BULLS EYE, A FLASH IS
PRODUCED. THESE FLASHES APE DISTINCTLY
SEEN THROUGH THE SPINTHARISCOPE.

A picturesque presentation of the bombardment from radium. This action of
radio activity lasts for many many years and if we had radium in quantity
it would be a very uncomfortable substance because the bombardment or
properly speaking radio activity, would have a bad effect analogous to burning

upon anybody exposed thereto.

rays, and
alpha ray

Removing a minute speck of radio active mate-
rial from the hands of a luminous clock. It
may be three times the bulk of the head of a

pin.

strikes a small particle of the zinc sulphide,
a miniature explosion results which can be
clearly seen with the aid of a short focus,
fairly strong, magnifying glass.

In making the spinthariscope, some of the
luminous material from the hands of a
luminous clock or watch should be carefully
removed with a knife blade. The quantity
taken should he about three times as large
as the head of a pin, so it can be seen that
the effective luminosity of the clock will
not be impaired in the least. The bit of
material should then he worked up with a
tiny amount of glue, spar varnish, collo-
dion, or even water if desired, and applied
to a card such as an ordinary visiting card.
To complete one form of spinthariscope, a
small magnifying glass of the linen -tester
type is placed over the luminous material
applied to the card, to be viewed in the dark.
The scintillations or miniature explosions
which the alpha rays, or ionized atoms of
helium as they should rightly be called,

Wanted!
The Editors of SCIENCE & INVENTION
want interesting articles on electricity
from The experimental standpoint to be
accompanied by illustrations. The il-
lustrations may be rough drawings, or
sketches or photographs. and our read-
ers can supply us with the best of ma-
terials that they have on 'hand. We
pay our regular rates for these articles
upon publication.

The so-called "floroscope" sold by jewelers, and
a linen tester are used for observing the spin-

thariscope effect.

make in their collision with the zinc sul-
phide, can he distinctly seen through the
lens.

Another type of spinthariscope which ope-
rates somewhat better than the linen -tester
type can be made from the "floroscopes" or
microscope -like magnifying glasses sold by

some jewelers and novelty deal-
ers. These instruments have
two lenses, one at each end, at
one end is a cubic lens of ex-
tremely short focal length, in
fact so short that objects have
to he placed directly on the plane
surface of the lens to he "in
focus." To convert this type of
magnifying glass into a spin-
thariscope, it is only necessary
to apply the speck of radium -
luminous composition mixed
with the adhesive directly upon
the face of the lens, so that it is
"in' focus." The effects are seen
in a darkened room.

To get the best results from
this little scientific apparatus,
the eyes should he accustomed to
the dark by having the observer
remain in the darkened room
several minutes before attempt-
ing to view the litle explosions
caused by the helium atoms
which are constantly being shot
off from the minute specks of
radium mixed into the luminous
composition.

The instrument will last for
years if care is taken to prevent anything
from coming into contact with the luminous
surface.

T-ansferring the luminous material mixed with
varnish or glue to a card. Spar varnish is an

excellent material for the purpose.

PURER IRON PRODUCED
ELECTRICALLY

Pig iron is now the basic form from which
all types of iron and steel are made but it
mar become obsolete and the direct manufac-
ture of malleable iron and steel from ore may
follow the invention of a special electric
fur -lace of commercial size that has been
built in the great Hagfors. Stockholm,
Sweden, ironworks where iron ore and coal
miied and fused have been made to pro-
dum pure iron containing only two per cent.
of carbon, and steel that can be worked in
the usual manner.

The new process is continuous and fusion
ceases only temporarily when the furnace is
tapped, while the absence of gases and slag
produces a superior product.

The United States leads the world in the
number of electric steel furnaces in use, and
with the discovery of a process of making
iron and steel directly from ore would give
a tremendous impetus to the use of the
electrical smelting furnace.
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Automatic Soldering Iron Holder
By THOS. W. BENSON

I T is very easy to forget that a soldering
iron is plugged in and go away leaving it

on overnight after a job of soldering is
done. Having done this several times and
burning out an iron the writer devised and
built the holder illustrated herewith and
the iron is now always remembered.

The base of the device was a small wooden
box 12 inches long and 4 inches square to
be secured to the wall as shown. A hole
one inch square was cut in the front of the
box three inches from the upper end and a
support of spring brass for the soldering iron
of the shape shown was supported in this
hole by a bent brass bracket made from 1/16
inch brass strip 1/4 inch wide. This forms a
spring support that is normally close to the
top of the hole but when the iron is hung on
it the spring is pulled away from the contact
mounted inside the box as shown.

A porcelain socket is mounted on the top
end of the box, and there is a snap switch
on the bottom with a plug outlet on the
front near the bottom. The wiring diagram
and other details are given so that it should
be easy for anyone to duplicate the device.

In operation the iron is left plugged in
and hung on the forked hook. When a
soldering job is to be done the current is
switched on with the snap switch when the

Part II.

--LAMP

SIGN RECEPTACLE

SOLDERING IRON
HANGS INTO FORK
AND SPRINGS
CONTACTS APART

PLUG OUTLET FOR
ELECTRIC IRON MADE
FROM SIGN RECEPTACLE

WOODEN BOX

TO now SUPPLY

light will light up. If the iron is wanted
in a hurry it is removed from the ho,,k,
cutting off the light, and laid on some non-
combustible object on the bench. As the
work progresses the iron is hung on the
hook when not actually in use which auto-
matically connects the lamp in series with it.
Thus while not in actual use the current
through the iron is reduced to such a value
as to just keep it hot without overheating

This is is a very excellently devised soldering
iron holder. As long as the soldering iron is
hung up a slight current goes through it. just
enough to keep it warm, but when in use the
spring on which it hangs rises and gives it a
strong current. The lamp acts as a perfect
alarm so that there will be no danger of leaving

the current turned on.

and full current is switched on when the
iron is lifted from the hook. Should one
attempt to leave the current turned on when
the work is over the lamp being lighted will
draw one's attention and ensure it being
switched off. The proper size of lamp to
use will vary with the size of iron. For the
small irons used in radio work a 60 -watt
lamp is large enough but a 100 -watt lamp
of the carbon type should be used with the
larger irons.

Experiments With An Electroscope

ANIONG the earliest experiments in elec-
tricity, the electroscope was used a great

deal in detecting the electrical charge upon
bodies. Even today this instrument has not
been shelved with the voltaic pile, the cum-
bersome \Vhimhurst machine, thermal batter-
ies and the like. In fact it has been brought
to the front in several fields. in one of which
especially, that of radioactivity, it is of great
importance. The instrument is very easily
made and the experiments described here to
be performed with it will afford one many
interesting hours.

The writer's electroscope was encased in
or built upon a small box five inches square,
which formerly housed a crystal set. The
interior of the box with the exception of the
open end was lined with copper foil, such as
sold for panel shielding. A binding post
connects with this foil lining. A hole about
an inch in diameter was bored through the
right hand side of the box. This served to
support a rubber stopper thrust through it,
the stopper in turn carrying a three-inch
machine screw which in turn carried a
binding post at each end, one for external
connection and the internal one for support-
ing a panel of brass. This inside brass panel
has an "L" hook soldered to it. one arm of
the hook engaging the double insert type of
binding post upon the inside of the box. The
brass panel supports the little strip of gold
leaf which can he procured from a sign
painter, or Christmas tree tinsel can be
used. The foil strip should be about an
inch and a quarter long and about a quarter
of an inch wide. It is attached to the upper
end of the brass panel by means of a minute
drop of shellac.

The rubber stopper serves to insulate the
internal workings from the wooden case and

By RAYMOND B. WAILES
ontinued from August SCIENCE. AND INVENTION)

from its inner copper lining. The external
binding post serves to carry a little umbrella
device made from a length of stout copper
wire five inches long to the top of which is
soldered a circle of copper three inches in
diameter. This plate acts as a receiver for
the charges in experiments, a sort of aerial
as it were. A glass front completes the in-
strument, protecting the sensitive gold or tin-
sel leaf from stray air currents.

To show that friction produces a current
of electricity, stroke a rubber comb through
the hair, or some fur. touch it to the receiving
plate, then still keeping the comb to the plate.
touch the plate with the finger, remove the
finger and then the comb. The leaf will
he seen to diverge or stand away from the
brass panel-it is now charged. Upon now
touching the plate, the charge will escape
through the hand and the leaf will fall
against the brass panel. By quickly whip-
ping the external binding post with a silk or
cotton handkerchief, the leaf can be made to
diverge, showing that a current has been
made by the friction.

The leaf can he made to stand out when
dry sand is allowed to fall upon the receiving
plate through a funnel. The sand particles
striking one another become electrified and
impart their charge to the leaf. If flour he
sifted upon the plate when the instrument is
discharged, the leaf will diverge with tre-
mendous force at the very first impingement
of a tiny particle of flour; so it could be
said that every kitchen is a miniature power
plant.

If a metallic dish containing several drops
of mercury is placed upon the receiving
plate and the breath blown through the mer-
cury to agitate the drops, the movement will
cause a generation of electricity and the leaf

will diverge. If the mercury is pure, a
negative charge will be imparted to the leaf,
while if only a trace of an impurity such as
zinc, cadmium or other metallic compounds
are present in the mercury, a positive charge
is formed.

It will be found that a charged electro-
scope will slowly become discharged if left
untouched, the charge leaking through the
air. A very rapid collapse of the leaf can
be noted when a lighted candle is brought
near the charged electroscope. The flame
causes the air to become ionized. or con-
ductive and the electrical charge leaks off
with a greater rapidity.

25,000,000 C.P. USED NIGHTLY FOR
"WHITE WAY" SIGNS

Flashing 25.000.000 candlepower of light
against the sky each night, New York's
"Great White \Vay" is literally "the bright-
est spot on earth," it is revealed in the re-
port of an electric sign survey made public
by Arthur Williams of the New York Edi-
son Company in connection with the open-
ing of the fourth annual electric sign show
held in the company's building at Fifteenth
Street and Irving Place. The Edison Com-
pany's survey shows that of the 17,000 elec-
tric signs on Manhattan Island below 135th
Street more than 2.800 are restaurant signs,
more than 1.300 are barber shop signs, more
than 1,100 advertise tobacco, 867 are clothing
advertisements, 763 advertise automobiles
and their accessories. Theatres take 7th
place with 706 electric signs.

Mr. Williams's report shows that approxi-
mately 5.000 electric signs were added to
New Y..rk's night skyline in the last year.
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THE CONSTRUCT

Constructing An Inlaid Checker Board
By H. L. WEATHERBY

Director of Manual Arts of Public Schools of ::',,ritgonrcry, Ala.

Figure 1. Saw both pieces of veneer for the
squares into strips one and one-half inches
wide with the grain, using a smooth -cutting
saw. In case a machine saw is not available
a sharp knife and a straight edge may be em-
ployed. In the real sense of the word, this is
not an inlaid checker board, but really a
built-up checker board which, when finished,
will well repay the maker for the small amount

of effort required in its construction.

Figure 2. Tack these strips to a flat board
using small brads. driven in only a short way,
alternating white and black woods. Glue nar-
row strips of paper along the joints. Any
good wrapping paper will do. Line the ends
up against a thin strip of wood. Allow twenty-
four hours for glee to set. Walnut, mahogany
or other naturally dark -colored wood forms the
dark squares and holly or maple makes the

light-colored squares of the checker board.

asi Figure 3. Saw the square thus formed into
strips one and one-half inches in width across
the grain. There will then result strips of
wood one and one-half inches in width made of
alternate black and white squares. By revers-
ing each piece of wood, end for end, not up-

side down, the pattern is easily formed.

THE construction of an inlaid checker
or chess board is not as difficult as
might appear at a first glance. It is not

really an inlaid board as we think of inlay
ordinarily. The small pieces are built up
rather than inserted and even the novice me -

Figure 4. Tack and tape these strips as in
step number 2, being careful to alternate the
strips so that the squares come right-that is
so that a white square comes next to a black

square.

chanic, who is a lover of the game, need not
be afraid to tackle the job of building a
checker hoard such as the one illustrated.

A machine saw. although not absolutely
essential, is desirable for cutting the pieces
since more accurate work may be done in
that way. However, the veneer from which
our squares are made can be cut entirely by -
hand with a good straight edge and a sharp

knife and the remainder of the processes call
for no particular tools or apparatus.

The materials called for arc as follows:
1 piece of 1/16 -in. sawed veneer, about

12 in. x 16 in. of black walnut, mahogany,
or other naturally dark colored wood.

1 piece of the same size in a good grade
of h.trd white wood, holly, maple, or even
a good white hard poplar will do. The
above mentioned pieces go to make up the
squares.

Now we need a couple of yards of inlay
line. This may be purchased in any design
desirable from houses handling this type of
mate-ial, at very small cost.

We will next need a piece of veneer about
6 in. x 16 in. which we will cut into four
strips for the border. A piece of walnut or
mahogany veneer for the hack and a TA in.
3 -ply panel; each to be about 16 in. square
completes our material list with the excep-

Figure S. Mitre the inlay line and border.
beirg careful to get good fitting corners. Tack
these around the main part of the board in
position and tape. This taping should all have

been done on one side.

:CHECKER BOARD -INLAID

VENEER BAG,

,3 -PLY PAVEL

-1

MOLLD.NG

SOLP4 RES

INLAY Llls,E

50RJER

-.MATER/AIL -.
I -Three ey pone! -/S Square.

e", black .road, /2 X28. back,saaare3
I -Piece' veneer, .0, to wood, /2'it squares
2Yards inlay line
2 -Yards material for borderix/-
2-Yaris orrriaalding,or trater,ol for same 1

/6

The above diagram illustrates in detail how the checker board is made. By following the stages
illustrated in the photographs even the novice should have no difficulty in reproducing the sam-i.
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Figure 6. The above photograph shows the
reverse side of Figure 5.

tion of four mahogany pieces 7A in. x 11/4 in.
x 14 in. for the frame. A piece of veneer
must be glued to the bottom side of the board
to correspond with the squared or top side in
order to overcome a tendency toward warp-
ing.

The processes of construction are very
clearly illustrated by the photographs.
After the final assembly the whole board is
given a coat of hot linseed oil as a protection
and also to enrich the natural colors of the
wood, then a couple of coats of white shellac,
rubbing lightly with very fine sandpaper he-

Fig:IL-Now glue the parts to-
gether with the square of plain
veneer on the bottom, the piece
of 3 -ply panel in the middle, and
the squared veneer on top, exert-
ing all possible pressure with the
clamps. Be sure not to try glue-
ing the taped side to the panel.
Allow ample time for glue to
thoroughly set, then scrape paper

off and sandpaper.

4-K Veneer

for bac*

Figure 7. The parts are now
gether for gluing.

clamped tc-

Figure 10. The finished frame at the left.

Figure 11. The finished checker board, right.
+11.11.40.

Figure 9 below. Make up the frame either
with a combination plane or with the circular
saw. Nail and glue the mitre corners to-
gethe7, then fit the board into the rabbet and

the frame and glue into place.

tween coats, and then finally
two coats of rubbing varnish,
allowing a couple of days for
drying between varnish coats
and then rubbing with pumice
stone and oil, or pumice stone
and water.

The back side should be cov-
ered with a piece of felt which
should be glued on, as a protec-
tion to the furniture on which
the board is placed.

If directions are carefully
followed the results will be very
gratifying, and a checker board
fit for a family heirloom will be
the result.

photograph below shows the finished check-
er -board, the construction of which is here

described.

Rotary Hand Saw Made from Small Motor
WORKING somewhat along the lines
of a swing saw, for operating a circu-

lar saw cutter by hand and pushing it across
the wood to be cut, it is possible to make up
from a small fan motor or sewing machine
motor, a combined tnotor and saw that is
portable and takes the place of the usual rip
or cross cut hand tool. For this construc-
tion, having procured
a light weight motor,
only a small circular
saw, two bevel gears,
some strips of iron
and some of cold
rolled steel and bronze
for the shafting and
bearings are required.
In the attached draw-
ing, a construction is
shown, without dimen-
sions, which can be
followed in making
up one of these tools.
Starting at the handle,
a round wooden block,
securely attached to
the rear of the motor,
is the hand grip for
applying the cutting

COUPLING

tool. Two iron or steel straps, parallel with
the motor shaft, jointly secure the handle,
motor and the gear and saw bearings. A
short shaft coupled to the motor, carries one
bevel gear on the other end. The second
shaft corms the saw mandrel and carries the
other bevel gear. It is necessary in making
up this tool to drive the saw in the direction

indicated, and for that reason the location
of the bevel gears and the rotation of the
motor must be considered. It is possible
also in working up the runners or guides to
make these adjustable for depth of cut or
for varying with the size of the saw to
be used. The circular saw may be removed
and another easily substituted.-G. A. LUERS.

HANDLE

SMALL MOTOR

ROTAT ION OF SAW
WHEN CUTTING

SECTION
SHOWING

GEARS

The diagram at the left
shows how a motor -driven
circular saw can be easily
constructed. Great care
should be taken to see to
it that the saw runs in the
direction of the arrows.
because in this way it will
cut down into the wood;
whereas if it rotated in
the opposite direction it
might run away from the

work.
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Unique Knockdown Settee

3 3'

5. 5'/,"

4'4" 53VCP ' ' SW %. VW'
I

I

1'4
TEN-
MONS

3Y4 -

CLEAT 1"X I" X S' SYy

CI 5' 22'4"

CLEAT

HOP-
I! ,TISES

5' SVa"
In the drawings shown directly above, all of the necessary dimensions and
details for the construction of this unusual and handsome settee are shown.
The carpentry work required is very simple and can be performed by any-
one who is at all handy with ordinary woodworking tools. There is no

undesirable complication.

AVERY simple and dignified settee that can easily he used to
grace any room in the house is illustrated in the photograph at

the immediate left and is shown in detail in the reproduced drawings
directly above. Note how t.imple each and every part is made. Plain
mortise and tenon joints are used throughout and the parts are glued
or pinned in place. The following material is required:
2% in. sq. by 15 ft. for 4 corner posts, A ;
4 in. by 15 ft., for top and bottom end rails, B, and top rail, C;
6,,,./4 in. by 12 ft.. for front and back seat rails, D, and E;
8% in. by 5 it..for two end pieces, P;
3 in. by 6 ft., for 4 hack slats, G:
8% in. by 3 ft., for 2 hack slats, H;
1 in. by 3 ft., for 3 bac:: slats, I;

in. by l3!'.! ft., for 2 bottom hoards. J, and 2 end hoards, L;
6 in. by 6 ft., for 3 cross boards. K ;
(Excepting A the thickness of the above material is .3,./4 in.)
6% in. by V2 in., by 9V.: ft.. for remaining 2 bottom filler boards;
1 in. by 1 in. by 11 ft., for 2 seat cleats;
Green drill -backed imitation leather, 14 in. wide by 58 in. long; .

Gimp; Tacks; Cotton and 2 doz. in. screws. -Tud Garver.

Power Driven Ice Cream Freezer

THE tedious work of making ice cream with a
hand type of freezer can be eliminated by

converting the freezer into a power type. using
the system suggested in the illustration at the
right. To do this, a long shaft is coupled to the
regular freezer shaft and a 10 inch gear is fast-
ened to the free end of the new shaft. This is
then meshed with a 1/2 inch gear, which is on a
shaft driven by means of a 6 inch pulley; this
is belted to a 2 inch pulley, driven by a 1A -horse-
power motor. By following these general de-
tails and providing suitable bearing and shaft
supports, the results obtained will be most satis-
factory. Of course, other methods of driving
the freezer from an electric motor can be de-
vised, but in auy event, the gearing ratio must
be such that the dasher in the freezer is turned
at a comparatively low rate of speed. This is
furthermore important in order that two great
a load is not placed on the motor. Also, a chain
drive can be substituted for the belt drive if
desirable or more feasible. -IL IV. Sccor

PINION GEAR 6" MEAN DIA.
2

11" DIA.

GEAR 10" DIA.

I/8 H. P.
I 10 V. MOTOR

GROOVED PULLEY

/IDIA. ROUND LEATHER BELT

2 QT ICE CREAM FREEZER
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AUTOMATIC FISHING BOAT

The model boat above carries a phonograph motor
which automatically hauls in any fish which nibbles

on the trigger line.

Motor is
shown at left.
Any sort of
trigger release
may be attach-
ed to the gov-
ernor brake.-
R. J. McH ale.

TWO USES FOR YOUR WATCH

A number of practical uses can be found for
your watch if you remember that each min-
ute division on the dial represents an arc
of 6 degrees. Its use as a protractor and
direction indicator is shown by the photo-
graph above. The arc between each two con-
secutive numbers equals 30°.-H. E. Benson.

With the aid
of an elemen-
tary knowl-
edge of trigo-
nometry. t h e
figures on a
watch dial
may be used
to find out the
distance across
a stream. The
Pythagorean
hypothesis
(BC= = AC'

4_ AB')
is used here.-
Charles Rugler

MOVING
MIRROR

(BEHIND)

LEVER '8

FLAT -
SPRING

FRAME

_OW TO MAKE IT'
4 :

SMALL MICROSCOPENOVEL LAMP MOUNTING
If the lamp is sus-
pended within t h e
shade by means of a
three -arm disk a 8
shown at the right, it
may be easily remov-
ed and carried about.
The disk is held in
place by its own
weight. but it may be
modified so that it
clips to the top of the
shade.-J. T. Hurley.

USE FOR OLD INSULATORS
Telephone -wire glass
insulator knobs push-
ed onto the legs of
the kitchen chair will
make it hard to tip
over and more easily
slid around. If the
chair is made of soft
wood, they may be
screwed on.-J. R.
Malloy. Rcp. No.

12.257.

Printed letters are pasted
on wood and cut out with
a band saw. The letters
are placed in proper posi-
tion on the surface to be
lettered and pressed down
tightly. An air brush is
used to lay in the back-
ground color. The use of
an air brush rather than
a paint brush, and the
pressure exerted on the
blocks, prevents the paint
from intruding under
them. When the block
letters are removed, the
background color original-
ly painted on the body
will show through the air
brush coating. Inexpen-
sive duplications are ob-
viously simple.-G. A.

Luers.

r

1550_

if

ez F

1140115WI,MOYA6:11* 110:01_11WAWA '

A magnification of 300 diameters may be ob-
tained by the use of a melted sugar lens in
the small microscope above. High illumina-
tion is necessary because of the very small

size of the lens.-E. L. Richardson.

LETTERING AUTO BODIES

PRINTED SITTERS

ER -

ARE
ON WOOD____

BLOCK LETTERS
ARE SAWED OUT BY BAND SAW EXAMPLE Of LETTERING

1
 ,,N  , , N \`,1.,5 ,.. 1 f, , e_cl_ti__.--,-7,-..---,--",, .;\ _k__<'.-...,.,.'----, , ,:-.`',.:,,....- -

BLOCK LETTERS
CLAMPED

DOWN

AIR BRUSH
BACK GROUND

PROFILES Or

MAKES
AND
LETTERS

RANGE FINDER FOR SNAP -SHOT CAMERAS
PIVOT - Cr

1, JAEE OF
Dr..TAVES

LEVER "A.

PIVOT

FixED
MIRROR

(8EH1ND)

Using a new
Kodak range
finder, the ob-
server focuses
on a mirrored
image. A
circle seen out
of focus ap-
pears bisected
as at Y but
when in focus,
both halves
register per-

fectly.
Y

The drawing
to the left
shows the ser-
ies of levers
which operate
the mirror in
the range find-
i n g device.
The scale of
distances tray
be easily seen
in the photo-
graph to the
right and the
relative posi-
tions of the
rest of the
mechanism lo-

cated.

SPHERE
IN FOCUS

SPHEREWHEN

OUT
OF

FCC US

On the left, the internal mechanism removed
from the casing, showing the two mirrors; on
the right. the complete instrument, with the
scale and indicating lever at the top. The
operator looks through an opening at the top
and perceives the image in the two mirrors.

-C. A. Oldroyd, Rep. 4433.
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TO REFILL
BURETTE

RECIPES &, FORMULAS
Edited by S. Gernsback----

BURETTE

Ifr Blow in tube
A until solu-
tion is above
zero mark in
the burette.
Lower end of
tube B is even
with zero
mark. Excess
solution siph- SCREW
ons back au- DRIVER
tomatically in-
to the stock k.11

jar. Tube C
must always
b e partially
submerged. -David N
Roush, Rep.

No. 1017.

FORKED BOTTLE OPENER

By cutting off
two tines of a

 kitchen fork as
shown in illus-
tration, a very
good crown
C a p remover
may be made.
The fork may
be used for its
usual purpose
as shown at
the right. -
Juan Estolas.

TWO PRONGS
CUT OFF

-BOTTLE

TO MELT STEEL

STICK OF SULPHUR

STEEL
RED HOT

Lam.

Touch a stick
of sulphur to a
red hot piece
of steel and it
will melt as
easily as lead.
Iron if heated
white hot will
act the same
way.- Vernon

Miller.

KEEP THEM IN

W21:4%?..

STRONG COTTON
OR TWINE

NEEDLE

V7
MAILING -

TUBE

A good way to secure the contents of a mailing tube
is to sew up the ends with two stitches as shown

above.-Arthur A. Blumenfeld.

USE FOR BOTTLE TOPS
BOTTLE to BRADS ---
CAP

CHISEL

Old crown cap
bottle tops
may be bradd-
e d to the
handles of car-
penter's tools
to prevent the
handle being
split by ham -
m e r in g.
Smooth down
sharp edges to
prevent cutting
hands. - Wil-
son G. Walt-
ers, Rep. No.

6385.

TO REPAIR KNIFE

Fill cavity in
handle of kit-
ch e n knife
with paste
made of 3
parts resin
and 1 part
powdered pum-
ice stone. In-
sert red hot
prong of knife
blade and it
will stay put.
-Nina Jeffers.

KNIFE
BLADE

RED
HOT-- . HANDLE

*4

PASTE OF 3 PARTS
RESIN AND 1 PART
POWDERED PUMICE

LUBRICATING LOCK

Graphite pow-
der made from
pencil leads ifblown as
shown, into a
door lock, will
lubricate i t
thoroughly. -
Wendell Rich.

DRAFTSMAN'S TOOL
`

An old fileg
makes an ex-
cellent pencil
pointer for the
draftsman and
the end may
be filed down
t o remove
thumb tacks.
- Leonard LOGES GAM ND
Keiser, Jr. SMOOTH

PENCIL

riLE,
SCREW

6 VOLT SOLDERING IRON

BRASS
;PORCELAIN

-,
Carbon -tipped

brass rod in-
serted into
porcelain i n
sulator makes
efficient 6 volt
contact solder-
ing iron.-W.

Codder.

FIRE EXTINGUISHERS

0 1 d electriclight bulbs
filled by break-

ing off the
tips in a bowl
of carbon tet-

rachloride,
make very ef-
fective fire ex-
tinguishers for
home use .
Breaking o f
bulb in flame
releases chlor-
ine which puts
out the fire.-

Dorothy J.
Newbury.

CAN COVER LIFTER

An old fork
cut off at the FORK CUT
base of the HERE
prongs makes
a n excellent
tool for re-
moving t h e
covers f r om
paint and var-
nish cans. -
Wendell Rich.

FILE

,40illE
WASHER

PIPE WRENCH

A n efficient
wrench f o r
turning pipes

FILE may be im-
provised b y
fastening the
handles of two
flat files with
a washer as
shown. --H. W.

Hepler.

PIPE

GREASE REMOVER

JAR

SOFT WATER/ I PINT

LEMON CUT INTO
SMALL PIECES

PURE PEARL ASH .

Dissolve 1 oz. pure pearl ash in 1 pint salt water.
add l lemon cut up smalL Keep in warm place 2
days. strain and bottle. Saturate grease spots with
liquid and wash out with clear water.-John H.

Varley, Rep. No. 19629.
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CAN THE DEAD BE RE

UNITED?
The Editor's recent article in SCIENCE

AND INVENTION entitled 'Lou the Dead
he Re -United" has been read and after
mature reflection I am reluctant to
take the writer seriously nor can I
1,0k upon it as a mere jest put forth
fur the purpose of bringing on coniro-
versy. He stated in substance thatduring the last 250,000 years ten tril-
Luns of human beings have lived and
died on this earth, and the chance fur
ie of that number to meet a particular
torrid in the hereafter was so remote
that it would be just as easy as finding
a lost needle in a haystack nine hun
tired feet high. In this same article.

Ily other similies of a like nature
were put forth, to show the absurdity oi
es en thinking of a future union.

We go back to the front page of this
same interesting Journal and we find
advertised thereon a contrivance purport-
-.ng to convey the human voice through
ne air across the United States without
wires or speaking tubes. "Ye gods and
little fishes'; can you expect us human beings upin this Northwest country to believe such fairy
superstitious stuff? Eight years ago one of my
professional friends from Minneapolis sneered and
told me such was only "small town talk."

In view of the able article referred to in theJournal and judging by all the known rules of
science, isn't that advertisement on the front page
some huge joke the Journal is endeavoring to pan-
der oti on us in the name of truth? l'ardon the
satire; but do you for a moment Mr. Editor, think
that I will believe you when you state that you
can stand in New York within a closed building and
speak to me while I am here eighteen hundred miles
away? Why man, just think of the millions of
human beings between us, think of the ten thousands
of humming dynamos. millions of cattle, dcigs,
chickens, birds, wild beasts, existing between us
making more or less noises. There are the noises
of the ear splitting street car, the good, bad, and
indifferent musicians by the thousands are grinding
nut noises. Yes, the listing winds, the growing
plants, and the noise of the revolving earth itself
is there to prevent you from throwing your voice
eighteen hundred miles. Without considering the
call of the crickets and the "bub" "dub" sounds of
our own heart throbs there are existing right now-
not only ten trillions of noises but quintillions of
noises to interfere with your voice ever reaching
my auricular appendages from that distance. It is
preposterous. it is astounding. No gross supersti-
tion of the dark ages can equal that
advertisement of the voice throwing. I write not
so much in refutation of the editor's arguments, but
to throw light on what some consider a dead sub-
ject but nevertheless which is a live wire.

Here for instance, is a man before us weighing
160 pounds, one who is insane with delirium.
Multiply the 160 pounds by sixteen ounces and it
gives us 2.560 ounces which we multiply by 480
minimums or grains which we find in an ounce and
it gives us, 1,228,800 grains. Divide each grain into
500 parts and we have 614,400.000 parts. We take
from our satchel one grain of liyoscine and divide
it into five hundred parts and we take only one of
these five hundred parts, dissolve it in water and
inject it under the skin of our delirous patient anal
wait a few minutes for results, when behold, the
stormy wildness disappears and he becomes a.
quiet as a subdued virgin. To personify, one man
was thrown into a crowd of 614,400,01)0 and almost
instantly lie put a quietus on all. This is an every
day phenomenon. (Your calculation is wrong.-Ed.)

The great trouble with us when looking upon our
own kind is to think of the form as the man, while
the real titan is an invisible being manifesting
through the physical form. Without life and with-
out the soul (Ego) the human form is nothing more
than dead matter. There is underlying all things a
formless primordial stuff which for convenience we
call chaos, and which is moulded into shape by
mind. Nothing can exist without first an idea, and
as the idea (imagination) conies into existence it
crystallizes the primordial substance into form. Some
claim that this primordial substance is the negative
side of Deity. Seeds of any kind are prepared forms
waiting for the proper environment before life
enters with the soul of the thing. A form can be
living or dormant without being ensouled; but the
moment the entity of soul enters it becomes ani-
mated, he it plant, animal, or man. Being of dif-
ferent vibration they interpenetrate each other as
light may be said to interpenetrate air. Our phil-
osophy may be as old as Democritus but it will stand
all present tests.

For instance, here is a room dark and filled with
air. Flood it with light and the air is still present.
They interpenetrate. Another illustration, a new
born liabyform collies upon the threshold lifeless.
We instantly apply heat and cold and start artificial
respiration chasing the fluids of that infant from
one extretnety to the other, drawing the air into its
lungs and expelling it therefrom. but it remains a
dead form all the while until the real Ego enters
therein. At that very moment the soul becomes
the light of the body and the baby begins to live,
and cries out for air. (Rather because of the air-
Ed.) The form must first be properly attuned be-
fore the Ego can enter.

Physical light is the Word (vibration) and it is
no less than a direct manifestation of spiritual light

ReadersForum
SCIENCE AND INVENTION desires to hear from its readers. Itsolicits comments of general scientific interest, and will appreciateopinions on science subjects. The arguments pro and con will be airedon this page. This magazine also relishes criticisms, and will present
them in both palatable and unpalatable forms. So if you have anythingto say, this is the place to say it. Please limit your letters to 500words and address your letters to Editor-The Readers Forum. c/o
Science and Invention Magazine, 53 Park Place, New York City.

be it from metal, man, or sun. Sunlight is the
highest physical manifestation of the great Spiritual
Light back of the sun. The spoken word coining
from man is not man yet it cannot exist apart from
him. It can be bottled up. so can the sun light as
we find it in wood and coal. A ray of light coming
from the sun is not the sun and yet we are unable
is say that it is separated from the sun. Man. the
entity is nothing apart from the great Spiritual Fire

THE new scientific fic-
tion magazine,

AMAZING STORIES.
will be on the newsstands
August 10th. Here is a
magazine after your own

heart. Readers of this magazine who have
read the scientific fiction stories for years
will welcome AMAZING STORIES with
open arms.
The next issue of AMAZING STORIES
contains, among others, the conclusion of
the great radio novel "Station X"; the
"Moon Hoax," the greatest scientific hoax
ever published (1838) by a daily newspaper,
an impressive story by H. G. Wells. A novel
by Jules Verne commences in this issue, and
also one by Garrett P. Serviss.

AMAZING STORIES has secured the
sole rights to all of Jules Verne's stories,
written by this, the greatest of all scientific
fiction writers.

Be sure to get your copy today.
The magazine is edited by Hugo Germs-back.

PRICE 25c PER COPY.

back of the physical tire. If the Ego withdrawsfrom the body it is night within the body. If liewithdraws with the mind and with the light and
chemical ethers there enters death in the form.

The great Light or Spiritual Fire produces theidea and physical light comes, known to us asvibration and it exists in all things being much
closer to us than our hands and feet, for it inter-
penetrates. The physical light cannot be present
without the or its Spiritual Father for It emanates
the idea producing the vibration.

The complexity of noises that can be produced on
our musical keyboard of eight or nine octaves isbeyond a life tune's calculation-yet we can draw
those numbers down to nine. then to four, and even
down to one octave; which is as simple as the seven
colors of the rainbow being drawn down to the
three primary colors; red, yellow, and blue; and
then narrowing these three down to the one great
white light. (White light is a combination of
colors.-Ed.) Nothing can exist without sound.
for even the Ego of man individually has a sound
peculiar to itself. By the laws governing sound we
observe that it becomes a simple matter for the In-
dividual (Ego) to reach any other soul in the solar
universe by becoming attended or en rapport with

H. G. WELLS
the greatest living author of scien-
tifiction, will be found every month.
with one of his thrilling tales, in
AMAZING STORIES. Be sure to
get a copy of this amazing maga-
zine.

AT ALT. NEWSSTANDS

that soul. The re -union of discarnate
souls is then one of the simplest things
in nature.

W. STUART LEECH, M. D.,
Roseau, N. Mex.

( You may be absolutely correct inyour statement to the elect that the
itilion of discarnate souls is one of the
simplest things in nature. On the other
hand, you may be just as incorrect. The
fact remains that UT cannot prove that
discarnate souls actually do unite. The
theory that they do is not new and has
been advanced by many illustrious writ-
ers, among whom we find Ella Wheeler
Wilcox and many others. The possibilityof the soul or any one in the spiritworld C OM nsunicating with terrestriallife may be sincerely questioned, and ifwe are to judge from the resales which
our Psychical Prize Contest has brought,
we nould add that the theory is absolute-
ly untenable. For three years Ihne.SCIENCE AND INVENTION )1.2gaZile hasoffered $11,000 for proof of spiritual
manifestation, and for three years everymedium who has been inzcstigatedhas been proven fraudulent and has ad-mtted his or her deccit. It will be re-membered that the article by Mr. Gernsback was notintended to conflict with any form of religiousteaching or worship. He, himself, gate argumentswhich, if they were lucid by the reader, completelynegate other parts of the.theory which he advanced.Your statement to the effect that the three pri-mary colors, red, blue and yellow can be narroweddown to one great white light is incorrect, inasmuchas a white light is composed of all the colors and isnot a single color.

Were we to enter upon the metaphysical to aneven greater extent, we could say that there is nosuch thing as color, because red is not red in a per-fectly dark room; neither is that quality of pigmentwhich we know as red of a reddish hue when illu-minated with a blue-green light.
Your letter is very interesting from more (hats

one standpoint, and we are glad to give it space inthis department. We only wish we had roomenough to publish more of the exceedingly inter-esting communications which are brought to us inthe daily nail,-Eurron).

LIFE BOATS FOR SUBMARINZS
Editor, SCIENCE AND INVENTION:

In your recent edition of SCIENCE AND INVEN-TION you wrote an article on "Safety on Subma-rines" on pages 1082 and 1083. On the latter page youhave a number of diagrams illustrating a theory ad-vanced by an inventor E. R. Kimball. He has inventedlife -boats sealed and screwed tightly on the check ofsubmarines. In case the submarine should get outof commission and not he able to rise to the surface
the sailors could get into these lifeboats. loosen themand be carried to the surface by the contained air.On the surface they could remove the top, startthe motor and the crew would proceed in the boatto find assistance. However, if ,you will take thetrouble to look in Jules Vernes' 'Twenty ThousandLeagues Under the Sea you will find that Captain
Nemo has just such a contrivance on his Nautilus,the only difference between Kimball's and Verne'sidea being: I. Kimball's boat was inverted; Verne'swas not. Kimball's boat hail a gasoline engine;
Verne's had a collapsible mast and sails.

S. MELTZ,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

(And as the old adage goes, "There is nothingnew under the sun." Nevertheless, there is a great
difference betvven a theoretical idea of a fictionstory -writer and the practical working of the sameidea as designed by an engineer. Years ago, flyingwas advocated; today we think nothing of an air-plane. We are now talking of television, of firing
rockets to the moon, of tunneling the Atlantic Ocean
or building a bridge across it, of being able to fir
straight nip into the air, hover over any point and
land in an area not more than six feet in diameter,
of leaving London after breakfast and hating dinnerin New York and various other impossibilities today,
probabilities tomorrow and old things a few years
hence. The idea of life boats for submarines wasnot original with Verne. Generally, ideas are de-velopments. Few inventors take a rapid stride for-
ward, breaking away from conventionalities and de-
veloping something absolutely new and fundamental.- ToR I.

DISLIKES TORTURE METHODS
Editor SCIENCE AND INVENTION:

Being a scientific enthusiast, I have read nearly
every scientific and mechanical magazine. also
library books treating of scientific works, and how
to make them, but I've found that there is nn
book equal to Science and Invention. One of your
chapters is entitled "Ancient Torture Methods."
Don't you think it would he rather morbid for a
person to read such an article? But the worst
of it is that a magazine containing such health. -

and interesting articles as yours should dwell onthat theme. Would it not he better to substitute
for "Ancient Torture Methods" such wholesome
articles as the rest of your book contains-David
B. Levine, New York. N. Y.

(The last of the series of "Ancient Torture
Methods" has been published and for the presentthe -e will be no more of these articles.-Editor,)
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DIO
Radio Control of Passenger Planes

NSIDERING the recent activity in
commercial aviation and the realization

of its possibilities shown by the American
experts in the past year, it should be interest-
ing to the reader to describe the methods of

LONDON CONTINENTAL AIR ROUTES
LATEST WEATHER REPORTS ;

The photo
on the left
shows the
aerials and
radio cab-
ins at
Croyden,
England,
Airdrome
of the Im-
perial Air-
ways. This
is the home
port of the
cross -chan-
nel planes.

At right,
the radio
telephone
in use in
the control
tower at
Croyden.

101P-0.

communication between planes
used by one of the largest for-
eign companies, The Imperia:
Airways, Ltd., with headquar-
ters at Croyden, a suburb of
London, operates Continental
air routes between Paris, Brus-
sels, Amsterdam and other im-
portant cities, carrying passen-

gers and freight at a very moderate rate.
This company very soon found it necessary
to provide some means of warning its pilots
of bad weather conditions which they might
unexpectedly run into with disastrous conse-
quences. On the advice of the Air Ministry,
they decided to equip each plane with a com-
plete radiophone receiving and transmitting
installation, and to provide means at the
home field for keeping in constant communi-
cation with every plane. The weather re-
ports are received at the control tower of the
Croyden Airdrome by radio from the pilots
of the planes, and from various observation
posts throughout the continent. Here they
are bulletined (see photo) for the benefit of
outgoing pilots and passengers and are

Transmitting apparatus
used at the Airdrome for
communication with
planes in flight is shown
at right. The pilots of
the planes are in constant
communication with the
home field and with each
other and receive reports
from headquarters in ex-
change for hourly bul-
letins as to flying condi-

tions in their area.
4040-1.

4-44*
The Weather Report
Board at the Croyden Air-
drome is shown at left.
Here British aviators be-
fore starting flight get de-
r a i le d information on

weather conditions in their path. Repor!s are also transmitted tc the pilots in
flight from the control tower esery half :lour using the apparatus shown in the

photo at right

phoned to the planes in flight once every half
hour. In the upper right-hand photograph
the airdrome manager is shown reading a
chart which has just been checked. He is
giving the pilots instructions through his as-
sistant whose microphone is connected direct
to the broadcast transmitter shown in the
lower right. Above the operator of the
transmitting unit may be seen six separate
panel units. Each one of these is a receiving
set which is permanently tuned to the wave-
length of one of the flying stations. The
operator on duty at the central station is con-
stantly on the watch for signals from the
planes, which he relays through telephone
lines to the control tower. In connection
with this, it is interesting to note that a simi-
lar system of communication has been ex-
perimented with to some extent in this coun-
try for communication between moving rail-
road trains. While the system has never
been developed to the point of great utility,
we may soon expect to equal our English
friends in communication efficiency, as lab-
oratory tests have proven the idea quite
feasible.
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WRNY Celebrates Its First Birthday
tI

MICHEL BARROY
Russian baritone.
who has appeared
with the Follies.
Is a frequent fea-
ture at WRNY.

John Henry Titus
The nonagenarian
author of "The
Face on the Bar-
room Floor," re-
cited it for us at

WRNY.

Wellington Cross
Of "No, No, Nan-
ette," is now al-
most a permanent
member of WR-
N Y's staff of an-

nouncers.

David Putterman
Youngest of the
cantors. You may
have heard his fine
voice in records.
as well as over

WRNY.

MARIE TIFFANY
of the Metropoli
tan Opera Com-
pany, who sang
for us lately over

WRNY.

VIRGINIA HOWELL
Of "Alias the
Deacon," whose
charming South-
ern readings at
WRNY are al-

ways welome.

OLIVE WYNDHAM
Now starring in
South Africa, paid
WRNY a visit
the night before

she sailed.

Helen Wasserman

Of the Geon en-
semble-not Irene
Bordoni, as you
may have thought
from her vivacity.

BY CHARLES D. ISAACSON

yES, thank you, WRNY is one year T.
old 'and doing very nicely. WRNY
had its birthday party and there were
gay doings; you should have been

there. In all probability you were-over the
radio. I wonder if any of my readers stay-
ed all through it. I myself was exhausted
when it was over, but I danced to the last
lingering dance, about two in the morning.

It was a great day: June the 12th, and
WRNY just one year old. Grant Mitchell
made the cleverest speech of the day. He
came over from his successful play, "One of
the Family," in which he is starring, to join
the theatrical unit; there being units from
every walk of life to pay respect to the sta-
tion. Grant brought a preSent: it was a
small child in a bathtub, and with it was a
birthday card. Grant said he had a hard
time procuring the right kind of card, be-
cause the card -seller did not know what sex
a radio station is supposed to be. Grant de-
clared that WRNY is a lusty baby in any
event, and that probably the reason is tha:
it is out in the air all the time!

Dr. Lee de Forest made the most compli-
mentary speech. The father of radio broad-
casting was present at the very birth o.:.

WRNY and has watched it through these
trying months of its infancy. So he spoke
with a great deal of godfatherly pride.

We began with a group of smart young-
sters from the National Stage Children's As-
sociation, who had previously entertained the
President at the White House. Then some
of our leading authorities in the women's
hour: Ruth Conne on Fashion, Mrs. Mary
Fanton Roberts on Arts and Decoration,
Mrs. Rose V. S. Berry on Painting am..
Sculpture, and so on down the long list-
each took two or three minutes to adminis-
ter just a capsule of thought and entertain-
ment.

By noon we felt sufficiently educated, and
a whole hour of the wildest, maddest, mer-
riest, bluest and reddest popular and jazz
music rent the air. Dr. de Forest was listen-
ing and I am wondering what he thought of
his responsibility as the father of broad-
casting. In any event the young folks, who
adore this phase of WRNY's entertainment,
sent in dozens of added requests. After
luncheon, we returned for a matinee, in
which a dozen of WRNY's finest ensembles
came in for a fifteen -minute show. Talk
about your continuous performances! Now
it was grand opera; now it was an instru-
mental trio; now it was a real concert im-
ported right from Carnegie Hall; now a
little army of violinists playing in unison.

At twilight, the members of the Radio
Theatre Players, having finished their own
Saturday matinees, dashed over to WRNY
with a lift in the form of a play "The Sur-
prise." Olive Wyndham was the guest star,
and James Durkin, a well-known director,
was another guest. Well, from then on, it
was a case of one celebrity after another.

(Continued nu page 462)

HARRY HERSHFIELD
Cartoonist, is shown here with his famous creatior.
Abir Kabit,He. They r 7,1 y,111 f ,-1

Louise Closser Hale

Novelist, and now
"One of the Fam-
ly," at WRNY as

well as on the
stage.

BERNICE HARDY
"Lady Once -Up-
on - a - Time," has
been taken from
us by matrimony.
She will live in

Colorado.

EVA WELCHER
Of the Stockwell
Trio, heads also
her own string
quartette. She is
heard often at

WRNY.

Sir Gillurt Parker
Canada's greatest
novelist, was one
of WRNY'S many
celebrated visitors

of late.

Benlamiro Ricci° k.

Baritone, is one of f
the popular solo-

ists who make
delightful theson Hour a

WRNY.

ISABELLE AUSTIN
Used to be vi
"Roxy's Gang:
but has now
of her own a.

WRNY.
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Home -Made Cone Speaker

THOSE who "roll their own" when it
comes to radio sets surely will not stop
at building their own cone type loud

!peaker, esr;:cially now since very excellent
parts are available upon the market. Thu

An exploded view of the most essential parts
of the cone type loud speaker is shown in the

above diagram.

unit proper, of course, cannot readily be
made by the average experimenter since it
requires a great deal of mechanical skill and
the use of precision machinery, to say noth-
ing of engineering ability for the electrical
and mechanical design of the instrument.

If a regular draftsman's compass with an
extension beam is not available, the circle for
the cone may be laid out by means of two

pencils and a piece of string.

Cutting out the cone, however, and assem-
bling the parts may be successfully done by
the layman and affords an evening of genu-
ine fun and real satisfaction as well as
effecting a substantial saving in the price
of the speaker.

The first step in the assembly is to describe

The unit is carefully mounted in place and
si.ould he accurately centered for the best

results.

By HERBERT E. HAYDEN

When completed, the speaker may be hung up
on the wall in an inconspicuous place where it

will be out of tne way.

a circle of the proper diameter upon the
parchment paper. The average man probably
does not possess a draftsman's compass with
an extension beam, and will therefore have
to resort to some other means for making
an accurate circle. Two pencils and a piece
of string make a very good substitute for a
compass. This scheme is shown in one of
the photographs on this page. After the
circle has been described, a sector is laid out,
the exact size depending upon the size of the
cone. After cutting away the sector the cone
is formed and glued together along the edges
formed by the removal of the sector.

The next step is to solder the connecting
rod onto the diaphragm. In order to accom-
plish this the diaphragm is either scraped or
sandpapered clean at the center. Great care
must be taken not to bend the diaphragm at
any point. The exact center of the dia-

A sector is cut out of the parchment sheet
and the edges are then glued together prepara-
tory to the formation of the cone. Only a

good grade of glue should be employed.

phragm is determined either by means of a
combination square or by trial with a corn -
pass. The connecting rod is then placed in
position and soldered on, care being taken
that the rod is as nearly as possible perpen-
dicular to the diaphragm. Only sufficient
solder should be put on to firmly hold the
rod in place. Too much solder loads the
diaphragm unnecessarily and causes the
speaker to reproduce poorly. The solder
should be equally distributed around the con-
necting rod in order to avoid unbalancing
the diaphragm.

The connecting rod hushing, the cone -
shaped washers and the tightening nut are
now mounted on the front cone and the sup-
ports for 117e 111111 on the rear cone. Thu

two cones are accurately matched together
and a strip of ornamental tape is put around
the eIges.

A fter the speaker has been completely as-
sembled and the glue thoroughly dried, it is
connected to the set for a test. The connect-
ing and is adjusted by means of the thumb
screw on the sleeve until the best volume and
quality are obtained.

The diaphragm of the speaker unit is scraped
or sandpapered clean in the center and the

connecting rod carefully soldered.

The horn type of speaker in its usual
form must have a place to stand upon, and is,
as a rule, placed on top of the receiving
set. This often gives rise to a loud hum-
ming sound, caused by the mechanical vibra-
tion of the tubes. The remedy is to place

Th! hole in the cross bar through which the
c, necting rod passes should be accurately

centered to avoid friction.

the Teaker at some distance from the set.
This practice generally makes necessary the
addi!ion of an extra table or stand for the
horn. The cone speaker described in this
article requires no place to stand upon. In
fact, it may be conveniently suspended front
a nail or hook in an inconspicuous spot on
the ..wall. A design may he painted on the
cone to add to its attractiveness.

The cc mpleted cone is shown here suspended
from a nail located in a convenient snot 00

the wall.
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Building a Good Box Loop

The outline of the loop end is laid out on a
smooth piece of 1/2" whitewood by marking
around the edge of a template accurately cut

to size from cardboard.

Place the end piece in a vise, being very care-
ful not to dent the wood by too much pres-

sure, and carefully cut out the notches.

Templates are accurately drawn from the
dimension sheet for the base members, their
outline transferred to another piece of

whitewood and cut out as before.

By HERBERT E. HAYDEN

The end pieces are then cut out with a fret -
saw. Be very careful to hold the blade of the
saw vertical, and to follow the outline mark-

ing very accurately.

Use a sharp knife to even up the notches s.,
that the loop wire will not be damaged when

threaded through them.

When both base members have been cut out
and smoothed, it will be found that they fit
together as shown above. It may be neces-
sary to retrim the edges to obtain an accurate

fit.

r--
8"--1

r -i.'4-1

11+1

BASE A"

i-1156 I g

12 S

BASCB-

Mid

t

The drawings above should be very carefully followed, with the exact
dimensions given. Lay out the cardboard templates full size.

After the end pieces have been cut out, their
edges may be trued up by the use of a fiat
wood -file. The markings for the notches and

mounting holes are seen.

Three small holes are then drilled in the up-
per end piece to pass screws fastening it to the

dowel sticks.

The two small screw holes and one 3/4" hole
to pass the center dowel stick are next drilled
in the lower end piece. The center hole should

be only slightly larger than the dowel.

HOLE FOR
Na 6 WOOD

SCREW

"3
DRILL HOLE TO FIT a

DOWEL: BOTTOM PIECE
ONLY

END DOWEL STICKS
3"

DIA. X 23i LONG

CENTER X 27i LONG
TOP AND BOTTOM OF LOOPLCUT FROM

z WHITEWOOD

Both end pieces are constructed as shown above, the only difference being
in the fact that the center hole of the upper is drilled just large enough to
pass a No. 6 wood screw. Note that the radii of all curves used are given.

The notches should be !4" deep.
(Continued on page 477)
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At left is a top view of the "B" eliminator which shows the positions on the
condenser bank, transformer, chokes, and Raytheon tube sockets. Above

may be seen the panel arrangement with meters and controls.

160 and 320 Volt "B" Eliminator
Ti IF, "B" eliminator illustrated in
these columns and constructed by Mr.
I.. A. Brams of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
proved to be such a success that it

was greatly sought after by exhibitors
at one of the recent radio shows for
demonstration in their booths. This elimin-
ator is one. that is so versatile in character
and is of such neat construction that the
underlying ideas should appeal to everyone
interested in radio from any angle whatso-
ever.

A few facts as to what this eliminator will
do will not be amiss here. First, as will be
noted from the photograph and diagram
two Raytheon tubes (R) are used so that
an extremely high voltage can be rectified.
Then, variable resistances are available for
controlling the out -put to the detector, the
radio -frequency amplifiers, the audio -fre-
quency amplifiers and for calibrating the
voltmeter. Switches are incorporated so
that high or low voltage outputs can be
obtained. The milliammeter can be cut in
or out of the circuit and the output voltage
can be changed quickly and easily. Signal
lamps are connected in the circuit to show
whether high or low voltage is being sup-
plied.

The power supply part of this "B" elim-
inator consists of two standard center tap
transformers (T) of the type designed for
use with the Raytheon tube. There are
several of these on the market today, but
those illustrated combine every desirable
feature. They are small and compact and
are completely encased in a metal -box. which
lit only shields the coils but protects them

By A. 1'. PECK

from physical damage. Also very conveni-
ent soldering lugs are placed near the base
of the instruments so that all wiring can
be kept low and out of danger. These trans-
formers are easily mounted, and are espec-
ially neat in appearance. Each one supplies
current to a single Raytheon tube. Of
course, .1 mf. fixed condensers (C) to take
care of line surges must be shunted across
the secondary This is standard practice.

The outputs are wired to a particularly
interesting multiple switch, which was spe-
cially constructed by Mr. Brams from stand-
ard practice. Probably by shopping around,
a manufactured switch can be found that
will do the work. It must, however, give
the effect of three different switches. Two
are to be of the single -pole, double -throw
type, and the other of the single -pole, single -
throw type. The single -pole, double -throw
switches are so connected in the circuit as to
enable the operator to change from high to
low voltage output instantaneously. It will
be noted that what this does is to place
only one Raytheon tube in the circuit, or to
connect both tubes in series so as to give a
double output. It also controls the input.
By using this system, voltage outputs of
approximately 160 and 320 volts can be ob-
tained.

When switch S is in the low voltage posi-
tion, switch SI must be arranged so that its
contacts will be open and S2 must be on
contact A. When S is in the high voltage
position, SI must be closed and S2 on con-
tact B. In front of the lamps controlled
by S2 are green and red bull's eyes. When
the green light shows, low voltage is being

used, but when the red light shows, the
power supply is being used for high voltage.

In building "B" eliminators it must he
realized that high power is being dealt with,
therefore, certain precautions must be taken,
and one of the most important is in con-
nection with the input circuit. It is a very
good idea to use a circuit breaker in series
with the 110-A.C. line and this is indicated
by "CO" in the diagram. This instrument
is now available on the market and is of a
type that opens when a load of over 3 am-
peres acts upon it. Thus, if a short-circuit
takes place anywhere in the eliminator, this
circuit breaker will immediately open and
prevent any damage being done to the "B"
eliminator apparatus or to the house fuses.
This circuit breaker is a decided advance in
safety for "B" eliminators. It also acts as
a line switch to turn the eliminator on and
off.

On the front panel of the eliminator is
mounted a standard electric light plug -recep-
tacle. This is for easy and convenient con-
nection to the house lighting circuit. and
can be of any type ranging from the crude
porcelain to the elaborate flush type plug
receptacle. See X ill diagram.

In order to determine just what current
is being drawn by the complete receiver.
Mr. Brams inserted a milliammeter in series
with the high voltage amplifier lead. This
milliammeter can be left in the circuit at all
times if so desired. A voltmeter has also
been incorporated. but this is rather a super-
fluous accessory for the average amateur,
and need not be used. It is shown in the

(Continued on page 465)

MILLI -AMMETER.,

30 HENRY CHOKE

VOLTMETER
BALANCING

"'RESISTANCE
10,000 OHMS

"VOLTmETrP
SWITCh

4 -AUDIO

RI

+RADIO

RI

+ DE-

*10000
OHMS

1:2 I 10.000 TO 100.000 014M
VARIABLE RESISTANCE

1n the diagram above, notice the compound switch, S, SI, S2, for change-
over from low to high voltage. The voltage control resistances, RI, are
an interesting feature and permit fine variation of output. Although 30

henry chokes are specified, it was found that 90 henry chokes improved
the output quality. With the Raytheon tubes no hum is noticeable and better

quality is obtained.
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RADIO ORACLE
In this Department we publish questions and answers which we feel are of Interest to the novice and amateur. Letters addressed
to this department cannot be answered free. A charge of 50c. is made for all questions where a personal answer is desired.

COMBINATION RECEIVER AND TRANS-
MITTER

(495) Q. 1. Joseph S. Reed, High Point,
N. C.., desires a diagram of a simple low power
combination receiver and transmitter.

A. I. The Circuit requested is given in these
columns. A three-point switch is connected in the
ground circuit to throw the set in position for Te-
e -lying, transmitting by voice or transmitting by
k.y. The tube used may be a 201A with 120 volts
oil the plate. The diagram shown is known as the
Colpitts circuit.

A. F. TRANSFORMER RATIO
(498) Q. I. Richard Wayne, Rochester, N. Y.:

asks: In an audio -frequency amplifier, is it better
to use a transformer having a 3 to 1 ratio in the
first step and one having a 6 to 1 or 10 to 1 ratio
in the second step or should both transformers have
the same ratio?

A. 1. It is advisable to use the smaller ratio
transformer in the second step rather than in the
first stage. In order to avoid distortion, the ratios
of both transformers should be as low as possible,
consistent with good volume.

TO
AERIAL HONEYCOMB COIL

.001
A- MF

COND.

.00025 MF
COND.

1 MEG.

MICROPHONE KEY

SWITCH-' = GROUND

--TYPE 201-A TUBE

alaga.rillifaZMerew.
4111111101111'1,11111111111111H

11 II11,1

- -
'B' BATTERY
135 VOLTS

RHEOSTAT

1'

PHONES

Q. 495. Picture diagram of a combination low power transmitter and receiver with three-way
change -over switch for receiving, phone transmission and key. The circuit used in this set is the

well known Colpitts.

"B" BATTERY SUPPLY
(496) Q. 1. Miss Eleanor Brown, Lancaster, Pa.,

asks advice as to the best method of supplying "B"
battery current to her receiving set.

A. 1. The choice of the source of current supply
for your set necessitates consideration of the effi-
ciency of the several methods commonly used. First
and most popular is the standard dry cell type of
"B" battery. This type of current supply is the
must efficient known, provided that the batteries
used are of high quality. You must be sure that
you are purchasing new batteries, because cells
which have been standing on the dealer's shelves
for any length of time are sources of much objec-
tionable noise in the set due to chemical deprecia-
tion. Storage "B" batteries come next in order of
efficiency, their only drawback lying in the fact that
sulphated plates and poor inter -cell connections are
liable to cause trouble. If you have direct current
in your home it is comparatively simple to obtain
a reliable and fairly quiet source of current. All
that is necessary is some sort of approved protective
device to protect the set in case of shorts and a well
constructed filter system. It is quite possible to
draw your supply from an A. C. line, too. but a
transformer and rectifier are necessary to make the
current usable for radio purposes.

OSCILLATION
(497) Q. 1. Richard Langley, Hooker. Okla-

homa. asks: In a three circuit tuner; what are
the most obvious causes of too much oscillation?
In other words, what causes a receiver to oscillate
continually, it not being possible to stop the oscil-
lations and use the receiver for broadcast reception?

A. 1. One of the must common causes of this
effect, particularly in home-made receivers, is the
employment of too many turns on the tickler coil.
The remedy is obvious; remove sufficient turns to
cause the receiver to operate correctly as a regen-
erative set but not to squeal. This should be
done with the receiver tuned to the highest wave-
length, which it is desired to receive. Ten turns
lin the tickler is often f d sufficient for a
coupler covering the broadcast wave -length.

Another cause of self-oseillae over the entire
range is loog grid leads and plate leads that arc
run parallel to each other. Remedy: separate the
leads or run them at angles to each other. Also
have grid and plate leads as short as possible.

Sometimes the addition of a by-pass condenser
across the output of the detector circuit will aid
considerably in controlling a continuously oscil-
lating receiver. Also try adjusting the grid leak,
the detector tube rheostat and varying the plate
voltage applied to the detector tube. Changing
tubes may be of further assistance.

"B" BATTERY TRANSMITTER
(499) Q. I. James McGrath, Chicago, Ill.,

inquires: Are "B" battery transmitters such as
that described in the October, 1925, issue of
SCIENCE AND INVENTION Magazine prac-
tical fur use on short waves?

A. 1. These transmitters are found to be en-
tirely practical, particularly on the short waves,
where almost incredible distances are covered with
very low power input. For instance, one of our
readers in South Africa built the transmitter de-
scribed in the issue mentioned above and with it,
he carries on constant comtnunication with another
transmitting amateur located 800 miles away! All
of this is done with an ordinary receiving tube and
150 volts of "B" battery applied to the plate.
Of course, there is not much ORM in this par-
ticular locality and where traffic is heavy, "B"
battery operated transmitters cannot be expected
to "push through." However, during periods
when traffic is light, some exceptional results may
be expected with this type of set.

VOLUME CONTROL
(500) Q. 1. Fred J. Simpson, Lincoln, Ne-

braska, wants to know: What are some of the
methods for controlling the volume of a radio re-
ceiving set?

A. 1. One way to control the volume of a set is
by detuning the set. This method is not very sat-
isfactory in cases where several stations are broad-
casting on approximately the same wave -length, since

this would result in interference when the set is
detuned from the resonance point.

Another method sometimes employed is to vary
the filament current of the tube by means of the
rheostats. The volume of the set may be con-
trolled successfully in this manner, but the deprecia-
tion in quality is very marked when the filament
current falls below a certain value. An efficient
way to control the output of a set is to connect a
variable resistance having a range of approximately
from 10.000 to 100,000 ohms across the secondary
of the first audio frequency transformer. This re-
sistance absorbs power from the circuit and allows
the otttput to be regulated to the desired value
without causing distortion.

PUSH-PULL AMPLIFIER
(501) Q. 1. Willie Robert Jones. Shreveport,

La., asks: Will the UV -I99 type of tube work
with push-pull transformers?

A. 1. UV -199s may be used quite successfully
with push-pull transformers, although the same
volume of sound should not be expected as with
20IA tubes.

Q. 2. Do push-pull transformers amplify signals
without distortion?

A. 2. The push-pull transformers go a long way
toward eliminating distortion, especially in cases
where the grids of the tubes are liable to become
overloaded, if used with ordinary amplifying trans-
formers.

(j. 3. Will a resistance coupled amplifier work
satisfactorily with 90 volts on the plate?

A. 3. Owing to the high voltage drop across
the coupling resistance, it is necessary to employ a
higher "B" battery voltage with a resistance coupled
amplifier than with one using transformer coupling.
At least 135 volts of "B" battery should be used
with a resistance coupled amplifier.

RAILROAD INTERFERENCE
(502) Q. 1. Alfred Martin, Akron, Ohio,

states that whenever a train passes within the
vicinity of his home, the signals which he is
receiving on his radio set fade out and return
after the train has gone by. He has observed
that only signals coining from stations located
in the same direction as the train fade out, while
all other signals are practically constant in
intensity. He wishes to know the reason for this.

A. I. When a train or other large metallic ob-
ject is situated between a broadcast station and a
receiving set, the train absorbs a good deal of the
energy which the radio set would otherwise pick
up. If the train is sufficiently close to the receiving
set. it may obsorb so much of the radio energy,
that practically none reaches the receiver. Signals
coming from any other direction will not be affected
to the same extent, since the receiver antennae
intercepts the transmitted radio waves before they
reach the train or other metallic body located in the
vicinity of the set.

INCREASING TUNING RANGE
(503( Q. 1. J. W. Benson, Indianapolis, Ind.,

says: My tuned radio frequency receiver does not
tune high enough. I believe the trouble lies in
the fact that the variable condensers are too small.
How can I increase the range without going to the
expense of replacing the variable condensers?

A. 1. If a small fixed condenser is connected in
each of the three tuning circuits as shown in the
diagram, and so arranged that the three fixed con-
densers may be thrown into the circuit simultane-
ously by means of a switch. then you should experi-
ence no trouble in reaching the higher wave-
lengths. The capacity of each of the small fixed
condensers should be about .001 mf.

.0001 ME .0001 ME.
(COND. COND.

.0001 ME.
COND ,

J
THREE SWITCHES CONNECTED

TOGETHER WITH FIBER ROD.
-0 0+
'A BATT.

Q. 503. A method of increasing tuning range of radio frequency receiver by shunting small fixed
condensers across secondary var.able condensers of radio frequency stages.
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DON'T KNOW -100'; CORRECT
An extremely valuable football player had

been conditioned for poor grades and was
told that he would have to get a passing
grade of 50 in chemistry in order to play in
an important game. The Professor of
Chemistry, who was an ardent fan, said that
he would give the student an oral examina-
tion and later, announced that he had passed
with a grade of 50. When asked what the
questions were, the Professor said: "I asked
him what color Venetian Red was and he
said 'Blue' and he was wrong. I asked him
what color Yellow Ochre was and he said
he didn't know, and he was right, so I gave
him 50 for the exam-Miss Mabel Overholt.

STEPPING ON IT
Girl: "Father,

look, there is a
bug on the ceil-
ing !"

ABSENT- MIND-

ED PROFESSOR:
"Well, step on it
and don't bother
me any more.-
Harry Davis,
Rep. No. 24447.

NO GRASS ON A BILLIARD BALL
Little Anna asked her father why he

didn't have any hair on top of his head.
He answered, "For the same reason that

grass won't grow on a busy street. You
know why now, don't you?"

"Sure." she replied, "it can't get up
through the concrete."-Mrs. C. A. Hardesty.

HE CALLED IT A RUBYIAT
PROFESSOR OF LITERATURE (who is handling

a radio set) : "I want a rheostat, thirty
Khayyams resistance."

CLERK : "You mean thirty ohms. don't
you?"

PROFESSOR: "That's right. I knew it was
either ohm or Khayyam.-W. W. Hat field.

SPIDER WEB COILS
"Bridget, what

did you leave.
those cobwebs
around the radio
for?"

"Sure and I
thought they was
a part of it, Son"
-Alfred Rogan.

FITS ANYTHING
FIRST MUSICIAN: "What key are you play-

ing in?"
SECOND DITTO: "Skeleton key.
FIRST MUSICIAN: "Skeleton Key?"
SECOND DITTO: "Sure. Fits anything."-

Edward Nicskowski.

ETHER MORE OR LESS
"You know, Tom, I think there's only one

song appropriate for Radio Broadcasting."
"Which song is that. Fred?"
"Over the Waves."-Fritest Rinn. Re-

tdrier No. 11908.

SOME ARE JUST AS GOOD
RAmo FAN : "Give me a wave trap, quick,

I want to catch a street car."
CLERK : "Sorry, sir, you can't use them

for that."-Ernest Rhin, Reporter No.
11

Scientific Humor
First Prize $3.00

MANY A ONE WE'VE BLOWN
OUT!

 -). To Radio
Editor:
How can

I put out the
lights in my
radio? I've
heard of
people blow-
ing out their
tubes, but I

don't see how it's possible.
(Signed) Anxious.

-Herbert Krause.

ROUGH STUFF ON TOUGH
There was a young chemistry. tough
\Vho insisted on mixing some stuff,
Then heated the vial
And after a while
They found his front teeth and a cuff.

-//. S. Postgate, Reporter No. 26469.

WE receive daily from one to
two hundred contributions to
this department. Of these only

one or two are available. We desire to
publish only scientific humor and all
contributions should be original if pos-
sible. Do not copy jokes from old
books or other publications as they
have little or no chance here. Ry
scientific humor 'WC meat only such
jokes as contain something of a scien-
tific nature. Note our trice winners.
Write each joke on a separate sheet
and sign your name and address to it.
Write only on one side of sheet. We
cannot return unaccepted jokes. Please
do not enclose return postage

All jokes published here are paid
for at the rate of one dollar each. be-
sides thr first price of three dollars
for the best joke submitted each
month. In the event that two people
send in the same joke so as to tie for
the price, then the stun of three dollars
in cash will be paid to each one.

AND ROSE AGAIN
PROF. TO PHYSIC S t.DENTS "Now, who

broke the barometer?"
No response from students.
PROF.: "I want to know how this barom-

eter was broken."
FEEBLE-MINDED STUDENT: "Didn't you say

the barometer fell this morning?"-Ray-
mond C. Johnson.

A DIRTY DIG
WIFE: "Come, let's get down to brass

tacks and thrash this thing out.
HUBBY: "No, we'll use ten penny nails.

It's easier to see the point with them I"-
Henry A. Courtney.

ON EARTH OR
OLD LADY :

"Are you sure
that this century
plant will bloom
in 100 years?"

FLORIST: "Cer-
tainly. ma'am. If
it doesn't, bring
it back and your
money will be re-
turned."

-R. Smith.

IN HEAVEN?

US BE A
FLORIST ANC MAY BE
AGAIN IF BUSINESS,
DOES NOT IMPROVE J

oca,

ANOTHER TWINKLE, TWINKLE,
LITTLE STAR

Scintillate, scintillate, luminous constella-
tion!

Interrogatively and inquiringly do I ques-
tion your constituent elements

In your prodigious altitude above the terres-
trial sphere,

Similar to crystalline carbon suspended in
the celestial firmament.

-A. Leventhal.

ANTE MORTEM
"Fancy old

Bill, of all peo-
ple, going into
t h e gunpowder
shed with a light-
ed candle!" re-
marked the pro-
prietor of the ex-
plosive factory to
his foreman. "I
should have
tho': that would have been the last thing he'd
do."

"Which, properly speaking, it was, Sir!"
replied the foreman. -11. S. Postgatc, Re-
porter No. 26469.

THE TRUE ORIGIN
PROFESSOR: "Smith, what is the composi-

tion of water?"
SMITH : "Water is composed of two gins,

oxygin and hydrogin. Oxygin is pure gin;
hydrogin is gin and water.-/. Richardson,
Retorter No. 26535.

WAS TRUSSED UP
"Arthur, I don't think you understand the

word engineer," said the teacher. "So try
and give a sentence using it."

Arthur replied, "Was the engineer the
bridge when the accident happened ?"-Irving
Callahan.

FIRM TERROR
AVIATOR ( 10

colored m a n) :
"How would you
like to have a
ride?"

COLORED MAN:
"No. salt ; I stays
on terrah firmah
and the more
firmah the less
t errah."-Ifillbur

Holland.

VERY PRACTICAL
PROFESSOR : "Give me a practical applica-

tion of the 'right hand rule.'"
STUDS : "To find the direction of the cur-

rent in the third rail grasp it with your right
hard so that the fingers are curved in the
direction of the lines of force, and your
thumb will point in the direction the current
is flowing."-Frank Schmulowitc.

ANOTHER USE FOR THEM .....

Grandma greeting grandpa as he enters the
house with a -loud speaker under his arm.

"Why Pa, I won't let you go around the
streets with that thing sticking in your ear
even though you are dea f."-F. Ebel.

TEN THOUSAND TIMES MORE
"Pop," inquired little Clarence Lilywhite.

"what am a millenium?"
'Sim!" said the parent. "doan' yo' know

what a millenium am, chile? It's jes' about
the same as a centennial, on'y it's got mo'
legs."-Alma Severeid.
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ROACH TRAP

No. 1,578,061 issued to Jacques
Abadie. This trap utilizes the
knowledge that a roach prefers an
opening only slightly larger than his
body to one much larger. The bait
is placed in a screened. covered box
which is entered through a wedge-
shaped passageway containing slots
of various widths. The roach, at-
tracted by the bait, chooses the slot
most suitable to its size, enters the
box and is unable to find the way
out.

MILK BOTTLE OPENER
AND CAP

No. 1,575.319 issued to Ryk
Cruyff. This invention consists of a
cap of aluminum or other light metal
which, when fitted over the top of an
unopened milk bottle, bears a cutting
blade which punctures the paper cap
and on being turned. cuts it away.
The aluminum cap may be used as a
cover for the contents after the bottle

has been opened.

EXERCISING APPARA-
TUS

No. 1,577.809 issued to Edward T.
Randall. This apparatus incorpor-
ates many of the features found in
expensive gymnasium equipment. A
sliding seat permits its use as a row-
ing machine. and means are provid-
ed for the use of coil spring exer-
cisers and Whitley cable exercisers.

HEATER -COOKER -
IRONER

No. 1.580.909 issued to Joseph La-
voie. This invention relates to a self-
contained electric radiant heating
unit which is usuable in a variety of
ways. A rack is contained in the
carrying case, shown in the upper
half of the illustration, which per-
mits the heating unit to be used for
toasting bread or as a small electric
stove. A sadiron is provided which
contains a receptacle for the heating
unit, forming a very efficient electric
iron. The apparatus is so arranged
that it may be telescoped and packed
within the limits of a light metal
packing case which is provided. The
device is very compact when packed,
and should make a handy unit for
the traveler.

VANITY CASE

No. 1,580.369 issued to George T.
Bates. The latest thing in the way
of portable beauty shops is shown
above. The metal case contains in
one of its halves a firmly cemented
glass mirror, the other half contain-
ing receptacles for loose powder.
rouge compact, two puffs and lip-
stick. As may be seen above, the
cover of the pocket containing the
rouge compact is so arranged that.
when closed, it holds the lipstick in
place. The loose powder is covered
by an adjustable sifter -top, which in
one position is sealed and will not
permit the escape of powder.

SHACKLE COVER

No. 1,574,898 issued to Jason A.
H. Johnson. This invention relates
to a cover for spring shackles on au-
tomobiles. It consists of a boot of
leather or similar material, which is
laced about the spring ends and
shackle bolts and protects the mov-
ing parts of the spring assembly
from the intrusion of injurious dust
and grit. A cover applied in this
fashion also functions to prevent the
leakage of grease from the spring
leaves.

SPOON -SUPPORTING
MEANS

No. 1,580.582 issued to Alvin E.
Carman. A simple slot cut in the end
of the handle of a kitchen utensil
acts as a receptacle for the handle of
a mixing spoon and keeps the spoon
out of the way of the utensil cover
and prevents its becoming over-
heated.

SANITARY CONTAINER
No. 1,584,261 issued to

Alphonso Vuolo. A novel
sanitary holder for tooth
brushes, nail brushes,
tooth -paste tubes, etc..
has been invented in the
form shown at the right.
The container is so ar-
ranged that each article
is kept in a separate com-
partment and is prevented
from falling out by a
flange at the bottom of the recept-
acle, which forces Cie article to
take the position shown in the
drawing. Evaporation is permitted
through ventilating holes in the
sides of the container, and the top
is so constructed that dust is pre-
vented from settling loon the con-
tents. A ring is provided attached
to the cap for suspension from a
hook.

ELECTRIC TOASTER

No. 1,580,244 issued to Albert
Guissart and Edgar H. Barge. The
toaster illustrated below incorpor-
ates two novelties in design: first,
the method of automatically turning
the toast without removing it from
the holder: second, a self -operated
switch which cuts off the current
when the holder arms are not in a
position for toasting. Turning the
knob at the top of the toaster ro-
tates the holder arms so that they
change positions and also disconnects
the apparatus from the power line
when the arms are half rotated.

KNIFE GUARD

No. 1,578,295 issued to Virgil D.
Swihart. Here is a device which will
make it possible to assign hubby to
K. P. duty as official potato -parer
without fear of his using up all the
potatoes in paring. The wire clip
which is made of spring steel fits
over the blade of the paring knife
and may be adjusted so that strips of
any thickness desired may be cut
from the vegetable or fruit. The prin-
ciple on which this operates is prac-
tically identical to that incorporated
in the design of Gilette and other
types of safety razors, but we do not
by any means recommend that this
apparatus be used to remove hirsute
adornment. Try it if you must, but
remember that we have no First Aid
column.

NOTICE TO READERS. The above illustrated and described devices
have recently been issued patent protection hut are not as yet to our
knowledge available nn the market. We regret to advise that it is im-possible to supply the name, addre,,, of inventors .f the above de.
vices to any of our readers. The only records available, and they are at

the Patent Office at Washington. D. C., give only the addresses of the
inventors at the time of application for a patent. Many months have
elapsed since that time, and those records are necessarily inaccurate.
Therefore, kindly do not request such information. -EDITOR.
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s. ORACLE
The "Oracle" is for the sole benefit of all scientific students. Questions

will be answered here for the benefit of all but only matter of sufficient in-
terest will be published. Rules under which questions will be answered:

1. Only three questions can be submitted to be answered.
2. Only one side of sheet to be written on; matter must be typewritten

or else written in ink ; no penciled matter considered.

3. Sketches, diagrams, etc., must be on separate sheets. Questions
addressed to this department cannot be answered by mail free of charge.

4. If a quick answer is desired by mail, a nominal charge of 50 cents is
made for each question. If the questions entail considerable research work
or intricate calculations, a special rate will be charged. Correspondents will
be informed as to the fee before such questions are answered.

TWO-WAY LIGHT CONTROL
(2104) Q. 1. James A. Broadston, Cincinnati,

Ohio. says: In many halls there is a light con-
trolled by two push -buttons so that it is possible to
turn the light on or off from either button, regard
less of the position of the other. Please publish the
wiring diagram of such an arrangement.

A. I. The diagram you request is given in these
columns.

Q. 2. When a friction clutch begins to take hold,
there is a certain amount of friction. When the

Q. 2104. This method of connection permits
a light to be operated from two point!.

clutch is fully engaged, there is no friction and also
when it is disengaged, there is none. Please explain
how the friction varies when the clutch is thrown in.

A. 2. When the clutch is in the disengaged posi
tion, the slippage may be regarded as infinite and
the friction between the two parts of the clutch is
zero. As the clutch engages, the friction increases
from zero as the pressure and difference of rotary
speed increases up to a maximum. As the difference
of speed grows less the latter condition occurs
practically when the two parts of the clutch are
rotating at the same speed and there is no slippage
between them. When the clutch begins to disen-
gage, the friction between the two parts decreases.
and slipping increases and friction decreases unto
the clutch is entirely disengaged.

RAPIDITY OF FREEZING
(2105) Q. 1. F. L. Stetzer, Weehattken, N. J.,

wants to know: If two pans of water of the same
size are put into a room at freezing temperature, the
water in one pan being at the boiling point and the
water in the other pan at a temperature of 80° Fah
rettheit, which pan of water will be the first to
freeze?

A. I. The water at the boiling point contains the
greater amount of heat and it will therefore take
longer for the heat to diffuse itself into the air of
the room. Consequently the water at the higher
temperature will not freeze as quickly as the water
at the lower temperature.

WATCH DEMAGNETIZER
(2106) Q. I. Russell F. Waterman, Columbus,

Ohio, writes that his watch has become accidentally
magnetized due to the fact that it has been within
the magnetic field of a large generator and no
longer keeps good time. Ile desires to know how
the watch may be demagnetized and brought back
to its normal state.

A. 1. A watch demagnetizer can be made by
winding 50 turns of No. 22 D.C.C. wire on a
cardboard tube 4 inches iii diameter. This winding
is connected in series with an ordinary 60 watt lamp
on the 110 A.C. line.

By inserting the watch and pulling it out a few
times. you will be able to completely demag-
netize it.

THERMIT PROCESS
(2107) Q. 1. Vinagradoft. Scotia. Calif.. wishes

to know the proportions of the chemicals used in
the Thermit process of welding and the chemical
reaction which takes place.

A. 1. The Thermit process is based upon the
heat produced by the oxidation of aluminum by
a metallic oxide. In welding iron the proportions
used for the Thermit mixture are 3 parts of iron
oxide. Fe30., and 1 part of aluminum powder.
When the mixture is ignited, the aluminum com-
bines with the oxygen in the iron oxide, liberating
free iron in a molten state, the temperature ofh reaction often reaching as high as 54000
Fahrenheit.

RENEWING OLD FILES
(2108) Q. 1. Richard Dietrich, Rochester, N.

Y., states that he has several old files which are
almost worn out and would like to know how they
can be treated to restore their cutting surface.

A. 1. Old files may be rendered useful again
by the following process: Boil them in a potash
bath. brush with a hard brush and wipe off.
Plunge for halt a minute into nitric acid, and pass
over a cloth stretched tightly on a flat piece of
wood. The effect will be that the acid remains in
the grooves, and will take away the steel without
attacking the top, which has been wiped dry.
The operation may be repeated according to the
depth to he obtained. Before using the files thus
treated, they should be rinsed in water and dried.

Q. 2. How can cloth be treated to make it
fire -proof?

A. 2. The cloth should be dipped in a solution
consisting of 10 to 20 tarts of potassium carbonate
and 4 to 8 parts of ammonium borate in 100 parts
of water. When thus applied the liquid covers
the material with a glassy mass and if it should
come in contact with fire, carbon dioxide gas is
given off, preventing burning.

u. 3. how is decalcomania paper made?
A. 3. Smooth unsized paper, not too thick, is

coated with the following solutions:
I. Gelatin, 10 parts, dissolved in 300 parts

warm water. This solution is applied with a
sponge. The paper should he dried flat.

II. Starch, 50 parts; gum tragacanth, dis-
solved in 600 parts of water. (The gum traga-
canth is soaked in 300 parts of water; in the
other 300 parts the starch is boiled to a paste; the
two are then poured together and boiled.) The
dried paper is brushed with this paste uniformly.
a fairly thick coat being applied. The paper is
then allowed to dry again.

III. One part blood albumen is soaked in 3
parts water for 24 hours. A small quantity of sal
ammoniac is added.

The paper, after having been coated with these
three solutions and dried, is run through the
printing press, the picture, however, being printed
reversed so that it may appear in its true position
when transferred. Any colored inks may be used.

DYNAMIC BRAKING
(2109) Q. I. Raymond V. Hatton, St. Louis,

Mo., asks: What is meant by dynamic braking
of an electric motor and how is this accomplished?

A. 1. When it is desired to bring motors to
rest quickly, or in the case of crane or hoist
motors to hold the load after having raised it.
they are supplied with brakes. Braking may be
accomplished in two ways, namely, mechanical
braking and dynamic braking.

Dynamic braking is accomplished by connecting
the motor to operate as a generator for delivering
energy to some local circuit or returning it to
the supply circuit, which action retards the motor.
When it is necessary for the machine to hold its
load, dynamic braking is supplemented by friction
brakes which become operative when the motor
comes to rest and the dynamic braking ceases. In
applying dynamic braking to series -wound motors
the field winding is usually first connected in
series with a resistance across the line wires to

FIELD BRAKE

Fl :LD

-B -

BRAKE

Q. 2109. Circuit diagram for dynamic brak-
ing system for electric motors.

insure the motor building up as a series generator,
and thereafter the motor is disconnected from the
line, leaving the motor armature and field in cir-
cuit with the resistance in the diagram. These
connections are shown respectively at a and b.

CALIBRATING MILLIAMMETER
(2110) Q. 1. Murray Farmer, Norwood, Ni w

York. asks: How can an ordinary ammeter be con-
verted into a milliammeter?

VARIABLE
RESISTANCE

BATTERY

METER UNDER
TEST

STANDARD
MILLIAMMETER

SWITCH

lT
Q. 2110. Milliammeter calibrating circuit.

A. 1. An ammeter, if it is of the type having a
shun' across the movable coil may be converted into
a miliammeter by retnoving the shunt and recall-
brating the instrument in comparison with a stand-
ard milliammeter. The connections for the recali-
bration test are shown in these columns.

DEFINITION OF SHORT CIRCUIT
2111) Q. 1. James B. Larson, Indianapolis.

Ind. asks: What is a short circuit?
A. 1. The term "short circuit" is a broad one

and it usually refers to the case where an electric
conductor of practically zero resistance is connect.'
across the opposite sides of an electric circuit,
causing the current in that circuit to rise to 10 or
possibly 100 times its normal value, the result being
that the fuse or other protective devices open the
circuit. If no protective devices are provided in
the circuit, the storage battery or dynamo feeding
the circuit will be damaged, due to the heavy cur-
rent surging through this circuit caused by the low
resistance "shorting" conductor. If you have 10 -
ampere fuses in a house lighting circuit and you
suddenly short-circuit a fuse or switch block with a
screw driver, a current of possibly 50 to 100 am-
peres passes for the fraction of a second and the
fuses melt. If this did not happen, the conductors
would get hot and possibly set fire to the house.
A.C. transformers and alternators can stand mo-
mentary overloads approximating a short circuit,
where D.C. dynamos or storage batteries would be
ruined. Cases are on record where a heavy short
circuit current has caused a dynamo or storage bat-
tery to actually "blow-up" or burst.

Another way of describing a short circuit is to
adapt Ohm's law to the conditions on hand. The
current which flows in a circuit is equal to the
electro-motive force divided by the resistance of the
circuit. The smaller the resistance becomes, the
greater the current will be. Theoretically when the
resistance of the circuit becomes zero, the flow of
current will be indefinitely large. It is quite pos-
sible in the case of a battery or generator to short
circuit the terminals with a conductor whose re-
sistance is practically zero. Under this condition,
the current would ruse to infinite proportions if
it were not for the fact that the battery or gen-
erator has what is called an internal resistance. It
is tLis internal resistance which keeps the value of
the current down under the short circuit conditions.
The short circuit current is different for different
types of batteries. In the case of the Daniel or
gravity battery, a short circuit for a period of a few
hours is not only harmless but also necessary to the
battery being"polarized." The gravity battery
has a very high internal resistance and this keeps
the short circuit current down to a low value. Most
other types of batteries are usually exhausted and
waste zinc and battery solution by short-circuiting.

II a large A.C. or D.C. generator is short-
eircnited, the current rises to enormous proportions
and serious damage often results, due to windings
burning out or being so strongly attracted to each
other by virtue of their enormous magnetic field
that they are actually drawn out of the armature
slot; and twisted out of shape.
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Q. 2112. The four drawings above show the connections made by trolley car controller to vary
the current supplied to the motors.

TROLLEY CAR CONTROLLER
(2112) Q. 1. B. Brown, Indianapolis. Ind., de-

sires to have explained the action that takes place
when the handle of a trolley car motor controller
is set on the various notches.

A. 1. Referring to Fig. 1 we see that both the
motors, which are of the series type, are connected
in series with a resistance across the line, one side
of which is the trolley wire, the track and ground
acting as the return. This corresponds to the
condition when the controller is on the first
notch. Moving the controller handle to the
second notch cuts out the series resistance, leaving
the two motors connected in series across the line.
This is shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 3 shows what
happens when the handle is placed on the third
notch. The two motors are now connected in
parallel with the resistance in series with both
motors. In the fourth or full speed position
indicated in Fig. 4 the series resistance is cut out.
leaving both motors connected in parallel directly
across the line.

GAMMA RAYS
(2113) Q. 1. W. Brown, Toronto, Canada.

would like to have explained the method by which
gamma rays are generated and the uses of the
gamma ray.

A. I. Gamma rays are produced by the dis-
integration of radium, you will find some valuable
information on this point in the very interesting
book, "The Interpretation of Radium,' by Soddy.
A stamped self-addressed envelope will bring you
the name and address of the publishers of this
book.

BLUEPRINT PAPER
(2114) Q. I. Victor D. ('lark, Chicago, Ill.,

asks how blueprint paper is prepared.
A. 1. The ordinary blue photographic print in

which white lines appear on a blue ground may
be made on paper prepared as follows:
A. Potassium ferricyanide 10 drachm*

Distilled water 4 ounce..
B. Iron ammonia citrate 15 drachms

Distilled water 4 ounces
Mix when wanted for use, filter, and apply to

the surface of the paper.
With this mixture no developer is required.
The paper after exposure is simply washed in

water to remove the unaltered iron salts. The
print is improved by immersion in dilute hydro-
chloric acid, after which it must be again well
washed in water.

PREPARATION OF CONCRETE
(2115) Q. I. Maurice Putnam, Rochester, N.

Y., asks: What is concrete and how is it pre-
pared?

A. 1. Concrete as used by engineers in con-
struction is generally formed of an artificial mix-
ture of Portland cement and an "aggregate" con-
sisting of sand and gravel or broken stone. These
ingredients are mixed with water either by hand
or by machine mixers. When in a semiliquid
form the material can he shoveled or poured into
molds. and will gradually harden in either air
or water, forming an artificial stone of high
strength. The compressive strength of concrete
varies with the quality and proportion of the
materials; the compressive and tensile strength are
both tested.

The ingredients are usually measured by volume.
the actual percentage of each being determined by
measuring the percentage of voids or air spaces
contained in the sand and in the gravel or broken
stone. The principle in mixing concrete is based
upon completely filling the voids or air spaces in
the sand with cement and the voids in the gravel
with sand. In order to obtain as nearly as pos-
sible a perfectly homogeneous and solid mass free
from air spaces, the percentage of voids in the
sand is determined by filling a pail whose volume
is known full of sand and pouring in water until
the pail just begins to overflow. The water is
then drained off and its volume measured. This
gives the percentage of air spaces contained in
the sand. The same process is followed in deter-

mining the percentage of voids in the gravel or
broken stone. The concrete most generally used in
the average type of structure is proportioned of 1
part of cement, 2 parts of sand and 4 parts of
gravel or broken stone. The ratio is modified
slightly for different class of work.

ACTION OF FOUR-CYCLE ENGINE
(2110 Q. 1. James Powell, Atlanta, Ga., asks:

Please explain by means of an indicator diagram
the action of the four-cycle gas engine.

A. 1. In the four-cycle engine, the ignition of
gas takes place in one end of the cylinder every
two revolutions of the flywheel or every two double
strokes. The following sequence of operations
takes place during four consecutive strokes: (a)
intake of a mixture of gas and air during an
entire stroke; (b) compression during the second

O
Q. 2116. Indicator
diagram for four-cycle

engine.

A 8
(return) stroke; (c) ignition at or near the dead -
point and expansion during the third stroke;
expulsion of the burned gas during the fourth
(return) stroke.

The figure shows an indicator diagram of a
four-cycle engine. AB, the lower line shows the
admission of the mixture, at a pressure slightly
below the atmosphere on account of the resistance
of the inlet valve. BC is the compression into
the clearance space, ignition taking place near C
and combustion with increase of pressure con-tinuing front C to D. The gradual termination
of the combustion is shown by the rounded
corner at D. DE is the expansion line, EF the
line of pressure drop as the exhaust valve opens.
and FA the line of expulsion of the burned gases.
the pressure being slightly above the atmosphere
on account of the resistance of the exhaust valve.

X-RAY HAIR REMOVER
(2117) Q. I. 7. L. Phillips, Detroit, Aria.,

asks: Can X-rays be used for the removal of
superfluous hair?

A. 1. It is possible to employ X-rays for this
purpose but the operation must be performed by
an expert, since, if the treatment is not properly'
administered. very severe X-ray burns may result.
The apparatus must he so adjusted that it affects
the hair roots only and not the skin.

SYMPATHETIC INKS
(2118) Q. 1. Victor H. Russell, Chicago, III,

desires to have described the methods of preparing
invisible ink.

A. 1. Invisible ink, or sympathetic ink, as it
is sometimes called, may be made of lemon juice,
sulphuric acid or cobalt chloride. Other sub-
stances may also be used. If the writing is done
with a solution of. sulphuric acid it is invisible
until heated, whereupon it turns brown. The
action is similar if lemon juice is used as the
writing fluid. In the case of cobalt chloride, the
writing is at first invisible and turns pink when
heated. After a while, the cobalt chloride ab-
sorbs moisture from the air and disappears again,
reappearing upon being heated.

WIRING CIRCUITS
(2119) Q. 1. Clifford Harveson, Spring Grove,

Minnesota writes: I have noticed in wiring
houses for electric lights that No. 12 B. & S.
Gauge is used for the main wires. For the branch
circuits No. 14 is used. Is this the correct way of
doing it? I should think a short circuit on the
No. 14 wires would cause the latter to burn out
before the fuses on the main line would blow.

A. 1. In an electric wiring system, the mains
are, as a rule, made heavier than the branch cir-
cuits because they have to carry the sum total
of the currents flowing in all of the branch
circuits. Each branch circuit must be individually
fused, according to the National Electric Code. A
short circuit on any of the branch circuits would
cause the fuses in that circuit to blow. If, for
sonic reason, these fuses do not blow, then the
main fuses will in all probability blow before the
branch wires become sufficiently heated to burn
out.

TESTING OF GASOLINE
(2120) 0. 1. A. Donovan, Seneterre, Quebec,

Canada desires to know what methods may be used
for testing the quality of gasoline, how to detect the
presence of kerosene and water in gasoline and
t3 determine the percentage of each.

A. I. To test for the presence of impurities
in gasoline, it is only necessary to Dour a few
drops in a saucer and to allow it to evaporate in
the open air. The residue, whether it be in solid
or liquid form is the impurity. This test will also
indicate the presence of kerosene, the latter remain.
ing as a liquid in the saucer. In order to deter-
mine the proportion of kerosene, a measured amount
of gasoline is evaporated at a temperature of front
80 to 100 degrees Fahrenheit, the liquid remaining
behind being kerosene, and if the amount is mea-
sured it will give an idea of the proportion of
kerosene to gasoline in the original sample. The
presence of water in gasoline is easy to detect by
pouring some of the gasoline in a test tube and
allowing the tube to stand undisturbed for a
few minutes. The water, being heavier than
gasoline, will settle to the bottom in a separate
layer, if there is any water present in the sample.

MAKING HAIR STAND UPRIGHT
(2121) Q. 1. Walter Gehring, Detroit, Mich..

asks: Ilow is it possible to make the hair rise
by means of radio or electricity?

A. 1. This may be accomplished by means of a
high frequency coil such as a Tesla or Oudin coil.
Another method is to stand directly underneath a
rapidly moving leather belt. The static electricity
generated will attract the hair and make it stand
upright. The second method is only practical if
performed in cold dry weather.

Q. 2. Is it injurious to the hair or skin?
A. 2. The hair or skin is not injured in anyway in the performing of experiments of this

nature. The only thing felt is a sharp tickling
sensation.

Q. 3. Where can I obtain details and complete
instructions for building an apparatus for carrying
out the experiment?

A. 3. A large Tesla coil was described in the
March, 1925 issue of THE EXPERIMENTER.
Another article of this nature appears in this
issue of SCIENCE AND INVENTION Magazine.

(2122) Q. 1. George E. Stevens, Athens, Ga.,
asks for data regarding the earth.

A. 1. Equatorial radius, 6,378,388m., 3.963.399
mi. Polar radius, 6.365,909 m., 3.949.992 miles.

1° latitude at the equator = 68.70 miles.
1° latitude at the pole = 69.41 miles.
Mean density of the earth, 5.52 g. per cu. cm.
Mean distance from the earth to the suit 149,500,-

000 kilometers, 92.900,000 miles.
Mean distance from the earth to the moon 384,-

393 kilometers, 238,854 miles.
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Van Horne Tithes arc manufactured
in both the Selected and Certified
brands.
The Van Horne Certified tube is
wrapped in a glassine wrapper and
sealed. A characteristic curve sheet,
covering the actual readings of the
tube, being enclosed.
They are in a number of types for
all receiving purposes, part of them
being illustrated below.

'Adapted Mogul 5 VCX,
5 Volt .50 Ampere Audio

Amplifier
To eliminate any necessity of chang-
ing set wiring the Mogul 5 VCX is
equipped with a Patented Adapter to
which additional voltages are added

independ ently
and in addition
to the regular
set voltages.

5 VC, 5 Voit .50 Ampere
Audio Amplifier

This model is not
equipped with the
patented Van Horne
Adapter found on the
model 5 VCX.

It is designed for
those receiving sets in
which provision has
been made in the cir-
cuit for the use of the
power tube at extra
voltages in the last
audio stage.

5 VAX, 5 Volt, 1/4 Am-
pere Detector Amplifier

The improved manu-
facturing process. the
use of patented thori-
ated wire and the pre-
cision and care with
which this tube is
made and tested
makes it noticeably
superior. Packed in
both Selected and
Certified Brands.

3 VBX Dry Cell Detect-
or Amplifier

An unusually high read-
ing dry cell tube due to
the use of patented
thoriated tungsten fila-

e n t. Exceptionally
satisfactory where vol-
ume with clearness and
signal carrying capacity
is desired.

NOTE
All Van Horne Tubes

are Unconditionally
Guarantccd.

VAN HuRNE
vPx

The rubber cushion ab.
scrbs vibration and elim-
ir.ates microphonic noises

uskioned
to stop vibration

thaa why the Cushion
Base Tube makes suck
a wonderful improve-
ment in receptiot

Knowing how much tube vibration impairs the tone quality of re-
ception, fans everywhere are equipping their sets with Cushion Base
tubes.*

Equip your set with Cushion Base tubes and note the surprising
softness and fullness of tone of reception that follows the elimina-
tion of vibration. Order your set from your dealer today.

These two unusual tubes.
the Adapted Mogul 5 VCX
Power tube and the
Cushion Base tube, offer
the greatest possible im-
provement in reception.
They are manufactured
exclusively by the Van
Horne Company under
patents pending to J. S.

Van Horne.

For a great many years the Van Horne Company has
manufactured vacuum products. The highly skilled
workmanship that goes into every Van Horne tube is
the result of years of experience and is one of the fac-
tors that make Van Horne tubes the highly efficient
and dependable tubes that many thousands of users
have found them to be. You are urged to become
acquainted with the complete line of Van Horne
Selected and Certified tubes. Your dealer will supply
you with further information-or write for descriptive
matter.

THE VAN HORNE COMPANY, Inc.
903 CENTER STREET, FRANKLIN, OHIO
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HIGH SCHOOL
COURSE IN

TWO YEARS
YOU ARE BADLY if you lackhScl
HANDICAPPED triagininghoo.
You cannot attain business or social
prominence. You are barred from
a successful business career, from
the leading professions, from well -
paid civil service jobs, from teaching
and college entrance. In fact, em-
ployers of practically all worth -while
positions demand High School train-
ing. You can't hope to succeed in
the face of this handicap. But you
can remove it. Let the American
School help you.

FIT YOURSELF FOR A
BIG FUTURE This course,
which has been prepared by of
America's leading professors, will
broaden your mind, and make you
keen, alert and capable. It is com-
plete, simplified and up-to-date. It
covers all subjects given in a resident
school and meets all requirements of
a High School training. From the
first lesson to the last you are care-
fully examined and coached.

USE SPARE TIME ONLY
Most people idle away fifty hours a
week. Probably you do. Use only
one -fifth of your wasted hours for
study and you can remove your
present handicap within two years.
You will enjoy the lessons and the
knowledge you will gain will well
repay the time spent in study.
Check and mail the coupon NOW
for full particulars and Free Bulletin.

American School
Dept. H .675

Drexel Aga. and Seth Stu Chicago

American School
Dept. H-675 Drexel Ave. &. 58th St., Chicago
Send me full information on the subject checked
and how you will help me win success.
--Architect

Building Contractor
Automobile Engineer
Automobile Repairman
Civil Engineer
Structural Engineer
Business Manager
Cert. Public Accountant
Accountant and Auditor
Bookkeeper
Draftsman and Designer
Electrical Engineer
Electric Light & Power
General Education
Vocational Guidance
Business Law

mare

Arldreise

--Lawyer
Machine Shop Practico
Photoplay Writer
Mechanical Engineer
Shop Superintendent
Employment Manager
Steam Engineer
Foremanship
Sanitary Eagineer
Surveyor (& Mapping)
Telephone Engineer
Telegraph Engineer
High School Graduate
Fire Insurance Raper,.
Wireless Radio
Undecided

Answers to Scientific
Problems

(Continued from page 420)

THE HYDROMETER IN THE PAIL
S the pail is whirled around in a ver-
tical circle the pressure within the
water is increased when the pail
is at the bottom of its orbit on

account of the centrifugal force which
is then added to the natural weight
of the water. At the top of its orbit the
internal pressure becomes zero because the
weight of the water is just balanced by
the centrifugal force of the rotating liquid.
With an increased internal pressure at the
bottom of the orbit the buoyancy of the
liquid will increase and make the hydro-
meter float higher whereas at the top of its
path the decreased internal pressure will
allow the hydrometer to sink indefinitely into
the liquid.

THE BALLOON PROBLEM
A balloon will rise provided its own

weight, including that of its contents, is less
than the weight of the air which it dis-
places. If the speed of the earth's rota-
tion should increase, the centrifugal action
would decrease the weight of the atmosphere
and hence the buoyant force on the ballocn.
Thus the lifting power would be decreased
everywhere except, of course, at the poles.
If the earth should rotate about seventeen
times as fast as at present, the weight of
the atmosphere would become zero and
hence the buoyant force would also be zero.
It would then be an easy matter to project
even very massive objects from the earth,
but the buoyancy of the atmosphere would
not cause any object to rise.

THE SWINGS
If one of the boys should set his swing

in motion he would by that action produce
a centrifugal force on his swing which
would gradually raise his comrade up. The
motion would be somewhat jerky because the
maximum pull would be exerted when the
swing was passing the lowest point in its
arc, that is when it was moving the fastest.

THE SLIPPING LADDER
Consider the ladder as a lever system with

its pivot at point A on the ground. As the
man ascends the ladder the moment due to
his weight (\V x AB) increases and this
increases the tendency for the ladder to turn
about the pivot A. This means the nearer
the man is to the top of the ladder the harder
the ladder will push against the wall and
the greater will be its thrust horizontally
against the ground.

VELOCITY OF LIGHT AND THE LENGTH
OF THE DAY

since it takes a little over eight minutes
fur the light from the sun to reach the
earth, we can see that the light which we
see at any moment must have started from
the sun some eight minutes ago. The appar-
ent direction which the sun lies it the
direction which it had about eight minutes
ago. At sunrise we see the sun eight min-
utes after it was actually on our horizon,
while at sunset we see it for eight minutes
after it has actually set. Thus the (lay be-
gins eight minutes later and ends eight
minutes later 'than it would if light had an
infinite velocity.
THE BATTERY AND THE VOLTMETER
The voltage across a storage battery while

on charge is exactly the E.M.F. of the bat-
tery plus the fall of potential due to internal
resistance. This fall of potential is equal to

(Continued on page 448)

TECI-0 IV
COLLEGE

To rafting
Engineering
'Electricity
and Architecture

(3rd Tear]
MAXIMUM of practical
training in a minimum of time

is offered you by one of "America's
oldest and largest schools of special-
ized engineering" ... technical train-
ing of college standard for men who
have neither the time, money nor
preliminary education to attend a
university. Over 1000 men enroll
each year in day and evening classes.

Short, Intensive Training
of a very praCti(ill curt lout.. you immedi-
ately into a high salaried position. Many
of our students are assisted to responsible
positions before graduation ... they earn
while they learn.

Chicago Technical
College Bldg.

If you can't
come to Chicago

STUDY
AT HOME
'Fen months from todayyou can 1. a trained
..raftsmaa...Trained men
salin demand...at high

aries.s Enter a pro-
fession.without sac-
rificing time. Study

DRAFTING
In your spare time... We
have been giving technical
training for 23Yearslfi-
structors are experts.
the same Instructors se In
the resident school.

FREE TRIAL
LESSON

To see how much coo will
like this hurb-arade pro-
lession. and

FREE OUTFIT
 regular 125 draftsman'.
outfit la included in the
price of the course.

Send for
40 -Page Book
of farts about drafting...
send for It...free. Write
today for the Free trial
lesson In drafting, sample
drawings made by tu-
dents and the book of In-
formation. Addeees
14'1A 945.

Courses are arranged
to suit your needs: 2 -
year diploma; 3 -year
B. S. degree; special
short courses adapted
to the individual. In-
structors are experts,
actively at work in the
very professions they
teach. Tuition is low, terms
easy. linter any time.

Write for Free
72 -Page Blue Book
It tells about the
courses (full descrip-
tions); about the great
demand for Chicago
Technical College
trained men; about
college athletics and
other interesting facts
you'll want to know.
Send for the Blue Book
now, without obligation!
Address

ChicagoTECH NICALCollege
Dept. 59, 115 East 26th St., Chicago

New Scientific Discovery Starts

GASOLINE REVOLUTION
FREE Sample to Agents

THERMO-VAC STOPS GAS WASTE
Entirely new and Novell Pt limb& of Automotive End!)et r-
ing, finally perfected by Inventor of original Stet.. 'is
Motor Car. lulu assures Ford Ottliers of liwreaw,l .,_,
and tremendous new pourer, never before theurht re il

Wonderful Opportunity A G E SExclusive Territory for
TerIllonflous Selling raMpulttn about to be Mon hod No
comp, it b.n. Powerful clinching demonstration.
fire c. F.a'y to make $21111.00 weekly If you m
Now. Wi Its immediately for exclusive territory and libr fat
i.n.fit arra Nit-lova.
FREE T. introduce Thermo -Vac, me are giving

alowlutely free, the famous Automatic
gasoline range and iestriv known as GASH:NAL. Get de-
tails without delay.

MACK LABORATORIES
720 Cass St.. Dept. 863M. Chicago, Ill.
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Make Your Watches, Clocks, Etc.,
Visible by Night .teat discovery in. they

unobtainable except at an exorbitant pries. Ise have at lout

Hoe
In producing this remarkable LUMINOUS PAINT. which, applied to

the surface of any art.!, wefts rays of 'Alto rendering it perfectly sloth.
In the dark. THE THE NIGHT, THE NONE RILLIANT fT MINES. Quite
simple to m Anyone-sou can do it. A little plied to the dial of your
betch

clocke. will noble you to tell the time by night. You can coat the push
uttons or switch plates of your electric lights match box. and innumerable

other articles; make)our own Luminous Cruel/lees, Laminae. Rosaries. etc.
Bowe containing sufficient to coat mveral ernall Pries 25e. Luger
dies IHM and St postpaid. Jobe.. Swats Co. Dept go Racine. Wis.

The "Little Giantt*.Typewriter
A First Class Writing

Machine For $1.50
A perfeet little typewriter for WM.

There are tko mends of perm.. who
would

It
to use tpes...but

Mame mods sod Wai nery do not wan
rant the arrons attached to the gm.
d hms soil ties of  fifty or ementy-6re

ollar mmItine. To wt. pens.ws
eoefidently reeommend our Little
Giant. hie Kennedy Pads bateimple
s meet. etion, 8o that anyone cap

quickly learn to operate it. and writ.
a. Yana!, as they would with ma
and ink. The letter. of the alphabet

most fro:mend, need ant no greened nu to enable one to write rapidly. the numerals
I to 10, and the punctuation mt.. being together. With them ete. you ran mid
your hest girl typewritten love letter., address envelopes, make out bulls. and do eh..
My hind of work not reuiiiring a term. etrensive machine. With mob typewriter
we mod a t oho of ink and hill printed instrections for wing the gesobiorb Paso New
aloft 6150 lo rasa postpold wows address loam world.

Every Boy His Own Toy Maker
Greatest boys' book

written. Tells how to
make a Pinhole Cam-
era a Canoe, model
Railroad. a Telephone,
itoomerang, Telegraph
Instrument, Box Kite.
Talking Machine.

Microscope, Electrlo Motor, Electric
Door Bell, Water Wheel. Paddle
Raft, a pair of Skis, a Dog Sled,
Bird House, Rabbit Yard, etc. 64

10c postpaid; 3 for 25e.,
PRICE,pages, 150 Illustrations.

I GOL
Ton know how fashionable it

L to have gold erowne-il rote
min afford it. Them gold-Snalied
awns jute, over your renl tooth

Minos.look Wm very wenithy
sa be dinned end

ON in as instant. Get some and
surprim your friends. PRICK
6 Gets lack 3 for ISe, Of
50. for 1 dee...postpeld.

101151513N SMITH& CO. DMA. 347 Racine. Wle.

REAL PISTOL
$11031: Want
Cade is.,

MiniatureWatchCharmPistol
Exact reproduction of
n real pistol: actually
Gressel BUNK CAMBIUMS
of miniaturesize. Rho-
tration Is actual size.
1% inches long, with
ring at end for attacl:-
ing to watch chain.
Loyd. like a regular pistol.

Toll the trigger and it goon off with a loud bong. Pi.tol i breakmpen type:
iim shun. Position for loading. enYrelr of high grade 'tee!. nickel plated. crew.

son handsomely engraved handles. complete in bon with eleanmg rid Pale!
51.75. Also furnished with woad audios, $2.50. BLANK CARTRIDGES, 50n

;-1 2S

BOYS! BOYS 1 BOYS!
THROW YOUR VOICE

, Into a trunk, under the
'.470 bed or anywhere. Lots of

o' fun fooling the teacher,
policeman or friends.

THE VENTRILO
a little instrument, fits in the
mouth out of sight, used with
above for Bird Calls, etc. All \ -

one can use it.
Never Fails. A 32 -page book on ventriloquism,
and the Ventrilo, ALL FOR 10c postpaid.

MIDGET BIBLE
GREAT CURIOSITY

Smalls itibo in the world. Sire of a
postage stamp. 200 Pages. Said to
bring good lurk to the owner. A gen-
nine work of art. Must be seen to be
appreciated. Make good money selling
them to friends, church acquaintances.
etc. PRICE 111. each. 3 for 40e, 12
fur 51.35. 100 for $.7.50. Also obtainable in Leather Binding,

Price 50c each, 3 for $1.25. $4.50 War a...
Magnifying Glass for ti.i with 1Iolact Bible. 15c

Everything about the Ku Klux Klan told In a
elene fearless manner. Book tells all flow it
started and was suppressed In 1571 -The New Ku
Klux Klan -flow organized -How members are
enrolled -Oath of the Klan-QuostlenS for Can-
dIdatos-Creed-Object c of the Order -Obedience
-Fidelity-Pledge of Loyalty -Ku Klux Klee
and tho M The Jews -The Masons -Real

I d 1
1 roll -The Negro Ku Klux Klan. etc., etc. Latest and most
. hook on the Klan published. Price, 35e, postpaid.

Female S E X Maki
Indicator

25c

SEX INDICATOR
Hold the MAGIC INDICATOR
over a .mnit 1,-;ed ;;;.i.intl,t
moves In a .tralyld hack -
ward and forward. 11.1141 it over
a wooina'sl.aial and it de.erthen

lit and rootar.00to;
The ,orla; otdaira,1
over a letter a ritien hl a roan i.e.

.s lad w.. ue eev, ee; ;. it tail. Many novel and oratertaining feats
perlorrned ill; the Sex Indicator. For example. reaulta con ha

ini with animals. rats, Cries, rabbits, over hied, chickens. canaries...tr.A. to predetermine the sea of elookens anil etc.. Ia..; it 3..) sold ay
ee it ed egg tester in Euroor. Price 35c. or 3 for 65c. postpaid.

A Deter. retition of our nen. I 921t,A T.4 t.OG

se
on the ,itteet ',eke is magi,. the n,nd. ewest novel -r, pr, Ira, gain..., sporting good., Interest.
lug books, sketch sonde and plant... Ms.
2..080rable alsetehere,

STAGE
MONEY

Withabuneh
of these bine.
it is easy for
each person

of limited
means toappear
prosperous
by flashing
a roll of
these billsat theproper

time Sad peeling oft a genuine bill
or two from the outside of the roll,
the effect created will be found to
be all lb It can he desired. Prices.
postoald:40 Bills 20e. 120 for SOC,
or $3.50 thousand postpaid.
Wonderful X -Ray Tube

- A wonderful little
nstrument pro-
ducing optics]
Illusions both
surprising a n d
startling. With ,t

roe .11 ore what is apparently Ohs ben.. al
saiir finger, the lead in  lead pencil. the ins
(soot opening is  pipe Nem, end any other
maim illimione. A mystery that no ono Me
been able to vital tetrad, explain. Pries I0e,
3 lor2Smt dot 75e. Johnson Smith & Ce.

- see
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Good
Luck
Ring
Quaint

and Novel
Design

A VERY striking and uncommon ring. Bile.
finigi,.knit and crombeee disk., with two

thiehmit gems sometime out of Me
not. Seal hy many to bring Gned Luck Moo.

Very
Bich its nat., Good Ludt ag.

Very unity  ring that you will take  pride le
eemine ONLY 25 CENTS.

Exploding Cigaattes

JUST LIKE ORDINARY CIGARETTES.
BUT SUCH REAL STARTLERS! The lox
conmin ten genuine citarsto of excellent
qinlitY rh mom. en eal. but when emil
cigarette itaboer ut one-thirdr smoked. theictim.
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entirely beanie...! Prise 254 per boa.
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I5c
ONLY

3 for 40t; SIM dos
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novel. Fitted sods Magnifying Lenses tint
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CIGARETTE MAKER
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sem wale. Se to. Made entirely of moat.
eistel-plated. PAM 254 PentiMid-

MAGIC FLUTE
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-; :,ry novel met ;I 1;.lsee. r...-kel

1,1., .1 .tt yon ran ne.r. etre, v. . f .o.

a far zx. es' 7xpe'Y
nos. pond

.Tandisew.enid

effeetiv,
modelled on
the pattern
of the latest

Pistol

of which Ione is
Sta 111P.7.4'... ' liflli-

'440.1111i
tiorver".f R'the. Post -
appearance

takes the standard .:Y2 Calibre Blank
Cartridges. that are obtainable most
everywhere. Even the most timid
out risk to herself or anyone el.. A Greet Protection Against
g urgle's, Tramps and Dogs. You can have it lying about with -

late, without the danger to life. It ....Cif - ,..

women can use it with perfect safety and frighten a thief with -

enough to gear. a burglar. whilst. when
loaded. it will probably Wove iaat na
effmtive as  revolver with real bul-

fi,t.Lt theod: sfrr,,,,art.r.los otherdjuteb,. ziivolvde.rsoi it gelLITyge Mtn,

PR.I't Er OrkILY S1.00 .Pestpaid. Blank Cartridges 22-calti shipped by mi
press only. SOc per 10n. Johnsen Senith a CO.. Dept. 347 bRatine. Wis.

BLANK CARTRIDGE PISTOL.
Price
$100

Sneezing Powder Mystic Skeleton
Place  very of skeleton 14A:ointed hgu''10C pd.
,..11.mount in. i. beieht, willof this pow- dance to musicthis

on the and perform van -back of your ous gyration. andhnd and mimementm while
blow it Into
the air, and the operator now

be some distancethe
In from ii.

Vc-ee, the room or
earwill begin

to seines without knowing the reason
why. It is moot one go hens their re-
marks, as they never map*. the real
min.. but thirk they hone caught it one
Iron the other. Between the Dueling
and ...feeling yertl yourself will be having
Net me of your life. For parties. pelitl-
eal meeting., me rides. or any ranee at
all where there M a gathering of people.
it Is the wool., Wks sot PrloolOcor 3
6/1 25c

Serpent's Eggs
Bon contain. 12 egg, When
lit with  match, each

gradually hatai.
itself into - .

nerksE

(erg' i ITT
curie and twiste about in on.
like manner. Price owe box 10C ppd.

Microphone Transmitter Buttciii

You ran easily make a highly detectophone by
Using Tmater Button to collect the sound moon.
You can build your osn outfit without buying exp.,.
pjuiptreet. It Is simple and inexperoinn. You esou Lull
at outfit in your home and hear convermtions being held all

Intel.
Ike bones. You can comeet up difiereot rooms of 

This outfit was wed by went eeniee operatives Mom
are elm war. It ubeing cud on the ets:e. It is eitmeemi-
i.ve sod u the posted invent,,n in inice0-Pbeem. Y. eto
mount the button alitimt anywhere-card board hoe... stove
rage etiff calendars. on the wall behind a piture frame, etc.
t sit., Is so liiht and email it cannot be detected. Pomona
can be overheard without enameling it. You can Linton in on

TTTTT Gone in another room. A deaf pers.. in the audience
can bear the speaker. Connected to ho graph, piano or
cher musical inetrummt, lanais ean be hoard hundred. of
fort away. Button may be used to renew telephoos trunm

hen nothing
elm will. TM ideal microphone for radio u: carries heavy

surrent sod it estremelf mensal.. Ampl.fies radio ignala. Countless other @limier
meg congest thorns -Lees. F:sperimmtere find the Raton .caulti foe hundreds of
seperimente s-ong the loon of telephones. amplifier. loud mtmtken. etc. PdnY faa-a
sating stunts may be dcarreed. ouch ae holding the button againn the throat or snot
to reproduce epee. without mound wave.. IS 00 is elven to anyone who mod. in 
sow einfitration t or the me of the Button pen dint the manuf.turer find it nntsfil
for sew to their Mennturs PRIG' 51.00 POSTPAID ANYINNERILs

ANARCHIST BOMBS
one of theseglans vials
dropped in aroom full ofPeople will
cause more con-
sternation titan a
limburger cheese.

.  The smell en -
soh, dioaprrears in a short time.

10c a Box, 3 Bodo. for 25e

INVISIBLE INK
The most confidential

mimeses can be writ-
ten with this Ink, for
tn. welting MANIA NO
MANN. Cannot be aeon
axle. you know the se-
at. Invaluable for many
ream.. Keep your post-
al. and other private mem-
orandums sway from prong
eyes. Great fun for playing
practical jokes. OW/ IS. "OW

ITCHING POWDER
This is another good practical joke. the intro..
discomfiture of your victims to everyone I.:
themselves is thoroughly enjoyable. All th.,,
is necessary to start the ball rolling is to do -
posit a little of the powder on a person's haul
and the powder can be relied upon to do tic.
rest. The result is a vigorous scratch, then
some more scratch, and still some more.

10c bon, 3 boxes for 25e or 7f3e per doe boxes postpaid.

Wonderful Instru.
ment. Greatest thing

yet. Nine sc1,-

!,,,,A_ delighted Wit h ,
one. Everylitylv
crate articles in

:

t'M (1,1.1. curious as I

%,.. 7! interesting. L, ..
3

01 1/11,6111re as well .e..
very useful. It is a dref'do

tor Microscope for examining the wood:, -.

.. of nature. It is also an 1 tpera Clan..
a Stereoseope. a Burning Lens. a Reading Glass. a Tele-
scope. a lompass. a Pocket Mirror, and a Laryngascop.

_for examining eye. ear. nose and throat. It is worth all the cos,
to locate ven one painful cinder in the eye. Folds that and fits th 
Prs'ket S,onedene ereat -von nissl one. Don't ink, it. Sent 1.7,
mail. ll;i-'.l-t. Price, only 3Se or 3 for $1.00 1,-,:,:ti.l

RESURRECTION PLANT
(file of the 111051 won.lerf:1
plants known. Possesses t!,
strange ligi,vor of turning in i

few minute, from an aPP., -
ontly dry to
BEAUTIFUL LIVING FERN.
LIKE PLANT

of a dark green color. Simply place the phut
in saucer of water. it will open lip and start to gr.,
in 20 minutes. When taken out it will des
5)3 to sleep until pissed in water again. Fine hoo-
t.' Int on 'tor s mho- 10 cents each or

3 for
25c. Agents Wanted

ADDRESS ORDERS FOR ALL GOODS ON THIS PAGE TO

JOHNSON SMITH & CO. DEPT.347, RACINE. WIS. : sP'e°
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New York Electrical School
29 W. 17th St.,
New York, N. Y.

Please send FREE and
without obligation to me
your 64 -page book.

Name

Street

City

FJ

Master Electricity
By Actual Practice

The only way you can become an expert is by
doing the very work under competent instructors,
which you will be called upon to do later on. In
other words, learn by doing. That is the method
of the New York Electrical School.

Five minutes of actual practice properly directed
is worth more to a man than years and years of book
study. Indeed, Actual Practice is the only training
of value, and graduates of New York Electrical
School have proved themselves to be the only men
that are fully qualified to satisfy EVERY demand
of the Electrical Profession.

The Only Institution of the Kind
in America

At this "Learn by Doing" School a man acquires the
art of Electrical Drafting; the best business methods and
experience in Electrical Contracting, together with rte
skill to install, operate and maintain all systems for pro-
ducing, transmitting and using electricity. A school for
Old and Young. Individual instruction.

Over 10,000 Graduates are Successful Men
in the Electrical World

No previous knowledge of electricity, mechanics or
mathematics is necessary to take this electrical course.
You can begin the course now and by steady application
prepare yourself in a short time. You will be taught by
practical electrical experts with actual apparatus, under
actual conditions.
The N. Y. E. S. gives a special course in Automotive Elec-
tricity. The course covers completely all systems of Igni-
tion, Starters, Lighting. Storage Batteries and other elec-
trical equipment on automobiles, motor -boats and aero-
planes, etc.

Let us explain our complete course to you in person. If
you can't call, send now for 64 -page book-it's FREE
to you.

New York Electrical School
29 West 17th Street, New York

Why Wear Glasses
Upon startling revolutionary facts has been

based a remarkable new scientific system of eye -
training, which quickly enables you to train the
muscles of the eye so you can make them work
properly at all times, and without effort or strain.
This new system has been prepared by Bernarr
Macfadden, in collaboration with the eminent
ophthalmologist who discovered the real truth
about eyes.

Remarkable tests were made in the N. Y. City
Public Schools from 1903 to 1911. 2,000 children
who had defective eyesight were instructed
in a few of the simple exercises and in a short
time their vision was radically improved. In one
school, several children who had been compelled
to wear glasses were enabled to discard them al-
together.

No claim is made that this course is a cure-all.
MACFADDEN PUBLICATIONS, Inc.,

? Thousands Are Throwing
Them Away

In many cases glasses are essential. But if you
are wearing glasses because of faulty refraction
-far or near sightedness-astigmatism-cross eyes
-squint eyes-weak, watering eyes-eye hea.1-
aches or strain-you owe it to yourself to try this
course without delay.

Cross section drawings show plainly the whole
mechanism of the eye-muscles and nerves. Ph..
tographs of defective eyes make clear the real
reasons for poi -1r sight. Your own trouble i,
clearly illustrated. With this knowledge in mind.
it heroines easy for you to correct your defective
muscles and gain strong sight.

NVe are willing to send the entire course on ap-
proval giving you the privilege of returning it
within five days after receipt if not satisfactory.
The price of the course is only $3.00, plus deliv-
ery charges.

Dept. Sc-9, 1926 Broadway, New York City

FTP,M.,1,-.1. -,1,-,-,-.1-T","-,"I'1,111,"1"11/ITI

Answers to Scientific
Problems

from page 446)

he product of the charging current and in-
ternal resistance. If for example, a bat-
tery had an E.M.F. of 6 volts and no in-
ernal resistance a voltmeter connected to
is terminals would read just 6 volts no

matter what current were used to charge the
)attery. In a good storage battery the re-
sistance is not zero but is so slight that the
product of the charging current times this
resistance is negligible in comparison with
the E.M.F. of the battery itself. Hence the
reading of a voltmeter connected to such a
battery on charge remains practically equal
to the voltage of the battery regardless of
the voltage of the charging circuit. Cer-
tainly it would be a pretty poor six -volt
battery if its resistance were so great that a
0 - 7 -volt voltmeter could not be used with
it.

CHANGE OF WEIGHT
As a person descends a mine his weight

is reduced by the attraction for his body of
that portion of the earth which lies above
him. If he continued down to the center
of the earth his weight would, of course,
become zero since the gravitative pull of the
earth would be equal in all directions.

THE POLE -SWING PROBLEM
The child that is farthest from the ground

will not only move with greater speed in the
circular orbit which he describes around
the pole, but he will also make a complete
trip around the pole in shorter time. This
comes from the fact that it takes a higher
circular velocity to give the child sufficient
centrifugal force to carry him farther out
and higher up in his orbit. If the children
were at the same distance above the ground
they would be moving around the pole in the
same tine although the child on the longer
rope would be moving more rapidly with
respect to the ground.

CORRECTION NOTICE
In the "Experimental Electrics" Depart-

ment ill the July issue in the "Puzzle Lamp
Circuit." by \V. B. Taylor, four four-way
switches should be employed, instead of four
three-way switches.

RUN CARS WITH ACETYLENE
The Automobile Club of France announced

recently that the tests for the substitution
of acetylene for gasoline in automobile mo-
tors have given complete satisfaction.

An enthusiastic report states that the
economy amounts to about 50 per cent.. with
no increase in the consumption of lubricants
and no bad effects on the valves, cylinders
or pistons.

VAPOR TRAP
The small rub-

ber bulb attached
to the overflow
pipe of an automo-
bile radiator saves
water and alcohol
because it form: a
trap for the vapor.
Pressure does net
store up.
Courtesy Jo Berg.'

Company
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"BUILD YOURYOUR OWN" WITH "RASCO" PARTS!
Buy from the Oldest and Original Exclusive Radio Parts House in the United States

We pay ALL transportation charges in U. S. ALL GOODS SENT PREPAID IN 24 HOURS

NEW GOODS FOR SEPTEMBER I

Money refunded ifOer directfrom
this page goods do not satisfy

RASCO "B" BATTERY ELIMINATOR SUPPLIES
SEND FOR FREE BOOKLET: "HOW TO BUILD AN EFFICIENT "B" ELIM:NATOR"

CHOKE

$1.55
POSTPAID

This exetthent choke,
ethee la I ly marufactur-
ed for "B" battery
eliminators. and used
in the statelard elimin-
ators, has about 10 -
millihenry capacity,
119,0011 turns tot No.

2 mire) and is war-
ranted to to the work
right. Will nt,t heat
or burn out under
nortnal load.
No. 54002. Choke $1.55

HIGH CAPACITY
CONDENSERS

$0.60
POSTPAID

These arc standard crontl,,
are of the best vacuum b
parallin type. Thu in..'
specially -prepared paper.
units are compress,' ht.],
before they are sealed In their 1

casings.
All of our conden,7

far Son vats bre:tied-.
denser conies in an
tin easing.

There are two metal terminal
wide,' wires or bus bate t:

readily soldered. We ! !

these condensers esp..
el I m I na t or stork. at, I

our prices are the 1.0o,
country.

Try eonnectlng a number ,

condensers together. You
any capacity -Filter 1::
any style "11" or "A" eft..

No. 54007. 4 -Mt. Condenser. each $2.00
No. MOIL 3- Mt. Condenser. each 1.65
No. S4009. 2- Mf. . Condenser. each 1.30
No. S4010. I -Mt. Condenser, each 0.75
No. S4011. t'_- Mf. Condenser. each 0.60
No. S4012. Crndener. each ("sr

RASCO FILTER BLOCK

$3.65
POSTPAID

This is hue high capac-
ity 500 -volt tested con-
denser system used in the
standard "B" Battery
Eliminators. l'ontaIns 4
condensers. all In ono
housing, as follows. 4

2-nifti.. 1:1-
olft.I., total 7.2.-niftis.
complete as illt,trated.
stint terminals; in en-
ameled tin shell.

No. 54001 Block 43.65

RESISTANCESCallis4 $0.50
POSTPAID

These resistances ar, ' 1.11 for it,. 0,51 willcarry' about half a \' totintious Lwuh Glass en-
, hosed. cartridge tt; I' of these 111.14 be used in
,tandard 'l' s' le,itance Is 111.4)01) Olons per
unit. hestsIaliCes C44110 complete with two spring clip
mount Ines.
No. 51005. "B" Eliminator Resistance, 10.000 Ohms

Each. $0.50

ELECTRODES
Eer x:11.1 1,.1:e boric 41,11 rectifiers, we

supply electrodes. The slaw, or failure 'f a rectifier
Iles In the purity of the aluminum It-ed. We use only 109.5
per tent pure Aluminum in connection with our rot -title,.

The small lectrodes tneasy.re ion.: by t'," diameter.largeare 5 long by Ij" diameter. and
ale equipped tt Ph 4.1111 threaded 011.1 and square comPosi-
t bet nuts. Th, Lag electrodes are intended for pint jar,.
No. S4015. Small Aluminum Electrode $0.10
No. S4016. Small Lead Electrode 0.08
No. 54017. Large Aluminum Electrode 0.35
No. 54016. Large Lead Electrode 0.30

oRICES POSTPAID

RECTIFIER CELLS

$0.60
POSTPAID

Theo rectifier cells, of which Nair
must ho used for the complete full -
wave rectification, are standard wiC1
us, hawing been specially designed
for "It" eliminator work. The, I-
pz. jars, with multi- and heat -prow'
tubber screw rtners. aro furnisheI
with tw» elect males, namely pun'
aluminunt and lead. A vent rat/ I,
also 'trembled. Tho special cnnnre-
tnrs iited below rhould he used for
connecting' the cells together. Sico

No. 5400.7. Rectifier Cell (but no con-
nectors nor salts) complete with cover
and electrodes each $0.60

CONNECTORS
Tt.c,o sletelti connec-
tor are used In order
to r.umeet four of the
rertitier cells together.
Set of 4 'pedal con-
nectors sold as one
unit. The,e conneeto,

$0.25
POSTPAID

1 fi stun over the rourvl
e eetrodes, giving it positive, hinding contaet at all tine,.
that stays put. No lotse eta neetion possible. Illustration

our cenneeter damps "IT Do.l. renter Bole la
rs I f r ^r vIr I nut binding post. Male for I," rod only.
No. S400w. Set of 4 electrode connectors $0.25

RECTIFIER SALTS

$0.20 POSTPAID
Only lonz experit n.. ;.: .i:. ...Lt "IV' elimin-
ator rectifier salt,. P.tras .°.1 tltt "creep" over
t.uo eke:rules and usually short circuit them. Our patent
,dt eoinittnation Is guaranteed to keep eleetr,les clean and
t ill nit "creep." Sold only In units for our No. 400:i
et :Pier tell. One charge: one odd
No. S4006. Rectifier Salts, per box (one complete

charge) each $0.20

RASCO5 -TUBE TUNED RADIO $1 7 95
FREQUENCY RECEIVER

Build Your Own Receiver -
It's Easy The "No-Sod-er Way

Revolutionary Improvement in Assembling Radio Sets
No solder -No bare wires -No poor connections -No dissatisfaction.
No tools needed except a common screw -driver and common pliers.
All connections are made by the use of our flexible, insulated eyeletted connecting

wire in place of bus bar or wire, and solder.
And in a fraction of the time usually required when building the old fashioned

way. And when the job is done it is neat and your connections are tight.
We Furnish a Special Blueprint Free With Each Kit

Connections Always Perfect
PARTS INCLUDED IN THIS RECEIVER

Cabinet. ntahru-nv finish. 7x2.1v;
l'anel. drilled .1111 11,1,10.... -I /flee. .

Ica `b dd. lain loaned I 1

time,]ban-tor It',. out No "o "I
\ tt, thl, total ...1 ht

Y I 7,, 5 I

It) it-

.92
. t-, us I. I 'fr. Total Price of Set 632.24

Jack. single circuit tiotonted .90 Our price. Catalog No. S9216 $22.95
Jack, dould. eireoit IP aroeeti .TO No. S92ICA, same kit, but without cabinet..517.95

S0216A

Stt it, It, A ?ratio Pat t nt
ri,.l eondenser aro I m.tunting, :tlEatit thl

otot21
Crid leak 2 Ine.ohn, itlott
tented tonden.er. .tio2 ttild 'Alleatitol I
Fixed 1011101, 11.... M11.1.11101.1

Iti11.1111-1 Po,t ,Vitt. Itasca month ItIti isods I
No-s,1-er connectiti_! 'tire:. toll set ...... 1 .

Blut; fint and ito.tructhei sheet L,,

BIGGEST VALUE IN AMERICA
. fittest 5 -tube set to be had, you have It in this

"cr .t. nude In popular -price.' receivers.
.O11. in- I nitli obtained.

This n tot a small set thrown together with questionable parts
that no one knows and made only to sell. All our parts are listed
by name and are standard merchandise -nothing else.

This is a B116 SET. measuring 7 x 26 inches, and there is no
one in the country today who can compete with us in this particu-
lar outfit.

Note particularly that the condensers which xt, tr, are twat, plate
c..n.l.r-er of Pm new strait:White frortereY tyre, not obsolete
straight wave -length type. which aro so bard to tune on the lower
wave,.

NEW ADJUSTABLE COILS (Patents Pending)
In this set we use adjustable coils. nhieh ran be moved up and

lotto. :-,,sty from the condenser. mud the right halanee Is found.
This makes for utt unheard of anti really incredible degree a sen-
sitivity ni.bIt has not been realized heretofore in 511i Of this kind.

N..n. the the panel vtue: b. you all drilled. with all tittles
drilled in uo,itan, ar1.1 that any 01.1.1 call Put together this won -

tut -eta ice, .n less than an hour.
'rid: set is highly etbeient for bringing in the greatly -desired

rectittion. 5,trito miles II, 111,11 c.Nert..1
by ..f tuned radio

tropic, y u nth detector and two stages of audio frouteney.
The toning is dune by three large dials: the first dial Conti -AS the an-

tenna toiling. Vie .1.11ter dial thu first radio lt.111,101111LT, Witt the last
dial the second radio ttatL.tv.riner.

Make Big Honey by assembling and selling them complete to friends
and business houses who need a First Class Radio. Many of our ma-
tcmers sell these completed sets from $30.00 upwards.

New 1926 "Rasco" Catalog No. 16
CONTAINS 75 VACUUM TUBE HOOKUPS,

446 ILLUSTRATIONS, 500 ARTICLES
Also Logbook of all Broad-

cast Stations
Just to nnne a few cf the circuits:
e V.T. s, a dl ,tor ant to -ten

FREE
A POSTAL

CARD
BRINGS IT

RADIO SPECIAltILCOMBPANYN.,100 ParEhrflasde, New York City
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Men relate
this simple way to get

a new thrill in shaving
Men the nation over are awakening to
the fact that there is a general switch to
the Valet AutoStrop Razor.
Its sales have pyramided in an astound-
ing manner.
All because men are discovering that a
sharp blade for every shave is a genuine
luxury.
The Valet AutoStrop is the only razor
that sharpens its own blades. A few
strokes on its strop restore a blade to
new -like keenness.
Sharpen it, then shave, then clean-all
in a jiffy, and without removing the
blade from the holder.

This is a different principle. The blade
doesn't get duller and duller until it
must be thrown away.
Every shave can be with a blade of
super -keenness.
Have you fallen into a habit? Do you
continue your old way of shaving?
Then join the thousands upon thousands
who have turned to a new and better
way and whose enthusiasm never wanes.
A speedy, comfortable shave every
time-uniformly perfect. An end to
"pulling." An end to wasting time.
"There's no shave like it," men say.
Why miss this supreme improvement?

ValetAuto,Sisi OFF.rop Razor

$5 to $25
Other sets

at $1

AUTOSTROP SAFETY RAZOR CO., 656 First Avenue,

The RAZOR
That
Sharpens
Itself

New York City

Microscopic Engraving
By R. P. TOLMAN 41

(Continued from page 404) 4j

be easily engraved in one square inch: there
arc 3,566,480 letters in the Bible. If you
will solve this problem in division, you will
find that the entire Bible could be engraved
more than 49 times in one square inch. Fig.
4 represents a square inch divided into 49
equal parts, and the entire Bible could be
engraved in any one of them. Engravings
smaller than this have been made.
HOW MICRO -PHOTOGRAPHS ARE MADE

This kind of work is done, not by hand,
but with the aid of a micro -pantograph. The
first machine of this character was invented
and used by W. Peters, a London banker,
in 1852. The machine to make the micro -
engravings shown was constructed after the
Peters machine, with improvements by Mr.
McEwen and by Rev. J. G. Crawford of
Saunderstown, R. I.

Whatever is to be engraved is written with
the pencil (a) the movement, in its greatly
reduced form, is carried to the top of the
machine, to the diamond point (b), but be-
fore the operator starts to write, he holds
down the key (c) which is connected with
a lever at the top. this brings the cover glass
(d), on which the engraving is to be made,
in contact with the diamond point, so that
every movement of the pencil is cut in the
glass, at whatever scale the machine may be
,et. Between each word, the crossing of a
"t" or the dotting of an "i", or for punctu-
ation marks, the pressure on the key is re-
leased. but when engraving is wanted the
key in pressed.

Now just what is this diamond point alai
how is it prepared?

The usual reply has been, "it's a secret."
but as a matter of fact, nature in fashioning
the diamond has taken care of the entire
work and at intervals along the planes of
cleavage, ultimate crystals, as Rogers called
them or, exquisite gravers for these fine lines
may be found, and when carefully handled,
they may be used for years. Their exact lo-
cation and adjustment for this miniature en-
graving, however, is somewhat of a secret
and for some time to come must remain an
irksome series of patient trials, for I know
of no royal road to finding and adjusting a
crystal suitable for work of this character.

The letter first described in lead pen-
cil was made 4 by 7 inches in size. The
lead pencil letter contains 28 square inches,
this was reduced to 1/11,250 of a square
inch and then the reduction was enlarged by
photography to about seven square inchc,,
and yet they are alike as can be.

When you consider what this micro -
pantograph will do, you marvel more and
more that any human being could make a
machine. which apparently has no lost mo-
tion, that can duplicate the movement of a
pencil on so small a scale that the eye can-
not see it and yet when enlarged it is identi-
cal. The machine itself is as wonderful as
the work it does.

Fifty to sixty years ago micro -engravings
were quite common, but at the present time
they are very rare. The early workers were
W. Peters, William Webb and R. J. Far -
rants. Mr. Alfred McEwen of New York
City is the only worker today.

About the only use devised for these small
engravings would he the sending of secro
messages in time of war. They could he
engraved on a stick pin, a collar button, eye-
glasses or many other things and it would
be impossible for anybody to detect them
except the person who knew where and how
to look for the messages.

.-
(Printed by permission of the Secretary of the
Yinithsoniaii histitation.)
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You can gain powerful muscles
and vigorous health with this new

IMPROVED
EXERCISER

THE AMERICAN SANDOW

THE AMERICAN SANDOW, Inc.
291 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N. Y.

pOWERFUL muscles put new
joy into living-the feeling of
strength, reserve power,

makes you a better man and
smooths the path to success in bus-
iness or at home.

The American Sandow, who's pic-
ture appears on the page has as-
tounded thousands with his almost
superhuman strength and powerful
muscular development. He is ack-
nowledged one of America's strong-
est men.

In order that others may enjoy this
wonderful vigor and power he has
developed an improved exercisor-
A simple but remarkable apparatus
adjustable to suit the user.
It has been acclaimed everywhere, a
tremendous success-It will build
muscles for you.

Price $5.00 complete
Including Instructions

Order Today Direct

11',. are not selling Booklets or
literature - we are selling a
health, strength and reducing
apparatus. Ad justable front 2 to
6 pounds. Send for it today.

:Jolley back if not
satisfied.

"S.

.0*. AMERICAN
0*. SANDOW, Inc.

291 Broadway,
0- New York, N. Y.

Gentlemen-I am enclos-
.CV ins $5. Kindly send me at

once your improved exer.
ciser.

00. NAME

0" ADD P. 1.>",

..*** CITY. sTATE
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U.S PATENTS

r5FNID FOR OrAll
THIS FORM -

Don't Lose Your Rights
Before disclosing your invention to any-

one vend for blank form "Evidence of
Conception" to be signed and witnessed.
A sample form together with printed in-
structions will show you just how to work
up your evidence and establish your rights
before filing application for patent. As
registered patent attorneys we represent
hundreds of inventors all over the U. S.
and Canada in the advancement of inven-
tions. Our schedule of fees *ill be found
reasonable. The form "Evidence of Con-
ception" sample, instructions relating to
obtaining of patent and schedule of fees
sent upon request. Ask for them,-a post
card will do.

!mastered Patent Attorneys in U.S. and Canada
ASS Ouray Bldg., Washington, D. C.

-Originators of form Evidence of Conception"

TO THE MAN WITH
AN IDEA

I offer a comprehensive, expertenc
ed, efficient service for his prompt, le-
gal protection and the development of
his proposition.

Send sketch, or model and descrii
tion, for advice as to cost, scare,,
through prior Unite.' States patent -
etc. Preliminary advice gladly fur
nished without charge.

My experience and familiarity with
various arts frequently enable me 1.
accurately advise clients as to prob
able patentability before they go t,,
any expense.

Booklet of valuable Information and form
for properly disclosing your Idea. free on
request. Write today.
RICHARD B. OWEN, Patent Lawyer
164 Owen Building. Washington. D. C.
4IV Park Row. New York City

MARK S.
REGISTERED

This Patent
FOR SALE

Valuable baste patents on sanitary im-
proved container fur tooth brushes.
tubes. etc., protects from dust-novel
original and practleal household acces-
sory. Several advanced features. For
particulars address

ALPHONSO VUOLA
91 Webster St. - Malden. Mass.

Patent
dyke
Edited By ILI--

Joseph H. Kraus j ,

In thisthis Department we publish such matter as is of interest to inventors and particularly to those
who are in doubt as to certain patent phases. Regular inquiries addressed to "Patent Advice" cannot
be answered by mail free of charge. Such inquiries are published here for the benefit of all readers.
If the idea is thought to be of importance, we make it a rule not to divulge all details, in order to
protect the inventor as far as it is possible to do so.

Should advice be desired by mail a nominal charge of $1.00 is made for each question. Sketches
and descriptions must be clear and explicit. Only one side of sheet should be written on.

NOTE:-Before mailing your letter to this department, see to it that your name and address are
upon the letter and envelope as well. Many letters are returned to us because either the name of
the inquirer or his address is incorrectly given.

RESILIENT WHEEL
(956) Q. 1. J. Floyd Miller, Cincinnati, Ohio,

has obtained a patent upon a type of resilient
wheel and asks our opinion as to its marketability.

A. 1. There have been many resilent wheels for
automobiles and other vehicles patented and
brought to our attention within the past year.
Most of them are not practical. The buying
public does not seem to take to a device of this
nature because most of the resilient wheels so far
offered are clumsy and weird in appearance as
well as inefficient in operation. We do not he -
believe that there is mach of a field for a wheel of
this nature until something is produced that will
stand up under hard usage and that will present
an appearance equal to or better than that of the
pre-cut day wooden spoke or metal disk wheel.

PATENT APPLIED FOR
(557) Jerry G. Cormicek, Corapolis, l'enna., says

that he has applied for a patent and wants to
know in what way he is protected. He also wants

how long it will take to get his patent
issued.

A. The mere fact that you have applied for a
patent does not allow you any protection in the
eyes of the law and the patent application is of
no value, except in so far as it may be a means
of establishing a claim of priority, which of course,
necessitates court litigation. The length of time
for the issuance of a patent depends on the parti-
cular department to which the action is assigned.
Most of the departments have quite a few ideas
on hand which demand prior action. The nature
of the claims also affect the time of issuance.

R. R. CROSSING GATE
(958) Lloyd T. Delbert. Lehighton, Penna.,

writes that he has been working on a railroad
crossing gate for a long time and asks us how he
can dispose of his idea.

A. It seems almost impossible to induce rail-
roads to install automatic crossing gates. Forfser-
more. these devices are usually inoperative under
certain weather conditions and therefore not in-
fallible. The only way in which you can proceed
with your device is to take up the subject with
various railroad companies and explain the ad-
vantage of your device. There is a possiblity that
they might be willing to view a working model
and comment thereupon. Further than that, there
is nothing that you can do with a device of this
nature. Of course, you can apply for a patent and
undoubtedly obtain one, hut such a procedure would
be costly and undoubtedly the patent would be of
no value after it was issued.

RADIO ANTENNA PLUG
(959) Gilbert Doty. Detroit, Michigan has de-

signed an antenna plug which is to enable the use
of house wiring as an antenna fm- a rub- t.

INVENTORS
Send for our Guide Bi.ok, HOW TO GET A PATENT
vention Blank, sent Free on request. Tells our terms

model or sketch
your invention fo
INSTRUCTIONS
REASONABLE.
ENCES.

11
'MI ISOM MIN =111 I M.

Name

Street

City

PROTECT
YOUR IDEAS

, and Evidence of In-
, methods, etc. Send

and descrintion of
r INSPECTION and

FREE. TERMS
BEST REFER-

RANDOLPH & CO.
Dept. 172, WASHINGTON, D. C.

A. The system you described in your letter of
recent date has been published in various past
issues of different radio periodicals. Owing to
this fact, it will be quite impossible for you to
patent your system and we would not advise you
to proceed further with it.

ELECTRICAL TIRE GAUGE
(960) Hal. Frederichsen, Los Angeles, Cali-

fornia has designed an electrical air pressure tire
gauge to be placed on the dashboard of a car and
requests our opinion of saute.

A. There are many reasons why we do not
believe that your proposed type of electrical pres-
sure gauge for tires would be at all advisable for
general use. In the first place, it would undoubt-
edly be extremely complicated in construction and
would be subject to many troubles that would
naturally follow. Without any further description
of the device we would certainly not advise you
to proceed with attempting to patent it as we do
not believe such a patent would be worthwhile. I f,
however, you wish us to comment specifically upon
it, it will be necessary for you to submit details
showing how the device operates. Unless it is
something radically new and entirely different
from any other devices which have been designed
to accomplish the same purpose, we would not ad-
vise you to even bother to submit details.

COMBINATION RULER AND BLOTTER
(961) J. J. Bermida, Jersey City. N. J., asks

us whether we think a combination ruler and
blotter would lie a good idea.

A. We noted the plans and specifications for
your proposed combination blotter and ruler and
would advise that the idea is essentially very old.
In a contest which was conducted by this magazine
many months ago, several designs of a similar
stature were entered. This contest was for collect-
ing together designs for combinations of various
useful appliance and the idea occurred to many
that a blotter and ruler combined would be useful.
In view of the fact that so many prior claims to
a combination of this type exist, we do not be-
lieve that it would be practical for you to proceed
with your particular type and would not advise you
to proceed towards attempting to obtain a patent
upon it.

ELECTROLYTIC AUTO
(962) G. A. Edelman, Manhattan Beach, N.

Y. asks if a system for operating an automobile
consisting of electrolyzing water, mixing the gases.
exploding them in a combustion engine and using
the force to drive a generator and the auto, would
be of value.

A. We would advise that your system is not
practicable and cannot be made to operate with
any degree of economy. An attempt was made
some twelve years ago by an inventor in Ohio
to construct an automobile identical with the
principle illustrated in your drawing and speciti-
cations. His automobile was to run by the ex-
plosion of oxygen and hydrogen gas; the water
formed by the explosion was to be returned to
the storage tank and the running motor was to
furnish the power for not only running the auto-
mobile. but also charging up the storage batteries,
which latter supplied the current for the electrolysis
of water. The amount of energy required to de-
compose water is so great that it will he necessary
to install a whole group of storage batteries in
the car and charge them up every (lay before an
attempt is made to run the car for that day. The
system will not replenish itself. It cannot be
made to develop perpetual motion, which is wIr:t
the device would do were it to operate as described.

This inventor of the water automobile null
stock in his company and then absconded wills
nearly all the money entered into the firm. Ili:
associates were still working upon the idea who-i
we last heard from them.

We would advise that you forget the syst,r1
entirely as it is apparently impractical.Aimmomm.
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At the left is a
view of my draf t-

i n g and specification
offices where a large
staff of experienced ex-

perts are in my constant employ. All draw-
ings and specifications are prepared under
my personal supervision.

PROTECT YOUR IDEAS
Take the First Step Today-Action Counts
If you have a useful, practical, novel idea for any new article or for an improvement on an oli one,
you should communicate with a competent Registered Patent Attorney AT ONCE. Every year
thousands of applications for patents are filed in the U. S. Patent Office. Frequently two or more
applications are made for the same or substantially the same idea (even though the inventors may
live in different sections of the country and be entirely unknown to one another). In such a

case, the burden of proof rests upon the last application filed. Delays of even a few days in fil-
ing the application sometimes mean the loss of a patent. So lose no time. Get in touch with me
at once by mailing the coupon below.

No Charge for Information
on How to Proceed

The booklet shown here contains valuable information relat-
ing to patent proceedure that every inventor should have.
And with it I will also send you my "Record of Invention"
form, on which you can sketch your idea and establish its
date before a witness. Such evidence may later prove valu-
able to you. Simply mail the coupon and I will send you the
booklet, and the "Record of Invention" form, together with
detailed information on how to proceed and the costs in-
volved. Do this NOW. No need to lose a minute's time. The
coupon will bring you complete information entirely with-
out charge or obligation.

Prompt Careful
Efficient Service

This large. experienced organization devotes its entire time
and attention to patent and trademark cases. Our offices
are directly across the street from the U. S. Patent Office.
We understand the technicalities of patent law. We know the
rules and requirements of the Patent Office. We can proceed
in the quickest, safest and best ways in preparing an applica-
tion for a patent covering your idea. Our success has been
built on the strength of careful. efficient. satisfactory service
to inventors and trademark owners located in every state in
he Union.

Clarence A. O'Brien
Registered Patent Attorney

Member of Bar of: Supreme Court of the United
States; Court of Appeals. District of Columbia;

Supreme Court, District of Columbia;
United States Court of Claims

Practice confined exclusively to Patents, Trademarks, a
Copyrights

CLARLiga k0sitia4
rsz.rnato

WA I TOY, p, c

Co? r?

INVENTION
BLANK

TO wNOM IT
MAY CONCERN

Strict Secrecy Pre-
served-Write Me In

Confidence
All communications, sketches, drawings, etc.,
are held in strictest confidence in strong, steel,
fireproof files, which are accessible only to
authorized members of my staff. Feel free to
write me fully and frankly. Your case will
have my personal attention. It is probable
that I can help you. Highest references. But
FIRST-clip the cotpon and get my free
book. Do THAT right now

CLARENCE A. O'BRIEN
Registered Patent Attorney,
53-L Security Savings & Commercial Bank Bldg.,
Washington, D. C.
Please send me your free book, "How to Obtain a Patent,"
and your "Record of Invention" form without any cost
or obligation on my part.

Name

Address

(Important: Prilt or Write name clearly)
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His Salary
Was Raised

while others were reduced
"Up to the time I enrolled for a course
with the International Correspondence
Schools, I had only a grade -school edu-
cation. Since enrolling, I have advanced
to a much better position, where my
salary is nearly four times as much as I
was making previously. I would not be
able to hold my present position had I
not taken your Course. Recently I re-
ceived a nice increase in salary, while
other men were being reduced."

Read that last sentence again-"Recently I re-
ceived a nice increase in salary, while other men
were being reduced."

There could be no better proof of the value of an
I. C. S. course than that. It shows that the trained
man is given preference over all others and paid
more money even in slack times, if his work de-
serves it. It shows that there are always bigger,
better jobs open for men who have the foresight to
prepare for them in spare time.

Why don't you study and get ready too? We'll
be glad to help you if you will only make the start.

Choose the work you like best in the coupon
below; then mark and mail it to the I. C. S.
today. This doesn't obligate you in the least, but
it will bring you information that will start you on
a successful career. This is your opportunity.

Mail the Coupon for Free Booklet
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

Box 6161E. Scranton, Penna.
Oldest and la prat coo eroolidenrc school', in thr world
Without cost, please tell me how I can qualify for the

Nation or in the subject before which I have warted gni:
BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES

Business Management Salesmanship
Industrial Management Advertising
l'ersonnel Organization Better Letters
Traffic Management Show Card Lettering
Business Law Stenography and Trying
Banking and Banking Law Business English
Accountancy (including C.P.A.) Civil Service
Nicholson Cost Accounting Railway Mail Clerk
Bookkeeping Common School Subjects
Private Secretary High School Subjects
Spanish ['French Illustrating

TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES
Electrical Engineering Architect
Electric Lighting lArehitects' Blueprints
Mechanical Engineer Contractor and Builder

'Mechanical Draftsman Architectural Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice Concrete Builder
Railroad Positions Structural Engineer
Gas Engine Operating Chemistry 0 Pharmar7
Civil Engineer Automobile Work
Surveying and Mapping Airplane Engines
Metallurgy 0 Mining Agriculture and Poultry
Steam Engineering 0 nadir) Mathematic*

Name
Street
Address

City State

Occupationrow reside In Conadn, send this coupon to the Interns-
tionat Correspondence Schools Canadian Limited. Montreal

STUDY AT HOME
Become a lawyer. Legally traincil
men win high positions and big

Bein business and public life.
Be independent. Greater opportuni-

ties now than ever before. Big corpo-
ratIona are headed by men with legal

training. Earn
$5,000 to S10,000 Annually

We guide you step by step. You can train at home dur-
ing spare time. Degree of LL.B. conferred. Larmile

tudents found among practicing attorneys of
elate. We furnish all text material, including fouretem.volumc.la:

sodGuide

y. 07,1i =n term.. Get rate tlli en, NOW "
LaSalle Ion Mayoralty, Dept. 93844 Chicago

The World's Largest Domineer Trobsing Inetttution

INVENTIONS WANTED
Whirl, are .inuile to manufacture and po.:Ible of vim
dirtributIon through national sales organization. Cash
or royalty basis. Submit full description. Visited
Factories Bureau, 218 Woodward Building, Washington,
D. c.

Insure your copy reaching you each month. Sub-
scribe to SCIENCE & INVENTION -42.50 a
year. Experimenter Publishing Co., 53 Park Pl.,
New York City.

; into the Fourth Dimension

(Continued front page 419)
By RAY CUMMINGS

In late July the thing took another turn.
A new era began-a sinister era which
showed the necessity for something more
than all this aimless talk. Four men were
walking one night along a quiet country
road near a small English village. They
were men of maturity, reputable, sober, mid-
dle-aged citizens. Upon the road level they
observed the spectres of four or five male
figures, which instead of remaining motion-
less rushed forward to the attack. These
ghosts were ponderable! The men distinctly
felt them; a vague feeling, indescribable,
perhaps as though something soft had
brushed them. The fight, if such it could
be called, amounted to nothing. The men
flailed their arms in sudden fear; and the ap-
paritions sped away. Greenish, more solid -
looking than those heretofore seen.

This was more than mere visibility-an
actual encounter. These four men were of
the type who could be believed. The report
was reliable. And the next night, ill a Kan-
sas farm -house, the farmer and his wife
were awakened by the scream of their ado-
lescent daughter. They rushed into her bed-
room. She was in bed, and bending over
her was the apparition of a man. Its fingers
were holding a lock of the girl's long black
hair. At the farmer's shout, the ghost
turned; its hand was raised-and the farmer
and his wife both saw that the shadowy
fingers had lifted the girl's tresses which
they were clutching. Then it dropped them
and moved away, not through the walls of
the room, hut out through the open window.

The girl was dead. She had suffered from
heart trouble; was dead of fright, undoubt-
edly. It was the beginning of the era of
menace. And that next afternoon Wilton
Grant telephoned me. His voice had a
strange tenseness to it, though it was grave
and melodious as always.

"Come out and see us this evening, will
you Rob?"

"Why yes," I said. I had not seen them
for over a month-an estrangement which I
liad not understood and which hurt me ter-
ribly, had fallen between us. "Of course I
will," I added. "How's Bee?"

"She's been quite ill . . . No. not danger-
ous, she's better now. Don't fail us, Rob.

Will stooped down and passed his hand slowly
through the face. " 'You can feel nothing. It
has visibility-that property only in common
with us. Try it.' " I forced my hand down to
the thing, held it there. It was like putting

one's fingers into a dim area of light.

PATENTS
TRADE MARKS DrSIGNS

FOREIGN PATENTS
seal

MUNN & CO.
PATENT ATTORNEYS

Asuctatsd since 184b with the Scientific American
1518 Scientific Amcric.in Bldg., New York City
525 Scientific Afnerican Bldg., Washington, D.C.

1314 Tower Building, Chicago, ill.
667 Hobart Building, San Francisco, Cal
522 Van Nuys Building, Los Angeles, Cab

Books and Information on Patents andTradedllarks
by Request.

mug IONS;
ommercialized

ON A CASH OR ROYALTY BASIS
PATENTED or UNPATE -Al TED

In BI/5/11C5J 25 lives .Complete rerrhliesiiiVerences

lOrtfeADA11 FISHER MEG. C 0:.,
205D Enright Ave. St. Louis, Mo.

PATENTS
BOOKLET FREE HIGHEST REFERENCES
PROMPTNESS ASSURED BEST RESULTS

Send drawing or model for examination
and report as to patentability

WATSON E. COLEMAN, Patent Lawyer
644 G Street, N. W.. Washington. D. C.

NM PATENTS
PROMPTLY PROCURED.
SEND A SKETCH OFYOUR INVENTION.

FREE
INVENTION
RECORDING
BLANK

NAME

ADDRESS

oigi. Z.11 POLACIIEK

INSULTING UIG

70 WALL ST.
NEW YORK

MAIL TODAY

C. L. PARKER
Ex -Examiner U. S. Patent Office

Attorney -at -Law and Solicitor of Patents

McGill Building, Washington, D. C.
Patent, Trade Mark and Copyright Law

PATENTS
As one of the oldest oaten,,
..1!IIS In America we girt
inventors at lowest consis-
tent charge, a service noted

fir results. evidenced by many well known Patents of extra
ordinary value. Book, Patent -Sense, free.
Lacey G. Lacey, 644 F St., Washington, D. C. Estab. 1869

Book on Law Free
Write today for this new book. It tells you bow
a law training will shorten your road to suc-
cess. It also carries a vital and inspiring mes-

sage to every ambit ious man. Find out about
the opportunities that await the law trained man.
Find out how you eon learn law right In your own
home. No obligations. The book is absolutely Fars:.
Write Today-rp.wdzhZuw,;dritron.d=

'American Correspondence School of Lose
3601 Michigan Ave. Dept 1426. Chicago, Ilf.

BLUE BOOK ON PATENTS
and Priority Record blank gratis.

MONROE E. MILLER, PATENT LAWYER,
411-6 Ouray Building, WASHINGTON, D. C.ELECTRICAL AND MECII 0:WA!, EXA.Fdir

PATENTS TRADE -MARKS
Edward C. Sasnett, Attorney at Law

ExPrincipal Examiner U. S. Patent office:
Electrical Expert Personal Service

544 McGILL BLDG. WASHINGTON. D. C.

The LINCOLN SPORT PLANE BUILD AND FLY IT
YOURSELF

100 Miles per hr. Itlue
prints

and ma-
terial

new
ready for
builders.

Send 21c for Illustrated book. It
tills you how.

L I NCOLN STANDARD AIRCRAFT CO..
LINCOLN. NEBRASKA. DEPT. I

30 H. P. Motor
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About eight o'clock? ... That's fine. NVe
-I need you. You've been a mighty good
friend, letting us treat you the way wehave-"

He hung up. With an ominous sense of
danger hanging over me, I went out to see
them at the hour he had named.

CHAPTER II
Groping at the Unknown

\Vilton Grant was at that time just under
forty. He was a tall spare man of muscular
build, lean but powerful. His smooth -
shaven face was large -featured, rough-hewn,
with a shock of brown hair above it-hair
turning grey at the temples. Beneath heavy
brows his grey eyes were deep-set, somber.
His ruddy -brown complexion, the obvious
strength of his frame at a quick glance gave
him an out-of-doors look; a woodsman cast
in the mould of a gentleman. Yet there
was something poetic about him as well;
that wavy, unruly hair, the brooding qual-
ity of his eyes. When he spoke, those eyes
frequently twinkled with the good -nature
characteristic of him. But in repose, the
somberness was there unmistakable; an un-
voiced, brooding melancholy.

.... TIP--
Articles in Radio News

for September
Television, an Accomplished Fact, by A.

D insdale.

Audio Amplification For the Beginner, by
A. P. Peck.

Radio -Operated Furnace Melts Precious
Metals, by S. R. Winters.

Alleviation of Static, by L. W. Hatry.
Newest Discoveries In the Range of Ultra -

Shortest Waves, by Prof. Boris Wein-
berg.

Overloading the Audio Amplifier, by Sylvan
Harris.

A New Idea In Set Construction, by Joseph
Riley.

Vet there was nothing morbid about
\Vilton Grant. A wholesomeness, mental
and physical, radiated from him. He was
a jolly companion, a man of 'intellectuality
and culture. His deep voice had a pleasing
resonance suggestive of the public speaker.
Normally rather silent, chary of speech, he
could upon occasion draw fluently from a
vocabulary of which many an orator would
he proud.

He was a bachelor. I often wondered
why, for he seemed of a type that would
be immensely attractive to women. He did
not avoid them; the pose of a woman -hater
would have been abhorrent to him. Yet
no woman to my knowledge had ever in-
terested him, even mildly. Except his sis-
ter. They were orphans and she was his
constant companion. They were both in
fact, rather chary of friends; absorbed in
their work, in which she took an active
part. Their home and laboratory was an
unpretentious frame cottage in a Westches-
ter village of suburban New York. They
lived quietly, modestly, with only one auto-
mobile, and no 'plane.

NVill opened the door for me himself,
smiling as he extended his big, hearty hand.
"Well! You came, Rob? You're very for-
giving-that's the mark of a true friend."
He led me into the old-fashioned sitting
room. "I'm not going to apologize-"

"Don't," I said. "I knew of course you
had some reason-"

PATENTS TCROAPE,RILA: TKSS

OUR OFFER FOR THE PROTECTION
 OF YOUR INVENTION

YOUR FIRST STEP before disclosing
an invention. The inventor should write
for our blank form-

"Record of Invention"
This should be signed and witnessed and
returned to us together with model or
sketch and description of the invention
for INSPECTION and INSTRUC-
TIONS.

NO CHARGE FOR THE ABOVE INFORMATION

Our Four Books Mailed
Free to Inventors
Our Illustrated Guide Book

HOW TO OBTAIN A PATENT
Contains fu .I instructions regarding U. S. Patents.
Our Methods, Terms, and 100 Mechanical Move-
ments illustrated and described.

OUR TRADE MARK BOOK
Shows value and necessity of Trade Mark Protec-
tion. Information regarding Trade Marks and un-
fair competition in trade.

OUR FOREIGN BOOK
We have Direct Agencies in Foreign Countries, and
secure Foreign Patents in shortest time and at low-
est cost.

Progress of Invention
Description of World's Most Pressing Problems
by Leading Scientists and Inventors.

IMPORTANT
Do not submit your invention to anyone betcre you furnish proof that the
invention is patentable or application has been filed. IN ORDER TO
HAVE YOUR CASE MADE SPECIAL TO AVOID DELAY YOU
SHOULD TAKE THE PRECAUTION OF HAVING YOUR CASE
MADE SPECIAL IN OUR OFFICE to secure protection, save corre-
spondence and secure early filing date in Patent Office. To secure special
preparation of your case send $25.00 on account with model, sketch and
description of your invention.
All communications and Data Strictly Confidential. Interference and Infringe-
ment Suits Prosecuted. Our Organization offers PERSONAL SERVICE
by Experienced Patent Solicitors and Draftsmen.
Ire Regard a Satisfied Client as our best advertisement, and furnish anyone,
upon request, lists of clients in any state for whom we have secured patents.

Highest References-Prompt Attention-Reasonable Terms

FREE
COUPON

WRITE TODAY
VICTOR J. EVANS & CO., Patent Attorneys

New York Offices l'hladelphia Offices Pittsburgh Offices
1507 Woolworth Bldg. 714.715 Liberty Bldg. 514 Empire Bldg.

hicago Offices. 1114 Tacoma Bldg. San Francisco Offices. Hobart Bldg.
Main Offices, 779 Ninth Street, Washington, D. C.

Gentlemen: Please send me FREE OF CHARGE your honks as described above.
Name Address
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Thousands Can Draw

CARTOONS
Who Have Never EvenTried

Cartoonists earn from $60 to
far over $300 a week. Why tie
yourself to work that is drudgery
when through a remarkable easy
method you can easily learn at
home in spare time to draw

cartoons that SELL?

MANY are earning pitifully small sal-
aries who could make wonderful
salaries in cartooning. Briggs, Fox,

Fisher, Goldberg and other leading car-
toonists earn more than the president of many
corporations. Yet a few years ago many of
our most successful cartoonists never
dreamed they could draw a good cartoon!

The World's Easiest, Pleasantest and
Best Paying Profession

Just watch a cartoonist work. A few little
lines-a couple of simple curves-a splash of
black here and there-and then you see a

splendid cartoon before you. With a few
strokes of his pen, he has taken some little in-
cident of his day's experience-some humor-
ous or sad scene he has witnessed-and pro-
duced a wonderful cartoon.

Quick Easy Way to Learn Cartooning
This fascinating ability to draw cartoons

can now easily be yours-this ability which
can mean so much real pleasure and profit to
you. Through a wonderful easy method you
receive right at home through the mail a com-
plete training in Cartoon Making, and per-
sonal corrections on all of your work from
successful cartooning instructors.

With their help, yon can in an amazingly short
time, learn to draw the comic strips. humorous,
political and animated cartoons which arc in such
big demand.

Learn More About Cartooning
Send for FREE BOOK

Never have cartoons hero is.:mlar. Millions of
dollars were spent last year on cartoons of all kinds
-and every week newspapers increase the amount
of cartoons used. Get full details on the amazing
opportunities in this fast growing field of Cartoon
ing and full information on this remarkable home
study method. Mail coupon for FREE 'BOOKLET
today. WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF CA RTOON-
I NG, Room 2o0-11. 1113 -15th St., N. \V., NVasb-
:,gton, D. C.

WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF CARTOONING.
Room 269.0. III3-15th St., N.W., Washington, D. C.
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"Then, early in March, the second ghost was
reported. In the Eastern Hemisphere this time.
It was discovered in midair, near the Boro
Badue, in Java. Thousands of people watched
it for over an hour that evening. It was the fig-
ure of a man, seated on something invisible in
the air nearly a hundred feet above ground. It
sat motionless as though contemplating the
crowd of watchers beneath it. And then it was
joined by other figures! Another man, and a

woman,"

We were seated. He said with a nod,
"Yes. A reason-you'll bear it now-to-
night-"

His voice trailed away. It made my heart
beat faster. He had changed. I saw him
suddenly older.

"Where's Bee?" I asked out of the sil-
ence.

He jerked himself back from his reverie.
"Upstairs. She'll be down in a moment.
She's been ill, Rob,"

"But pin said not seriously."
"No. She's better now. it's been largely

mental-she's been frightened, Rob. A ter-
rible strain-that's why I thought it better
for us to isolate ourselves for a while

"Oh, then that's why-"
He was deprecating. apologetic. "That's

why I wrote you so peremptorily not to
come to see us any more. I was upset my-
self. I needn't have been so crude-"

"Please don't apologize. Will. I-I didn't
understand, but-"

"I'm not. I'm just telling you. But now
Bee thought we should have you with us.
Our best friend. you understand? And it
will make things easier for her-naturally
she's frightened-"

My hand went to his arm. What I had
meant to say I do not know, for Bee at that
moment entered the room. A girl of twenty-
four. Tall. slim and graceful. Her long
chestnut hair, which usually she wore in the
prevailing mode coiled upon her head. now
hung in braids. She was a beautiful girl.

She was dressed now in a clinging negli-
gee which seemed to accentuate the -lim
grace of her. But the marks of illness
were plain upon her face; a pallor; her
eyes, though they smiled at me with the
smile of greeting upon her lips, had the
light of fear in them; her hand as I took it
was chill, and its fingers felt thin and wan.

"Bee!"
"It's good to see you. Rob. Will has

been apologizing for us, I suppose-"
These friends of mine calling me to them

in their hour of need. I had been annoyed,
hurt ; I had not realized how deep was my
affection for them . . . for Bee . . . Vague-
ly I wondered now if their trouble-this
fear that lay so obviously upon them both-
concerned the coming of the ghosts.. .

Bee sat close beside me, as though by my
nearness she felt a measure of protection.

itL.1,,i,11,.1,.1..1

Here's a marvel of Engineering design-a
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Will faced us. For a moment he was silent.
Then he began, "I have a good deal to say,
Rob-I want to be brief-"

I interrupted impulsively, "Just tell me
this. It is-does it, this thing whatever it
is-does it concern the ghosts?"

I was aware of a shudder that ran over
Bee. Will did not move. "Yes," he said.
"I t does. And these ghosts have changed.
We knew they would-we've been expecting
it."

"That poor girl," Bee said softly. "Dead
-dead in her bed of fright. You read about
it, Rob?"

"A menace," Will went on. "The world
is just realizing it now. Ghosts, changing
from shadow to substance-" He stopped,
then added abruptly, "We've never told you
much about our work-our business-have
we? Reticent, peculiar friends-"

They had in truth always been reticent. I

had never been in their laboratory. They
were engaged I understood, chiefly with
soil analysis; sometimes people would come
out to consult them. Beyond such a meager
idea I knew nothing about it.

\Vill said abruptly, "Our real work we
have never told anyone. It concerns-well,
a research into realms of chemistry and
physics unknown. I have been delving into
it for nearly ten years, and then Bee grew
old enough to help me. \Vc've made prog-
ress-" His smile was very queer. "To-
night-I'm ready to show you something
that I can do."

They seemed to torture Bee, these words
of her brother's. I heard the sharp intake
of her breath. saw her white fingers locked
tensely in her lap.

"Not-not tonight, \Vill."
"Tonight-as good a night as any other
. Rob, would it surprise you to know we

anticipated :he coming of the ghosts years
ago? Not that they would come, but the
possibility of it. Ghosts! What do you
think they are, Rob?"

"Why ghosts-ghosts arc-"
"Spirits of the dead made visible?" His

manner was suddenly vehement; his tone
contemptuous. "Earth -bound spirits! As-
tral bodies housing souls whose human
bodies are in their graves! Rubbish! These
are not that sort of ghosts."

I stammered, "But then-what are they?"
"Call them ghosts, the word is as good

as any other." His voice grew calmer; he
went on earnestly, "I want you to under-
stand me-it's necessary-and yet I must not
be too technical with you, too abstruse. Let
me ask 'you this-you'll see in a moment that
none of this is irrevelant. How many di-
mensions has a point?"

At my puzzled look he smiled. "I'd better
not question you, Rob, but you won't find me
hard to understand. A point-an infinitesi-
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mal point in space-has no dimension. It
has only location. That's clear, isn't it?
A line has one dimension-length. A plane
iairface has length and breadth; a cube,
length, breadth and thickness. The world of
the cube, Rob, is the world we think we live
in-the world of three dimensions. You've
heard of that intangible something they
call the fourth dimension? We think it does
not concern us-but it does. We ourselves
have four dimensions. are the world
of the fourth dimension. But the fourth
is not so readily understood as the other
three."

He paused for an instant, then added,
"The fourth dimension is time, Rob. Not a
new conception to scientists-think a mo-
ment-how would you define time?"

"Time," I said, "Well, I read somewhere
that time is avhat keeps everything from
happening at once."

He (lid not smile. "Quite so. It is some-
thing in the universe of our consciousness
along which we progress in measured rate
from birth to death-from the beginning to
the end."
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appending herewith a blank which we ask
you to be good enough to fill in and hand
to your newsdealer. He will then be in a
position to supply copies to you regularly
every month. If you are interested in
receiving your copy every month, do n at
fail to sign this blank. It costs you noth-
ing to do so.

Address

Newsdealer

Please reserve for me copies of
SCIENCE & INVENTION every month
until I notify you otherwise, and greatly
oblige,
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Address

Bee murmured, "And beyond death there
is no time.

He ignored her. "We are living in a
four-dimensional world-a world of length.
breadth, thickness and time. The first three.
to our human perceptions. have always been
linked together. Time-I do not know avit
-seems to our minds something essentially
different. Yet it is not. Our universe is a
blending of all four.

"Let me give you an example. That book
there on the table-it exists because it
length, breadth and thickness. But Rob, it
also has duration. It is matter, persisting
both in space and in time. You see how
the element time, is involved? I'll go fur-
ther. We know that two material bodies
cannot occupy the sante space of the .cant,.
time. With three of the dimensions only-
that is, if theoretically we remove the identi-
cal time-factor-they do not conflict. You're
confused, Rob?"

"I'm not quite sure what you're aiming
at," I said.

"You'll understand in a moment. Matter.
as we know it, is merely a question of vibra-
tion. It is, isn't it?"
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"I Icnow light is vibration," I responded.
"And sound. And heat, and-"

He interrupted me. "The very essence of
matter is vibration. Do you know of what

3 matter is composed? What is the funda-
mental substance? Let us see. First, we
find matter is composed only of molecules.
They are substances, vibrating in space.
But of what are molecules composed?
Atoms, vibrating in space. Atoms arc sub-
stance. Of what are they composed?"

"Electrons?" I said dubiously.
"Protons and rings of electrons. Let us

cling to substance. Rob. These electrons
are merely negative, disembodied electricity
-not matter, but mere vibration. They-
these electrons-revolve around a central,
positive. nucleus. This then, is all the sub-
stance that matter has. But when you pene-
trate this inner nucleus, what do you find?
Substance? Not at all. This proton, as
they sometimes term it, this last inner
stronghold of substance, is itself a mere
vortex-a whirlpool in space!"

I groped at the thought. Matter, sub-
stance, everything tangible in my whole
conscious universe, robbed of its entity, re-
-....-...T----

$5,000
for

Perpetual Motion
When SCIENCE AND INVENTION

Magazine was still in its infancy, the editors
denied the possibility of constructing a per-
petual motion machine using those forces of
nature as we now know them.

Since that time the editors have received
thousands of different designs for perpetual
motion devices, and have received hundreds
of circular letters soliciting finances for the
building of perpetual motion machines.

The editors know that if they receive these
letters, there are thousands of others in this
country who get similar letters and who fall
for the claims made in the numerous pros-
pectuses giving the earning capacities of the
various machines.

Most of the shares of stock for these per-
petual motion machines are being sold at a
rate of $1.00 per share, although some inven-
tors are trying to sell shares of stock at
$100.00 per share.

Therefore the editors of this publication
say, "Just come in and show us-merely
SHOW us-a working model of a perpetual
motion machine and we will give you $5,000.-
00. But the machine must not be made to
operate by tides, winds, waterpower, natural
evaporation or humidity. It must be perpet-
ual motion."

duced to mere vibration in empty space.
Vibration of what? I knew that there was
no human mind to give the answer.

"It's appalling. Rob, the unreality of
everything. Metaphysicians say that noth-
ing exists save in the perception of it by
our human senses. . . I was talking of the
dimension, time. It is the indispensable fac-
tor of vibration. That's obvious. Motion
is nothing but the simultaneous change of
matter in space and time. You see how
blended all the factors arc? You cannot
deal with one without the others. And
mark you this, Rob-you can subdivide mat-
ter until it becomes a mere vortex in empty
space. Can you wonder then-"

I had noticed Bee gazing intently across
the room. "Will !" she said suddenly; her
voice was hardly more than a whisper of
repulsion. "It's there now. Will!"

The room was brightly illumined by a
cluster of globes near the ceiling. Will left
his seat, calmly, unhurried, and switched
then -1 off. There was only the small table
clectrolier left lighted. It cast a yellow
circle of light downward; most of the room
was in shadow. And over in a corner I
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saw the glowing apparition of a recumbent
man no more than ten feet from us.

Will said, "Come here, Rob-let me show
you this." His voice was grave and unflur-
ried. As I crossed the room hesitatingly,
Bee was with me, forcing herself to calm-
ness. She said, "It's here most of the time.
Watching us! It seems to be on guard-
watching-always-"

Will drew me beside him. Together we
stood within a foot of the spectre. It took
my courage, but after a moment the grew -
some element seemed to leave me for Will
stood as though the thing were a museum
specimen, explaining it.

I saw, so far as I can put the sight into
words, the vibrating white shape of a man
reclining on one elbow. It was slightly be-
low the level of the floor, most of it within
or behind the floor, the outlines of which
were plainer than the apparition mingled
with them. The head and shoulders were
raised about to the level of our ankles.

A man? I could not call it that. Yet
there was a face which after a moment I
could have sworn was human -featured; I
could almost think I saw its eyes, staring at
me intently.

Will stooped down and passed his hand
slowly through the face. "You can feel
nothing. It has visibility-that property
only in common with us. Try it."

I forced my hand down to the thing, held
it there. It was like putting one's fingers
into a dim area of light.

"Is it-it is alive?" I asked.
"Alive?" Will's tone was grim. "That

To Readers of
"THE EXPERIMENTER"
You will find the best features of THE EX-
PERIMENTER preserved in SCIENCE &
INVENTION, besides a brand new "Model
Department". See the beautiful Silver
Trophy cup for best model each month des-
cribed elsewhere in this issue.

you mean by alive. It candepends on what
reason. if that answers you."

"I mean-call it move?"
"It moves," said Bee. "It watches us-

follows us-" She shuddered.
The details of the figure? I stepped

back to see it better. It seemed now a
man clothed in normal garments . . . a
malevolent face, with eyes watching me. . .

Was that face my imagination, or did I
really see it?

I must have stammered my thoughts
al,qui, for Will said. "What we sec, and
what really exists, has puzzled metaphysi-
cians for centuries. Who knows what this
thing really looks like? You do not, nor
do I. Our minds are capable of visualizing
things only within the limits of an accus-
tomed mould. You see that thing as a man
of fairly human aspect, and so do I. The
details are elusive; but stare at them for a
day and your imagination will supply them
all. That's what you do ill infancy with the
whole material world about you-mould it
to fit our human perceptions. But what
everything really looks like-what this thing
here might appear in actuality to a mind
omniscient-who can tell?"

"Can it-can it hear us?" I demanded.
"No-I do not think so. It can see us, no

more. And it has no fear." With a bel-
ligerent gesture he added humorously, "Get
up, you, or I'll wring your neck!"

"Will, don't joke like that !" Bee pro-
tested.

He turned away and switched on the main
lights. I could still see the thing there. but
now it was paler-wan like starlight be-
fore the coming dawn. Will turned his back
on it and sat down. His face had gone
solemn again.
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"These things are materializing. Rob.
They have become a menace. That's why
what I'm planning to do should be done at
once. . . Bee! Will you please not inter-

& rupt me!" It was the first time I had ever
heard his tone turn sharp with her, and I

realized then the strain he was under. "Rob.
listen to me. Science has given me the
power to do what I'm planning, but we
won't discuss that now. Call this anything
you like. What I want you to know is-
there is another realm about us into which
-under given conditions-our consciousness
can penetrate. Call it the Unknown. The
realm of Unthought Things. A material
world? I've shown you, Rob, that nothing
is substance if you go to the inside of it."

Dimly I was groping at a hundred will-o'-
the-wisps, my mind trembling upon the verge
of his meaning, my imagination winging
into distant caverns of unthought things that
hid in the elusive dark. Could this be
science?

He was saying. "My mind cannot fathom
such another realm, nor can yours. You
think of land, water, trees, houses, people.
Those are only words for what we think we
see and feel. But there arc beings-sentient
beings-in this other state of consciousness
we can now be sure. For Rob, they are
coming out! Don't you understand? They
have already come into the borderland be-
tween the consiousness of their realm and
ours.

He would not let me interrupt him. "Wait,
Rob! Let us say their realm is inferior.
Or they have a lust for adventure-or a
lust for something else-they are coming
out nevertheless. A menace to us-that
girl in Kansas is dead." He swept his hand
in gesture at the apparition behind him.
"That thing is watching me. As Bee says,
it is on guard here. Because, Rob. I found
a way of transmuting my identity out of
this conscious realm of ours into that same
borderland where these things we call
ghosts are roaming. And they know it-
and so they're on guard-watching me."

He paused for the space of a breath.
Bee, white-faced, tremulous, turned to me.
"Don't let him do it, Rob!"

"I must," he declared vehemently. "Rob,
that's why we needed you here-to wait
here with Bee. I'm going in there tonight-
into the shadows, the borderland, whatever
it is. These-nameless things arc striving to
come out-but I'm going to turn them back
if I can!"

(To be continued)

LEAD TETRAETHYL FOR
AUTOMOBILES

It will be remembered that some weeks
ago that much excitement was occasioned
by the idea that tetra -lead -ethyl, which
was recommended as an addition to gaso-
line for use in automobiles, was liable to
occasion cases of lead poisoning. A most
extensive investigation was made under
the auspices of the United States Public
Health Service and two hundred and
fifty-two subjects were exposed to dif-
ferent conditions, some to the lead ethyl
conditions, others to ordinary conditions
in garages, and it was found that no harm
whatever resulted from the proposed ad-
dition to the gasoline. Curiously enough.
lead poisoning symptoms were detected
in garages in which none of the com-
pound was used. This was supposed to
be due to the presence of lead in the (lust
of the shops. The investigation is so
thorough and so well checked by com-
parative tests that there is no doubt that
the alarm was absolutely needless, at least
in degree. The committee believes that
the investigation should be continued but
the conclusion so far as evolved is sub-
stantially that stated above.
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The Telephone and the Farm

THERE was not a farmer in the
world fifty years ago who could
talk even to his nearest neighbor
by telephone. Not one who could
telephone to the doctor in case of
sickness or accident. Not one who
could telephone for the weather
report or call the city for the lat-
est quotations on his crops. Not
one who could sell what he raised
or buy what he needed by tele-
phone. A neighborly chat over
the wire was an impossibility for
the farmer's wife or children.

In this country the telephone
has transformed the life of the
farm.

It has banished the loneliness
which in the past so discouraged

the rural population and drove
many from the large and solitary
areas of farms and ranches.

It is a farm hand who stays on
the job and is ready to work
twenty-four hours every day.

The telephone has become the
farmer's watchman in times of
emergency.

It outruns the fastest forest
or prairie fires and warns of their
approach. It has saved rural
communities from untold loss of
lives and property by giving am-
ple notice of devastating floods.
Three million telephones are now
in service on the farms, ranches
and plantations of the United
States.
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WRNY Celebrates the First
Birthday

By CHARLES D. ISAACSON
(Continued from pale 436)

The Corporation Counsel of New York City,
Arthur Hilly, poured forth some of his in-
imitable jokes. If you ever want a speaker
to keep any crowd in stitches, engage Ar-
thur Hilly.

I'm not going to attempt to repeat the
list of folks who were there. But Dr. NI fl-
ier, spokesman of the Protestant churches of
the city; Dr. Goldstein of the orthodox syna-
gogues; Dr. Landman of the Jewish Circle,
and Dr. Reisner were the religious leaders.
Arthur Guiterman, the literary, and Wolf
Gilbert, the popular song leader, were also
present.

And at 9 o'clock there came the demon-
stration of the Pianorad, the latest radio
musical instrument, invented by Mr. Hugo
Gernsback, Editor of R.koto Ni.:ws. The
Pianorad uses a keyboard like a piano. 25
vacuum tubes, and 25 loud speakers. The
instrument gave 'beautiful flute -like tones
that could be changed to the quality of an
organ when desired. It is a development of
the well-known Staccatone. It will be de-
scribed in the October issue of RADIO NEWS.

THE EDISON MUSIC BOOK
The Edison Hour goes merrily along.

Harry T. Burleigh, the negro singer, came
back, and Beniamino Riccio, the operatic
baritone, made his debut with the Edison En-
semble, while the Ukrainian Chorus gave a
colorful program. Speaking of the Edison
Hour reminds me to offer you their new
wonderful book, "A World Tour of Music,"
which is very important, in that it tells you
about the music of nine nations, their com-
posers and important compositions, and is
handsomely illustrated. Write me and I will
see that you get a complimentary copy.

And talking of things complimentary, I
am also empowered to offer a free pass to
the wonderful amusement park, Starlight
Park, to anyone who writes me here. To
New York visitors this assures one solid
evening's pleasure (bathing, opera, shoot the
chutes, etc.) And one further offer:
Madame Helena Rubinstein, famous beauty
expert, who is now speaking over WRNY, is
giving a free beauty reading to the ladies.
Her fee is ordinarily a high one (she has
been adviser to empresses, queens, leaders
of society and the stage), but if you who
read these words will write Madame Rubin-
stein, care of WRNY, and ask her for ad-
vice, she will be glad to help you.

NOVELTY PROGRAMS
I am particularly proud of the novelties,

which have crowded WRNY's famous Fri-
day night 10:15 hour. There was the epic of
June Brides which apostrophised life, love
and marriage. Then came the group which
were transported from Hawaii and other
points distant by Wally Gluck. Did you
join us the night we had the "Campfire in
the Woods." or did you travel to Czecho-
slovakia when we had a "Night in Prague?"
The Czech Consul, Mr. Broz, was there to
guide us on the last mentioned affair.

Far from the fields of novelties, came the
heralded debate of Norman Thomas and
Hugo Gernsback. The Socialist leader, for-
mer minister of the conservative Brick Pres-
byterian Church, a some -time candidate for
the Governorship, attacked with sincerity the
radio "interests." Mr. Gernsback defendel.
not the "interests," but the intentions of the
radio industry and broadcast operators.

That was the night when Alice Brady ap-
peared in the Edison prize play. "The Re-
turn of Mary Ellen." following Grant Mit-
chell and preceding Louise Closser Hale and
Olive Wyndham.
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Our Spiritualistic In-

vestigations
By DUNNINGER

(Continued from page 406)

"Oh, Miss Mason has no set charges. She
conducts her spiritual gatherings without
charge but donations to carry on her won-
derful work are gratefully received."

"What arc the usual donations?" I asked,
not to be outdone in generousness.

"Two dollars seems to be the amount
that is ordinarily placed upon the plate," I

was informed, "although some pay as high
as five and ten dollars."

The little maid, who had left the reception
room now reappeared, and told us that the
medium would soon be with us.

More conversation followed among those
present and notes and data were exchanged
about the past, present and concerning future
hopes and dreams that they hoped would
some day materialize.

"I am going to ask about some copper
stock I have had in my trunk for several
years. I want to know if it will ever be of
any value," remarked one believer. "That
stuck has never been of value and if it ever
will be my name isn't Mary B. Maguire!
But I have hopes, because it will be just as
Madam Thelma says. I do have to raise
money because my rooming house at
51st Street has a mortgage falling due

soon."
I smiled to myself. Glancing at my friend

I saw that he too was interested. Ha, ha,
thought I, talk is the cheapest thing there is.

"My doctor says that in a week or two
I shall be well again. My operation has been
such a troublesome thing! exclaimed a
bright young lady.

"What was the trouble?" asked another.
"Acute appendix," came the quick reply.
"Too bad . . ." said another, "my

sister had the same trouble and died several
weeks after she was pronounced cured."

What price glory thought I. And settled
down to listen to the talk of these women.

Time seemed to drag. It usually does
when one thinks of the marvels one is about
to see! Several others compared notes and
told of the things the medium had predicted
as well as the things they were going to ask.
A buzzer in the room, which we had not
seen, buzzed merrily. As if knowing just
what they were supposed to do the gathering
filed into another room. We followed.

Seating ourselves in available straight-
backed chairs all conversation ceased.

Enter the medium.
She was a tall, middle-aged woman, with

large features and a firm jaw. Here was a
woman who was able to cope with any emer-
gency or circumstance.

In a firm, medium -pitched voice she be-
gan to speak.

"Any questions you care to ask my con-
trols . . . for I am but a machine speaking
the thoughts of the hovering spirits . . .

must be concentrated upon. Through me
they will communicate with you.

"We will open .the seance with a few brief
hymns. I will have my assistant distribute
books among you."

This was done.
"We all turned to the proper page and the

song was rendered. Several more hymns
were sung and the books collected and stack-
ed upon the table in front of the medium.

More talk on the Great Beyond and spirit
controls.

Gazing dreamily into space . . . the me-
dium began to get seeming messages. At
first she did not speak. Impressions must
have been arriving.

-
One after the other, in quick succession.

thing.: were told the gathering. Messages
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began to come, the words issuing from be-
hind clinched teeth. One woman was told
about her recuperating from the appendix
operation. Another about the copper bonds
and the mortgage.

I was given a message from my dead sis-
ter. (I never had a sister). But I had
spoken .in the reception room of a sister and
her name.

This is perhaps the key to the solution of
the entire mystery.

The thing was out.
The elderly lady who had been there on

several occasions was truly the spirit, but not
a departed one! The astral force was that
which was emphasized through the lips of
the medium.

She of course gathered all the conversa-
tion she heard in the ante -room and what
little more she needed was supplied by gen-
eral conversation while we were waiting for
the medium's entrance into the den of mysti-
cism.

The elderly lady must, at one time, have
been a stenographer of some sorts, inas-
much as she took down our conversation
which seemed to be transmitted by the me-
dium practically verbatim.

This information was written in short
hand in the hymn book handed her, which
the assistant took pains to keep on the top
of the stack, when the books were later on
collected.

This book containing the necessary infor-
mation about those who had departed across
the threshold . . . about my sister that never
was . 1 . and the rest of the collected talk
. . . was opened directly in front of the
medium; an action apparently careless, but
strictly necessary, as this so-called ghost
woman must have ads° been a student of
Isaac Pitman and could read stenographic
notes very well

The information she imparted to me and
likewise to my associate did not seem to
upset our spirits to any marked degree, in-
asmuch as a short while later, we were
seated in a restaurant enjoying the food
products of the living, rather than feasting
upon the psychic thoughts of the dead.

One fact, however, was quite apparent
. . . my friend did not seem to be over
anxious to discuss the happenings of the
evening.

Later, comfortably ensconced in a cab, we
lighted weeds and, looking at one another

. . we indulged in a hearty laugh.
(No. 3 will appear in the next issue.)
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Flies killed by poison fall in food or lodge
and decay where they are a menace to health.
Vac -U -Swat defeats the fly by

automatic air disturbance
VAC -U -SWAT is a patented mechanical

achievement, absolutely new, useful, durable
and sanitary.

VAC -U -SWAT appeals to everybody by its
sanitary features and its clever operation, ;at-
tracts a crowd wherever shown.) Guaranteed
as represented or your money refunded.

Tear out coupon below and mail today with
regular retail price of $1.00 to our office near.
est you.

VAC -U -SWAT COMPANY.
Dept I Dept.

4742 Fischer Ave. 510 Binz Building
Detroit. Mich. Houston, Texas

Enclosed find $1.00 for which send postpaid
one VAC -U -SWAT with plan for agents.

Name....

Address.... .... .......
City State

Insure your copy reaching you each month.
Subscribe to Science & Invention-$2.50 a year.
Experimenter Publishing Co., 53 Park P1., N.Y.C.

New Trickle Charger

Here is a new type trickle charger with tan-
talum -lead electrodes for your "A" battery
which may be connected to the battery at all
times. It is very compact and the output may
be varied by introducing different size lamps in
series with it in the power line. The normal
charging rate is about .41 amp. for 4 -volt bat-

teries and .52 amp. for 6 -volt batteries.
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BIG
SUMMER

OFFER

LI !).2t
This is the biggest opportunity of
the year.

To the readers of SCIENCE and
INVENTION we have ar-
ranged to offer a big reduction in
the famous Consrad Pattern's
and E. I. Co. Books; millions of
these have been bought by Radio
Fans. They are recognized and
sold by the best Radio stores and
Newsdealers.

We offer any $2.00 worth of these
books and patterns you may select
for $1.

Think of it! $2 for $1. Just check
$2 worth from the list below and
send $1 with the coupon and we
will mail you the materials at once.

LARGE ORDERS ACCEPTArt.E IN THE
Si ME PROPORTION.

MAILTHIS COUPON
NOW! 2

.rTHE CONSRAD t u.. 11,c.,
64 Church St., New York, N. Y.

;tntlemen :--I enclose $1. please Send
items checked below. (Items checked not to ex-
ceed $2 worth.)

E. I. BOOKS, regular price 25c
No. 1. Tips for the Radio Constructor.

 No. 2. How to Make Practical Radio Re-
ceivers.

El No. 3. Radio Questions Answered.
I.] No. 5. Loud Talkers and How to Build

Them.
LI No. 6. How to Tune Your Radio Set.

No. 7. One Hundred Radio Hookups.
Ej No. $. All About Radio Parts.
El No. 9. History and Operation of Vacuum

Tubes.
El No. 10. The Neutrodyne and All About It.
L No. 11. How Radio is Received.
n No. 13. Reflex Radio Receivers.

No. 14. The Super -Heterodyne, Theory and
Construction.

CONSRAD PATTERNS, regular price 50c
El No. 2. How to Make a Two -Stage Amplifier
CI No. 4. How to Make a Reinartz Receiver.
LI No. 5. How to Make a Reflex Receiver.
El No. 6. Flow to Make a Cockaday Receiver.
r! No. 9. How to Make the S.T. 100 Receiver.
O No. 11. How to Make a Five -Tube Cocka-

day Receiver.
El No. 12. How to Make a Portable Receiver.
El No. 13. How to Make a Harkness Receiver.
El No. 15. How to Make a Low Loss Receiver.
O No. 16. How to Make the Tropadyne Super-

adio.
El A. Radio Map of the U. S. on Cloth.

B. 20 Radio Diagrams and Hook-ups.
C. All About Aerials and Their Construe.

lion.
a D. Radi., Amateurs' Practical Design Data.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY, STATE

160 and 320 Volt "B"
Eliminator
By A. P. PECK

(Continued front page 439)

photograph, however. and the wiring for it

is also indicated in the diagram. A three-
point switch serves to throw the voltmeter
from one to another output circuit, so that
each one can be measured separately. It
must be realized that an extremely high re-
sistance instrument has to be used in con-
nection with such "B" eliminators, to ob-
tain results of any accuracy at all.

Since we are dealing with high voltages
it is necessary to have resistances of rather
high load capacity to control the xarious out-
puts. There arc several reliable resistances
on the market today that arc especially
adapted to this work. One should be chosen
that will not heat up under an ordinary load.
A fixed resistor of this type or three well -
made variable resistors and a fixed resistor
can be used at the discretion of the builder.

In order to further simplify the wiring
for the amateur, Mr. Brains employs a
block type of filter condenser, wherein all
the condensers are in one casing and handy
terminals are provided. The various photo-
graphs will show clearly how such a pro-
cedure simplifies the wiring as compared
with some of the original "B" eliminators
using a maze of separate condensers. Al-
though the condensers are used in block
formation, they are shown separated in the
diagram so their respective positions in the
complete circuit can he more clearly seen.

An eliminator of this type will be a de-
cided addition to any radio receiving set.
With it a power amplifier using a UX-l20
tube can be employed and thus great volume
will be obtained. When less volume is de-
sired the power amplifier can be cut out of
the circuit and the low voltage output of the
"B" eliminator employed. Of course, as
can be seen in the photographs Mr. Brains
"dolled up" his eliminator to a very great
degree, but only because of pride in
workmanilip.

SAYS GAS WILL OUST COAL
That gas as fuel will in a few years tal

the place of anthracite and all coals is tH
prediction of Dr. Julian C. Smallwood. .\
sociate Professor of Mechanical Engineering
at Johns Hopkins University.

"The days of anthracite are numbered," he
said recently. "There is too little anthracite
and it is too expensive. Many persons have
told me that they have no intention of re-
suming its use after the interruption this
winter. Under present conditions this means
increased use of soft coal, with a conse-
quently greater smoke nuisance."

Dr. Smallwood expressed himself as op-
posed to ordinances regulating the evil.

"The enforcement of such ordinances in
other cities is not encouraging," he said.
"They require the formation of still another
bureau with a chief and a corps of investi-
gators. We are already overburdened with
them and their usefulness is, to say the
least, problematical.

"In a few years gas will be far less ex-
pensive than at present, and gas. I believe,
offers the most probable solution of the
heat and smcke question. Oil is used in
some cases, but there is not enough of it and
it is impracticable. Coke is another serious
possibility and awaits only improvements in
methods of consumption.

"Railroads for some time to come will
he obliged to use coal. The abatement of
the smoke nuisance from railroads will conic
through electrification."

plc
Learned
Easily
At
Home

Dr.
Harlan

Tarbelt
Muter of Magi°
'rho has mysti-

fi 1,ed
magiriatt

6/ 41as MUM..
with hie marveloue

tricks.

Astonish
Your

Friends-
Gain that magnetic popularity that
makes you the center of any crowd.
Business and social success is assured
the man who can perform mystifying
tricks. You can earn big money either
on the side or as a professional, as
well as being the most popular per-
son in your crowd. Why envy others'
sk II? You can learn Magic yourself,
quick and easy.

Earn $250 to
$1000 a Month
Even sleight-ofhand, generally supposed to re-
quire long practice, is NOW made simple to
learn. For Dr. Harlan Tarbell, one of the
really Great Magicians, has finally opened up
the secrets of his profession in a completely
illustrated course offered at a merely nominal
cost. Through the wonderful Tarbell System
you will be able to mystify and entertain your
friends with simple tricks taught in your very
first lesson. After that Dr. Harlan Tarbell
takes you through the entire maze of sleight-
of-hand, card tricks and elaborate stage diver-
t isements. The apparently superhuman doings
of the accomplished magician becomes as
simple as ABC when you just know how.

Mail Coupon
for

Special Offer
There is a tremendous demand for magic
entertainment. Clubs, Lodges, Charity and
Social affairs-all will pay high fees to the
man who knows Magic. Dr. Harlan Tarbell
really gets as high as $250 for a half hour's
work right now. Opportunity everywhere to
make money aside from your regular occupa-
tion. Salesmen find it a tremendous asset.
Find out all about this unprecedented oppor-
turity to learn Magic. The coupon brings full
details without any obligation. Mail it TODAY.

Tarbell System, Inc.
1926 Sunnyslde Ave., Studio 14-26 Chicago

Tarbell System, Inc.
1926 Sunnyside Ave.,Studio 14-26 Chicago
Tell me all about Dr. Tarbell's new and simpl.-
system by which I can learn the secrets of
MAGIC. No obligation on my part.

Name

Aadress

_Age- e
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, H. G. WELLS
JirlI17YETTO

ARRETT P \'15S

25c the copy

Other big features in
September issue

THE PURCHASE OF THE NORTH
POLE, by Jules Verne, in which sonic
enterprising mathematicians and scien-
tists attempt to bring the North Pole to
a temperate zone-or bring the temper
ate zone to the North Pole. A stroke
of lightning sets things flying in the
mathematician's room and an error gets
into the calculation. Of course, that up-
sets their plans considerably.
A COLUMBUS OF SPACE, by Gar-
rett P. Serviss (2nd instalment) in
which our adventurers continue their
marvelous experiences with the Venus-
tians on the light side of the planet
Venus.

STATION X, by G. McLeod Winsor
(('onclusion) in which the Venerian aids
in a terriffie battle against the Martians
and Professor Rudge, at least, returns to
tell the tale.
THE MOON HOAX, by Richard
Adams Locke, is a classic scientifiction
story containing excellent science along
with some obvious mistakes, which were
not detected even by a scientific audi-
ence. It is probably the greatest scien-
tific hoax that was ever periietrateil upon
a credulous public.
BLASPHEMERS' PLATEAU, by
Alexander Snyder, wherein some enn
rent scientists successfully experiment
with infinite secrets, until they became
drunk with their power. Then another
scientist arrives on a friendly visit. It is
a powerful and gripping story which is
sure to hold your interest.

Read
IN THE ABYSS

By H. G. WELLS

Take a trip with this world
renowned author to an
amazing city --5 miles under

water !

A spherical steel shell fitted with
a glass window and containing an in-
trepid explorer descends five miles to
the floor of the ocean.

A number of human -like, terrible
monsters surround the shell and carry
it away-what happens to the explor-
er and his steel house will keep you in
breathless suspense.

Incredible things occur, yet, as the
author himself explains, there is to-
day no knowledge to refute the amaz-
ing sights the explorer sees.

No more remarkable story was
ever written:- It takes you away from
everyday, humdrum happenings, for
a moment, to a new land of wonders.

Don't miss it-Featured in "Amaz-
ing Stories" for September.

BIG SEPTEMBER ISSUE OF
"AMAZING STORIES"

JUST OUT !

6

Sold on All Newsstands p
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Wonder

Transformer
of Radio

Madison -Moore transformers
are absolutely precision, and
for distance, selectivity, vol-
ume and quality have no
equal.

Two- Types

Equal Results

One for use with the 5 volt
tubes, and one for the 3 volt
tubes.

These Transformers were
used in the set described
in the August issue of
SCIENCE & INVENTION

If your dealer does not
handle these transformers,

write us direct.

Madison -Moore
Radio Corporation

2524 Federal Boulevard,
Denver, Colorado

Madison -Moore

Model Department
(Continued from Nye 42:

.4.....................d -.......a................ -..-.....................16.-A,...-...-.....1...........

Another View of the Prize Winning Model.

Rules
for Model Contest

1. A handsome trophy cup engraved with
your name, will be awarded as the prize for

tion; B-workmanship; C-operating ef-
ficiency of the model as related to the

dctails covering the model.

ef-
ficiency of the device which the model simu-
lates. and D-the care exercised in design
and in submitting to us sketches and other

the best model submitted during the month.
The decision of the judges will be final and
will be based upon, A-novelty of construe -

2. Models of all kinds may be entered.
They may be working models or not, ac-
cording to the subject that is being handled.
3. Models may be made of any available
material, preferably something that is cheap
and easily obtainable. Models made of
matches should not be submitted to this de-
partment but should go to our Matchcraft
Contest Editor.
4. Models must be submitted in all cases.
Good photographs are also highly desirable
and where the maker does not desire the
model to be taken apart, legible drawings
with all dimensions covering parts that are
not accessible must be submitted.
5. Models should be securely crated and
protected against damage in shipment and
sent to us by parcel post, express or freight,
prepaid. Models will be returned when re-
quested.

6. Models for entry in any particular con-
test must reach this office on or before the
25th of the third month preceding date of
publication. For instance, models for the
October contest must reach us on or before
the 25th of July.
7. Address all entries to Editor Model De-
partment, c/o Science and Invention Maga-
zine. 53 Park Place, New York City.

LIGHTNING RODS
The Wisconsin Industrizd Commission in

urging property owners to install lightning
rods stated th.tt 500 people are killed and
1,200 injured annually by lightning in the
United States and Canada. In Wisconsin
alone the property loss caused by lightning
in 1924 amounted to $923.210. The U. S.
Bureau of Standards asserts that lightning
rods reduce the fire hazard as much as 80%
to 90% in the case of homes and by as
much as 99% in the case of isolated farm
barns. In spite of this simple and inex-
pensive means of protection, fires started by
lightning in the United States in the year
1923 caused losses amounting to $10,922,-
669. according to the National Board of Fire
Underwriters.

For Your Profession Choose

ELECTRICITY
Fear 9C -day Prac-
tical Courses. com-
mercial Electrical
Enginecring one
year; BS..d
three yaws.

Huttd-eds may
five electrical

cour :es" but
only 3..0. E.
men g Ith e call
for biz interesting important
jobs eke testing the 4000
H. P. Deisel engine for Uncle
Sam's Panama Canal, or
buildi ig these big Bethlehem
shipyGrd cranes.

New classes Sept. 1st & 27th
At the request of the United States

Government. S. of E. Studentsmade the
Aceeptance
Test of this
Huge Elec-uical

Ger-

11.nrit builyfor thePnm a
Cans/.

PRACTICAL TRAINING!
We teach by scientific methods, under prac-
tical working conditions, all branches of
Electrical Engineering. No matter what your
age or education, there is a starting point
for you at S. of E. Big concerns are plead-
ing for trained men. We must get them.

YOU ARE a Graduated Electrician, Electro-
technician or Commercial Electrical Engi-
neer after a few months of S. 0. E. training.
Practical Engineers teach you. Men like
Prof. Ball, assistant to Dr. Steinmetz for
years. We bring the finest engineering talent
in Mdwaukee and the middle -west right into
the school. Men who know what and how
you should do things to make big pay. Hun-
dreds of thousands in equipment for you to
work with.
$3200 AND UP AWAITS the S. 0. E.
man! Our rradnates go to Commonwealth -
Edison, Allis-Chalmers, Western Electric,
Pawling and Harnischfeger, etc. Some of
their biggest men are S. O. E. trained and on
the h okout to help you when you come in.
MANY CAN EARN PART EXPENSES
%%bile learning. Our employment depart-
ment places you. Low tuition. Splendid
hoard and room reasonable. Daily broad-
casting from school station WSOE.
School orchestra. Fraternities.

AST NOW FOR IMMEDIATE ENROLL-
MENT. A few choice part tune jobs mrw
oven if you act. Our tuition fee is low. Re-
funded in full if you aren't satisfied. New
book about S. 0. E. now off the press and
entirely FREE. If you want success in
electricity send the coupon now.

FOUNDED 1903
Dept. 96 415 Marshall St.. Milwaukee. Wis.

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING OF MILWAUKEE
Dept. 16. 415-17 Marshall St.. Milwaukee. Wis.

Will Ian ,1,11g.tting ult in any way, phase mall fre,
1.11,t1:11c411.olt. -Electricity and the One Ite,l 11%, t-

in n L+.' articular, regarding the course 1 11.1,
,111. S.

....Commercial El
yes.

Eng.
. Eng..B.S.Deg.iii 3 y. ....Light. Heat. Power Wiring.

Elect rotechnics
ElectricitygliesctrilE"g....Practice. Electricity.A -.Home Laboratory Service

-.Rad. Sales. Sers3te and
troadcasting

Name Age

Address

City State

Ed ucat ion
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If you are not enjoying perfect health today it is
don't know what her requirements are, you are sure

because
to

Will you be one of the
800,000 who will die this
year of preventable disease?
r"\F the hundreds of thousands who die from respiratory disease

:,ronchitis, pneumonia, kidney diseases, tuberculosis, influen/
and intestinal disorders, a large proportion would not have died

if they had been able to recognize early symptoms and had known how
to treat themselves.

Nature always warns of impending sickness. The occasional headache.
that tired, exhausted feeling, loss of appetite, a casual cold and other
slight disarrangements are Nature's warnings to you that your body isn't
functioning properly or that you are not living and eating correctly.

You can rule your health just as surely as you can rule your actions.
you haven't employed the method provided by Nature to keep you well. If you

blunder into some kind of sickness-perhaps fatal disease.

k ENCYCLOPEDIA of PHYSICAL CULTURE
New 6'b Edition Completely Revised

FVERY year more than ten thousand
people die of bronchitis, sixty-four
thousand die of pneumonia, seventy-
five thousand die of kidney trouble,

fifty thousand die of respiratory disease,
one hundred and six thousand die of tuber-
culosis, approximately eighty-five thousand
die of influenza, and more than ten thou-
sand die of intestinal trouble.

Barring accidents and suicides, only a
small percentage of these thousands should
die.

It is a fact that only about one person
out of three enjoys good health. And those
who are physically a little "off" right now
will more than likely he the ones to suc-
cumb to preventable diseases this year.
And they are the ones who should not die.

Nature is constantly warning you of im-
pending sickness. Seemingly trivial symp-
toms tell of serious trouble taking root in your
body. And yet, ninety-nine people out of
every hundred will absolutely ignore these
danger signals. As long as they are not flat
on their backs, they will fool themselves into
believing that they are all right.

Nature is merciless. If you do not under-
stand her laws and her methods of preventing
and curing sickness, you suffer. She knows
no excuse-she accepts no apologies.

The Average Person Pays
Thousands of Dollars

in Doctor's Bills
Those who do not know Nature's methods

of preventing and curing sickness are ill an
average of 21Y2 days each year. In fact,
it is estimated that the average person in a
lifetime spends $4,100 on doctor and hos-
pital hills, loss of time from business, medi-
cine and other expenses due to illness.
Thousands of people are living half -pow-
ered lives because they are ignorant of the
laws of Nature. Many of these people will
fill an early grave, when they might easily
have lived to enjoy a ripe old age.

What would it he worth to you to be able to in-

stantly identify in its earliest stages any sickness or
disease that might overtake you or any member
of your family? To enjoy perfect health, almost
complete freedom from sickness, doctor and hos-
pital bills, and no days of suffering and worry, or
salary lost through sickness?

How to
possess exit:.

year
know your own body
eat for health
diet for the cure of di,ea,:
know the art of food preparation
build a powerful physique
correct physical imperfections
become a physical director
avoid unhappy marriages
avoid disease
fast as a curative measure
cure by hydropathy (heal by the use of water)
apply all methods of drugless healing
give first aid in emergencies
apply home treatment for disease
recognize diseases by manifestation:
build nervous energy
treat the common form of disease
understand the process of reproduction
benefit by laws of FOX and marriage
treat diseases of women
diagnose diseases
have healthy and vigirous children
treat female disorders
treat male disorders
obtain virility and manhood
care for the complexion
manicure: care for the hair and feet
cultivate the mind
These are only a few of th, twitter: explained

in the Encyclopedia.

day in the

The Encyclopedia of
Physical Culture

(6th Edition-Greater Than
Ever Before)

This marvelous 5 -volume work
gives you the information you needo build up rugged strength, health
and vitality. It is for every mem-
ber of the family-it covers every
-base of strength and body building
for adults, children and babies, It
gives invaluable information on
fasting, dieting and exercise. A
thorough and extensive treatment

MACFADDEN PUBLICATIONS, Inc.
Dept. SC -9 1926 Broadway, New York City, N. Y.

is given of the laws of sex, the attainment of virile
manhood and womanhood. and happy. successful
parenthoml, together with details for diagnosis and
treatment of all sexual diseases. Handsomely il-
lustrated charts on anatomy and physiology are
scattered throughout the book.

It is neither dull nor technical, but is simple.
comprehensive and complete in every sense. It is
the crowning effort of Bernarr Macfadden's rich.
full experience in the science of health and physical
culture. He has had more than thirty years' ex-
perience in guiding thousands of physical wrecks
to glorious health and vigor. Out of that ex-
perience he built his Encyclopedia of Physical Cu!'ture.

.ebig editions of this popular work have been
exhausted. And now the sixth edition-greatest
of all-has just come off the press. This edition
has been completely revised at great expense.
Scores of new illustrations have been inserted. The
binding has been changed to a beautiful all Fahri-
koidl. more durable than leather. Altogether it is
the finest edition of the Encyclopedia ever issued.

10 Days' Free Examination of
Entire Set-No Money Needed
This is the most liberal offer we have ever made

on the Encyclopedia -10 days' examination of the
entice set at no expense to you. There is no
money needed-no deposit to pay. Just till in the
coupon and we will send the five volumes to you,
all shipping charges prepaid, for your inspection.

Take ten days to examine the set. Then, if you
.decide to purchase. send us only $2.00 as your
first payment. Additional payments may be made
at the rate of only $3.00 a month until the total
cost of $35.00 has been paid.

If you care to pay cash you may do so by sending
us only $31.50. This represents a 10 per cent dis-
count.

If you purchase the set ne sill include with It specialmembership In nue Aiislee Department. maintained and(snapped to seism YOU. 'ilk ...mks. alone may be worth
mnr:, !!,7r.  ,,y i .. .tn

times the c^s,'"fthe.1:."nts.,1
no oblicstinn to cur-et.. . 1 .Imply agree to return the honks at the endut ". ' en4t. %1St d. ride mt to keep them.

ACI, A DDEN PUBLICATIONS, Inc.
Dept. SC -9, Macfadden Building,
1926 Broadway, New York City.

Send me on 10 days' inspection the five volumes of the En-
cyclopedia of Physical Culture. If I find the set satisfactoryI will either send $2.00 in ten days and '$3.00 a month until
$35.00 has been paid, or $31.50 cash. If I decide tint to keepthe book: I will return them in 10 days postpaid.

orders-cash in advance.

r, F CIALI

Nat le

Occupation

Residence

Employed at

Business Address
I understand that this price includes Special 2Ifembership in your
Idrice Department.
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DAM- THE -
RADIATOR

DO rr SAFELT

Fori5
Cents
Kee:, r.t.1,

ratur full all
season. Pre -
vents loss of
water and al-
cohol by seal-
i n g overflow
t u I) e safely.
Specially pre-
pared resillient
rubber. From
your dealer or
.lirect.

Big
Proposition

for
Dealers

.10 BERGE CO., 233 Br'dw'y, N. Y.

Play the ). FR E .E, :En
HAWAIIAN

ti..5 rei,,A,.(r
GUITAR .and Case s-v4iiir)

Just as the Only 4 Mations 0.4 nt

.h.t.liehmo.roicskLynh. Pil.geto;:s ' % 1.411i
Natives Do instrument. Our native

Playlnx this (ucluting
Hawaiian Instruc.-_

teach you to muter

After rot gat the four Even If you don't know
easy motion, you play one note from another.
harmonious chords with the 62 printed lessons Irplained clearly.

Play M Half Hour Easy Lessens

ir.-., little practice. No and the clear picture. whA 4 ik
Previeuemusicalknowi- make It easy to team
edge necessary. quickly. Payee you play. he ,

Fre* Guitar Write at Once a.
Fnd Outfit In Genuine Seal Grain You'll he lonesome with

abrikold (Nue sa si.n as you en- tide beautiful Hawaiian Gaiter.
roll. Nothing to buy --everything Write for Special OR er and treU
furnished. No delay. terms. A postcard will do. AC

FIRST HAWAIIAN of MUSIC, Inc.
9th Floor. Woolworth Bldg., Dent.-- 140 144.4 ',Wk. N. Y.

Approved as o t'oresponelsnre Saner Under Ins Laws
of Ils. State of New York

For Repair Shops, Amateur Me.
ebonies. Model Makers, Inventors

who Manta re .,al, ore urea machine
Vol at a price ...thin eau., reach. A
complete shop in st.elf. Capacity 4
In. diameter x 12 in. length. Hen.
di...metal. wood. and other mater-
ials. Turning -- faring -- boring -
drilling -winding -thread cutfing.
ThiC Wade" is a barktein at sev-
eral times the rice.p Guaranteed.
high degree of curacy. quality of
materials. workmacanship and finish.

The elliderest bas trevel entireNo.piriplainI rugsir

WADE BENCH LATHE

,

we.

Either lath -with 18 In. length between cen-
ter, t ra. Cornet.° line of ac,eatit.
ries. By all means write for this free book.

THE GEROLD COMPANY
Dept. s. IS 120 Liberty St.. New York

Gas Blow Torch and Solder Iron Heater
Connect, In any eas let or

y. ras (linnet -Itch No air at-
taehment necessary. Ilcals

 sunder Iron In less than a
minute. F'or iddne use,

- repair shoo, laboratories.
manufacturing phat, end
blundries. A stabler for
the ineellanle's stork beneli.

...P.a. 4011A Blast 8" long. I" in
diameter-Intense Heat.

Postpaid SI.GO: Canada $1.40
TRI-UNE COMPANY. Dept. 804

215 S. 15th Avenue Maywood, III.

Berle Today- Writ/. f My FREE RtIOK. oar. make
god unman 0,ui Id home during ou thie.

Write for my FREE BOOK. Hivir To Become a
Good Penman." it contain,' epens and tells how

her mcatered penmanship by the onSystem.
melonme will be elegantly written on card bookstamp to pay posts... Write today for
F.W.TAMBLYN.42.11hIgenldig.Kantee City. U.S.A.

BE AN OFFICER
IN THE U. S. COAST GUARD
$1,700 UP TO $7,500 YEARLY
57411 yearly at the F. S. Academy
nbile iralning. Y4h.I risk Co,ign to
('.,otaln In service. Ace requirements
14 to 21: Write I) pt. It, for In-

formation. COAST GUARD
PREPARATORY SCHOOL

4000 Ga. Ave. N.W. Washingten. D.C.

Insure your copy reaching you each month. Sub-
scribe' to SCIENCE & INVENTION-S2.50
year. Experimenter Publishing Co., 53 Park Pl..
N. Y. C.
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Any cyclist who has had his heels nippec
by a dog will appreciate the value of th.
"dog chaser" patented by a young lady. This
invention proposes to fix two perforated
boxes to the forks of the bicycle. The
boxes were to be filled with snuff, pepper,
or other pulverized material calculated to re-
pel vicious canines who annoy cyclists, and
were connected with tubes to a bulb fastened
to the handlebars. The bulb need only be
compressed and the pepper is sprayed upon
the dog. The inventor claimed that the dog
ceased to annoy after having a pepper spray.

There is no disputing the statement that a
vast amount of thought and consideration
has been given to the subject of awaking
from sleep. The patent records show that
at least three men wanted to rid mankind
of its most distressing foible-oversleeping.
The first secured a patent on a combined
alarm clock and bedstead. The inventor pro-
vides for "the dropping of a bolt, as the hour
hand of the alarm clock reaches the ap-
pointed hour, lets loose a set of bars
which holds up the mattress which in turn
swings upon central pivots dropping the
sleeper upon the floor." The second covers
an alarm clock connected with a container
and a tube. The tube has a perforated end to
be fastened about the neck of the sleeper.
Before retiring the user fills the container
with water, and at the hour set a spring actu-
ated by the clock releases the water from
the container into the tube and the sleeper is
given a cold shower. The inventor speaks
of this device as "an easy awakener." The
third patent is called "an alarm and waking
bed." This contraption consists of a clock
which. upon striking the hour set, releases a
bar and the head portion of the bed collapses,
thereby giving the upper part of the sleeper's
body a severe jolt.

The realm of courtesy is brought into con- nkinZtveiaeeetrlicn

not even graduates. You don't need to
22 IN BUSINESS

tact with the field of invention by a gentle- years of teaching men FOR YOURSELF
man from Seattle who patented a self -tip- ti,t4 cce sw7aet youhave

ping hat. This ingenious man constructed a sliodd know and t)w
hat which would tip itself without the aid
of the hanCs. The hat contained a curious
mechanism which was held ill a case clamped
to the head of the wearer. In the words of
the inventor this remarkable headpiece "auto-
matically effects polite salutations by eleva-
tion and rotation of the hat on the head of
the saluting party when said- person bows to
the person or persons saluted."

A patent which is quaintly reminiscent of
Percy, the famous mechanical man of the
comic sheets, was granted on the invention
of a man named Pratt!, covering a steam
tractor engine which was propelled by a very
unusual means. Instead of having wheels at
the rear of the carriage, the inventor pro-
vided two pair of vibrating levers or walk-
ing legs which operated forward and back-
ward in an elliptical movement, one metal
foot being placed forward and then drawn o,i:tlec(,mirpiete.portts

backward thereby pushing the engine for-
ward. The inventor described the legs of roll.
his contraption as "moving like the hind legs
of a cow." This device was intended for
farm use, being especially adapted for run-
ning over rough ground.

JobsforHomeTrained Men in

ELECTRICITY
S66 a WEEK AND UP!
Get sans field thae
nut rowded. Draw
real payl If can
b. irsubed by mail.
we ra n,arrtea In

on ti YOU
ror
else

Hf ew
PPY

Hour a
week Inwork
with
in It.

In the early days of railroading, experi-
ments were made on many unusual devices
before the locomotive engine successfully
solved the problem which confronted the
railway builders. An early nineteenth cen-
tury patent covers a car driven by means of
a horse on a treadmill inside the car, which,
by means of connection with a set of gears,
drove the wheels forward. Actual experi-
ment proved this odd means of propulsion
unsatisfactory for railroad use. When the

(Continued on page 471)

ELECTRICAL EXPERTS are needed now as
never before. Even electrical trades are making
record money. But men with expert electrical
training such as we give you, are earning $3250
a year and up by the thousands. And the big

modern electrical "boom" has only
started. Jobs by the hundreds are
opening up. Electrical refrigera-
tion, power plants, battery stations.
A profitable business for yourself.
The kind of job you've always
wanted. Where you do the boss -

1.. stein. ing and let the other fellow do ther les, A. el h..,,,, p,s,ued. $25 a week hard work.
of lisneral Etre-
rie Inas for the FREE EMPLOYMENT SERVICE/..e

1.1.7ZedAri and it doesn't cost you a penny.
of LW.' Thousands of firms look to us for

men. General Electric, Harnisch-
feger Corp'n., Commonwealth Edison are only
a kw places where S. of E. men get rapid ad-
vancement. Hundreds have been helped by us
in selecting the right place to go into business
for themselves. Coupon brings you big FREE
book with all details.

WHATEVER YOUR AGE OR EXPERIENCE
we .an train you for success and big pay in electrical
work. Hundreds of our most successful students are

to teach it to you to
insure the quickest
success when you go
on the job. Earn S65
a week and up. It's

in the cards" for you Hundreds of S.of E.men locate in
if you act and send business for themselves. With our
the coupon. help it's easy to get started.

SATISFACTIOWGUARANYEED OR MONEY BACK
is the way we stand behind S. of E. training. We can
afford to because S. of E. men make good. They have
the prestige for some of the biggest electrical men it,
America are S. of E. men. A signed money -hack guaran-
tee bond is yours the minute you enroll. Your training
must satisfy you or every penny is returned.
GET STARTED-MAIL THE COUPON NOW. A big
72 page book in colors and illustrated with pictures of
successful S. of E. men and their jobs will be rushed post-
paid. Full details on S. of E. home training and the big
opportunities that await you. Mail Coupon Right Now.

I I
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I SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING OF MILWAUKEE
Gant, 56, Box 572, Mils/auks*, Wi in

ISend me FREE and postpaid without obligation your big
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Ropin' the World
with Action!

People the world over thrill to the
splendid stories found monthly in

TRIPLE -2Z MAGAZINE

SEPT.
issue

on sale
NOW!

tv-: Be Sure
to Read this

Big Western Novel

Warriors of the Platte
By George W. Barrington

An epic of the Nebraska cattle country; nesters, cattle rustlers, cowboys and gunmen
ride through this fast moving tale of the old West-Complete in the September issue.

Bad Men's Luck
By II. Bedford -Jones

A tale of mysterious "Eye of Osiris" and the fate it brought to those
who coveted it-a smashing tale of strange events in Arizona.

Back 'o Beyond
A long novelette of the Western mountains, a gold rush, and the
deeds of brave men, by noted writer, Frank H. Shaw. Two tender-
foots, boy and girl, show two old timers youth doesn't lack courage.

ALSO -
A brilliant boxing yam by Herbert L. McNary, noted sport writer.
Here's a boxing yarn that is different-an unusual distinction, since
most boxing yarns are twice-told tales. You'll get a thrill out of this
one. There are short Western stories by Jack Smalley, Floyd T.
Wood, H. L. McNary, and W. Carlton Davis, and others. A north

woods yarn by Edwin Samson, "Silver Skins."
Also-The Conclusion of Arch Jordan's Western Novel,

North of the Border

When "Judge Colt" Ruled
By William Corcoran

The blaze of forty -fours, and the deep boom of heavy rifles join
in a battle song that will stir the dullest pulse.

Fawcett Publications, Inc., Robbinsdale, Minn.
I Enclosed find $1.00 (in check or money order) for which

please enter my name as a subscriber to your special five months'
I offer. Or enclosed find 25c for which please send me one copy I

of the September issue of Triple -X.

Name

Address
I I

I City State
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The Most Modern
Up -to -Date Engine-

the WITTE
0

Down Buys Any
Standard WITTE

Engine -The One -Profit
Engine-From 11A to 7 H -P.

NO INTEREST CHARGES
The Standard WITTE engine which has
revolutionized farm power, can do your Jobs cheaper
and in a fraction of the time. This new WITTE de-
livers super -power, steady and reliable at any speed,
on either kerosene, gasoline, gas -oil, distillate or gas.
Trouble -proof. All sizes, Hi to 30 H.P. Completely
equipped with WICO Magneto, square, protected
tank, die-cast removable bearings, speed and power
regulator and throttling governor,

Makes All Power Work
Easy and Cheap

Write me today for full details a.

of this ama:ing new all- 4t ---
purpose engine sold dL
rect-to-you at a low fac-
toryprice end easy terms. /
Thousands of users in er°
all parts of the world
say it's "BEST".
Write me person- 14.
ally formybignew - -
catalog and full
details. absolutely FREE and no obligation. Or, if
interested, ask about our Log and Tree Saws, 3 -in -I
Saw Rigs cr Pump outfits. El). H. WITTE, Pres.

WITTE ENGINE WORKS
3753 Witte Bldg., KANSAS CITY. MO.
3753 Empire Bldg., PITTSBURGH, PA.
3753 Witte Bldg., SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

Quick shipments also made from nearest of
the se warehouses: Minneapolis, Minn., Atlanta.

., Trenton, N. J., Richmond, Va., Tampa, Fla..
Naw Orleans, La., Dallas, Tex. Laredo, Tex..
Denver. Colo.. Billings. Mont.. N,ew York, N.Y.,
Albany. N. Y., Bangor, Me.. Portland. Ore.. and
Los Angeles, Calif.

Stop Using a Truss
STUART'S PLAPAO.

PADS aro different from
tile truss, being mechanic°.
chemico applicators made
sell -adhesive purposely to
bold the distended muscles
securely In place No straps,
buckles or spring attached
---cannot slip, so cannot
Chafe or press against the
pubic bone. Thousands have
successfully treated them -Reduced Reduced. selves at home without

Gold Medal hindrancefrom work-most rae-Simele
obstinate eases conquered. Grand Prix

Soft as velvet-easy to apply--Inexpenslve. Awarded
Gold Medal and Grand Prix. Process of recovery Is
nature., so afterwards no further use for trusses. We
prove tt by sending Trial of Plapao absolute./ FREEWrite name on Coupon and send TODAY.
Plapao Co., 924 Stuart Bldg., St. Louis Mo
Name
Address
Return mall will bring Pree Trial Plapso

TELESCOPES
Amateur astronomers, here is an oppor-

tunity to own a good telescope.
PRICES $12.00 AND UP

Send 10 cents for further information
ERNEST W. BLANDIN

1207 Columbia Terrace Peoria,

Young man, learn aviation.
Build this classy plane and
learn to construct anal °per-

' ate aircraft. Use your motorcycle
engine or our "Meteor" 20 h.D.
motor. We furnish parts very rea-

sonable to build this wonderful
little "Meteorplane" the World's
first successful Light Plane.
Send ELIO for complete set of
blue prints and parts price

list of this latest Model NI -T-2.
IRWIN AIRCRAFT COMPANY
130 -0 -Street. Sacramento Calif.

BeM Cand A ent
Slake big money Sell chocolate bare. fruit drops, nut clustara,
cheering gum and popular packages, Go Mods. All fast seller..
make the best. Season justtarting. mesamples. Need agent
a: once. So answer this adNOW.
MILTON GORDON. 1416 Vies St., Cincinnati. Dept. 1230

Insure your copy reaching you each month. Sub-
scribe to SCIENCE & I NVENTIO N--$2.50 a
year. Experimenter Publishing Co., 53 Park Pl.,
N.'-. C.

Odd and Unusual Patents
itinued from rage 409)

feelings of the horse are considered, it is
fortunate that the treadmill -car was not a
success.

Ingenuity knows no bounds or rules. Some
clever chap secured a patent on a raincoat
with a gutter and a spout. The lower hem
of the coat is turned up to form a gutter and
is inclined so that the water will run to one
side where a tubular spout several inches
long shoots the water away from the wearer,
the idea being, of course, to keep the legs
dry.

Snoring is still a great menace to society
although in 1872 a humorous patent issued
on an Anti -Snoring Device. The patentee
alleged that "a person cannot snore while
lying on his side," and to prevent lying any
other way be provides us with "an arch of
hard material secured between the back of
the shoulders by means of straps about the
waist and neck, thereby preventing the per-
son from sleeping on the back." Snoring is
thus easily eliminated by a removal of the
cause. We also find among the patents a
guillotine for decapitating pou!try.

(To be continued next month.)

Book Review

FREEHAND DRAFTING, by Anthony
E. Zipprich. Hard covers. 6" x 9", il-
lustrated, 131 pages. Published by D.
Van Nostrand New York City.
$1.60.
This is a very suggestive hook. It tells about

drawing without a ruler, tee square or triangle.
and teaches or endeavors to teach dependence on
the human hand. The book work is so very prac-
tical with so many illustrations giving examples
of free hand practice. that it is most interesting.
The position of the hand for drawing straight lines
and curves is given in such detail that the work
and manipulation of a left handed draftsman is
considered. All kinds of elementary shapes anal
lines open the book, and then we crime to geome-
trical definitic ns with numerous illustrations in
perspective of solids. The idea is of course that
free -hand work leads to the production of perspec-
tive views, while the servant of the tee square
and triangle always tries to do everything in the
boldest projection. One chapter is given to
isometric sketching. which may be termed in a
sense, the lazy man's perspective. It is, however,
perspective with the observer so far away that the
vanishing point ceases to exist. No better practice
could be found for one who has occasion to make
these quick sketches than to follow right through
the hook and copy the many very characteristics
and instructive examples given.
FARM ENGINEERING, by Byron

Burnett Robb, M.S.A., and Frederick
Gardner Behrends, B.S. Hard covers,
PA" x 8'/.1", illustrated. 454 pages. Pub-
lished by John Wiley & Sons, Inc.,
New York City. $2.50.
The old house of John Wiley & Sons long

known to the scientific world are issuing a series
of books called the "Wiley Farm Series." They
are edited by Professor A. K. Getman, Supervisor
of Agricultural Education at the University of the
State of New York. This honk is the first of the
series and the only one so far published. About
everything imaginable about the farm is included.
such as harness repairing, (Henry Ford has not
yet driven away all the horses), soldering, rope
work and belt lacing. These we may place at the
foot, So fully is all this given anal in such detail,
and with such numerous illustratiors, that it will
interest anyone, even if it were only on account
of the wide application of much that is described.
A section on knots is such as to give points to
almost anyone, and es -en the yacht :man will find
instruction here. Then as we go on the installa-
tion of a pow -r plant. leveling up for foundations.
the engineering of drainage and the installation of
concrete work, and coming into the house the sub-
ject of plumbing is very fully given. The number
of illustrations is in excess of the pages. anal a
very good index is given. We warmly commend
the work to our readers.

(Continued on page 474)

SHOW CARD
EETTERING
earn at Home

HERE the very course you need if you want to
get a good paying position as a Show Card Letterer
or Sign Letterer, or have a business of your own.
This course is complete and practical and especially
arranged to meet the needs of the student who studies
at home. It was written by E. L. Koller, Principal
of the School of Art of the International Correspon-
dence Schools, member of the American Federation
of Arts, and The National Society of Craftsmen.

Mr. Koller has had twenty years' teaching experi-
ence, and his success in helping other men and women
is 4n indication of what he can do for you.

H. L. Wood, a clerk, made more than $700 "on
the side" before ho had completed his course and
also won $125 in prizes. Harry William Lord writes
that he has more than doubled his salary as a result
of studying this I. C. S. course in spare time.
11'i ham Whitman, a former wagon builder, now has
a sign painting business of his own and is earning
nrarly three times as much as he dial before enrolling
with the International Correspondence Schools.

There is no doubt that Show Card Lettering anal
Sign Lettering offer a real opportunity to ambitious
men and women. Just mark and mail the coupon
and we'll gladly send you a booklet telling all about
the I. C. S. course in Show Card Lettering, or any
other subject in which you are interested.

- --
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

Box 6I62 -E. Scranton. Penna.
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1000 NEEDED
INVENTIONS!
ller. is the most remarkable book ever otiered Ira in-
ventors. One Thousand needed inventions listed and
described. Arranged as follows: General Problems;
Automotive; Mechanical; Electrical; Chemical:
Radio; Marine. Separate chapter on the Ten Mast
Needed Inventions. This book may give you one
idea that can win you a fortune. Nothing else like it
bias ever been published. Compiled at enormous cx.
pense. Edited by Raymond Francis Yates, formerly
f :waging Editor of a leading scientific magazine.

Over 100 pages, durably bound. Send no money.
Pay postman only $1.00 plus postage on arrival.
Money back after 10 days examination if desired.
Limited edition. Write NOW.

BUREAU OF INVENTIVE SCIENCE
DEPT. 79Y 110( 111,TElt NEW
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Money Making
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of ambitious men and women
who want to become independent.

Covers every field of activity from
which profit can be derived.

Explains the money -making possi-
bilities in each particular enter-
prise.

Discusses definite steps to be taken
by people adopting a means of
livelihood, spare -time work, or a
second income.

Has the following special depart-
ments:

Prize Contest Record,
a classified directory of current contests.

The Literary Market,
a record of periodicals for writers.

Opportunities in New Patents,
illustrating the latest promising invention.

Agents' Opportunities,
describing attractive items for salesmen.

Money -Making Formulas,
with directions for preparing specialties.

Cash Prizes for Money -Making Ideas,
announcing the rules for our prize award,

Publishes feature articles by recognized
authorities in many fields, as, for in-
stance, real estate, selling, writing, man-
ufacturing, investments, speculation,
farming, the mail order business, decor-
ating, candy making, needlecraft, photo-
graphy, mechanics, chemistry, window
trimming and many others.

Subscription Price, $2.50 the Year
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elnervs...0%

The CONSRAD COMEANY.Inc.
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1

SECURE A SECOND INCOME
Be independent in business-There are
opportunities for big profits everywhere
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time work are explained every month.
Read MONEY IN IAKING and learn how.

25c ON ALL NEWSSTANDS
Ask your newsdealer for a copy to -day.

Published and Distributed by
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Home Mechanics
ay WILLIAM BUTTERFIELD
(Continued from page 411)

a good idea of their construction may be had.
The three large ones are 30 inches long,
1334 inches wide and 63 inches deep. The
four smaller 9 inches long, 634 incites wide
and 4 inches deep.

An ogee molding 1 Inch wide and 1Y;
inches high is used at the bottom of the
desk as shown. The back legs are formed
by a part of each side piece, the front legs
are of composition in the style of claw feet.
They are screwed to the bottom frame.

The brass locks, hinges, glass knobs and
sliding drop lid supports can be had at any
furniture maker's supply house. The com-
position legs can be obtained there also.

The upper section or bookcase part of
the desk is assembled first with two sides,
each is 41 inches long, 9 inches wide and
34 inch thick. A top 1 inch thick, 33 inches
long and 10 inches wide is put on just as the
top of the lower section is mortised and
tenoned. Both tops are the same size and
thickness. A molding is cut on three sides
of these two tops. It may be "stuck" on by
machinery. The back is 4% -inch ply -wood
and is 41 inches long and 29Y. inches wide.
A Y2 -inch ply -wood bottom is used with
mortise and tenon ends ; it is 30Y2 inches
long, including the tenons, and 834 inches
wide.

The door frame for this section is formed
of the sides, bottom and a 3.i -inch square
maple cross -piece at the top (as shown). A
Y2 -inch ply -wood door stop is made using
two Y2 -inch square uprights and a cross-
piece l'A inches wide and Y2 inch thick (see
illustration). Four Y2 -inch square ply-
wood cleats are used to support the shelves.
The shelves are maple and 29/2 inches long,
7Y2 inches wide and 34 inch thick.

Before working on the door, it may be
best to study the construction of a door and
window sash by observing these two articles
in their finished state. The outer upright
pieces are Called stiles, the cross -pieces are
called rails and the thin pieces, forming Cie
wooden divisions to the glass, are called
bars. The stiles are grooved at the joirts
and the rails have tongues to fit the grooves.
\Vhen glass is used, the opening made by
joining these pieces together is rabbeted or
cut out for the glass. The bars are made to
fit into the rabbeted portion, and into their
own rabbeted parts (see illustrations). They
arc held in the door part and to each other
by mortise and tenon joints. For furniture
all joints are glued.

The door is 34 inch thick, 29Y2 inches
wide and 40Yt inches long. The bars are 3.i
inch square, the stiles 5 inches wide, and
401/1 inches long, the bottom rail 11/:
inches wide and 201/. inches long, in-
cluding tcngues, and the top rail 1334 in -
dies wide and 20Y2 inches long, with tongues.
The center upright bars are 263i inches long,
with tenons, the half circle 7 inches in
diameter and each of the cross bars 704
inches long, with Y2-inclr tenons at each
end. Molding is put on as shown and before
described.

Maple is usually stained some dark shade
and finished with little or no gloss.

TESTS RACERS' ENDURANCE
Eighty th,,usand foot pounds of enerzy

are used by *an athleje in running 100 yar
in 11 seconds, according to recent tests.

Dr. Hill found that the pulse rate of an
athlete rose to 180 or more a minute during
violent exercise, while the heart pumped
blood at such times at the rate of fourteen
to eighteen gallons a minute.

Recovery is not quite complete until some
or 70 minutes have elapsed.
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WORLD Batteries ore famous
for their guaranteed quality
and service. Backed by years
of successful manufacture and
thousands of satisfied users.
Equipped with Sobel Rubbrase.
an snauranen against acid andC leak-
age. You save Ea per cent  nil gets
2.Year Guarantee
Bond in Wriang tiOnam Approved
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f performance. Send your order in today.

Solid Rubber Case Radio Batteries
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ENTS OF RADIO COMNIUNICA-
TIOX, by Eller). \V. Stone. Hard covers,
7./t"x53/4", 433 pages. Published by the
D. Van Nostrand Publishing Co., New
York City. Price, $2.50.
This book takes up, in a very fundamental and

systematic way, the elementary principles of radio-
telegraphy. The subject is treated in a general
manner for the most part, mathematics being re-
sorted to only where necessary to make explana-
tions more complete. Every phase of radio is
given proportionate consideration, the author not
delving very deeply into the mathematical aspects
of any one particular angle of the subject. Trans-
mitters and receivers, from the earliest Marconi
types to the present-day high-powered developments
are covered in a very comprehensive manner.
Freak or fad circuits are purposely not discussed,
strict preference being given to the recognized
standard ones.

This volume should prove interesting and in-
structive as a semi -technical general reference on
modern radio.

MODEL MAKING, by Cyril Hall. Stiff
cloth covers 5"x7M", profusely illustrated,
139 pages. Published by R. F. Fenno &
Co., New York City. Price 75 cents.
One is often impressed with the idea that it is a

waste of time to make a model for after all what can
a little steam locomotive, perhaps only ten inches
long, do in the way of any service, and what is the
object of constructing boats that are only twelve
inches long, but there is a great deal to it in
reality. It gives an admirable training in mechan-
ical construction. It necessitates the study of engi-
neering products, so that at once skill in the use
of tools, the study of mechanical and naval construc-
tions, the mechanical drawing and laying out of
work. all applies, so that the time is far from wasted.
The English model makers probably do the most in
this line, and throughout the book we feel that we
can discern the English influence to say no more.
The book is profusely illustrated: it ranges from
the steam locomotive, steamboat and similar things
to electricity and to various other models. includ-
ing, if we may term it a mechanical model, a sail -
big yacht of the English cutter type. The book
contains an adequate index.

LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS IN
PHYSICS by Elmer Reginald Drew,
Ph.D. and Hermon W. Farwell, A.M.
Stiff cloth covers 5" x 7TA", 143 pages.
Published by The Century Co., New York
City. Price $1.50.
Harvard University some years ago issued a

synopsis of experiments VI physics required for
entrance examinations. While they were quite
clever, they did :Went a little hit elementary. In
this book we have detailed a number of much
more advanced experiments in use in Stamford
University and in Columbia University, the
authors being connected, one with a western uni-
versity, the other with an eastern one. The idea
is to give the full directions for experiments in
physics and mechanics to he done by the student
in the laboratory, not merely for en,rance qua!il%
cations. The illustrations are decidedly few, but
we most picture to ourselves that the student has
the apparatus itself in front of him, works with
the apparatus itself and that very few illustrations
are needed. We do find a diagram of a potentio-
meter set-up which should he interesting to our
radio friends who apply the term potentiometer
somewhat too loosely. There is an appendix con-
taining notes on apparatus, and an interesting part
of this section describes methods of filing calcula-
tions. because there arc always liable to he in-
vitable errors not due to the figures but to what

we may call the circumstances of the case.

THE TEXTIT.E FIBERS, by I. Mer-
ritt Matthews, Ph.D. Fourth Edition
Hard covers 511" x 9T!1", 1053 pages.
illustrated. Published by John Wiley
& Sons, Inc., New York City. $10.00.
This honk is of special interest to the present

reviewer. whose recreation happens to involve deal-
ing with the 'cry subject of it. pages. A number
of very patient souls are now taking up foot -power
weaving in an amateur way, and the reviewer is
one of those. It therefore follows that this he --k
rather reaches one's heart. Tt has over one thous-
and pages and over four hundred illustrations
A most interesting portion treats of artificial silk
which is now coming into stunt extensive use.
although it !mist he conceded that the durability
of its effects is not satisfactory, and the filament
of the silk worm surpasses it in quality. Micro.
tropic views of the fibres are finnyd throughout the
pages. Mercerized cotton. another modern develop-
ment. is described in considerable detail with Mos-
trations of the machinery used in making and lus-
tering it.
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$75 AWE=
BUILDING RADIO SETS
In Your Spare

Time IP.
Joan the Radio Association of America.

Learn how to build and repair sets. The
Association will train you -start you out
in business, if you wish. Be the radio
"doctor" of your community. $3 an hour
upwards easily made.

EARNS $500 IN SPARE HOURS
"I have at last found myself," write:

Lyle Follick, Lansing. Mich. "I have al-
ready made over $5110." \Verner Eichler,
Rochester, N. V.. writes. "....have made
over $50 a week in my spare time." Our
members are starting radio stores, increas-
ing !heir salaries, securing better posi-
tions. passing radio operator examinations,
earning big money in stare time.

JOIN ASSOCIATION NOW!
Are you interested in Radio for pleasure or
profit? Join now becati:e we have a Special
I'lan whereby your membership need not cost
you a cent. Only limited number 1.f these
memberships acceptable. Write now for de-
tails -before it is too late.

MAIL THIS COUPON
Radio Association of America,
Dept. 69, 4513 Ravenswood Ave., Chicago

Send we epetal of your Special Keno Association
31embership Plan.
Nance

I Idress
IV State

KESTER
READY YO 4/50

METAL MENDER
The Household Solder

CiHere's why thousandsuse
Kesler Metal Mender.
Simple -"Requires Only
ileat"A nyone can use it .
Safe -No messy pots or
dangerous acids.
Sure - Genuine Solder
makes firm metal joints.
Satisfactory -Works
equally well on light or
heavy, old or new work.
Economical -Saves
many times its price.

Your `Dealer Can
Supply

Soldering
Booklet
"It's 

Cinch to
Solder",

Upon
Rega,,r

CHICAGO SOLDER COMPANY
4203 313 WriehtwoodAee..ChIcago.l.'..5. A.

qourNusical
Bump willpay

you well
START now to develop your fat-

ent with a Conn easyto-play
band or orchestra instrument.

- Demand for players exceeds sup-
ply. Free Trial; Easy l'ayments on
any Conn. Send for tree literature
and details; mention instrument

C. C (70NN, LTD.
956 Conn l;! 1:1.11rt, Ind.

(z'P K
.,N I)

NTS AL
Cut toFINAL

latest guns,

*er .99SALE
King of Revolvers

Has all improvements of
-
AAguns, 935 value, left

g
Wheeler, safety hand ejector,
uaranteed neverout ot order

0 -shot. 32-20 or 38 cat, Send No
Money. Pay on delivery es qq plus
postave Satisfaction or money back. Federal
Mail Order, 414 Droadway, New York, Dept.. tau

Radio Wrinkles

HANDY SOLDER SUPPLY

SPRING

WIRE SOLDER

BENCH

With this scheme it is always in place and
ready for use. A hole is drilled in the spool
and the end of a length of wire solder in-
serted. The solder is then wound on the spool,
and is unwound as it is used up. The spool
is held firmly in place by means of a nail and
a spring. -Clair W. Hudlow.

STORAGE "B" BATTERIES

MERCUROUS
AND

ZINC
SULPHATES

4404

1,-

MERCURY

FIG. I

F G 4

F IG

OIL

SATURATE D
SOLUTION

OE
ZINC

SULPHATE

BEND

COPPER
WIRE

FIG 5

3

ZINC
STRIP

FIG r
A storage "B" battery made according to the
specifications shown will prove very serviceable,
since frequent charging will not be necessary.
The cells deliver 1% volts each. When com-
pleted, the battery should be charged and dis-
charged three times before being put into
service. -Edward Geroux.

POWER TUBE SUBSTITUTE
AMPLIFYING TUBES

A F. T.
3 J2- :

LOIiDC
JPEAKER

0- C+ -A + - B +
The cone type of loud speaker, being very
sensitive to noises of all kinds, is operated
most successfully in conjunction with non -
distorting power tube amplifiers. Power tubes
being more expensive than the ordinary ampli-
fying tubes, two tubes of the latter variety
may be connected in parallel, and thus deliver
an undistorted output. -Frank d'Annunzio.

O

Aviation
Brings Quick
Success
TO young men of daring no other

field of work offers such a fascina-
tion, such high pay, nor such oppor-

tunities for quick success as the field of
Aviation. As yet, aviation is practically
.n its infancy. But now is the time to
get in.

Amazing Opportunities
in Alrpilane Industries
In the automobile industry and in the moving

picture business hundreds of men got rich by
getting in at the start. They made their success
before others woke up. Today, these lines offer
no greater opportunities than a hundred and one
others. BUT AVIATION IS NEW. Get in whili
the opportunities are big. All over the country
there will be a clamor for trained men. It will not
be a question of pay but of getting capable men.

Become an Aviation Expert
$50 to $100 per Week

The study of aviation is almost as fascinating
as the actual work. Every lesson is full of in-
terest. That is why it is easy to learn aviation.
You do not have to make yourself study-it is
like reading an interesting book that tells you
things you have always wanted to know. Only
one hour each evening will give you the basic
training in a surprisingly short time.

One student, S. F. McNaughton, Chicago, says:
"Your lessons are like a romance, and what

is more, after one read-
ing, the student get3
athorough understand-
ing. One never tires of
reading them." James
Powers, Pa., another
student, says, "I am in-
deed surprised that
such a valuable cours^
can be had from such
practical men for so
little cost."

Fascinating-Daring-
Big Paying
Prepare Now for One

of These Positions
Aeranskutical Instructor

$60 to $150 per week
aeronautical Engineer

$100 to $300 per week
A tical Contractor

Enormous profits
Aeroplane Repairman

$60 to $75 per week
Aeroplane Mechanician

$40 to $60 per week
Aeroplane Inspector

$50 to $15 per week
Aeroplane Salesman

$5000 per year and up
Aeroplane Assembler

$40 to $65 per week
Aeroplane Builder

$75 to $200 per week

Personal
Instruction

by Experienced Men
Men who have had ac-
tual experience give
you personal attention
They select the lessons,
lectures, blueprints and
bulletins. They tell you
things that are essen-
tial in everyday prac-
tice. Each lesson is
easy to read and un-
derstand.

Get Big FREE Book-Now
Send coupon below for New Book, just out, "Op-
portunities in the Airplane Industry." It is in-
teresting and instructive. It will show you many
things you never knew before about aviation.
We have but a limited supply of these books-
send the coupon before they are all gone.

American School of Aviation
3601 Michigan Ave.. Dent. 1426 Chicago, Ill.

I

American School of Aviation
3601 Michigan Ave., Dept. 1426 Chicago, DI.
Without any obligation, send me your Free Book.
-Opportunities in the Airplane Industry". also infor-
mation about your course is Practical Aeronautics.

Street.

City Stat.
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Are You Afraid of Marriage?
Are you on the verge of plung-
ing into marriage unfit. unpre-
pared for its duties? Are you
trembling lest the girl you love
discovers that you are not the
wan the thinks you are? Don't
risk such a tragedy. Don't
1.ril$ any trusting girl into such
a mess. wreckin7 both her life
and Stop and think of
what marriage means to the un-
lit-the sickly. skinny, unde-
veloped!
THINK WHAT IS AHEAD
FOR YOU! - disappointment.
disgust, divorce. perhaps-and.
if you marry and have children
-what sort of children can you
expert? If you are weak.
nervous, sickly, wateryblroded,
your children will be rickety.
puny. scrofulous. sallow -faced
weaklings of whom you will be
ashamed.
Brace up. mar-make yourself
fit for marriage. You can do it.

STRONGFORTISM
-Nature's way to health and
strength-will put you on your
feet. give you new vigor and a
feeling of manliness and make
you a man a woman will be
proud of. You can come back
-no matter how low done, dis-
ease and excesses have dragged

STRONCFORT you. Write today, telling
Builder of Men frankly what troubles you.

Send For FREE BOOK
It's a wonderful book of facts abcut the human body.

this
LIONEL STRONGFORT INSTITUTE

Dept. 215 -- Newark, N. J.
Send me your FREE BOOK. "Promotion and Con.

rvation of Health. Strength and Mental Energy."
Name
Age Occupation
Street
City Sate
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Battery Prices
SMASHED!

To Consumers Only
Ilere is areal battery quality,

guaranteed to you at prices
that will astound the entire bat-

tery -buying public. Order Di-
rect From Factory. Put the

Dealer's Profit in your own pock-
et. You actually save much more

than half, and so that you can be
convinced of true quality and perform-
ance we give a Written 4 -Year Guaran-
tee. 'Here is your protection! No need to
take a chance. Our battery is right- and
the price is lowest ever made. Convince
yourself. Head the prices!

Auto Batteries Radio
BattIlVolt.11 Plate. $8.50 6Volt.100 Atpitit 0

61/00.13 Plate, 515.25 6Volt.120 Amp. $10.75
12Volt. 7 Plate, $11.75 6Yolt.140Ann/.$11.75
Buy Direct-Bend No Money

We ask no deposit. Simply send name and ad -
drew and eityle wanted. Battery will be shipped
same day we receive your order ExpressC.O.D.
nubject to your examination
on arrival. Our ruarentee
TC:Iroynt"...:iniattrtry
for cash In full with or-
der. You cannot lose!
Send

NOW!
your order today

ARROW BATTERY CO.
Dept. 9 1215 So:
Wabash Ittle.,Chltag0

sr

TAY

Agents
Wanted,

Use end In-
troduce MELLINCER CORD TIRES

15,000 GUARANTEED
Lowest Wholesale Prices in Amer-
ica. Shipped prepaid on approval. Make
big money all or part time. No capital or
experience. Sample sections furnished.
YOUR TIRES FREE!
fOmply send name heday for FREE ROOK. tell.;
bow thowands do big bunions..

FREE SeamyOffer, Wholesale Price. and FREE Sample Olt.
MELLINGER TIRE & ROBBER CO.
Dept. 411. Kansas City,151o.
Dept. 411, Philadelphia. Pa.
Dept. 411. Oakland. Calif.

ri)
IL

WRITE
NEAREST

OFFICE

ENINGER WILLTRUST YOU
SEND 10e INSTAPAPSFOR

RIO MONEY SAVING FOR YOU
Ueedandrehuiltmotorcrrles925MEMO.

usedbicycles19.603anderns$20.
mirchim: fully km ronteed.

w sel and motorcycles
at factory prices, save dealers.
recite. Motorcycle and auto-

--;3/4194% mobile tires Ea. Complete line

BERINGER PRICE tUT4ER.,70VIETFER7N. Y.

PAY AS YOU RIDE

>r Hunting Whales With 4

Airplanes
j,,,;11 L,1!;,' 402)

second group (the toothed whales) whirl
includes the Sperm whales, Dolphins and
Porpoises, all have teeth, varying in number
from a single pair to sixty or more. They
feed on fish, sluids and cuttlefish.

As will be seen from the foregoing, the
whale is just like a huinan being swimming
in water. A man can swim under water
for a few minutes holding his breath, and the
whale simply goes him one better, having a
tremendous pair of lungs, by means of which
he can hold sufficient air to oxygenate his
blood with while submerged for a period of
twenty to thirty minutes. But he may swim
under water for five miles in a period of
thirty minutes while submerged, and thus
it is while hunting whales, the fishermen often
are surprised to see a whale dive and then
not see him again until he reappears and
blows several miles away from the ship.

Those interested in whales, one of the
most fascinating subjects the writer has ever
met with, should certainly read the most
remarkable new book entitled, "Whale
Hunting With Gun and Camera," by Roy'
Chapman Andrews.

Some people when they first see a whale
or his skeleton, such as those exhibited at the
museums, frequently compare the whale with
a submarine. They are more correct than
they think, for imagine what power a whale
has when, after being harpooned, he has
fought courageously for ten hours and pulled
a 90 -foot steam -driven whaling boat after
him at a speed of ten miles an hour, when
the engines and screws of the whaling boat
were set in full reverse or astern. Many a
man has lost his life on whaling expedi-
tions, simply by the swish of a whale's tail
at close quarters, this powerful tail crush-
ing him as flat as a flounder. Remember.
one swat of his tail represents tons of meat
and blubber crashing down upon you. If a
whale charges an average small whaling
steamer and hits it at right angles, he is
quite likely to buckle in the plates and sink
the boat. Sixty to seventy tons of solid
meat and bones are not to be conjured with
when it comes tearing down upon you at a
speed of ten to fifteen miles an hour, the
average speed of the whale when swimming.
In Mr. Andrews' book you will find many
instances where whales after having been
harpooned have towed the whaling boat for
hours, with the boat's engines and screws in
half or full reverse. If you live anywhere
near a museum where you can see a whale
on exhibition, you should by all means go
and have a good look at it. They are one
of the most awe-inspiring sights you can
imagine.

The question is often asked how big is a
whale baby at birth, and the common im-
pression seems to be that they are the size
of a shark. or 7 to 12 feet in length. The
baby whales at birth are most astonish-
ing "little fellows" and would scare you right
out of your boots if you ever met one in the
water while swimming. The "babies" meas-
ure 12 to 25 feet in length, or from TA to TA
the length of the mother whale when she
gives birth to it. Many offspring have been
horn just at the point where the mother
whale is hauled on the pier at land whaling
stations; but if the mother expired shortly
before, the baby whale is either born dead
or is found in the womb of the mother, as
the blubber is cut away.

The outer skin of the whale is very inter-
esting, being of a tough. hairless natire
about one-half inch thick. The heavy layers
of blubber or fat underneath this skin vary
from 8 to 12 inches in thickness, and serve
to keep the blood of the whale warm.
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Get Business by Mail
60 pages of vital business facts and
figures. Who, where and how manyyour prospects are.
8,000 lines of business covered. Corn -:sited by the Largest Directory Publish-
ers In the world, thru information ob-
tained by actual door-to-door canvass.

Write for your FREE copy.
R. L. POLK & CO. Detroit, Mich,

880 POLK DIRECTORY BLDG.
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Any handy man ran
Install his own plumbing
and heating by our new,
easy method. Free in-
stalling plans show you
how. You save waste and

high labor east with our rut -to -fit system.
Fifty years of economy service to home
owners, farmers, builders and mechanic,.
Million dollar plants behind our guarantee.
FREE 1100K shows everything in plump.
log and heating fixtures and supplies
Write today for your copy. tsrASLIeaa

HARDIN-LAVIN COMPANY
104-14 West Pershing Road - Chicago, Ill.

NEW WAY TO GET
CHEAP GASOLINE

Now you can cut your gasoline cost as low as
9c a gallon. An amazing new invention makes
practically any car give twice its regular mileage.
One car did 56 miles on a gallon. The inventor
wants distributors and is willing to send a sample
at his own risk. Write to 5. A. Stransky,
L-1500 Stransky Bldg., Pukwana, S. Dak.

You can safely reshape your nose to
beautiful proportions with

nosE ADJUSTER
- painlessly, comfortably.
Results speedy and guaran-
teed. Physicians praise it
highly. No metal to harm
you. Winner of Gold Merle, 1923.

FREE BOOKLET
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You ,:an be quickly cured, if you

STAMMER
Rend 10 cents for 439-pnge book on StammerIne and
Flattering, "Its Cause and Cure." It tells bow T
cured myself after stammering 20 yrs. B. N. Bogue.
8132 Bogue Bldg., 1147 N. Ill. St., Indianapolis

fill A table of partial products which saves time andr , .Th..zi,,,,,,,i,,,1,....11,,,,,,,e.ea2LnnanAd r51:.v.,loslro. To

; lutelr firrurate. invaluable far ,Ililent, 25c
AIX- MATH PONY. 229 N. Harvey Ave.. Oak 'Park. Ill.

THE MATH PONY
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rDoWonderful Chemical
Tricks and Ex eriments
with EMC Junior!

r Make vulr 4141 n hitt. dye loth. test wa-
ter and soil, and learn about.  hemist
surprise and puzzle your friends ti till
Mack Chemical tricks; write
letters with invisible ink; pour blue.
brown and black liquid front a gla
eater; make a magic piteller 4/i 1,1,14

inn; make your own magi- illl tin:
!miler. It's all easy it You ham!
Chetneraft Junior. Order lent :I I

get a Free copy of The Cie.,all
Chemist NI:1'4:14111u ;
full of chemical -

luettlation. expel
Moils and pkg.,-
Order Now ONLY
50e POSTPAID.
Porter Chemical Co

106 Summit Ave.
Hagerstown. Md.

clizisYear-t,
make
it a'
Real Vac a tiditi

Thrilling. foaming speed with the
Super Elto outboard motor! Instantly
attached to any rowboat. Easily port-
able. World famous for easy starting.
Multiplies the pleasures of fishing,
racing, vacationing. Write today for
new catalog-beau- clh
Molly illustrated -
intensely interestin e Superg.

Dept 44. Mnf Home 111411,

Ella Outboard Motor Co.
Ole Evinrude.

M11441:444k., win.

T ANYWHERE ON 10 DAYS FREE TRIAL
TUBE BIG POWERFUL.

"GUARANTEED /WRAC° ultras

RAD 0 Uyers everywhere report
It gets programs coast tocoast.
Canada to Gulf. load and clear
on epecker: outperforms 8100
to S.:0 acts. ManiSrASiDhear Europe. Mar-

--vetoes value Let users
estunany convince von

FACTORY
PRICES -SAYE

I/3 T01/2. smatter
Sets $13.75 up.retail.

FREEI Lttereture on latest
new low pre...sandDemers
Hot:tube model., /Agents`

SPECIAL OFFElt I Write!
MIDWEST

neor
RADIO

d de
CORPORATION

Pm Hor, of Sets
400-0.5 nth St.. Cincinnati. OhIO

Retail

/111RACO
RADIO

GEIS'EM
COAST 210

COAST

YOUR COAT and VEST can be
MATCHED with newTROUSERS

a I. \V, match
hundred, ill e.i.i! a  1..I.tetowlly
every Ev.,'Y pair ailorr,1 bi your
Pleasure. 110,11.11) patterns. We submit
sample of chills for ,,or apt,. al. lust
mail your Vest or a sample of the sulk to

Enclose return ACME PANTS MATCHERS
postage If vest Dept. At

is sent. 20 W. Jackson Chicano

CAordsgisfr
FREE INFORMATION

i I Sperit I Cluse. enables you
learn shorts tool latest Lin:

' is itionoiliately By the famous
John Martell. anther of many books.
N. Y. Institute of Music, Dept. S. 143 E. 34th St.. N. Y. C.

Earn $3000 to $10,000 a year. Prepare quickly dur-
ing spare time. Also earn while you learn. New easy
method. Nothing else like it. Send et once for free
book. "Opportunities in Modern Photography" and
full particulars. Special offer open now.INTERNATIONAL STUDIOS Inc.
Dent. 1426 3601 Michigan Ave.. Chicago. U. S. A.

50,9

TriclCv

BIG BOOK 100
Re a Man of Ms!. I '

Mystify your frt.::: I.. . ll
learn. This New s, .4:y.
righted Milk ti Ils law. Logo

of ]lac le Tricks. Jokes.
Puzzle. and It loomed N.yeltieS
Included. Send lee tislaY!

LYLE DOUGLAS
Station A-3, Dallas. Tenn

SQUAB 4) BOOK 4) FREE
Breed squabs and make motley. Sold by millions.

Write at once for free 40 -page book beautifully
printed in colors telling how to do it. Y. a

.114.1. soil be surprised. Pt/NMI ROCK MUM CO.
506 H St., Melrose Highlands, Mass.

; Building a Good Box Loop
By HERBERT E. HAYDEN

(Continued front page 438)

A brass bushing 94" inside diameter, notched as
shown above, is fitted over the keyed base mem-
bers and acts as a socket for the center dowel

stick.

The photograph above shows the appearance of
completed frame of loop, after it has been rub-
bed down and finished with a coat of varnish

or dye.

Here is a completed loop assembled and wired
with standard silk covered loop wire. This loop
is the equal iv appearance and efficiency of any

commercial type.

$95 an Hour!
"Every hour I spent on my I. C. S.

Course has been worth $95 to me! My
position, my $5,000 ;44 year income, my
home, my family's happiness-I owe it
all to my spare -time training with
the International Comspondence
Schools!"

Every mail brings letters from some
of the thousands of I. C. S. students
tel.ing of promotions or Increases in
salary as the rewards of spare -time
study.

What are you doing with the hours
after supper? Can you afford to let
them slip by unimproved when you
can easily make them mean so much?
One hour a day spent With the I. C. S.
will prepare you for the position you
want in the work you like best. Yes.it will! Put it up to us to prove it.
Mark and mail this coupon now:

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 6163-E, Scranton, Penna.

Oldet and largest correspondence sehonts in ti.e world
Without cost, please tell me how I can qualify for the

position or In the Subject before .'hick I have marked au X:
BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES

Business Management 'Salesmanship
Industrial Management Advertising
Personnel Organizatialk Better Letters
Traffic Management Show Card Letterine
Business Law Stenography and Typing
Ranting and Banking Law Business English
Accountancy (Including C.P.A.) Civil Service
Nicholson Cost Accounting Itailway Mall Clerk
BooltkeepIng Common School Subjects
Private Secretary High School Subjects
Spanish 0 French BdUstrating

TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES
Electrical Engineering Architect
Electric Lighting I Architects' Blueprints
Mechanical Engineer Contractor and Builder

1 Mechanical Draftsman Architectural Draftsman
7Macidne Shop Practice Concrete Builder

Railroad Positions Structural Engineer
.JCas Engine Operating Chemistry 0 Pharmacy

Civil Engineer Automobile Work
Surveying and Mapping Airplane Engines
Meta.lurgT 0 Mining Agriculture and Poultry

-1Steam Engineering 0 ltadio Mathematics

Name..
Street
Addreou

CRT State

Occupation
you reside in Canada. send this coupon to the Internn-

giu.at Correspondence Schools Canadian Limited. Montreal

SEND INTERNATIONAL CATALOG
La net prise Ilst.

Full line of
auto limn,:

ant attesor-
ie. far Forts
at Wholesale
Prices. Save
big moticY

nn bndice by
inn Direct fr..tll Factory.

FORD-Prices from $27.85 up. Factory to
consumer direct-Pay only One Profit.

International Body Works. 914 W,Ohio St.. Oept.4.Chicago.111.

FOR THE

FOR

Ship Model Plans
and instructions. Easy to build
and sell models. Magellan's Skip.
77c-Hudson's "Half Moon," 92c
-Clipper, 82e-Santa Maria.
31.02-Pirate Ship, 52c-all for
$3.90.

SEA ARTS GUILD
405X ELEVENTH AVE. MILWAUKEE, WIS.
Insure your copy reaching you each month. Sub-
scribe to SCIENCE AND INVENTION-$2.50 a
year. Experimenter Publishing Co., 53 Park Place,
N. Y. C.
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Opportunity Ad -lets
You will find many remarkable opportunities and real bargains in these columns. It will pay you to read and investigate the offerings made

every month by reliable firms, dealers and amateurs from all over the country. No matter what you may be seeking, whether supplies,
automobile accessories, the opportunity to make money, or anything else, you will find listed here the best and most attractive specials of the
month.

Advertisements in this section twelve cents a word for each insertion. Name and address must be included at the above rate. Cash should
accompany all classified advertisements unless placed by an accredited advertising agency. No advertisement lot less than 10 words accepted.

Ten per cent discount for 6 issues, 20 per cent discount for 12 issues. Objectionable or misleading advertisements not accepted. Adver-
tisements for the November issue must reach us not later than September 10th.

The Circulation of Science and Invention is over 150,000 and climbing every month
EXPERIMENTLH PUBLISHING CO., INC., 53 Perk Pla,c, New York City, N. Y.

Advertising Agencies Agents Wanted (Continued)

24 Words -355 Rural Weeklies $14.20. Ad-Aleyer. 4112- Make -Sell Your Own Goods. Formulas, Processes. All

FI ilattbod, St. 1.11 i S. MO. kinds. All line-. Catalog, circulars free. D. Thaxly Co..
teashington, D. C.

Advertising In all magazines and newspapers at publish-
., lowest rates. Hook giting rates, closing dates. etc..
2.e.. -refunded first order. Taylor's Advertising Service.

Brown Bldg., Rockford, III.
e... 1...killi111,411011114.1131i, ,,,,,, 1111111.1111.11IIII,MIllitIllint.1111.0101.1111111111111.11111.1.0101,1

Advertisers

I Write letters, folders, booklets, complete fedlowup for
omit lecture, s. wall order dealers. Long experience. Writs

fir details. L. Taylor, 315 Brown Bldg., Itockford,
,..i.-..1,11111.,.1111,,,1111114111t1111111,111111.1111111:11,111,111111111111111.1.1,i1.4113111111111111111:1011

Agents Wanted
Agents -Best seller; Jem Rubber Repair for tires and

tubes; supersedes vulcanization at a saving of over Boo per
rent; put it on cold. It vulcanizes itself in two minutes and
is guaranteed to last the life of the the or tube; sells to
every auto owner and accessory dealer. For particulars how
to make big money and free sample, address Amazon Rubber
Co.. Philadelphia, l'a., Dept. 601.

If I send you a Suit made in the latest style from the
finest goods, rill you keep It. near It and show It to your
illends as a sample of my sensational $23.50 suits guaran-
teed regular $50.00 values? Could you use 9:1.00 an hour
for a little spare time? If so, write me at once for my
wonderful new proposition. Just :trite your name and ad-
dress on a curd and mall to Dept. 335, Salesmanager, 133
So. Peoria St., Chicago.

$60-$200 a week. Genuine Gold Letters for store win-
dows. Easily applied. Free samples. Liberal offer to
pelletal agents. Metallic Letter Co., 441 B., North Clark,
thicago.

$10 daily silvering mirrors, plating and refinishing hunts.
« 'lectors, autos. beds, chandeliers by new method. Outfits
(oral:Med. Write Gunmetal' Co.. Ave. 1), Decatur, Ill.

Bankrupt and Rummage Sales. Make $50.00 daily. We
rt at you, furnishing eterything. Distributors, Dept. 1:1. 609

cis talon, Chicago.

Wash clothes the new way. Use the Torrent Automatic
Washer. You sill he delighted. Special offer to one In
each locality. Storm Royalty Co., 3602 Enright Ave.,
Ft. Louis. Mo.

Make Money Silvering Mirrors, refinishing auto head-
lights. tableware. metal plating. bed steads. chandelier:
Outfits furnished. International Labtratories, Dept. 69. 309
Fifth Ave., New York.

Agents -New Plan, makes it easy to earn $50.00 to
$100.00 neolily. selling shirts direct to wearer. No capital
or experience needed. Represent a real manufacturer. Write
now for FREE SAMPLES. Madison Company, 566 Broad -
may. New York.

Salesmen Selling to Men. We bate logical side line for
you that slit sell a:ing with any other line you may noisy
be handling and mite:lily make More money for you, pro-
vided you are maw selling to Men. (la full farts at micro
by addressing Sales ?tanager, 850 West Adams, Dot. 932,
Chicago.

Real Selling Sensation! Tremendous earnings %thole of
part time! Patented llot Water Bottle Invention needed
everywhere. Big connnissir.ns. Extra bonus. We deliver.
Write quirk. 1'919 Lohl Corp., Slidolleboro, Mass.

Geld Initials, easily applied on Automobiles. Biggest
moneymaker today. Cost Ti-. you get $1.511. No experience
needed. Free Samples. Itairn" Monograms. 1013 Wesk-
it:ono. Ruston. NUss.

To sell Ray.O.Lite cigar and gas lighters. Big earn-
ings. Sample 50e. Itapid Mfg. Co., 799-L Broadway, New
York.

Agents -If you write at since we can place you as our
local representative. $15 a (lay for full time; $2.110 an hour
stare time. Exclusive territory; automobile furnished. Ail

exeept tonal opport unity -investigate Intim diately. Ameri-
can Products Co., 0121 Amee lean Bldg.. Cincinnati, Ohlo.

Big season en. Rhinestone Initial Buckles sell on sight.
815.00 daily in advance. No Investment. Exclusive terri-
toy. Chatcon Novelty Ca.. Colt ltlue Island. Chicago.

Agents over IOW; ! Sill quality dresses $2.00 each.
Slake $13.0n dozen. Sales outfit free. Trial sample $1.00
1'. 0. D. Economy Sales. 2512. Boston. Ma,.

Agents: Our new houscheld cleaning device washes amt
dries windows. sweeps. cleans walls,scrub:, mops. Costs
less than brooms. Over half Profit. Write harper Brush
Winks. 501-7hol St.. Fairfield. Iowa.

Boston Maid Frocks for Women and Children -nationally
known lannoudy popular. Firm mill to wearer: $3.50 to
99(1. Great Income «mincer: for men and women lucent:.
Write for selling outfit Bosworth Stills, B-18, Melrose.
Sias:.

Can You Organize? A sales Fore,r? Are you a salesman?
Tim you want to bernme one? lime real opportunity for
you. Your time, combined is ill. our plan. will give you
the num money you eser lode. Write Foot -MA -Ness Po.,
5e8, Sunlight Bldg.. Fieeport,

A Paying Position Open to representative of character.
Take orders shills -hosiery direct to wearer. Good lu
once. Permanent. Write nun', Tanners Shoo Slfg. Co., 7-468
C St., Boston, Mass.

Business Opportunities (Coned)

Be a Laboratory expert. Earn from $300 to 8500 ta.. ..ly.
Study Silerolciology. Sanitation. Day. Limning el.oser.
Diplomas, Derrees. Granted 71 Piece outfit Fore to
students. Write for our Free Prospectus today. Interna-
tional College of Microbiology. 7202 IV. Grand Ate..
Chicago, Ill.

Free Book -Start little mall order business. Popham, Box
Fifty weekly easy Circulating magazine clubs, Instill, 431, Chicago,

lion lists free. Spencer:trete Agencies, W. Los Angeles,
Calif.

Agents -Biggest money makers ever offered. Sell offer:.
Noes BESTITONE. which makes both hands flee while
telephoning; Nil DGET COLLA ITSI BLE (IA ltyl ENT HAM:
}:ItS which everybody wants: and EVERIN Kopurse to
hold change and keys. P. Kenna Company. 1308 Avenue N.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

"New camera finishes regular black and white photographs
camera quickly. Slake money taking photos. selling

I eineras. Crown. 459 Canal. Dept. 310. New York."
Sell by Mail! Big Profits! ItimIcs, Formula:. Novelties.

Bargains. Particulars Free. Elko., II -523 S. Dearborn
St.. Chicago. Illinois.

Big mosey and fast sales. Every owner buys gold ini-
tials for Ids auto. You oloarge $1.50: make $1.35. Ten
orders daily easy. Write for partieuhr s and free samples.
American Monogram Co., Dept. 71, East Orange, N. J.

giii.e.Iffnnrelif 1,1,11111111111111111111P111., Jo

Airplanes, Aviation
Three foot flying model aeroplanes. 12 inch mounted pro-

pellor for 25c. Alto Shop. 3030 Hurlbut Ave., Detroit,
Slieh.

Airplanes, How to build them and be sure they will fly.
Learn the two toos.t, pouertul Influences 011 Mr stability and
operation of an airplane. get lair free information, Wu.:
prints and propeller literature. Crawford Airplane Manfgr.,
2225 American Ave., Lomg Beach. Calif.

Curtiss Pulitzer Racer ,,,,,, Mien set, Including plans
and genuine Curtis Reed propeller $1.011 postpaleL Special
offer: Scientific airglIder with ground launching device 50c
postpaid. Curtiss plans 35c S. E. V. -Se-Leaning 75e.
Big catalog listing latest types of model airplanes, boats
and sorties Sc. Phipps Cotnpany, 367 Wilson Ave., Brook-
lyn, N. Y.

Battle Photos and War Relics
For Dens. Relics from Europes battlefields (also medals .

Illustrated cats logue Inith sample nue photos) 25c. Welch,
Albany Ate., N.

Future Aviators -Attention! Short rut information on
Flying--Costs-What to buy. Condensed facts on aviation.
fry Artny & Commercial fliers. II yrs. experience. Send
91.00 for course. JELKS & HAY, 2731 S. Normandie.
Los Angeles. Calif.

'Books

Hypnotism: 25 Easy I and 218 pages illustrated
reference guide $2.011. "\I lid Reading", (any distaneo
Wonderful $1.10. Science Institute, SV130 Sillnaukeo Ave.,
Chilago.

.iiiirtiemilice111111111.111.1n1111111111113(111111111n ,,,,, 11.1$1.1.1.11111111 ,,,,,,,,, 1,1.1111111111.111.11i..11111.1.1.11.111.4

Business Opportunities
Free Book. Start little Mall Order business. Pier. 996

Cortland Street. New York.
You tan have a business-protession of your own and earn

big income in service fees. A new system of foot correction;
molly learned by anyone at home in  few weeks. Easy
terms for training, openings everywhere with all the trade
you ran attend to. No capital required ar goals to bur, to
agency or soliciting. Address Stephenson Laboratory, 18
Back Bay. linston. Mass.

Stop Plodding! Be Successful. Operate a Tire Repair
Shop. Make hug profits in any locality. We teach you and
furnish complete equipments $100 up. Book of Opportunity
free. Haynicoors. 1312 South Oakley Avenue. eidetwo

Responsible Manufacturer wants competent men to men-
ace office and salesmen. $300 to $1500 necessary: will al-
loy expenses to Trenton if you qualify. Address Manager,
536 Forst Richey Bldg.. Trenton. N. J.

Succeed -Our to,nty selentifie processes put you Wise.
Excellent. 50e. No stamps. Holland. Box C-173. AsTorie,
eilo.

Stocks -Bends. Domestle-Foreign. bought-rniol. Dealers
in all marketable securities. Frank N. Everett & Co., 20
Itroad St., New York.

Built -for -you business plans. All kinds. Guaranteed.
Petticulars 10e. lingo, Box :100. Franklin. Pa.

Be your own boss. Unlimited opportonities In Mall
Order work! Send for our book on Mall Order plans. Also
e $5 book Ns:trilling 100 reliable meit y -making plans. Both
sent on the receipt of $1. A Kande'. 817 W. 28th Street,
Norfolk, Va.

Business Service

Representation in Washington, D. C. Stall address. In-
formation, Anything, Anytime, Service, 223, -Victor Bldg.

illeelM1111111011.7=11=t01111ntrITe/PrIfteelniTellern11111M111111.1171:7,11t1,1111 ,,,,,

Chemistry
Experimenters: Students, Amateur Chemists! Read "Pop-

ular Chetaistly" for exper intents, looteulas. chemical new.,
bilk reviews. chemical magic. Question and answer de
pertinent every month. Subscription, *IMO year. Seismic.
lore. special -Eight copies, all different. including How
to Make Fireworks and Lesson: In Determinative Mineral-
ogy. 50c (money order). Wright Press, Caldwell, New
Jersey.

Experimenters, Chemical Apparatus -Radio catalogs. lam)
illustrations. Price 25c refunded on $5.1101 order. tabula-
tory Materials Company, 635 East 71st St., Chicago.

.1.111111,1111 lllll

Correspondence Courses

Used eorrespondence school courses. All kinds. Sold
on repurchase basis. Big saving. Money back guarantee.
Lists free. (Courses bought). Lee Mountain, Pisgah, Ala-
bama.

66.11111311.11111

Educational

Correspondence courses. All schools. Lowest prices, Terms,
Catalog Cot. Mention Subjead. Fred. Goetz, 410-ei Sansome,
Fan Francisco.

Send $1.00 for My Book Explanation of Llfe and
Mind." P. Elie Malachi, 35 W. Thomas St, Miner's Mill,
Pa.

llllll 1111111.111.1.1.111111.1.111

Farms, Land, Etc.

Ozark land; 10 acres near White River and proposed
Dixie Lake, 511141. $5 monthly. Asa Donn:ern:an, 180o N.
Fifth. Hama. (it,", Kansas.

41111,1,11111,,,,

For Inventors

Inventors -Get this pamphlet, "What to Invent" No
theory or gUeSS moult but things actually asked for by
manufacturers. Sent prepaid for only $1.00. Inventor's
Syndicate. 22 Paladium Bldg.. St. Louis, Mo.

U. S. and foreign patents. trademarks. moderate rates.
22 years experience. George C. lieinieke. 32 Union Square.
New York, registered in U. S. and Canada.

Unpatented Ideas Can Be Sold. I tell you how and help
you make the sale. Free particulars (Copyrightedi.
Write IV. T. Greene. 808 &miler Bldg., Washington, D. C.

Inventors! l'so our special service for presenting your in-
tention or patent to manufacturers. Adam Fisher Mfg. Co.,
201-A Enright. St. Louis. 510.

Your Chemical problems solved and norkIng process fur-
nished for Five Dollars. Write me. W. Steelman Rich-
ards, Consulting Chemist. Box 2102, Boston. Mass.

11111111.1.11.11,,,

Games and Toys
,71117:,1117111.111111.,,.

Boys! Boys! Boys! just Issued. our 19201 catalog of
Jewelry. Tricks. Puzzle:. Novelties. Write for your copy.
Dept. G. American Bazaar. Inc., 610 Wway, Now York.

0111111=1.1113123...mrcrtermrtmiltsrr,ntnienrm

Gift of Orient
Send "Flowers of Paradise" Incense. $1. Blossom Gift,

Shope, Southwest Bldg., Los Angeles, Calif.
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Help Wanted Patent Attorneys Photography

Silvering Mirrors. French plate. Easily learned, im-
mense profits. Plans flee. Wear Mirror Works, DetaL 5al.
Excelsior Springs. Mo.

All men -women, 18 to 60, wanting to qamlifY for Cov-
er:Itent Positions, Si 11,.$250 monthly. Local or traveling.
write. Mr. Ozment, 2:13, St. Louis, NI°.

Detectives Earn Big Money. Travel. Excellent opportunity.
Great demand everynlicre. E sherience unnecessary. Par-
ticulars free. Write. American Detective System, 1971
Broadoae. N. Y.

Be a Detective. Work home or travel. Evprelence meteors-
gary. Particulars free. Write. George Wagner. harmer Gov-
erment Detective, 1908 Broadway. N. Y.

Men-Women, 18 up. Get 1'. S. Government Jae.. $95
te $2511 nateeth. Steady stork. Life McMinn, l'aid vaeation.
lAperience unnecessary. 1'1,111111011 edUcat ton sufficient. Full
particulars, 22 page Meek, and sample coaching FREE. %Vette
today sure. nankin' Institute, Dept. APJ, itocheAer. N. Y

Inventions Wanted
Will buy approved invention. Write %V. L. Kendlg, 416

N. Duke Street. Lancaster, Pa.

Ma( hinery and Tools
Concrete Building Block Machines and Molds, Catalogue

free. Concrete Machine Co., 5 N. First St.. St. Louis, Mo.

Magic and Games
Free with $25 order our large die box. Send 20e for cur

lar:re catalogue of tricks. puzzles, wigs, sensational es-
capes, Oaks Magical Co., Dept. 549, Oshkosh. Wis.

Reeks-Magi.. 'Mysteries. Magic Tricks. Novelties. fat-
al ,o Free. Singtr, 200. Hancock, Wis.

Manufacturing

To Order-Ifechanleal work. all branches. Models, Ex-
perimenting. Quantity production. Parma Englneerina
Winks, Brooklyn Station, Cleveland, Ohio.

Manuscripts Wanted

Earn $25 weekly. Seams time, writing for newspapers,
to, Experleor, !unnecessary. Details Free. Press
S,..,,, 1.87. St. Icouls, Mt.

Miscellaneous

Beautiful registered bull pupa $15. Bulldogs. 501 Rock-
et I. Dallas. Texas.

I Catch From 45 to 60 foxes In (neon 1 to 5 weeks' time:
can teach any reader of this likagazille host to get them.
Jest draw me a cant for particluaras W. A. Hadley, Stuns -
stead, Quebec, Canada.

handmade polychrome,' art plaegues, sire 9'sexe:z a, one.
geezer!" 01.00. Gilt Paintings. G. II. Conroy, Luke

Geneva. Wis.

Build yourself an electric clock! Blueprints awl In,truc-
II... lot a towel Motel. $1. Particulars free. Albert Del -
bug, Electrical Engineer. 1690 Park Ave.. New York.

Models and Model Supplies
Scale locomotive castings and track I:

Clues, boilers and speedboat construct b.,
gun bolts and nuts. Ca:dings from Yon, ; '

steel contter and brass tulle, rods. liar, Au I

Cut. Singer. 15 Slain St.. New Yolk.

" 1'1, 111,1111' ,1

Motorcycles-Bicycles
Don't buy a Bicycle Motor Attachmeet until ;oil get

Our rata log or and prices. Show 31tg. Co. D.:tut. It.
Galesburg. Kansas.

Motorists

Adorns Oxygen Tablets -positively, quickly. harmlessly
rem., cailton t pistons. cylinders. valves while car
runs. Saves gas and 011, eliminates salve grinding. stops
knoceing and pre-ignItton. $1.00 Itt.lpal.1 )dopey -hark
genentre. Boone Specialty Co.. lie IV. 112th Place,
Chicago, Ill.

allesorrnrnosn ...... o 000

1l nunirul hiNtruments

Violins-Deep. Mellow. Soulful-on easy credit terms.
Iliah er.aale, oontkiittl itotrointots of my men make. Devel-
opment of many years' expertness. Write for hook. Gustav
A. Henning. 2121 Gaylord St., Denver. Coin.

!nom to ononnattintintnolonnonson iiiiii moon"... ...loom ono ono! inenon iiiiii n llllllllllllllll o ono, omen. of,

Old Coins
California Geld. quarter size. 27c; half -dollar sine, 51e

Columululan nickel and estalogee. tile. Norman Shultz. Bee
1 Ill Colorado Springs. Colo.

German Govt. Bend. 100.000 Mk. 1923 $1.40. 5.000.004
Ilk howl 1921. $1.25. 100.006 Ilk bill and catalogue 10c.
Korman Shultz. Colorado Springs. Colorado.

Millions spent annually for Ideas! Hundreds now wanted!
Patent yours an] profit! Write today fur free book-tells
boa to protect yourself, how to invent. ideas wanted. how
we help you sell etc. American Industries. Inc., 212 Vic-
tor Bldg., Washington. D. C.

Richard E. Babcock. Patent Lawyer. Washington Loan
& Trust 111.1g., Washington, 1). C. Booklet.

Monroe E. Miller. Garay Bldg.. Washingtan, D. C.
Patent Lawyer; Mechanical, Electrical ExperL Booklet
and Priority Record blank gratis.

Patents-Send for form "Evidence of Conception" to be
signed and eiturased. Form. fee schedule, information free.
Lancaster and A ilw ine . Reg late reel Patent Attorney in
United States and Canada, 212 Ouray hdlg.. Washington,

Patents Procured: Trade Marks Registered-A compre-
hensive. experienced, prompt service for the protection anal
development of your Ideas. Preliminary advice gladly fur-
nished without charm.. Booklet of information and form
for disclosing Ides free on request. Michael It. Owen, 130
Owen Bldg., Washington, D. C., or 91-T Park Stow, Nov
York.

'Patenh. Send for free booklet. Highest references.
Best results. Promptness assured. Send model or drawing
for examination and opinion. Watson E. Coleman. Patent

Attorney. 611 0 Street. N. W.. Washingtoc, D. C.

Unpatented Ideas Can Be Sold. I tell you how and help
you make the sale. Free particulars (CM -righted).
Write W. T. Greene, 809 Jenifer Ilidg., %Vashington, D. C.

Get your own patents. Application blanks, complete
Instructions $1. Cutting Bros., Campbell. Calif.

1--dPROOF1---
That Classified Advertising in

Science & Invention
Pays

THE RALCO SUPPLY CC.
Easily Applied and Permanent Monograms.

Boston. Mass.
SCIENCE & INVENTION: Juno 29, 1926.

Sometime ago you asked us for a 1,11 -
mania'. We wish to advise you that we han
not been keying Science & Invention f,,r
quite some time, as it has been ale of our
pick of choice In the past.

We believe it reaches the right class of
Agents, as ee have good results from men ob-
tained through your paper, as does the Agent.

Thanking 900. we are
Very truly yours.

THE HALcO SUPPLY CO.

-still another one
OAKS MAGICAL CO.

Manufacturers of Advanced Magic
Oshkosh, Wis.

scsENC & INVENTION:
Jan. 25. 1926

E
In reply1ng to pan recent letter regarding

our advertisement appearing wealth after
month in your teublime sloe, se Ill say that the
results hare ale ays llllll out ssay on tote.

Very truly yours.
OAKS MAGICAL CO.

Per II. G. Harwood

See Rates at Top Opposite
Page Then Send Your Order.

Patents. Time counts in welling for Patents. Don't
risk delay in ',meeting your ideas. Send sketch or model
for Instructing m write for Free Look, "Row to Obtain a
Patent" and "Record of Invet.tion" Ions. No charge for
information on how to proceed. Communications strictly
confidential. Prevent. careful. efficient service. Clarence A.
O'Brier, , Registered Patent Attorney, Security Bank
Building (ffireetle ateroas street front patent ollice). W1511-
Ington. D. C. See page 453.

Patents: Trade -Marks. Ten years experience In Patent
Consultat inn Ins lied. Booklet. Gee. Beeler. 2001.

1211 Nassau St.. New York.

Inventors-who derive largest profit. know and heed cer.
to in simple but vital facts before applying for patents. Our
brok Patent -Sense gives those farts: free. Write Lacey &
Lacey, 611 F St, Washington, D. C. leetablished

"Inventor's Adviser," the valuable Patentbook with 119
Mechanical movements and illustrations, sent free upon
request. M. I. Labiner. Patent Attorney, 3 Park Row,
New York.

"Inventors' Guide" free on request; glees ralualele In-
formation and Ask, for all who hese original Ideas or
Improvements. Frank Ledermann, Registe-ed Attorney awl
Engineer, 17th Floor, Woolworth Bldg., New York.

Patents

Inventions eomenere lel !zed. Patented or lime:dented.
Write Adam Flatter Mfg. Co.. 205 Enright. St. Louis. Mo.

Two Inventions-an automaton and a Piaster pans viv-
re- Beware inventor's rights. William Elaine'. Habana,

Have you a Camera? Write for free sample of our big
magazine. shooing how to make better pictures and earn
moaner. American Photography, 118 Camera House, Boston.
17, Mass.

ononnononnoron nnnuonsonnonolinrnootor lllll 1,1111010

Photo plays Wanted

$ S $ For Ideas. Photopiay Plots considered in anyform. Wu ite for free booklet. Universal Scenario Com-
pany. 223 Security Bldg.. Western and Santa Monica Blvd.,
Bollamood, Calif.

1111111.111UMITITIM01111160.111.1 lllllllllllllllllllll .110 lllllllll 11101,144011111110

Printing, Printing Outfits and Supplies

Print your own cares. stationery, circulars, paper. etc.
coundete outfit, 40..4.); Joh Tresses $11, 829; BotarY 8119.
Print for others, big profit. All easy. rules sent. Write
(or catalog Presses, type, twee. etc. Kelsey Company, F -GMerieen, Conn.

SeU Printing. Low prices, High quality. Large emu.mission. Send 10c for folio. Ourk Press. Joplin, Mo.

Gummed Labels. Name and Address, 500, 2 lines Ste. 3lines 50c. Catalogue. Eastern Label Co., Y. Clintonville.Conn.

Salesmen Wanted

Salesmen: Go into business without investing a penny.No rent to pay. No stork w carry. Vet you leaks. biggerProfits than regular storekeepers. II rite for facts at ,rare.Address Dept. 531 Gooddeur Chicago, Inc., 841 W. Adams
Se. Chicago.

Tabs orders for coffee. sugar, flour, meats, canned goods.staple groceries. also paints. radio sets, tires, auto and trac-tor 0.1s. No capital or bond required. We deliver and col-lect. Permanent business. Itig pay. Write at once.Intel:rock-11111 Co.. Dept. 83, Chicago.

Minutes Pay Dollars demonstrat hug u onderfut I threepound calculator. Details 51- 00. Work equals 1300 ma -chits.. Adds, subtracts. multiplies, derides automatically.
Vise year guarantee. Illg demand; large profits. experience
unnecessary. Write quick fur liberall trial otter and pro-tected territory. Lightning Calculator Co.. Dept. W, GrandRapids. Mich.

We have a line of goods for which every man in, AmericaIs a prospeeL It has everything any co:Meeting line hasand something besides. It ran be handled profitably bytailot:ng, shirt, hosierY, necktie, shoe. raincoat. and othersalesmen new selling to men. Fir full farts, address Ilaell-n Brers., 135 Sr, Peoria, Dept. 20, Chicago.

Retailers the wire specialty. $10Weekle guaranteed against cont. Reliable house. Guaranteedealers turnover or money bark. Pay you to investigate.Appleton Novelty Co.. Cedar Rapids, Iona.

Sells for $9.75. Prints ad on scrapping paper, envelopes,
etc. 34.00 commission. Send 10c for sample work. Auto-matic Ad-Statteeer, Joplin, Mo.

Salesmen: Sell new changeable letter signs, exclusivesor side one Sample $1. World Signs. 108 N. I/cadet:1.Chicago.

$7.1:10 an hour actually earned in spare time selling forthe largest direct -to -wearer slow firm in the world $5 it0value: at 52.95. Write quick for free particulars. TheDaub c -Wear Shoo Co.. Minneapolis, Minn.

nOO

Song Poems

Song Poem Writers-Send for proposition. Ray Hibbeler,
102 I. '21111 S. Keystone Ave.. Chicago.

Sono Poem Writers: Stamp brings. "Song Writers Guide".
Wks, Van Iteaser, 1121. IVA Elm Sr., Green Bay, Wis.

Song poems wanted. Itaello Publicity, Bureau S. 20Timms Square Station, New York.

Stammering

St-Stu-T-TTering and Stammering Cured at Home.District's° booklet free. Walter McDonnell. 105 Arcade,
1126 Granville Ave.. Chicago, Ill.

Step Stammering, Increase salary. Descriptive booklet
free. Samuel Robbins, 399 Boylston St.. Boston.

0111.11ilt11 num, lllllllll no lllllllllll llllll mimeo." llllll llllll 110i llllllll oloonntonlInntInnnro

Stamps and Coins

Stamps 100 All Different 3 cents. S. I. Quakor Stamp
Company, Toledo. O.

Typewriters

Typewriters, all standard makes. 810 on. Fully guaranteed.
Free trial. Write for complete illustrated lists. Northwestern
Exchange, 121 N. Frartel,co Ave., Chicago.

....61.11NOMMINOPOINNO.Inv......911/0111.11{MIZIIIIIIIMIN111.1WO

Wanted

Detectives Earn big Money. Wank home or travel. Ex-
perience linneregfarY. Write. Georg, Wagner, fortner Gov-
ernment Detective. 1988 Broadway. N. Y.
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Watch for the Big FALL Issue!

50c
THE COPY

Contents

BROADCAST STATIONS
OF THE U. S.

(Alphabetically by call let-
ters)

This section contains all the
Broadcast Stations of the
United States listed by Call
Letters, giving location, Pow-
er, Wavelength. time and
hours of operation.

BROADCAST STATIONS
OF THE U. S.

(By Wavelength & Fre-
quencies)

This is a c plete list of
Broadcast Stations of the U.
S. same as above, but listed
numerically by Wavelength
for added convenience.

BROADCAST STATIONS
OF THE U. S.

(By States & Cities)
Another way of listing all
U. S. Broadcast Stations.
Especially valuable when lo-
cation of a given station is
known but the call letters in-
destinguishable by Radio.

CANADIAN RADIO
BROADCAST STATIONS

(By Provinces & Cities)
(By Call Letters)

This section contains the fin-
est revised list of all Canadian
broadcast stations obtainable.
Listed two ways.

FOREIGN RADIO
BROADCAST STATIONS
( By Countries & Cities)

A section containing the lat-
est, most complete list of
Foreign Broadcast Stations
ever published.

FALL ED.

leiVIEI
49111, Pee ot 11,1 1 all

Ccmbined 4i i

Radio Listeneti
GUidCand Call I)

Ed.ted by S.GemsbacK

Writaaiks:w-T.

121:21Vii " - MNAI  NM iIAII
INV rasa

CC.).7.-...t.
CM'

Radio Set Owners'
Book

of Information

lb Page Radio
Encyclup.ed 1.1

The Radio Listeners' greatest
Call Book and Book of
information COMBINED
Imagine the finest, most up-to-date list of Radio
broadcast stations obtainable-listed 3 ways for
convenience and giving the operating hours of
each station-add a dozen fine articles on the
operation and care of Radio sets-More fine con-
structional articles and lastly a complete install-
ment of S. Gernsback's Radio Encyclopedia-
and you have the big, new Fall RADIO RE-
VIEW -192 pages, large size 9x12 inches.
Photographs of all living Broadcast Performers
and Announcers and hundreds of interesting il-
lustrations.

THE CONSRAD COMPANY, Inc.,
64 Church St., New York, N. Y.

Gentlemen:-I enclose 50c for one copy of the new FALL ISSI:1;
of RADIO REVIEW.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY, STATE

SOLD ON
ALL

NEWS-
STANDS

Contents

RADIO SET OWNERS
BOOK OF INFOR-

MATION
In this portion of Radio Re-
view are a large number of
selected articles each of
great value to every Radio
Listener whether he be a
beginner, Amateur, Profs s-
sional.

RADIO EXERCISE
CHARTS

A guide to Radio Exercises
containing helpful charts of
actual exercises and similar
information.

CONSTRUCTION OF
MODERN CIRCUITS

Here is one of the latest ad-
ditions to the great Radio
Review-gives complete de-
tails with drawings on how
to build at home the latest
Radio Receivers.

S. GERNSBACK'S RADIO
ENCYCLOPEDIA

Radio's finest Encyclopedia
-One complete installment
given in every issue of Radio
Review-contains a whole
barrelful of actual. authentic
data and information on Ra-
dio from every angle.

ILLUSTRATIONS
Throughout the broadcast
station lists are hundreds of
illustrations of living perform
ers and annnuncerc, togettor
with photos of broadcast sta-
tions.

IF YOUR DEALER CANNOT
SUPPLY YOU USE THIS

COUPON

The Consrad Co., Inc.
64 Church Street, New York, N. Y.
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Solve Your Problems
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HAWKINS ELECTRICAL GUIDES IVONL.T.EENs

3500 PAGES $1 A VOLUME
4700 PICTURES $1 A MONTH
Know the facts in Electricity. They mean more money and better
position for you. Hawkins Guides tell you all you need to know
about Electricity. Every important electrical subject covered so
you can understand it. Easy to study and apply. A complete,
practical working course, in 10 volumes. Books are pocket size;
flexible covers. Order a set today to look over.

LEARN ALL ABOUT
Magnetikm-Induction - Experiments - Dynamos - Electric Ma-
chinery-Motors-Armatures-Armature Windings-Installing of
Dynamos-Electrical Instrument Testing-Practical Management
of &Alamos and Motors-Distribution Systems-Wiring-Wiring
Diagrams - Sign Flashers - Storage Batteries - Principles of Alternating
Currents and Alternators - Alternating Current Motors - Transformers -
Converters-Rectifiers-Alternating Current Systems - Circuit Breakers-
Measuring Instruments-Switchboards-Wiring-Power Stations-Installing
-Telephone-Telegraph-Wireless-Bells-Lighting-Railways. Also many
Modern Practical Applications of Electricity and Ready Reference Index
of the ten numbers.

SHIPPED FREE
Not a cent to pay until you see the books. No obliga.ion to buy unless
you are satisfied. Send Coupon now-today-and get this great help
library and see if it is not worth $100 to you-you pay $1.00 a month for
ten months or return it.

SEND NO MONEY SEND ONLY THIS COUPON

THEC. AUDEL & CO.
65 West 23rd Street, New York City

Please submit me for free examination, HAWKINS
ELECTRICAL GUIDE (Price $1 a number). Ship at
once prepaid, the 10 numbers. If satisfactory, I agree
to send you $1 within seven days and to further mail
you $1 each month until paid.

Name

Occupation

Employed by

Hom: Address

Reference
S. I.. SEPT.
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This Big Book
of Facts Tells the Story `
In this book I've writ
ten exactly what you
will do and learn at Na-
tional. A photographic
trip through this 3 -acre
school of shops and la-
boratories. The Truth
about your opportuni-
ties. To keep the book
from euriosity seekers charge
Easterners $1 a cops-which
Is deposited to your account 'it
5% Interest until rill rome to
school. If you The In the
West and can come to Nation-
al NOR-I'll send you this
$1 book Free!

FREE /

"Iwan! men and boys to tmin For B I G PAY

ElectricalJobs
...in California"

to men k Easkrnerec..-

Mississippi ; tircunt.4
of the ?he $17iateteli

I  . ,

"7,r,

Over a hall million
dollars worth of new
,lectrical equipment
which you learn to op-
erate in the three
acres of National
shops and laboratories.

\\)

There are hundreds of high -paid electrical jobs beg-
ging here in California! Employers are asking me to

supply them with trained men. So I offer you the oppor-
tunity. to come to Los Angeles, get practical training in my
big shops and fill one of these jobs before 1927!
If you're ambitious to make money I'll guarantee to make

you a real Electrical Expert. My training method is inter-
nationally famous for its thoroughness. I've trained 16,000
men-from all parts of the world-to hold fine jobs at big pay.

You perform all kinds of electrical work here on $1,000,000.00
worth of new equipment, Nvith expert instructors helping you.

You know how-when you leave National. That's why big em -
plovers ore anxious to hire m graduates.

Unless You Pass This Test You Can't
Come to National

I'm sincere about this Big -Pay -Job Offer-and
ity to ambitious men who are willing to spend
enough time to learn electricity right. I don't
want  any half -trained men to represent Na-

tional. You must pay your fare to Los Angeles-
pay living expenses or work at part time jobs while
learning-and pay a reasonable training fee when
you enter school. These obstacles will not daunt
the man who is determined to be a success-and I
have special jobs and savings plans to help earnest
torn who lack funds.

The Most Unusual Electrical Train-
ing in America

You get absolutely thorough, complete training at
National. You are not rushed through. You master
every job. Lifetime scholarship entitles you to stay
as long as you like and come back after graduation
for extra training free. This school's success is
based on the highest -quality training possible. N
expense spared to train you right. Endorsed be
leading educators, electrical associations and em-
ployers, who say, "National produces the best
trained men."

Los Angeles Is Magic City of
Opportunity

World's largest hydro-electileal projects surround
Los Angeles. Constant demand for Electrical Ex-
perts. National graduates supply this demand.

Ideal climate-beaches-mountains-sports-amuse-
ments year 'round. Your Big Opportunity awaits iI
California. Grab a train and come-NOW!

FREE Employment Service Earn While Training
4.!

You can earn board and room while at National by new cooperative plan of practical
91? work in leading electrical and auto shops in spare time. We help you land big -pay

4% b aftergraduation and find new openings for you as you advance. Send for catftlol
'-,,,46), with full details of how National helps you to succeed.
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NATIONAL
ELECTRICAL SCHOOL

it 
Dept. A 326

Santa Barbara and
Figueroa Sts.

LOS ANGELES.
CALIFORNIA
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It. Cooninuham.

"Six Months at
 National Saved

Me SIX Tedious
Years as Appren-
tice."

Ir.

I Il ;IS 1 Itc1.41r
Examination lot of 126 Eno o.

''Ni" I h.,. siorral oo1-
0,1,1 .1,11 1.1. Pa!: atl,l all any -.-

Ales Johnson.

"My Civil Service
Exams. Made

Easy by National
Training" ly
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